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NEW LOOK. SAME GREAT SERVICE. 
Our passion for the sport of traditional archery drives us  

to evolve all that our brand has to offer. We grow and change  

with the sport to better serve our fellow archers. 

For nearly 40 years, we’ve assisted archers of all experience  

levels by offering a wide assortment of products with fast,  

same day shipping and advice from our helpful experts. 

Even with our fresh new look, we are still a family owned  

business dedicated to the love of traditional archery.  

Thanks for taking the journey with us. Pursue your target™ 

Find out more at 3RiversArchery.com/NewAdventure
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F I N E  T U N E  Y O U R  E X P E R I E N C E

Personalize your arrows without spending lots of time or 

money.  Our interactive tool shows you instantly how they 

will look as you build-a-long, plus its smart tech lets you add 

components that work with your arrows, so no ‘guesswork.’ 

3RiversArchery.com/Arrow-Builder

ARROW BUILDER

3RiversArchery.com/Spine-Calculator

SPINE CALCULATOR
We use a mathematical algorithm to help you match your 

bow and arrows' dynamic spines to achieve maximum 

performance. Easy and Fun to use!   
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Easy online ordering
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Technical assistance, 
customer service, and orders. 

Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p. m. 

GIVE 3R BUCKS 
Gift Card

Now redeemable 
online and at our 
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24/7 - 365 Days

STOP ON BY 
Warehouse open to 

public Saturdays, 
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Tomahawk® Kiska SS Longbow
Drawing on the rich bowhunting heritage of Wisconsin, the Kiska SS will make its own mark in history with its flawless 

beauty and design. Created and designed by master bowyer Dale Karch, and made by the world-renowned craftsmen 

of Blacktail Bow Company, LLC, using precision CNC and the finest materials. Riser: Black Phenolic surrounds Cocobolo 

Dymondwood® and Maple and Purpleheart inlaid stripe accents. Capped with Cocobolo Dymondwood®. 

Limbs: Belly is hand selected Pacific Yew and the back is stained Bamboo. Rock maple and Stabil-Kore™ core.  

Red and black tips. One-piece only.  Options: right or left hand, 62" or 64", and weight of 35-65#.

#3738X  Kiska SS 1-Piece  $1,099.99

4  ESSENTIALS FREE SHIPPING ON ON ALL BOWS! (See online for details)
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Every Tomahawk® Kiska SS includes a hard travel case, stringer, and limited lifetime warranty. 

ESSENTIALS  5

BEST OF THE BEST™
Tomahawk Bows®

Tomahawk Bows® began with the creativity and ingenuity of Dale Karch, owner of 3Rivers Archery, and his passion 

to create a bow that was elegantly simple, yet would hold up to the rigorous demands of bowhunting. Dale used his 

expertise as a tool and die maker to create a traditional bow that does precisely that. 

All Tomahawk Bows® feature a unique “trapped” deflex/reflex limb profile, paired with beautiful woods and flawless 

workmanship, all culminating into an impressive combination of speed, smoothness, and stability.  

Truly making our Tomahawk Bows® the “Best of the Best.™”

ASK THE EXPERTS 260-587-9501 • 3RIVERSARCHERY.COM
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DAS BOWS™DAS BOWS™

I T ' S  A L L  A B O U T  T H E  F I N E  T U N I N G

17" Dalaa® Recurve Riser - Engineered for the recurve bowhunter with perfect hunting lengths and natural point-ability. 

21" Dalaa®  Recurve Riser - For the archer who enjoys more mass weight, solid balance, and a larger sight window.  
Those with longer draw lengths will fully appreciate the smooth shooting they get from a longer bow.

- Both risers have scribed center line on the shelf and belly that aid with limb alignment and tuning centershot.  
The arrow shelf is cut 3/8" past center with an adjustable side plate, and high-radiused shelf. Tapped with ATA accessory 
and plunger (triple on 21") holes. The front stabilizer hole features a stainless steel bushing. Matte Black is offered in an 
extremely durable Type III Hard Coat Anodize that won't wear, while Sniper Green is finished with DuraCoat® for Increased 
impact resistance, that protects from corrosion and age. 

Options: DAS™ or ILF. Our proprietary DAS™ limb connection allows easy no-tools assembly and quieter shooting.  
An ILF connection allows for fast assembly and is compatible with a vast amount of recurve or longbow limbs on the market.

#8147 Black Dalaa® Riser  +$60 for Sniper Green 

17" Riser (no grip) DAS™  $479.99      ILF  $519.99  

21" Riser (no grip) DAS™  $499.99      ILF  $539.99

DAS™ RISERS
Offering maximum versatility in a modern traditional bow, with limitless tuning 
for perfect arrow flight. Featuring a machined 6061-T6 aircraft aluminum alloy to 
withstand crucial stresses with zero flex and adjustable draw weight (±5%) and tiller. 

DAS™ DX5 15" Longbow Riser 
Same versatility as our Dalaa® risers, but in a sleek longbow design. Only offered in our proprietary 
DAS™ limb connection, accepting recurve and longbow limbs. Arrow shelf is cut 1/4" past center with 
an adjustable side plate, and radiused shelf. Sight window is 3" tall. Tapped with ATA accessory,  
dual plunger, and front stabilizer holes. Left hand black is powder coat finish, others are anodized.

#8147  Black 15" DX5 Riser (no grip) DAS™  $519.99   Sniper Green  $579.99

DAS™ Complete Bow- Includes riser, set of limbs, bow string, case with riser/limb sleeves, 
bow set-up by 3Rivers Tech, DAS bow grip, bow stringer, owner's manual, and wrench set. #8145

DAS™ BOW LENGTH

Limbs 15" Riser 17" Riser 21" Riser

Short 56" 30-60# 58" 30-60# 62" 25-55#

Medium 58" 30-60# 60" 30-60# 64" 25-55#

Long 60" 30-60# 62" 30-60# 66" 25-55#

X-Long 62" 30-60# 64" 30-60# 68" 25-55#

DAS™ BOW PRICING - see limbs on page 9    Sniper Green +$60

RISER DAS Limbs  
Bamboo Core

DAS 3K  
Bamboo core

DAS 3K  
Foam Core

Java Man  
Limbs

DX5 15" DAS™ $819.96 $974.96 $1,024.96 $1,274.96
Dalaa 17" DAS™ $779.96 $934.96 $984.96 $1,234.96

 Dalaa 17" ILF $819.96 $974.96 $1,024.96 $1,274.96
Dalaa 21" DAS™ $799.96 $954.96 $1,004.96 $1,254.96

 Dalaa 21" ILF $839.96 $994.96 $1,044.96 $1,294.96

15"

21"

17"
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DAS™ HT-21 Riser
In a collaboration with The Push Archery and TradLab we present a hunting riser that is also a  
serious competitor on the shooting line. The HT-21 pulls double duty as the perfect “hunting target” 
riser. Together we designed, tested, and tweaked every inch of the 21" Dalaa® to build the ultimate 
riser for the modern bowhunter who wants to extend their shooting into the competitive realm. One 
riser that handles the rigors of hunting, and the precision demands of a barebow archer. No need to 
have a second “target rig” as the HT-21 is everything in one. 

Offering everything that makes the 21" Dalaa® great and more. Adding a 2nd recessed plunger hole  
along with modifying and optimizing the plunger holes positioning for increased shootability, 
tunability, and accuracy. The radiused shelf has been extended for more off-the-shelf tuning.  
A stabilizer bushing has been added on the belly in-line with the front bushing, and a thicker scribed  
center line. The limb pad attachment has been reinforced and limb butt clearance has been increased.  
It has even gained some deflex to the profile. The largest modification is the innovative barebow 
weight system for customizing your riser for precision balancing.  

Included with every riser are two 4.8 oz brass side plates, wrenches, adjustable strike button, and a 
manual. Riser with weights, no grip, weighs approx 3 lbs 5 oz. Options: right or left hand, matte 
black anodized finish or DuraCoat® sniper green finish, and ILF or DAS™ limb connection.

#81461X HT-21 Black (no grip) DAS™  $629.99   ILF  $669.99

#81461X HT-21 Sniper Green (no grip) DAS™  $689.99   ILF  $729.99

HT-21 Riser Barebow Weights
Use any combination of these weights and still be able topass the 
riser through the 12.2 cm barebow ring. Large Side Plate fits right 
and left sides. Center Plate requires at least one large side plate 
(mount screws included). Weight measurement approx. 

#81811X Weights (sold by the each)

Large Side Plate Brass (10.9 oz)  $49.99    Aluminum (3.5 oz)  $34.99

Center Plate Brass (12.7 oz)  $54.99    Aluminum (4.4 oz)  $29.99

Two large brass side plates with 
center aluminum plate

Always Warm™ Dual Poly Material offers exceptionally low thermal transmission for a feel even warmer than wood. Features precision hand placement, positive grip, and 
durability. The smooth body of the grip allows the hand to slip effortlessly into position. The 2.0 models are designed with ridged corners to provide the most consistent 
hand placement. The 3.0 Joonsuh model re-contours the 2.0 grip to lessen the rub point on the thumb joint, keeping the thumb a little lower for added comfort. Offered 
in Dalaa® / HT-21 in Ex-Low, Low, Standard, High, Standard 2.0, Low 2.0, 3.0 Joonsuh, or JD3. DX5 in Standard or High. Right or left hand.
#8140X Dalaa® / HT-21 Grip  $49.99      #81391X JD3 Grip  $49.99      #81390-05X Joonsuh Grip  $49.99      #8141X DX5 Grip  $49.99

LowStandardStandard 2.0 Low 2.0 DX5 Standard DX5 HighEx-Low HighJD33.0 Joonsuh

Stainless Steel Replacement Kits
Dalaa® - Add style and durability to your riser, 17“ or 21”. Includes: Limb Bolt Bezel (2), 
Brass Sleeve (2), Bezel Buffer Washer (2), Limb Bolt (2), Pad Bolt (2), Strike Button (1), Strike 
Button Lock (1), Soft Tip Set Screws (4). HT-21 - same kit, but no pad bolts. DX5 - same as 
Dalaa® kit, but no strike button, no strike button lock, and only two set screws. 
#8174-5X  Dalaa®  $34.99   HT-21  $29.99   DX5  $27.99

Dalaa® Stainless Steel Limb Pad
Add weight and flair to your Dalaa® riser, 17“ or 21”. Weighing twice as much as 
our standard limb pad, and sold by the each to target weight just where you want it. 
Offer full adjustment for precision alignment of limbs on the riser.
#8149X (each) Limb Connection - DAS™ (4½ oz)  $49.99   ILF (6 oz)  $65.99

DAS™ GRIPS

DAS™ UPGRADES

Warranty voided unless work is completed by 3Rivers Archery. Can be installed at time of riser purchase or for existing risers send the riser back to us for installation.
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BOW RISERS
METAL RISERS

WOOD RISERS

F. Samick Ideal 25" ILF Riser 
Die-cast aluminum with a cut past center flat shelf. Dual 
plunger holes, ATA accessory holes, three stabilizer/weight 
bushings, and a removable clicker bar. Lateral alignment 
and weight/tiller adjustment. Options: right or left hand 
in F1) blue, F2) white, F3) black, or F4) red. 

#82284X Ideal Riser  $184.99

I. NEW COLORS Fleetwood Hunter 19" ILF Riser
The traditional look with the flexibility and precision that ILF limbs 
offer. Perfect for the hunter and competitive archer. Features lateral 
limb adjustment (auburn only). Radiused, cut-to-center shelf with 
medium grip. Arrow rest included with auburn only. Right hand only.  
Color: auburn, NEW brown, or NEW green. 

#2562X Hunter Riser Auburn  $149.99   Brown or Green  $194.99

G. OMP Carbon-Z 15" ILF Riser
Padauk, maple, phenolic, and zebrawood blend. Carbon back and belly. 
Lateral limb alignment and tiller/weight adjustment. Radiused shelf cut 
3/64" past center with medium grip. Options: right or left hand. 

#6035X Carbon-Z Riser  $399.99

J. Timberhawk Talon ILF Riser
Bacote surrounding Charcoal Actionwood, with maple accent 
stripes. Radiused shelf cut 1/8" past-center. Rug rest and leather 
plate are installed. The 19" model features a front stabilizer insert. 
Options: right or left hand in 15", 17", or 19" length. 

#19120X Timberhawk Riser  $699.99

H. 3Rivers Trad ILF 17" Riser
Cocobolo action wood and black phenolic with maple and rosewood 
colored accents. ATA sight bushings, stabilizer bushing, lateral limb 
adjustable ILF dove tails and adjustable tiller bolts. Radiused, cut 1/8" 
past center shelf. Medium grip. Includes nylon storage case. Not for 
use with limbs 55# or more. Options: right or left hand.

#816820X 3Rivers Trad ILF Riser  $319.99

G.
H.

I.

J.

A. Bear Takedown Mag Riser 
Classic '71 Bear Mag riser cast in aluminum. Uses Bear 
takedown system. Adjustable center shot side plate. 
Molded low-wrist style grip. Has quiver and stabilizer 
holes. Right hand only. Options: A or B riser model in 
A1) Fred Bear® camo or A2) moss green.

#20785X Mag Riser  $399.99

B.  Farmington Atlas 19" ILF Riser
CNC machined from T6 aluminum. Standard grip,  
radiused cut past center shelf, and ATA accessory holes. 
Adjustable limb pockets. Options: right or left hand in  
B1) Matte Black, B2) Hunter Green, or B3) Muddy Brown.

#82286X Riser  $324.99    #82287 Riser Weight 4 oz (ea)  $25.99

D. Hoyt XAKT 25" ILF Riser
Dynamic flex control, three stabilizer bushings, dual plunger 
bushings, clicker set-up, flat, cut-past-center shelf, and Hoyt 
Pro Series high grip. Includes plastic elevated rest and a 
removable clicker bar. Options: right or left hand in  
D1) red, D2) blue, D3) gray, or D4) black.

#2522X Hoyt XAKT Riser  $389.99

(see complete bow online)

E. Hoyt Xceed ILF Riser
Hoyt's ILF dovetail takedown system with string  
Tension Technology, VertaTune clicker plates, and 
Dynamic Flex Control. ATA accessory holes, clicker  
holes, and four stabilizer bushings (3 on back, 1 belly). 
See barebow weights online. Options: right or left  
hand, 25" or 27" model, and color E1) White,  
E2) black, E3) slate, E4) red, or E5) blue. 

#25413X Hoyt Xceed Riser 25"  $849.99    27"  $859.99

F.

F2

E2F3

F4

F1

E.

E2

E3

E4

E1

E5D.

D2

D3

D4

D1

B.

B1

B2

B3A2

A1

A.

NEW Eichler 
Signature 
riser, pg 116

C. NEW 21" Samick Discovery  ILF Riser
CNC machined 7071 aluminum billet with an  
anodized finish. Lateral limb and tiller/weight 
adjustments. Radisued cut past center shelf. ATA 
accessory, front stabilizer, and dual plunger holes. 
Includes case. Options: right or left hand in C1) brown, 
C2) black, C3) platinum (17"only), or C4) green. 

#82269X Riser 17"  $314.99    #822692X Riser 21"  $339.99

C1

C2

C3

C4C.
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BOW LIMBS

G. Samick Discovery R1 Wood Core Recurve Limbs
A blending of wood and carbon performance. Two laminations of maple, supported 
with uni-carbon, and finished with black fiberglass. Options: limb connection  
(ILF or DAS™), length (medium or long), and weight (30-55# - on a 17" riser).

#82272X Wood Core Recurve Limbs  $244.99

H. Samick Discovery R3 Foam Core Recurve Limbs
Lighter and more uniform than wood. Weather has no impact on shooting. Paired with 
a unidirectional carbon lamination for a lightweight material. Options: ILF or DAS™, 
length (medium or long), and weight (30-55# - on a 17" riser). 

#82270X Foam Core Recurve Limbs  $279.99

Uukha Limbs are made with their patented Evo² Monolith Carbon. This unique manufacturing process 
and the high carbon content offers amazing strength (no delaminations), improved torsional stability, 
reduced vibrations, and 20% smoother drawing compared to “standard constructed” limbs. Plus, 
performance remains constant in all weather conditions. Matt finish with minimum decals. ILF connection 
only. Options: length (short, medium, or long) and weight (30-55# - on a 19" riser).

I. Uukha Uureg 100% Carbon ILF Recurve Limbs
Made from 100% Evo² Monolith Carbon. No core fillers, just pure carbon strength and performance. 
The newly enhanced “S-Curve” profile offers a smooth, easy draw. The stored energy remains high, 
while the overall design and quality construction offer increased speed and stability.

#816904X Uureg Limbs  $949.99

J. Uukha Selenga ILF Recurve Limbs
Featuring a blend of 80% Evo² Monolith Carbon, and 20% glass fiber, to be lighter 
and faster. The “S-Curve” profile stores more energy while offering a smooth draw. 

#816905X Selenga Limbs  $699.99

K. Uukha Gobi ILF Recurve Limbs
The 50% Evo² Monolith Carbon, and 50% glass fiber, matched with the 
“S-Curve” profile produces a smooth drawing limb that shoots beautifully.

#816906X Gobi Limbs  $499.99

C. Java Man Double Carbon Longbow Limbs
Double carbon layered back for increased speed and stability. Belly constructed of 
Stabil-Kore™ under clear fiberglass. Stacked Stabil-Kore™ tips for high performance 
strings. Core features two laminations of carbonized action bamboo. DAS™ connection. 
Options: length (long or x-long), and weight (30-60# - on a 15" riser).

#82261X Java Man Longbow Limbs  $639.99

D. Java Man Double Carbon Assyrian Recurve Limbs
Same build as their longbow limbs, but with a solid maple core.  
DAS™ connection in x-long length only. Options: 30-55# on a 15" riser.

#82262X Java Man Assyrian Limbs  $639.99

ILF Connection DAS™ Connection

A. NEW DAS 3K Carbon Foam Core Recurve Limbs
Featuring a lightweight foam core surrounded by 3K carbon and reinforced tips  
giving you more stability and less vibration. Options: limb connection (ILF or DAS™), 
length (short, medium, or long), and weight (29, 35-60# on a 17" riser).

#816835X DAS 3K Carbon Foam Core Recurve Limbs  $419.99

B. DAS™ 3K Carbon Bamboo Core Recurve Limbs
Combining the power of bamboo and carbon. 3K carbon is lightweight and relative stiffer 
than other carbons. Bamboo offers strength and elasticity. Reinforced tips. Options: limb 
connection (ILF or DAS™), length (medium or long), and weight (29, 35-60# - on a 17" riser).

#816833X DAS 3K Carbon Recurve Limbs  $369.99

E. / F. DAS™ Bamboo Core Limbs - Longbow / Recurve
Featuring three laminations of bamboo surrounded by black fiberglass.  
The brown and black reinforcing tip overlays let you use high performance 
strings. Longbow lengths are long or x-long, and Recurve are medium or long. 
Options: ILF or DAS™, length, and weight (29, 35-60# - on a 17" riser).

#816826X DAS Bamboo Longbow Limbs (long or x-long)  $214.99     

#816830X DAS Bamboo Recurve Limbs (medium or long)  $214.99

A.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

L.

K.

J.

B.

L. NEW Uukha Altaï ILF Recurve Limbs
”The Ultimate Limb“ due to their 100% carbon construction, new extensively 
optimized structure, and enhanced S-Curve profile. Features, highly refined lay-up 
with thinner carbon plies made from Uukha's special patented Evo² Monolith Carbon. 
Offering superb strength, higher torsion resistance, and reduced vibrations. 
#816903X Altaï Limbs  $1,099.99

--See Online for the latest from Uukha--
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A. Fred Bear Takedown Recurve
Features the classic 1969 “heel horn” style grip, bear medallion on one side, and the famous Bear compass on the opposite side. 
Radiused, cut-on center shelf. The riser is tapped with 1/4" - 20 quiver inserts. Options: black maple or Bubinga and phenolic (both 
with a phenolic stripe), right or left hand, and A or B model. Limbs are Dymondwood®, black fiberglass, with a core lamination of 
Fascor. Reinforced tips for high performance bow strings (includes a D97 Flemish twist in black/white or red/tan). Limbs: #1 (56" on 
A riser, 60" on B), #2 (58"/A, 62"/B), or #3 (60"/A, 64"/B) in 35-60# @ 28" (adds 2 lbs when used with A riser).

#20780 Complete Bow $1,029.98  #20786X Riser Only (A or B) $629.99  #20788X Limbs Only (#1, 2, or 3; 35-60#) $399.99

TAKEDOWN RECURVES

C. Fleetwood Timber Ridge 60" Takedown Recurve
Featuring plenty of grain patterns for an amazing look at an unbelievable price. A classic design that shoots very smooth.  
Bow case included. Riser: Highly radiused, cut-to-center shelf with medium grip. Features exotic hardwoods with vibrant 
accent stripe. Arrow rest sold separately (see pages 48-49). Limbs: Exotic woods under clear fiberglass. Limb bolt and pin 
attachment. Dacron string included, high performance compatible. Options: Right or left hand, in weight of 35-55#. 

#2556X Timber Ridge Recurve   $324.99

B. Striker Classic Deluxe (60" or 62") Takedown Recurve
Custom bowyer quality craftsmanship and dead-in-hand precision shooting. Riser: Radiused, cut 1/16" past center shelf with 
medium forward grip. Made from Cocobolo, and reinforced with phenolic and yew striping for stability. Arrow rest installed.  
Limbs: Limb bolt and dual alignment pin attachment. Figured bacote veneers with action bamboo cores and Cocobolo  
wedges topped by clear fiberglass. Phenolic is added to the front and back of the tips for added support. String: 18 strands 
 high performance string. Silencers and stringer included. Options: Right or left hand, 60" or 62", and 40-60#. 

#2297X Complete Bow  $919.98  #2298X Recurve - LIMBS ONLY (pair)  $559.99  #2297RX Striker Riser ONLY (14" or 16")  $359.99

A.

B. C.
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F.  Traditional Only® Cairn 62" Takedown Recurve  SEE VIDEO ONLINE

Made from quality woods and materials with added attention to the “fit and finish” for a sleek and curvy design. The no-tools takedown 
system makes this an ideal bow for beginners and “old-timers” alike. Riser: Radiused, cut to center shelf with a medium grip. Constructed 
in a laminate design for added durability and unique grain pattern look. Includes an elevated rest (not installed). Features front stabilizer 
bushing, plunger hole, and ATA accessory holes. Limbs: Maple core with black fiberglass facing and backing and reinforced limb tips. 
Includes a Dacron string, high performance compatible. Options: Right or left hand in 25, 29, 35-55# @ 28".

#868453X Cairn Recurve   $184.99   #868455X Cairn Limbs ONLY  $97.99

E. Bearpaw Chapman 58" Takedown Recurve  SEE VIDEO ONLINE

This smooth-shooting, sharp-looking takedown that features traditional German craftsmanship. Riser: Radiused, 
cut 1/16" past center shelf with a medium grip. Made from exotic Amazakoué/Ovangkol with ash and Mycarta 
accent stripes. Limbs: Maple core surrounded by black fiberglass with reinforced G-10 tips to handle today's high 
performance strings. Bearpaw Whisper string included. Options: Right or left hand in 25-55#. 

#8691X Chapman Recurve  $419.99

D. Farmington Ram (60" or 64") Takedown Recurve 
Like the animal it is named after, it is beautiful and hard-hitting. Riser: Radiused, cut-on center shelf with medium grip. 
Made of bubinga and maple laminations. Arrow rest sold separately (see pages 48-49). The 22" riser is tapped with  
front stabilizer, plunger, and ATA accessory bushings. The 18" riser has no bushings. Limbs: Dual maple cores surrounded 
by black fiberglass. Limb bolt and alignment pin attachment. Dacron string included, high performance compatible. 
Options: Right or left hand, bow length (60" or 64"), and weight of 30-55# (measured on 18" riser).

#8692X Ram Recurve  $239.98   #8694X Ram Limbs ONLY  $124.99   #8693X Ram Riser (18" or 22") ONLY  $114.99

D. E. F.
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Hoyt Satori ILF Recurve
The tiller, centershot, and limb alignment are all adjustable for a perfectly tuned bow. Riser is offered in 17", 
19", or 21" machined aluminum. The shelf is radiused and cut 0.44" past center, but features a module plate kit 
(removable .261" side plate with three spacers at .03" each) for tuning your centershot. Includes a plunger hole, 
Hoyt quiver holes, and a front stabilizer bushing. ATA accessory holes included on the 19" and 21" risers. The 
Satori Limbs combine a maple core and aerospace carbon for target archery performance in a hunting bow. Using 
laminated bamboo cores surrounded with high-performance carbon layers to provide dynamic limb straightness, 
torsional stability, speed, and precision string tracking. Complete bow includes calf hair plate, rug rest, grip, BCY 
Flemish twist string, groove silencers, soft shell takedown bow case, and manual. Options: Blackout, Wilderness 
Green, or Buckskin Tan, right or left hand, and 17", 19", or 21". Limbs: Weight of 35-65# (rated on a 21" riser, 
+2# on 19", +4# on 17"), in length of Short (62" on 21" riser), Medium (64" on 21"), or Long (66" on 21") , 
and color of Wood Grain, Blackout, Realtree® Edge™, or Kuiu Verde 2.0. 

#25416X Hoyt Satori Riser ONLY  $499.99  #3563X Module Plate Kit (RH or LH)   $14.99  

#25417X Satori Limbs ONLY  $499.99  

#254517X Satori Recurve -17" Riser w/Satori limbs  $999.98

#254519X Satori Recurve -19" Riser w/Satori limbs  $999.98  

#254521X Satori Recurve -21" Riser w/Satori limbs  $999.98

A. Fleetwood Knight 66" Takedown Recurve
Perfect for the beginner target archer. Riser: Flat, cut-past center shelf with a high grip. ATA accessory,  
plunger, and front stabilizer bushings installed. 20" cast aluminum. Black plastic grip. Includes an elevated 
rest. Limbs: Maple core and fiberglass. No-tools attachment. Dacron string, but high performance compatible. 
Options: Right hand in Muddy Girl, camo, black, or red. Limbs are white in 29#, or black in 29, 40-55# @ 28". 

#2600X Knight Recurve  $199.99    #2602X Limbs ONLY  $99.99      #2601X Riser ONLY (Grip/Rest/String)  $100.00

NEW Hoyt SuperLite Double Gripper Bow Quiver
Part of Hoyt's special In-Line™ Accessory System, with adjustable positions that allow you to mount the quiver as 
close to your bow as possible. The double gripper hold your small and large diameter arrows. Mounts to upper Hoyt 
quiver bushing. Options: 4-arrow or 6-arrow models in colors of black out, wilderness green, or buckskin. 

#2528X SuperLite Quiver  $189.99

TAKEDOWN RECURVES
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C. NEW 21" RISER Samick Discovery ILF Recurve   SEE VIDEO ONLINE

A metal riser recurve with all of the top end features, but without the top end cost. Riser: CnC machined 7071 aluminum 
billet with an anodized finish. Features lateral limb adjustment, adjustable tiller, and weight adjustments (±5%) with a medium 
grip. Tapped with ATA accessory, front stabilizer, and dual plunger holes. Includes a riser case and tools. Elevated arrow rest 
sold separately (see page 48). Limbs: Features a carbon strip for rigidity to prevent lateral movement during the shot and faster 
recovery after the shot. Making sure your limbs perform their best on every shot. Made with solid phenolic wedges, reinforced 
tips for using with high performance strings, and a stealthy matte finish for an extremely efficient and effective hunting limb 
in all conditions. String: D97 Flemish twist string. Options: riser length of 21" or 17", in colors, black, muddy oak brown, 
platinum silver (17" only), or forest green and medium or long limb lengths in weights of 30-55# @ 28".

#82269-17X Discovery Complete Bow 17" riser with Wood Core Limbs  $581.97    - with Foam Core Limbs  $616.97

#82269-21X Discovery Complete Bow 21" riser  with Wood Core Limbs  $606.97    - with Foam Core Limbs  $641.97

A.

Samick Discovery Riser Weight System
Add weight to your Samick Discovery riser for improving performance and stability.  
Can be inserted into the upper or lower limb pockets on 2020 or newer models.  
Mounting Screw included. 145 gram model shown. Weight measurement approx. 

#82268X Weight System (each) 70 grams (2.5 oz) $23.99   145 grams (5 oz)  $23.99

B Striker RK1 60" Takedown Recurve
The perfect blend of modern and traditional designs. Uses a torque free grip modern archers will feel at home with, and recurve limbs 
for nail driving accuracy. Lightweight at 2 lbs. Riser: Highly radiused, deep cut-past center shelf with an extra low grip. Machined 
aircraft grade 6061-T6 aluminum in Cerekote brown. 16" length with large sight window. Includes strike plate and centershot 
adjustment shims. Shoot off-the-shelf or with an elevated rest. Tapped with ATA accessory holes and a stainless steel stabilizer bushing. 
Limbs: Black limba or Curly Etimoe (see online) with action bamboo cores and maple/wenge overlays. Limb bolt and dual alignment 
pin attachment. High performance string with silencers and  bow sock included. Options: Right or left hand in 35-60#. 

#22985X Striker RK1 Takedown Recurve - Complete Bow  $1,019.99  22986X Recurve - Limbs ONLY (pair)  $559.99

B. C.
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C. Bear Grizzly 58" Recurve
Our most popular 1-piece recurve bow. Same design since 1964. Priced to fit anyone's budget, yet delivers smooth shooting with big 
performance. Features a 58" length to make it smooth shooting, but still versatile enough to navigate the woods and get the shots longer 
bows won't let you take. Riser: Radiused, cut-on center shelf with medium grip. Solid Shedua. Limbs: Clear maple and black fiberglass. 
Dacron Flemish twist string (no high performance strings). Options: Right hand in 30-60#, or left in 35-55#.

#2085X Grizzly  $439.99

D. Bear Super Grizzly 58" Recurve
Reintroduced in 2011, this bow was originally manufactured from 1973 to 1976. Featuring extraordinary performance that is worth every penny, 
with two layers of core limb laminations for smoother shooting and no handshock. Riser: Radiused, cut-on center shelf with medium grip. Shedua 
with black accent stripe. Limbs: Maple and black fiberglass. D97 Flemish twist string. Options: Right hand in 35-65#, or left in 40-55#.

#20861SX Super Grizzly  $519.99

B. Bear Kodiak 60" Recurve
Turns out they do make ‘em like they used to! Modeled after the ever famous 1959 Bear Kodiak. Ask around and you're certain to hear tales 
of this legendary bow! In the past it was considered the bow of choice for many bowhunters. Today this bow is certain to be your choice for a 
bowhunting bow as well. Features a satin finish, large profile leather strike plate, and a forgiving feather arrow rest. Riser: Radiused, cut-past 
center shelf with medium grip. I-Beam construction of purple heart with Shedua on the sides. Capped with green and white fiberglass.  
Limbs: Action maple core surrounded by green fiberglass. D97 Flemish twist string. Options: Right or left hand in 35-60#.

#209224X Kodiak  $729.99

A.  Bear Kodiak Hunter 60" Recurve
Originally introduced in 1967, it quickly became know for its smooth draw and blistering performance. This fan favorite is back with a new look. 
Riser: Radiused, cut-on center shelf with medium grip. Shedua two-piece with a black stripe accent capped with white and black fiberglass. 
Limbs: Clear maple and Arctic grey fiberglass. D97 Flemish twist string. Options: Right hand in 35-60#, or left in 40 or 45#.

#20927X Kodiak Hunter  $529.99

ONE-PIECE RECURVES

A.

B. C. D.
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F. Bear Super Kodiak 60" Recurve
Fred Bear's main bow for many years of adventures, It is a real smooth, yet powerful shooter due to its 60" AMO length. If Fred Bear 
trusted it on his hunts, shouldn't you? Riser: Radiused, cut-on center shelf with high grip. Shedua with black accent stripe.  
Limbs: Clear maple and black fiberglass. D97 Flemish twist string. Options: Right hand in 30-65#, or left in 45-55#.

#20201X Super Kodiak  $579.99

H. Bear Kodiak Magnum 52" Recurve
Takes the classic Bear Kodiak designed by Fred Bear and adds the beauty of “Arctic Gray.” Riser: Radiused, cut-on 
center shelf with medium grip. Shedua two-piece with a black stripe accent capped with white and black fiberglass. 
Limbs: Clear maple and ‘Arctic Gray’ fiberglass. D97 Flemish twist string. Options: Right hand only in 35-60#.

#203021X Kodiak Magnum  $499.99

G. Bear Cheyenne 55" Recurve
Impressing and inspiring traditional archers since 2002 with its swept back style limbs and half-moon style grip reminiscent of Fred 
Bear's favorite bows of the early 60‘s. Riser: Radiused, cut-past center shelf with medium grip. Two-piece construction of Shedua 
with black maple. Limbs: Maple and black fiberglass. D97 Flemish twist string. Options: Right hand only in 40, 45, or 50#.

#20322X  $529.99

E. Bear Supermag 48" Recurve
Designed by Fed Bear in 1966 for bowhunters who travels in the brush and those who hunt from treestands. This is a compact 48"  
hunting bow that delivers serious performance. Easy to maneuver in any bow hunting condition and hard hitting on big game. Featuring 
short length for TOP performance. Not recommended for draw lengths longer than 28". Riser: Radiused, cut-on center shelf with high grip. 
Solid Bubinga. Limbs: Clear maple core and black fiberglass. D97 Flemish twist string. Options: Right hand in 35-55#, or left in 40-50#.

#20341X Supermag 48  $419.99

E. F. G.

H.
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A. Bearpaw Creed 60" Recurve
The embodiment of Bearpaw's belief in quality at a great price. You'll break records without breaking the bank. 
Featuring magnificent grain patterns for an outstanding look, with a price that fits into every traditional archer's 
budget. The grip fits perfectly in hand for a great shooting experience every time you pick up the bow. A soft 
bow case is included. Riser: Radiused, cut 1/16" past center with medium grip. Exotic Amazakoué/Ovangkol 
with ash and Mycarta accent stripes. Arrow rest included. Limbs: Maple core surrounded by black fiberglass 
with reinforced G-10 tips. Bearpaw Whisper string included. Options: Right or left hand in 30-50#. 

#8690X Creed Recurve  $379.99

B. Bearpaw Fire Stick 50" Recurve
With scorching good looks and blazing performance this little bow comes in at only 50" and is as equally at home 
stalking prey in the woods as it is scoring on the range. It's compact, powerful, and ready to set the traditional 
archery world on fire! Riser: Features a black mycarta handle, laced leather grip, and cut 1/8" before center 
radiused shelf. Limbs: A combination of bamboo and tineo with reinforced tips multi-layered with mycarta. 
Bearpaw Whisper string included. Options: Right or left hand in 25-50#.

#8689X Fire Stick Recurve  $574.99

ONE-PIECE RECURVES

C. Bearpaw Slick Stick 58" Recurve & Longbow
A smooth shooting bow with no hand-shock. Includes a 30 year bowyer warranty. Riser: Radiused, cut-to-center 
shelf with a low dished grip. The satin matte finish is super durable. Leather arrow rest installed. Limbs: Bamboo 
core with Alder veneers and clear fiberglass. Bearpaw Whisper string included. Options: Right or left hand, 
Charcoal (on left) or Nutmeg (on right) in 29, 35-55#. 

#868505X Slick Stick Recurve  $499.99    #868501X Slick Stick Longbow  $499.99

A.

B. C.
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D. E.

E. Old Mountain Stygian 56" Recurve  SEE VIDEO ONLINE

The perfect for the bowhunter that's stalking through the woods, tucked in a blind, or up a tree. The compact size is exactly what you need 
and it does all that without sacrificing smoothness or accuracy. A sleek and super compact build that delivers hard hitting performance with 
every shot. Riser: Radiused, cut-on center shelf with medium grip. Charcoal action wood with maple accents. Limbs: Maple and black 
fiberglass. Includes a high performance Flemish twist string and an arrow rest. Options: Right hand or left in 29, 35-55#. 

#868405X Stygian  $319.99

3Rivers Bow Set-Up
Let us set-up your new bow so it is ready to shoot. A 3Rivers Tech will set the nocking point, install an arrow rest (pages 48-49), check the brace height (per manufacturer 
recommendations), and install string silencers (pages 46). The arrow rest and string silencers are sold separately. Options: split finger or 3-under shooting style. #BOWSETUPX  $17.99

Importance of Bow Length
Shooting too short of a bow will shorten your distance to stack (feel like hitting a wall when drawing past a certain length), have more finger pinch  
(hurts your accuracy and fingers), and feels as if you are drawing more bow weight as the weight is distributed over a shorter length. Having a longer bow 
will draw smoother, not stack, and normally have greater accuracy as you get a cleaner release due to lower string angle. Your draw length determines what 
will be a “too short” of a bow for you. All adult bows are rated at 28", but not everyone draws to that point. Find your draw length by using a draw check 
arrow (page 86) or watching our YouTube video (Determining Draw Length) for help. If you shoot a compound bow, it may not be the same length on your 
traditional bow. Use our chart ONLY as a recommendation.

 Bow Length Recommended 
Draw Length

48" - 52" 27" & less
53" - 56" 24" - 28"
57" - 60" 26" - 29"
61" - 63" 28" - 30"
64" - 68" 28" - 33"

D. Fleetwood Yukon 62" Recurve SEE VIDEO ONLINE

A beautiful, powerful, and affordable one-piece bow that is sweet looking and sweet shooting. Includes a padded  
nylon bow case. Riser: Constructed from stunning Zebra Wood, African Padauk, and Maple. Radius cut-before center  
shelf and medium grip. Arrow rest included. Limbs: Maple core and clear fiberglass. Reinforced Mycarta limb tips can 
handle high performance strings. Dacron Flemish twist string included. Options: Right hand only in 35-55#. 

#2557X Yukon  $324.99
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E. Farmington Apache 68" Longbow
The wide limbs and slight reflex-deflex design promotes stable performance and quick arrow flight. Riser: Radius cut-on center shelf 
and low grip. Black walnut with cherry and maple accent stripes. Arrow rest sold seperatly (see page 49). Limbs: Black fiberglass with 
maple core. Dacron string included, high performance compatible. Options: Right or left hand in 35-55#. 

#2104X Apache Longbow  $249.99

C. Fleetwood Timber Ridge 60" Takedown Longbow
Featuring plenty of grain patterns for an amazing look at an unbelievable price. A classic design that shoots very smooth. Bow case included. Riser: Highly 
radiused, cut-to-center shelf with medium grip. Features exotic hardwoods with vibrant accent stripe. Arrow rest sold separately. Limbs: Exotic woods under 
clear fiberglass. Limb bolt and alignment pin attachment. Dacron string, high performance compatible. Options: Right hand only in 35-55#. 

#2555X Timber Ridge Takedown Longbow  $324.99

B. Bear AuSable 64" Longbow
Meet your new ‘favorite bow.’ Set apart by its reflex/deflex design, larger sight window, radiused grip, and bamboo laminations. You will love how smooth 
drawing and quiet it is, but you'll be blown away at how accurate and hard hitting it shoots. Riser: Radiused, cut-on center shelf and low grip. Two-pieces of 
exotic bubinga with accent stripe for style and inlaid bear medallion. Includes black leather saddle grip and arrow rest. Limbs: Maple core surrounded with 
hard-hitting bamboo, and finished with black fiberglass. Black and white tips. D97 Flemish twist string. Options: Right hand 35-60#, or left in 35-50#.

#2095X AuSable Longbow $629.99

A. NEW MODEL Bear Montana 64" Longbow
Smooth, stable, and fast. A slightly reflexed design with tapered limbs and slim tips to really add to the performance of this classic. Maple lams 
and black (or grey) glass are brought together with attention to detail creating an elegant blend of beauty, performance, and tradition. Perfect 
match for those just getting into shooting the longbow due to its lower cost, but still packs a punch and is smooth shooting. Riser: Radiused, 
cut-on center shelf and low grip. Black maple with inlaid Bear medallion. Includes black leather grip and arrow rest. Limbs: Clear white maple 
core and (black or grey) fiberglass. D97 Flemish twist string. Options: right hand in 30-60#, or left in 45-55#.

#20931X Montana Longbow with Black Glass  $439.99    #20935X Montana Longbow with Grey Glass  $439.99

D. Striker RK1 60" Takedown Longbow
The perfect blend of modern and traditional designs. Uses a torque free grip modern archers will feel at home with, and reflex/deflex longbow limbs for nail 
driving accuracy. Lightweight at 2 lbs. Riser: Highly radiused, deep cut-past center shelf with an extra low grip. Machined aircraft grade 6061-T6 aluminum 
in Cerekote brown. 16" length with large sight window. Includes strike plate and centershot adjustment shims. Shoot off-the-shelf or with an elevated rest. 
Tapped with ATA accessory holes and a stainless steel stabilizer bushing. Limbs: Black limba with action bamboo cores and maple/wenge overlays. Limb bolt 
and dual alignment pin attachment. High performance string, string silencers, and bow sock. Options: Right or left hand in 35-60#. 

#22982X Striker RK1 Takedown Longbow - Complete Bow  $1,019.99  22983X Longbow - Limbs ONLY (pair)  $559.99    --See Curly Etimoe online--

LONGBOWS

A.

B. C. D. E.
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G. NEW Fleetwood Yukon 62" Longbow
Fleetwood's smooth shooting recurve (page 17) now in a longbow model. Riser: Zebera wood coonstruction with a 
durable satin matte finish. Features a medium grip that offers minimal hand shock, with a radiused shelf cut to center. 
Arrow rest installed. Limbs: Made with maple core between fiberglass with reinforced tips with Mycarta overlays.  
String: Dacron Flemish twist. Padded nylon bow case included. Options: Right hand only in 35-55#. 
#2558X Yukon Longbow  $324.99

I.  Old Mountain Mesa 60" or 64" Longbow  SEE VIDEO ONLINE

A 3Rivers Exclusive! Featuring a stunning combination of exotic hardwoods, you'll want to show off as much as 
you'll want to shoot. The perfect blend of beauty, value, and performance. Riser: Radius cut-before center shelf and 
medium grip. Arrow rest included. Limbs: Clear fiberglass with a bamboo core. Includes a high performance  
Flemish twist string. Options: Right or left hand in 60" or 64" and 29, 35-60#. 

#868401X Mesa Longbow  $319.99

H. Old Mountain Mesa II 60" Longbow  SEE VIDEO ONLINE

Another 3Rivers Exclusive! A short, highly reflex/deflex carbon core design that will have you blown away at how fast and accurate 
it shoots. Beautiful to look at and amazing performance. Riser: Chestnut brown action wood with maple accents and capped with 
white fiberglass and chestnut brown action wood. Radius cut-before center shelf and medium grip. Limbs: Black fiberglass with a 
bamboo and carbon core for high performance. Includes a high performance Flemish twist string and an arrow rest.  
Options: Right or left hand in 29, 35-60#. 

#868403X Mesa II Longbow  $399.99

F. G. H.
I.

F. Bearpaw Quick Stick 60" Longbow  SEE VIDEO ONLINE

Shorter for more power and speed, while the combination of exotic woods gives you one breathtaking bow. The durable 
satin matte finish ensures years and years of faithful use. 30 year bowyer warranty. Riser: Melding the beauty of bubinga 
with the richness of rosewood. The black and white mycarta accents and bubinga cap really set off the appeal of this bow. 
Radius cut-on center shelf and low grip. Arrow rest included. Limbs: Harnessing the power of a bamboo core for super-fast 
performance. Surrounded by Alder and clear fiberglass, these limbs look as sweet as they shoot. Multilayered mycarta tips 
for stability and strength. Includes a Whisper Flemish twist string. Options: Right or left hand in 30-60#. 

#868509X Quick Stick Longbow  $579.99
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A. Grayvn Greyhawke 72" English Longbow
There are few bows in history as revered and admired 
as the English longbow. Made from premium hickory 
and stained rustic brown. Designed to shoot right or 
left hand off-the-knuckle, or with a bowglove (see page 
131). Includes a string, stringer, instructions, warranty, 
and a certificate of authenticity. Weight: 30-35, 35-40, 
40-45, 45-50, or 50-55# @ 28". 

#85908X Greyhawke  $299.99

B. Grayvn Oneida 64" Flatbow
Built to the specifications of an authentic Native 
American style hickory flatbow. Quality brown stained 
hickory. Designed to shoot right or left hand off-the-
knuckle, or with a bowglove (see page 131). Includes 
a string, instructions, warranty, and a certificate of 
authenticity. Weight: 40-45, 45-50, or 50-55# @ 28".

#85906X Oneida  $339.99

D. Grayvn Snake River 64" Longbow
Built with sturdy solid white sapwood hickory and 
backed with artificial snakeskin backing. There's no 
stain or paint for the natural beauty of the wood on 
the belly. The grip is spiral wrapped in dark brown 
leather. Arrow rest and plate installed. Includes a 
Dacron string, instructions, warranty, and a certificate 
of authenticity. Options: right or left hand in 30-35, 
35-40, 40-45, 45-50, or 50-55# @ 28".

#85913X  $359.99

C. Grayvn Bushman 65" Flatbow
Built from hickory and stained a deep brown.  
No grip material for a simplistic look and feel. The 
length offers stability with a smooth, reliable draw. 
Arrow rest and plate installed. Includes a string, 
instructions, warranty, and a certificate of authenticity. 
Options: right or left hand in 30-35, 35-40, 40-45, 
45-50, or 50-55# @ 28".

#85914X  $314.99

E. Grayvn 72"Classic  
English Longbow with Horn Nocks
Every archer admires a beautiful bow. When you add in 
smooth shooting and a design of historical significance, 
you have a bow of true magnificence. This is just such a 
bow... A beautiful piece of history brought to life. Built 
from solid hickory to the historical 8/5 design. It feels great 
in your hand, and provides simple, smooth shooting fun. 
Featuring genuine horn nocks for strength and style. The 
grip is a comfortable brown leather handle wrap. Shoot 
off-the-knuckle right hand only. Finished with a clear, 
durable polyurethane. String and certificate of authenticity 
included. Weight: 30-35#, 40-45#, or 50-55# @ 28". 

#85912X English Longbow  $359.99

N ot  re commended fo r  d raw l eng ths  pa s t  28"

PRIMITIVE BOWS
WOOD BOWS

A. B. C. D. E.
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O. Magyar Sport 55" Horse Bow
Fiberglass limbs under leather with wood syhas.  
String included. Shoot right or left hand off the knuckle. 
Colors vary. Weight: 35-50 @ 30".

#6342X Magyar Sport  $579.99    

#634201 Magyar Replacement String  $26.99

F. Nomad 48" Korean Traditional Bow
Hand-crafted from carbon and fiberglass with a hard maple limb face covered 
with decorative leather. Shoot right or left hand, even with a thumb ring  
(page 131). Includes a high performance string. Weight: 35-55# @ 31".

#24102X Nomad  $324.99

L. Lynx II 52" Horse Bow
Made with ash wood syhas (linseed finish) with a fiberglass belly. Leather 
spiraling the length of the belly. String included. Shoot right or left hand 
off-your-knuckle. Color varies. Weight: 25-45# @ 30".

#6355X  Lynx II  $399.99    #6354 Lynx II Replacement String  $26.99

I. Farmington Stallion 50" Korean Traditional Bow
Hard maple core surrounded by carbon and deep red fiberglass. Suede leather grip. 
Black and red leather accented tips and riser. High performance string included. 
Shoot off-the-knuckle right or left hand. Options: 30-55# @ 31". 

#24104X Stallion  $299.99

K. NEW Mustang Korean Traditional 50" Bow
Features a wood core surrounded by black fiberglass and has a built-in arrow 
rest and plate installed. The no-slip grip provides stability and tips are wrapped 
for protection. High performance string included. Options: right or left hand in  
25 (right hand only) 29, or 35# @ 31".

#2560X  Mustang  $319.99

H. NEW Panda Gong 48" Takedown Horse Bow
Classic design made with modern composite nylon and glass fiber materials 
for more durable, long-lasting performance. Unique 3-piece takedown feature. 
String included. Shoot right or left hand. Draw weight is 18# @ 28". 

#2434-18 Panda Gong  $99.99

P. Song Fiberglass 56" Horse Bow
Modeled after the bows of the Song Dynasty. Fiberglass build 
with leather laced handle and ray skin arrow pass. Can be shot 
right and left hand. Weight: 30, 35, 40, 45, or 50# @ 28”. 

#63551X Song  $279.99

N. Han 3    54" Horse Bow
Modelled after the long-tip horn bows of the Han Dynasty. 
Bamboo core and black fiberglass and with leather laced 
handle and ray skin arrow pass. Shoot right and left hand. 
Weight: 30, 35, 40, or 45# @ 28”. 

#63552X Han 3  $399.99    #63553 Replacement String  $41.99

See page 46 for horse bow string keeper #409604

HORSE BOWS

K. L. O.N. P.F. G. J.
Q.

H.

G. Black Shadow 48" Korean Traditional Bow
Black fiberglass surrounding a carbon and hard maple core. Suede leather grip and 
removable arrow rest (#3554X see online). High performance endless loop string 
included. Options: with or without an arrow rest, in 35-55# @ 31". 

#24100X Black Shadow  $324.99      +$20.99 with arrow rest (right or left hand)

Q. Yumi 89" Japanese Bow
The same style utilized in Feudal Japan. Made by Master 
Bowmaker Jaap Koppedrayer from USA grown bamboo.  
Accented with hand wrapped grip and protective pads.  
Shoots right or left hand. Weight: 22, 30, or 35# @ 31".

#6360X Yumi Bow  $579.99    #6363 Replacement String  $52.99

M. Farmington Assassin 53" Korean Bow
Designed in the traditional Korean style. Features a hard maple 
core surrounded by carbon and dark green fiberglass. Black suede 
leather accented tips and grip. High performance string included. 
Shoot off-the-knuckle right or left hand. Weight: 30-55# @ 31". 

#24105X Assassin  $299.99

I. M.

J. NEW Korean KTB Deluxe 3K 50" Carbon Bow
Individually hand-crafted using hard maple, carbon, and fiberglass. Shoot right 
or left hand. Includes a high performance string. Options: 35-55# @ 31". 

#2436X Korean KTB Deluxe 3K 50" Carbon Bow  $329.99
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3Rivers Hunter Wood Arrows
Premium Port Orford cedar shafting hand-spined, walnut stained, clear lacquer dipped, and crested. Fletched with three 5" shield cut left wing TrueFlight feathers, a traditional barred and 
two solid (red, white, lime, or yellow; same per pack). White Bohning Classic nocks installed. Measure 32" untapered.  
Diameter (Spine): 5/16" (30-35, or 35-40#)  11/32" (40-45, 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, or 60-65#)  23/64" (65-70, 70-75, 75-80, or 80-85#). 6-packs in 30-35# to 65-70# only. 

#4072X Hunter Arrows (6-pack)  $69.99        (dozen)  $125.99

D. 3Rivers Harvester Wood Arrows
Each shaft is hand-selected 11/32" Port Orford cedar. The clear cap dip and special royal walnut 
stain is accented by the handcrafted cresting. Finished with black Bohning Classic nocks and fletched 
with three 5" shield cut turkey feathers, a mini-barred and two autumn brown. 30-35 and 35-40 
spines are fletched with 4" feathers. Weight matched to 20 grain groups. Measure 32" untapered.  
Spine: 30-35 (5/16"), 35-40, 40-45, 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, 60-65, or 65-70#. 

#8318X (6-pack)  $114.99

3Rivers Hunter Arrows Test Kit
Affordable way to find the perfect spine for your bow. Same shaft as Hunter Arrows (above) with three 
solid color feathers for easy identification. Spines are feather color-coded within a kit. Two of each spine 
per kit. Eight total. Measure 32" untapered.

Kit A: 35-40, 40-45, 45-50, and 50-55. 11/32" diameter.  Kit B: 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, and 60-65. 11/32" diameter. 

Kit C: 65-70, 70-75, 75-80, and 80+. 23/64" diameter.

#4054X  Hunter Arrows Test Kit  $45.99

WOOD ARROWS

A. B. D.C.

C. 3Rivers Tapered Saxton Elite Wood Arrows 
Each arrow is made using our 11/32" diameter Port Orford cedar shafts with a 10" taper at the 
nock end. Individually hand-spined and straightened and weight matched to 10 grains per pack. 
Stained a golden oak color with a dark walnut cap, and sealed with a durable polyurethane finish. 
Finished with a 5/16" yellow Bohning Classic Index nock, and 3-fletched with 5" shield cut left wing 
TrueFlight feathers consisting of one brown barred and two solid yellow. Measure 32" untapered. 
Spines: 40-45, 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, and 60-65#.

#8327X (6-pack)  $149.99

A. 3Rivers Autumn Hunter Wood Arrows
Reflects the majesty and beauty of crisp Fall days. Hand selected and matched sturdy 11/32" Port  
Orford cedar shafts (30-35# are 5/16"). We've stained the shafts orange, crown dipped them in pristine 
white, and hand crested them with stunning orange, black, and silver. Fletched with three 5" left wing 
shield cut orange turkey feathers, two solid and one barred. Finished with Bohning Classic orange nocks. 
Measure 32" untapered. Spine: 30-35 (5/16"), 35-40, 40-45, 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, 60-65, and 65-70#.
#8322X  (6-pack)  $114.99

B. 3Rivers Firefly Wood Arrows 
Featuring bright, colorful fletchings, stunning cresting, and quality Port Orford cedar. Gasket lacquer sealed to 
preserve the natural beauty of the Port Orford cedar. Hand dipped and hand crested. Uses 11/32" parallel shafts, 
(30-35# use 5/16"). Fletched with three 5" left wing shield cut lime turkey feathers, two solid and one barred. 
Finished with Bohning Classic fl-green nocks for even more otherworldly beauty. Measure 32" untapered.  
Spine: 30-35 (5/16"), 35-40, 40-45, 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, 60-65, and 65-70#.

#8324X (6-pack)  $114.99
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3Rivers Self Nocked Wood Arrows
A great way to embrace tradition, while also embracing quality. Handmade from 11/32" Port Orford cedar. Weight matched to 10 grain groups. Light walnut 
stained and sealed. Fletched with three 5" traditional cut wild turkey feathers artificial sinew wrapped for extra strength and an elegant, primitive look.  
The self nock is reinforced with artificial sinew for durability. Measure 31½" untapered. Spine: 30-35, 35-40, 40-45, 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, or 60-65#.

#8314X Self Nocked Wood Arrows (3-pack)  $99.99

3Rivers Flu Flu Wood Arrows
Perfect for aerial and small game shooting. The larger feathers slow the arrow down within 20-40 yards. Same shaft as Hunter Arrows (above left), 
but 4-fletched with 4" Flu Flu cut left wing solid color (yellow, white, red, or lime - same per pack) TrueFlight feathers. Measure 32" untapered. 
Diameter (Spine): 11/32"(30-35, 35-40, 40-45, 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, or 60-65#)  23/64"(65-70, 70-75, 75-80, or 80-85#).

#5347X Flu Flu Arrows (6-pack)  $67.99

Finished Bamboo Arrows
These fully finished, handcrafted bamboo arrows are not only unique looking, but are sturdy and accurate. Each comes  
pre-fletched (color may vary) with nocks and points installed. Nocks are made of white bone or black water buffalo horn (varies). 
Feathers and nocks are tied off with silk thread. Approx 33" long. Options: natural barred or solid color fletchings.

A. #6333 Solid Color Bamboo Arrows (3-pack)  $109.99     B. #6333-1 Natural Barred Bamboo Arrows (3-pack)  $109.99

3Rivers Trailwalker Wood Arrows
Offering a unique, rustic touch to your archery set-up. Featuring a southern pecan stained hand-spined 11/32" Port Orford cedar. Sealed with gasket lacquer. 
Fletched with two solid white and one traditional barred 5½" high back shield cut left wing TrueFlight feathers for improved arrow flight. Classy style with 
no-nonsense, accurate, and hard hitting performance. Measure 32" untapered. Spine: 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, 60-65, or 65-70#.

#40712X Trailwalker Arrows (dozen)  $125.99

3Rivers Stalker Wood Arrows
Four fletched (4x90º) to be stable and stealthy in-flight with its combination of 5" left wing shield cut white and wild barred turkey feathers atop a premium 11/32" 
Port Orford cedar shafting with black cresting. Black Bohning Classic nocks installed. Measure 32" untapered. Spine: 40-45, 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, 60-65, or 65-70#.

#40713X Stalker Arrows (6-pack)  $84.99

A.

B.

3Rivers Sherwood Wood Arrows
Load up your quiver and hit the range with these quality 11/32" Port Orford cedar arrows. Measure 30" with 125 grains field points and fl-green Bohning Classic nocks mounted. 
Gasket lacquer finish. Fletched with two lime and one white 4" left wing shield cut TrueFlight feathers. Spine: 35-40, 40-45, 45-50, 50-55, 55-60, or 60-65#. 

#40732X Sherwood Arrows (6-pack)  $69.99
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Traditional Only® Carbon Arrows
3Rivers exclusive shaft made to our specs with the quality and durability you would expect from an Easton 
arrow. Made from high-strength ICS® C2™ carbon composite fiber with a no-glare PhotoFusion™ wood 
grain finish for a superb look, and dead quiet when drawing your bow. Inside diameter of .246" (600 is 
.231"). White S nocks (H on 600) are installed and aluminum inserts included. 3-fletched with 5" shield 
cut left wing turkey feathers on a white cap wrap for visibility and easy re-fletching. Straightness: ± .003" 
Weight: ±2 gr. Recommended field point: 5/16". Spine: 600, 500, 400, 340, or 300.

#6781X Traditional Only® (6-pack)  $99.99     (dozen)  $185.99

Traditional Only® Test Kits 
Find the perfect spine for your bow. Offered in bare shaft,  
or fletched (same as left) color coded for easy identification. 
    #67801X Fletched Test Kit - (one of each listed spine) 
Kit A (600, 500, & 400)  $43.99   Kit B (all spines)  $61.99

    #6780X  Bare Shaft Test Kit - (one of each listed spine) 

Kit A (600, 500, & 400)  $30.99   Kit B (400, 340, & 300)  $30.99

Kit C (all spines)  $43.99

C. Traditional Only® Trad Vane Fletched Carbon Arrows
Don't worry about feathers laying flat in wet conditions. 3-fletched 
with AAE 4" Trad Vanes, no cap wrap. Options: hen fletch color of 
yellow or fire orange in spine 600, 500, 400, 340, or 300. 

#67822X Traditional Only® Trad Vane (6-pack)  $87.99

B. Bear Retro Traditional Only® Carbon Arrows
Featuring our exclusive Bear Archery wraps and all barred feathers, 5" shield 
cut left wing. Options: red or green in spine 600, 500, 400, 340, or 300. 

#67823X Traditional Only® Bear Retro (6-pack)  $124.99

A. Traditional Only® Barebow Carbon Arrows
We partnered with Traditional Vision Quest and Easton Archery to produce 
a Traditional Only® arrow with a .204" inside diameter. Features a solid 
white no-glare PhotoFusion™ finish that will not wear or chip off with 
heavy use. The high visibility is great for shot placement and easy arrow 
retrieval. The white finish makes this a particularly good arrow for “gap” 
shooters, allowing for better focus on the end of the shaft at full draw. 
Fletched with three 4" shield cut left wing turkey feathers (solid white  
and two traditional barred) on a black wrap. White X nocks installed and  
half-out inserts (25 grains) included. Straightness: ±.006" Weight: ±1 gr.  
Field Point: 5/16". Spine: 700, 600, 500, 400, 340, 300, or 260.

#67481X  Barebow Arrows  (6-pack)  $109.99 (12-pack)  $214.99  
SEE VIDEO ONLINE

CARBON ARROWS
TRADITIONAL ONLY® ARROWS

A. B. C.
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B. Black Eagle Instinct® Traditional Carbon Arrows
Wood grain micro-diameter offers a traditional look, easier tuning as it sits closer  
to center, and less wind drift. Spine matched ±.010" and weight matched to ±1 grain 
for consistent shooting. Extra long 34". Inside diameter of .165". M nocks installed, and 
stainless steel 100 grains outserts included. Fletched with three 3" shield cut right wing 
feathers. Hand crested for stunning looks. Color combinations of (cock/hen) barred  
yellow/barred green, barred yellow/barred orange, or black/barred red.  
Straightness: ±.005" Recommended field point: 9/32". Spine: 600, 500, 400, or 350.

#68101X Instinct® Traditional Fletched Arrows (6-pack)  $80.99       

#67901-01 Instinct® Bare Shaft Test Kit (one of each spine)  $35.99

A. Black Eagle Vintage® Carbon Arrows
Spine matched ±.010" and weight matched to ±1 grain for consistent shooting. 
Extra long 34" (.2445" inside diameter). BE Standard nocks installed, and 
aluminum inserts included. Fletched with three 4" shield cut right wing feathers. 
Hand crested for stunning looks. Color: (cock/hen) barred yellow/barred green, 
barred yellow/barred orange, or black/barred red. Straightness: ±.005" 
Recommended field point: 5/16". Spine: 600, 500, 400, or 350.

#68111X Vintage® Fletched Arrows (6-pack)  $70.99       

#67901-02 Bare Shaft Test Kit (one of each spine)  $32.99

SEE VIDEO ONLINE

SEE VIDEO ONLINE

Victory Carbon Trad Carbon Arrows
Small-diameter carbon core with an infused natural, woven linen fiber outer layer for the look and feel of natural wood, but with the durability, accuracy, and precision of carbon. 
The ICE nano ceramic coating is the slickest arrow coating available for improved penetration (none below the fletching for the best glue adhesion). Every pack is spine aligned and 
weight matched to ±1 grain for consistent shooting. All spines measure 31¼". Inside diameter of .204". Installed with Bohning A nocks and includes 80 grains stainless steel outserts. 
Fletched with three 4" shield cut right wing turkey feathers. Color combinations will vary of either green barred or orange barred hen feathers with a gray barred cock feather. 
Straightness: Gamer ±.003" OR Sport ±.006" Recommended field point: 5/16". Spine: 650, 550, 450, or 350. 

#681502X  Carbon Trad - Sport (6-pack)  $85.99  - Gamer (6-pack)  $99.99      #67901-03 Carbon Trad Sport Bare Shaft Test Kit (one of each spine)  $37.99

A. B.

Fleetwood Carbon Arrows
Ready to shoot when you are. The 350, 400, and 500 spines are 3-fletched with 5" shield cut feathers. The 600, 700, and 800 spines use 3" shield cut feathers. 
Inside diameter of .2445". Nocks and inserts installed, 100 grains field points and extra inserts included. Colors may vary. The length varies from 31" to 28"  
(call or go online for lengths). Straightness: ± .006" Weight: ±2 grains. Field point: 5/16". Spine: 800, 700, 600, 500, 400, or 350. 

#6788X Fleetwood (6-pack)  $69.99

Fleetwood Carbon Woodgrain Arrows
Natural woodgrain design appears realistic, yet has the strength of carbon. Made of a multi-layer rolled carbon construction for added strength and durability. Fletched with three 
5" left wing  shield cut feathers. The cock feather is traditional barred, hen feather colors vary, but are the same color per pack. Inserts installed with 125 grain field points included. 
Straightness: ± .006" Weight: ±2 grains. Recommended Field point: 5/16". Spine: 340, 400, or 500.

#6825X Fleetwood (6-pack)  $75.99
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CARBON ARROWS

NEW Easton Vector Carbon Arrows 

Tough but lightweight arrows built for serious target shooters. Fletched with three 2" shield cut feathers (colors vary by spine). Ultra-micro Inside diameter of .166". 

Come ready to shoot with 70 grain points installed. Spine (length): 1400 (28"), 1200 (28½"), 1000 (29"), 800 (29½"), 600 (30"). 

#1123X Vector Arrows (6-pack)  $51.99

Supply Limited Easton 5MM AXIS® Traditional™ Carbon Arrows
Featuring a 9/32" micro-diameter, .204" inside diameter, for better penetration and low wind drift in flight. Nanotube N-Fused® carbon for strength and reduced 
vibration with rich detailed PhotoFusion™ wood grain finish. Bone color X nocks installed and aluminum HIT inserts, insert tool, and epoxy included. Fletched with 
three 4" shield cut right wing feathers, traditional barred and two solid (a. red, b. lime, c. yellow, or d. white). Fletched on a clear cap wrap for easy re-fletching. 
Straightness: ± .003" Recommended field point: 9/32". Spine: 700, 600, 400, or 340 (dozen only).

#67471X Axis® Traditional™ (6-pack)  $109.99    (dozen)  $214.99

a b c d

 Easton Carbon Legacy™ Carbon Arrows
Featuring a traditional look and state-of-the-art performance. Combining the look of traditional wood grain with a high-quality extra long 34" 
(.244" inside diameter) carbon fiber arrow shaft and high-visibility white cap for easy arrow retrieval. White 3D Super nocks™ installed, and 
aluminum inserts included. Fletched with three 4" shield cut left wing feathers, traditional barred and two solid (a. red, b. yellow, or c. white). 
Straightness: ±.005" Recommended field point: 5/16". Spine: 700, 600, 500, 400, or 340.

#677351X Fletched Arrows (6-pack)  $65.99    #677350X Bare Shafts (6-pack)  $51.99  (12-pack)  $98.99

EASTON ARROWS

a b c

NEW Easton Carbon Legacy™ - 5MM Fred Eichler Edition Arrows
The latest collaboration between legendary hunter Fred Eichler and Easton. See page 117.

Easton 6.5MM™ Bowhunter Carbon Arrows \ Flu Flu
Made to the highest level of accuracy with Easton's proprietary Acu-Carbon™ uniform spine process. Features a smooth, non-glare black matte finish. 
Inside diameter of .246". Microlite™ S nocks installed and aluminum inserts included. Fletched with left wing TrueFlight feathers in 3-fletch 5" shield cut 
(traditional barred and two solid), or 4-fletched 4" Flu Flu cut (all solid colors, a. red, b. lime, c. yellow, or d. white). Both fletched on a white arrow wrap. 
Straightness: ± .006" Recommended field point: 5/16". Spine: 500, 400, 340, 300, or 250 ( Flu Flu only in 500, 400, or 340). 

#67731X  Fletched Arrows (6-pack)  $69.99   (12-pack)  $129.99       #67732X Flu Flu Arrows (6-pack)  $67.99

a b c d

SALE Easton Freedom 76 Carbon Arrows
Three-fletched with 4" left wing shield cut turkey feathers, two white and a traditional barred. 
Inside diameter of .231". Easton ST RPS Inserts (18 grains) included and clear 3½" wrap installed. 
Straightness: ±.003". Recommended field point: 9/32". GPI: 8.7 grains. Spine: 330. 

#67506-10X  Arrows (6-pack)  $99.99  $59.99       #67506-1X  Bare Shafts (12-pack)  $99.99  $59.99
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Gold Tip Twister Flu Flu Carbon Arrows
The twisted fletchings ensure short travel to make finding arrows easier. Gold Tip's Smart Carbon technology means strength and long-lasting durability. 
Inside diameter of .204". Accu-Tough Inserts and nocks are installed. Fletched in the USA. Measure 33" valley of nock to end of insert.  
Straightness: ± .006" Weight: ±2 gr.  Recommended field point: 9/32". Spine: 500(blue/white), 400(white/yellow), or 300(red/white).

#6707X Twister Flu Flu (each)  $17.99

Easton Gamegetter XX75 Aluminum Arrows 
Made tough with 7075-T9 Aluminum Alloy. UNI bushing and Easton Super nocks installed and inserts included.  
Fletched with three 5" shield cut TrueFlight feathers on a clear cap wrap for easy re-fletching.  
Straightness: ± .002" Weight: ±1%. Recommended point: (chart online). Model: 340, 400, or 500.

#6777X  Gamegetter Arrows (dozen)  $125.99        #6790-5 Bare Shaft Test Kit (one of each spine)  $20.99

NEW Easton XX75 Jazz™ Aluminum Arrows
Made from a sturdy 7075 aerospace aluminum alloy coated with a hard-anodized finish. 3-fletched with white 4" left wing parabolic cut feathers. 
Straightness: ±.005" Weight: ±2%". Recommended point: (chart online). Model: 2016, 1916, 1816, or 1716. 

#68061X Fletched Arrows (6-pack)  $60.99    #68060X Bare Shafts (6-pack)  $33.99

Gold Tip Warrior Carbon Arrows
100% Carbon construction for durability, and priced to fit any budget. Smooth black finish. Inside diameter of .246". GT nocks installed  
(fl-lime or white), inserts included. Fletched with three 4" shield cut left wing TrueFlight feathers (white and two fl-lime). Fletched in the USA.  
Straightness: N/A Weight: N/A Recommended field point: 5/16". Spine: 700, 600, 500, 400, or 340.

#67080X Warrior (6-pack)  $67.99

Gold Tip Traditional Carbon Arrows
The look of wood with the strength of carbon. The best of both worlds! 100% Smart Carbon construction with a wood grain finish and heavier weight 
for deeper penetration that traditional bowhunters cannot resist. Inside diameter of .246". GT nocks (color varies per pack) installed, inserts included. 
Fletched with three 5" shield cut left wing feathers, traditional barred and two solid (a. red, b. lime, c. yellow, or d. white).  
Straightness: ± .006" Weight: ±2 grains. Recommended field point: 5/16". Spine: 600, 500, 400, or 340.

#67030X Gold Tip Traditional (6-pack)  $87.50   (dozen)  $169.99     #6790-2 Bare Shaft Test Kit (one of each spine)  $37.99

ALUMINUM ARROWS

GOLD TIP ARROWS

NEW Venom Bamboo Carbon Arrows
Features a unique finish that duplicates the look of bamboo, but retains the modern reliability and durability that carbon shafts are known for.  
3-fletched with 4" right wing feathers, two solid and a barred (color and feather profile vary by spine). Nocks with collars pre-installed, and outserts included. 
Straightness: ±.003" Weight: N/A. Recommended point: 5/16". Spine: 700, 600, 500, 400, or 300.

#6871X Venom Arrows (6-pack)  $85.99

a b c d

700 Spine

600 Spine

500 Spine

400 Spine

300 Spine

S E E  S H A F T  S P E C S  O N  P A G E S  8 0 - 8 4 
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BOW QUIVERS
THUNDERHORN QUIVERS

SELWAY QUIVERS

SELWAY ATTACHMENTS

C. Thunderhorn Linx Snakeskin Bow Quiver
Made with genuine western diamondback snakeskin on a 
hand-laced cowhide leather hood. Fits longbow and recurve 
bows. Adjustable for gripper to be 13" to 22" away from 
hood. Weighs approx 10 oz. Options: right or left hand. 

#6820X Linx Snakeskin $189.99

B. Thunderhorn Boa Bow Quiver
Weighs 9 oz and holds 6 arrows. Sturdy plastic construction with 
easy-on/off, no unstringing. Fits almost all longbows and recurves.

#6820 Thunderhorn Quiver  $85.99

A. 3Rivers Mini-Boa Bow Quiver
Compact, lightweight (8 oz) and fits nearly any longbow 
or recurve. Holds 4 arrows. Hand-stitched leather hood. 
Non-marring, rock solid rubber strap attachement for 
easy-on/off, no unstringing. Fits right and left hand bows.

#6819 3Rivers Mini-Boa  $115.99

STRAP MOUNTSLIDE-ON QUICK DETACH FLEX-QUIVERSIDE-MOUNT

B. Selway Soft-Koat Slide-On Bow Quiver
No-glare and soft to the touch hood. Weighs 10 oz and holds 5 arrows. 
Recurve fits on limbs 1½"-2" wide, longbow fits limbs 7/8" – 13/8". 

#5041-5 Limb Mount  Recurve  $87.99    #5039-5 Longbow  $87.99

A. Selway Rawhide Bow Quiver
Hand-stitched and hand-dyed leather which produces a one of a kind custom quiver. 
Colors can vary from a light honey to dark burgundy. Weighs 9 oz and holds  
5 arrows. Heavy duty secure holding rubber straps. Fits limbs 1-2" wide. 

Slide-On (5 or 3 arrow)  Recurve - #5092X  $120.99    Longbow - #5090X  $120.99

Quick Detach Recurve - #4962-5  $130.99    Longbow - #4960-5  $130.99

Strap-Mount (recurve/longbow) - #4970  $130.99

Side Mount (recurve/longbow) - #5112X  $145.99

Flex-Quiver- flex post absorbs vibration, reducing noise.  

Requires bezel adapters (sold separately).

#4990-5  $130.99

C. Selway Plastic Hood Bow Quiver
Featuring plastic hoods that offer durability and affordability. Rubber bases 
and straps ensure they stay in place and don't rattle. Each weighs approx  
8 oz and hold 5 arrows. Slide-On fits longbow and recurve limbs 1"-2", 
Strap-Mount fits all limbs. All fit right and left hand. Color: brown or black. 

#4971X Strap-Mount  $70.99    #4972X Slide-On Recurve $64.99

#4973X Slide-On Longbow  $64.99

A.

A.

B.

B.

C.

C.

D.

D. NEW CAMO Selway Bear Grayling 4-Arrow Bow Quiver
Bear Archery's traditional logo on Selway's dependable, quality quiver. Each holds 4 arrows from 5/16"-23/64"  
in diameter, weigh approx 8-9 oz. Adjustable for right and left hand. Color: brown, green, or NEW Bear camo. 

#51131X Slide-On -Recurve (Iimbs 1½"-2" wide), Longbow (Iimbs 1"-13/8"), or Hybrid (Iimbs 1¼"-15/8") $135.99  

#51132X Quick Detach (Rec or LB) $145.99    #51133X Strap-Mount $145.99    #51134X Side-Mount $165.99
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GREAT NORTHERN QUIVERS

Great Northern Kickback Bow Quiver
Same construction as above, but designed to angle the arrows back towards the archer for a lower 
profile and easier access for a quicker second shot. Distressed brown only. Options: right or left hand.

#507603X Limb Mount  $125.99      #50011X Riser Insert  $125.99

#5073X Limb Bolt - Standard or ILF  $125.99    Hoyt  $130.99

Great Northern Adjustable Bow Quiver
Features a leather hood stamped with the Great Northern logo and hand-stitched with artificial sinew for style.  
The Limb Mount's rubber straps fit all bows. The Riser Insert has screws for installing to 1/4"-20 and #10-24 quiver inserts. 
The Limb Bolt fits on all takedown bows. All models weigh 8 oz, hold 5 arrows, and offer easy-on/off with no unstringing. 
Wires feature a lifetime warranty. Options: connection, color, and right or left hand.

#5074X Limb Mount - Brown or Black with Brown Accent  $125.99  

#3195X Riser Insert - Brown or Black  $125.99

#5073X Limb Bolt -  Brown only, Standard or ILF  $125.99    Hoyt  $130.99

Black Black/BrownDistressed BrownRISER INSERTLIMB MOUNT LIMB BOLT

GREAT NORTHERN ATTACHMENTS

Trophy Ridge Hex Light  
5-Arrow Bow Quiver
Features four glowing green LED 
lights (three on top of the hood and 
one inside). The soft-touch hood 
is precision designed, reducing 
vibration and eliminating noise. 
Features 15" long, fully adjustable, 
low profile design that fits tight to 
your bow. Mounts to ATA accessory 
holes. Fits right and left hand bows.

#81941 Hex Light  $94.99

Alpine Bear Claw 
3-Arrow Bow Quiver
Made from a durable ABS 
plastic (OD green) or rugged 
polypropylene (black). Offers 
a wide range of vertical 
adjustment for optimal 
positioning of your quiver. 
Bracket mounts to ATA accessory 
holes. Fits right and left hand.  
Color: black or OD green.

#6037X  $39.99

NEW Bohning  
Lynx 4-Arrow Bow Quiver
The wrap-around hood style  
features a sound-dampening liner  
and a durable, lightweight composite 
stem. The dual gripper securely holds 
four standard 5/16" carbon arrows with 
fixed broadheads. Includes Lever-Lock 
mounting system with mounting screws. 
Weighs 6 oz and measures 12" long.

#77814 Lynx Quiver  $34.99

NEW Bear Kodiak  
Quick Disconnect 5-Arrow Bow Quiver
The snap-bracket can be adjusted to fit 
any width bow limb. Quick disconnect 
desiged for easy remove for travel or 
storage. Holds arrows 5/16" to 23/64" in 
diameter. Adjustable for many different 
configurations. Fits left or right hand 
recurves and longbows.

#31920 Kodiak Quiver  $99.99

B. Kwikee Kwiver  
Side Mount Bow Quiver
Bracket mounts to ATA accessory 
inserts. Ultra-Lock® reduces vibrations. 
Both are 12" long. 6-arrow weighs 
8.7 oz, 3-arrow 5.6 oz. 

#3226  6-arrow  $49.99

#3225  3-arrow  $45.99

Eagle's Flight Bow Quivers
Stitched and riveted leather 
hoods with heavy duty Velcro®  
straps and rubber padding for a  
non-slip grip. Weigh just 5 oz.  
Holds 4 arrows (mini holds 3). 

A. #8221-01 MiniMAX  $79.99

    #8220-01 Mini 3-arrow  $69.99       

B. #8218-01 Cherokee  $98.99

C. #8219-01 Geronimo  $112.99

A.

A.

B.

B.

C.

 Alpine Power Loc  
4-Arrow Bow Quiver
Bracketed mounting 
system for quick and easy 
on and off. Urethane 
foam lined hood keeps 
noise to a minimum. 
Hang loop for gear hooks 
or tree limbs. Color: OD 
green or black. 

#6038X Alpine  $54.99

Apex Reactor™ XL  
5-Arrow Bow Quiver
Features adjustable angles,  
TRU-TOUCH™ Soft-Feel 
technical coating and rubber 
hood liner to dampen vibrations 
and reduce noise. Mounts to 
ATA accessory holes. Fits right 
and left hand. 

#814220 Apex  $79.99

F I N D  Q U I V E R  R E P L A C E M E N T  P A R T S  O N L I N E

NEW G5 Head-Loc Air 
 4-Arrow Bow Quiver
Features a unique mounting system that 
decreases noise and reduces vibration 
using rubber compression technology. 
The low profile design means the 
quiver sits closer to the bow, allowing 
for improved shot balance. Mounts to 
ATA accessory holes using the included 
mounting screws. Tree mount included.

#81423 G5 Head-Loc Quiver  $45.99

A. Kwikee Kwiver  
Clamp-On Bow Quiver
Vintage look and feel.  
Weighs 5 oz and holds 4 arrows.  
Fits longbows and recurves.  
Hood clips to your fourth arrow.

#4028 Clamp-on  $43.99
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BACK QUIVERS

Trail Blazer Center Back Quiver
Made of top-grain leather for high caliber 
craftsmanship and functional. Fully adjustable 
for any sized archer. Backpack style straps for 
a comfortable, yet secure fit. Measures 25" 
deep, 6½" x 3" opening, weighs approx  
1.75 lbs. Top is sewn with sheep shearling to 
keep arrows quiet. Accented with elk antler 
button and brass buckles. Easily holds  
12 arrows. Fits right and left hand.

#609901 Trail Blazer  $194.99

Okie Back & Hip Arrow Quiver
Use the sturdy strap to wear as a back 
quiver, or use the belt clip to wear as 
a hip quiver. Made from quality oil-tan 
cowhide leather. Sturdy stitching with 
two layers of leather at the top and 
bottom. Two tone color (may vary).  
Fits right and left hand. Comfortably 
holds six arrows, approx 19" deep. 

#611509 Okie Back & Hip  $92.99

Traditions Leathercraft Back Quiver
Handcrafted from 7-8 oz tanned cowhide.  
The soft leather conforms to your back for  
all-day comfort. Large gear pocket measures 
6½" x 4½", with a 2½" expandable gusset.  
The bottom is lined with heavy veg-tan leather 
and sheepskin to secure broadheads. Quiver 
body measures 6" x 22". Adjusts for right and 
left hand. Color may vary. 

#611513 Medium Back Quiver  $194.99

3Rivers Classic II Back Quiver
Step back in time with this 1950's custom  
style handcrafted back quiver. Easily holds  
12 arrows, measures 24" deep. Handcrafted 
quality 9 oz water buffalo hide. Features 
an arrow divider and a genuine antler 
arrowhead accent. Adjustable 3-point 
shoulder strap for the perfect fit on your 
back. Options: right or left hand. 

#610006X Classic II Quiver  $214.99

Bearpaw Indian Summer Back Quiver 
Sometimes simple is simply better. An 
ideal all-round quiver with a simple design 
and quality construction. Constructed 
from fine suede, and features attractive 
fringe decoration, as well as a handy 
accessories pocket. Single shoulder strap. 
20½" deep. Fits right and left hand.

#61221 Indian Summer Quiver  $49.99

Traditional Archer Back Quiver
5-6 oz top-grain leather in traditional 
tapered body design to fit perfectly on 
your back. The shoulder strap uses a 
brass buckle to fully adjust to fit most 
archers. Sheep shearling is sewn on 
interior to keep arrows quiet. Easily 
holds 12 arrows, measures 24" deep. 
Options: right or left hand.

#6099X TA Quiver  $172.99

Neet Back Quiver
Designed to be super comfortable, 
yet stylish. Made of 5 oz honey brown 
suede with a foam bottom insert for 
use with broadheads. Features a 2" 
full length separator tube and a large 
accessory pocket. Fully adjustable 
3-point strap. Holds 18 arrows,  
21" deep. Options: right or left hand.

#5066X Neet  $179.99

Bearpaw Raven Back Quiver
A classic design made from quality,  
beautiful black suede. Designed to be 
compact and easy to wear. Perfect for stump 
shooting and target shooting. Features an 
accessory pocket (12" x 4" x 1") and a 
3-point shoulder strap. Measures 22" deep. 
Options: right or left hand. 

#61222X Raven Quiver  $89.99
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Rover Back Quiver
Made with quality 5-6 oz top-grain cowhide 
leather body with rolled top for style and 
function. Features a genuine antler button 
accent and an adjustable buckle shoulder 
strap for a custom fit. Easily holds 12 arrows, 
measures 21" deep. Fits right and left hand. 
Color: green or brown.

#610005X Rover Quiver  $129.99

Bearpaw Long Back Quiver
This classic design is an old favorite of 
traditional archers. A great blend of 
quality and tradition. The roomy inside 
measures approx 21½" x 5" x 3". Easily 
holds 12 arrows. The adjustable shoulder 
strap measures approx 30" long. 
Options: black body with brown logo, 
or brown body with black logo.  
Right hand only. 

#61224X Bearpaw Back Quiver  $89.99

Deluxe Royal Back Quiver
Handcrafted from fine vegetable 
tanned leather with a special 
antique finishing process to bring 
out the depth and beauty of the 
leather. Highlighted with a diamond 
antler button. Fully adjustable, 
3-point strap lined with shearling. 
Thick sheep shearling is sewn in on 
the bottom and around the top. 
Easily holds 12 arrows, 24" deep. 
Options: right or left hand. 

#6107X Deluxe Royal  $345.99

Whitetail Classic Back Quiver
Featuring vegetable tanned water buffalo 
leather embossed with a classic running deer. 
Boasting an antiqued moose antler accent 
button, an arrow divider bar, and a fully 
adjustable 3-point strap with brass buckles. 
Easily holds 12 arrows, 24" deep.  
Color may vary slightly. See matching armguard 
on page 40. Options: right or left hand. 

#610003X Back Quiver  $299.99      

3Rivers Ranger Back Quiver
Features a durable 600 x 300 denier polyester shell 
that is lightweight (approx 8 oz) and keeps cool on 
hot days. Immune to rain and cold weather, It's a 
perfect low-maintenance and stylish way to carry 
your arrows. Not for broadheads. Holds 12 arrows, 
measures 19" deep. Adjustable to fit all sizes,  
and fits right and left hand.

#1149 Ranger Quiver  $43.99

 Titan Compact Back Quiver
The padded shoulder strap is adjustable  
and designed to hold arrows at a 
slight angle. Semi-rigid nylon build for 
durability and flexibility. Holds 12 arrows. 
19" deep. Fits right and left hand.

#6237  $20.99

Woodland Basket Quiver
Hand-woven the ‘old way’ with half round 
reed for a sturdy quiver that will last for years. 
Similar to quivers used by the Woodland 
Indians. Shearling in bottom for protection. 
Adjustable leather strap. Great for hot 
summer days! Holds 12 arrows, 22" deep.  
Fits right and left hand.

#6590 Woodland Basket  $95.99

NEW Bearpaw Big Adventure Back Quiver
Semi-rigid quiver made from water 
resistant nylon. Features two 3" wide arrow 
compartments and an accessories pouch in the 
front for storing gloves, tabs, strings, and other 
necessary gear. The removable strap is fully 
adjustable with three-point fixation.  
Options: left or right.

#61225X Big Adventure Quiver  $49.99
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HIP QUIVERS

Neet Leather Target Quiver
Featuring plenty of space with its two 
zippered accessory pockets (9"x 3½" with a 
score card sleeve), a Velcro® closure pocket 
(4"x 5"), metal D-ring, and two accessory 
clips. Features four arrow tubes that can 
hold 12 arrows. Measures 21" deep.  
Belt required. Options: right or left hand. 

#1690X Neet Target Quiver  $189.99

Bateman Target Belt  Quiver
Carry up to 9 arrows in the three sturdy  
17" arrow tubes. 2" wide belt loop. The 
accessory ring lets you carry extra tools such 
as an arrow puller. There's also a clip for 
holding your score card and a handy pencil slot. 
Zippered accessory pocket lets you carry even 
more extras. Made from quality black leather, 
with sturdy metal rivets and machine stitching. 
Options: right or left hand.

#3255X Quiver  $169.99

Fred Bear Field Quiver
Stamped with a retro Fred Bear design from 
the 1950's of a Native American paddling 
a canoe. Features nylon stitching, brass 
rivets, and hand lacing. Weighs approx 8 oz, 
measures approx 16"x 5½". Holds 12 arrows. 
Belt required. Options: right or left hand. 

#1689X Fred Bear Field Quiver  $85.99

Neet Traditional Field Quiver
A big help on the range or in the woods. 
Sturdy leather construction with a handy pouch 
and sleeve. Flap style accessory pouch with  
an elastic cord attachment measures approx  
5½" x 4". Holds 12 arrows, 8½" deep.  
Belt required. Options: right or left hand. 

#1691X Neet Field Quiver  $94.99

Traditions Leathercraft  
Heavy Duty Sidekick Quiver
Constructed from quality 7-9 oz. cowhide 
leather. Features a 2¼" deep gusset to the 
roomy 5" x 4" pocket on the front. Includes a 
slot for score card and pencil, antique copper 
button and leather strap for securing the flap 
in place. Measures approx 15" x 6". Holds 
6-12 arrows. Requires a belt. Color may vary. 

#611512 Sidekick Quiver  $109.99

Bearpaw Buckskin Hip Quiver
The firm, yet soft buckskin is great for  
helping keep your arrows silent as you stalk 
through the forest. Features two belt loops 
for extra stability. The main opening holds 
6 arrows. Accessories pouch on the front 
features a button and cord closure.  
The Bearpaw logo is embossed on the  
pouch and button. Dark brown buckskin. 
Options: right or left hand.

#61226X Buckskin Hip Quiver  $39.99

Traditions Leathercraft  
Deluxe Leather Field Quiver
This exceptionally high quality hip quiver 
features plenty of room for up to a half dozen 
arrows, as well as an accessories pocket topped 
with an antique copper button closure with a 
feather design. The 19½" deep body is made 
using 5-6 oz. cowhide, and is reinforced at the 
top and bottom using 4-5 oz. bull hide. 

#611515 Deluxe Leather Quiver  $135.99

Bearpaw Sidepack Quiver
High quality honey brown and dark brown 
suede construction down to the last stitch. 
Features three loops for external arrows,  
a roomy main compartment, and even  
a pocket to hold your score card. Approx 
21¼" deep. Options: right or left hand. 

#61223X Sidepack  $45.99
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Easton Flipside™ 4-Tube Hip Quiver 
The perfect quiver for serious target 
shooters. Featuring a rugged high-denier 
poly construction with injection-molded 
tubes, t-square & pencil slots, and accessory 
attachment rings. Easily holds 12 arrows,  
19" deep. Includes belt (not shown).  
Fits right and left hand shooters. 

#1698-01 Flipside™  $62.99

Bohning Black Sky  
Target Hip Quiver
Four high-capacity arrow tubes are  
17½" deep and hold 12 arrows. 
Plenty of space with a large double-
zippered compartment on the front 
and a smaller one near the belt loop. 
Durable, water repellent material.

#77812 Black Sky  $44.99

Bohning Black Sky Pouch
Keeps your gear easily accessible. 
Features a drawstring closure, and  
a zippered front and back pockets. 
Measures overall 5½" x 6" x 3".

#77813 Pouch  $21.99

Allen Titan Compact Hip Quiver
Molded, compact design is ideal for versatility 
and convenience. The belt clip easily attaches to 
your belt or pocket, allowing you to carry this 
quiver anywhere on the range or in the field. 
Features a molded two-cavity arrow divider in a 
semi-rigid frame. Holds 6 arrows. 17½" deep. 
Fits right and left hand.

#6236 Titan Quiver  $19.99

Neet 5-Arrow Field Quiver
Lightweight, weather resistant Cordura® shell 
with a molded plastic 5-slot divider. Roughly 
11" deep, weighs 14 oz. Features a carabiner 
clip, a large 6" x 4¼" x 1½" pocket, and an 
outer sleeve. Angles the arrows backwards. 
Requires a belt to wear. Options: ranger 
green or coyote brown in right or left hand.

#16910X Neet Field Quiver  $85.99

Traditional Only® Hip Quiver
Inexpensive and lightweight. Features easy access 
for your arrows, and quick and easy attachment 
and detachment. Made of lightweight 600 x 300 
denier polyester it's immune to rain and cold 
weather. Includes a belt clip. Holds six arrows, 
weighs 3 oz, 19½" deep. Fits right and left hand.

#6218 Hip Quiver  $21.99

Pope & Young Belt Quiver
Made of top grain rich brown leather 
with an antler button accent adds 
an extra traditional touch. The 3½" 
opening, tapered design is 19½" 
deep. and will hold up to 12 arrows 
comfortably. Belt required.  
Fits right and left hand.

#6112 P&Y Belt Quiver  $97.99

3Rivers Range Rover Hip Quiver Deluxe
Constructed of lightweight 600 x 300  
denier polyester to keep cool on a hot day. 
Features six arrow sleeves, six pockets  
(one zips), and a D-ring. Tons of space for  
a pencil, score card, arrow puller, etc.  
Belt required. Holds six arrows, 9" deep. 
Options: right or left hand.

#1159X Range Rover Deluxe  $59.99  

#1161 Nylon Belt (2" x 50")  $15.25

Vista Rogue Hip Quiver
Three plastic arrow tubes holds  
9 arrows. The 11½" x 5" zippered gear 
pouch can be removed and reattached 
via Velcro®  to either side. Approx 18¼" 
deep. Includes an adjustable metal belt 
clip for using left or right hand. 

#169301 Rogue Hip Quiver  $35.99
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Final Stalker Sheath
Keeps an arrow at the ready. Mount to  
the outside of riser on the non-working part 
of the upper limb. Hand-stitched all-leather 
construction with thong attachment.  
Fits 2-blade broadheads up to 1¾" wide.  
Fits all longbows and recurves.

#5318 Stalker (each)  $14.99

Traditions Leathercraft 
Broadhead Sheath
Two layers of twice tanned quality 9-10 
oz latigo leather. Single metal eyelet for 
tying to your bow's top limb, or for tying 
several sheaths together. For 2-blade 
broadheads up to 1½" wide. 

#611508 (each)  $16.75

POCKET QUIVERS

Traditions Leathercraft 3-Pocket Quiver
Handmade from 9-10 oz latigo leather. Color may 
vary. Designed to slide into your back pocket, or 
can be worn on your belt. Holds 6-10 arrows, and 
approx 5½" deep. The large accessories pocket 
features a 2" wide gusset and measures approx 
4¼"x 5¼". Also includes a pocket for a pencil and 
score card. Fits right and left hand.

#611506 Pocket Quiver  $85.99

Fred Bear Pocket Quiver
One of Fred's designs from the early days.  
Made with two types of high-quality leather,  
nylon stitching, and brass rivets. Stamped with the 
Bear Archery logo on the flap. Weighs approx 4 oz; 
4¾"x 7½". Holds six arrows. Designed to wear in 
most back pockets. Fits right and left hand. 

#1687-01 Fred Bear Pocket Quiver  $35.99

Pocket Quiver by E.W. Bateman
Classic design, quality vinyl construction. 
Designed to fit most back pockets. Wear in 
pocket (using tab) or on your belt. Holds six 
arrows comfortably. Fits right and left hand.

#3251 E.W. Pocket Quiver  $30.99

BROADHEAD SHEATHS

Bear Leather Pocket Quiver
Soft leather embossed with iconic bear. 
Built in 1960's style. Slide into pocket or 
wear on your belt. Easily holds six arrows, 
approx 5½" deep. Fits right and left hand.

#6102 Bear Pocket Quiver  $38.99

E.W. Bateman  
Deluxe Leather Pocket Quiver
Ideal for the archer who likes to be 
prepared. The accessories pouch lets 
you carry about everything. The Velcro® 
closure keeps your gear secure. Also 
features a pencil holder and a D-ring for 
attaching arrow pullers or other tools. 
The tab on the back slides into your back 
pocket, or you can attach to your belt. 
Holds six arrows. Fits right and left hand.

$7799
#3254 Deluxe Pocket Quiver

NEW Bohning Pocket Quiver
Made from sturdy, lightweight plastic.  
Holds six arrows. It slips easily and 
comfortably into a pocket, or attach to a belt. 
The integrated anchoring clip allows for a 
secure attachment. Fits right and left hand. 

#77811 Bohning Pocket Quiver  $25.99

Uni-Stalker Broadhead Sheath
Designed for the Woodsman® broadhead, 
but will work with any 2-blade or 3-blade 
broadhead that is 15/8" or less in width. 
Uses leather thong for mounting to your 
bow. Fits all longbows and recurve bows. 

#6253-1 Uni-Stalker (each)  $18.50

Leather 2-Blade Broadhead  Sheath
Made from bison leather. Protects your 
broadheads and keep them sharp while 
in your back quiver Use the tie straps 
to hold multiple sheaths together. 
Measures approx 3½" x 1¾".

#6098 BH Sheath (each)  $12.99
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Selway Piggy Backers
Clips to an arrow in your bow 
quiver so you can carry an extra 
Judo or other blunt arrow. 
Options: standard (5/16" and up) 
or micro (shafts 9/32" and down).

#5038X (pair)  $5.75

The Bow Wart  
ATA Accessory Holes Bracket
Features a super strong adhesive 
backing that will not come off. Tapped 
with a set of ATA accessory holes, and 
includes four sets of screws of different 
lengths. Measures 2" x ¾". 

#8214 Adhesive Bracket  $16.75

Bow Quiver Replacements
See online for hood foam 
and gripper replacements for 
your Great Northern, Selway, 
Thunderhorn, and other quivers.

B. Traditions Leathercraft Latigo Leather Side Quiver
Taking the best of what a back quiver and a side quiver have to offer and 
combining them for the ultimate all-occasion quiver. Handmade with approx 
10 oz latigo leather. The shoulder strap is lined with top grain cowhide and 
accented with an antler button. Color ranges from reddish to dark brown. 
Open cell foam for broadhead tipped arrows. Weighs approx 1 lb 6 oz.  
Fits right and left hand. Options: with (shown) or without gear pouch. 

#611501X Latigo - No Pouch  $159.99    with Pouch  $189.99

A. Safari Tuff ArrowMaster Side Quiver
Features a reinforced semi-rigid frame that is water repellent. Made of soft, 
quiet, USA made Amerisuede material in True Timber® Strata camo. Fleece lined 
end band reduces noise. Side pocket approx 10½"x 4¾", with internal zipper 
sleeve. Adjustable shoulder strap. Arrow shield (not shown, sold separately) 
covers the point end opening to protect arrows from the elements and debris. 
Holds six broadheads or 12 field point arrows comfortably. Approx 32" long with 
removable top cover (adds 4"), weighs 1 lb 5 oz. Options: right or left hand.

#6205X ArrowMaster Side Quiver  $179.99     

#6209X Arrow Shield  $31.99    #6205 Hood Foam  $10.50       

Handmade Leather Archer's Belt
Top quality 10 oz brown leather  
with solid brass clipped corner buckle.  
Size: Small (30-32"), Medium (34-36"), 
Large (38-40"), X-Large (42-44"), or  
XX-Large (46-48"). 

#61201X Leather Belt  $44.99

Traditional Side Strap
Converts your single strap back quiver into 
a 3-point attachment for a more secure 
fit on your back. No more chasing arrows 
around and around. Fits most back quivers.

#6110 Strap  $28.50

J-Grip Arrow Holder
Keep your Judo tipped arrow secure, 
installs into the foam of your quiver. 
The built-in magnet holds onto the 
tip of the Judo with a sturdy 2 lb 
hold. Judo point sold separately. 

42061 J-Grip (each)  $11.99

Sheepskin Shearling Quiver Liner
The perfect solution for protecting arrows 
and muffling noise on your quiver. Or use 
it to pad your shoulder strap for added 
comfort. Measures approx 24"x 2".

#4547 (each)  $15.75

Montana Pitch-Blend® Leather Dressing
A super water repellent and conditioner. 
Unique blend of pine pitch, mink oil, and 
beeswax. No chemical or petroleum odor. 

#4050 (4 oz)  $11.75

SIDE QUIVERS

C. Great Northern Sidekick Side Quiver
Perfect for those who really don't like using bow quivers.  
It adapts to your hunting style or conditions, carries easily 
over the shoulder and wears easy at any angle. Adjustable 
leather shoulder strap. Distressed brown. Approx 10 oz 
and holds 5 arrows. Fits right and left hand.

#50017-01 Great Northern Sidekick  $125.99

QUIVER ACCESSORIES 

A.

B.

C.
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SHOOTING GLOVES

Damascus Glove
Full palm design. Doeskin leather with reinforced tips. 
Thinner leather for a better ‘feel’ of the string. Not for 
heavyweight bows (55+ lbs). Velcro® wrist band.  
Size: S, M, L, or XL.

#4036X Damascus Glove  $17.99

3Rivers Deerskin Berlin Glove
The most comfortable glove on the market 
due to its soft deerskin construction in full 
palm design. Reinforced tips for protection. 
Velcro® wrist band. Size: S, M, L, or XL. 

#4425X Berlin Glove  $49.99

Full Finger Glove
Soft leather backing, long lasting Mega Hide 
tips, a proprietary blend of synthetic material 
formulated to be durable, yet flexible. Velcro® 
wrist strap. Size: S, M, L, or XL. 

#4042X Full Finger  $23.99

Bearpaw Summer Glove
Breathable mesh construction offers the 
best comfort on those long, hot days on 
the shooting range. Size: M, L, or XL. 

#4039X Mesh Glove  $19.99

.30-06 Outdoors Genuine Cowhide Glove
Cowhide is durable, comfortable, and long-lasting. 
Reinforced fingertips for extra protection.  
Velcro® strap. Size: S, M, L, or XL.

#40423X  $18.99

Bearpaw Black Glove
Proprietary water repellent and windproof material 
that allows for a smooth release even in rain, snow. 
Warm fleece interior lining. Size: M, L, or XL. 

#4043X Bearpaw Black  $25.99 

Suede Leather Glove
The suede body is soft, smooth, and supple. 
Breaks in well and the leather finger stalls are 
sturdy and allow a slick release. Elastic wrist 
band with Velcro® closure. Size: S, M, L, or XL. 

#40422X Suede Glove  $18.99

$4999
#4040X Dura-Glove 

3Rivers Dura-Glove
No break-in period needed and will outlast others. This is 
 sure to become your favorite glove. Tip overlays measure 1¾" 
long for protection past the first knuckle. Rugged Cordura® tips 
wear like iron, and strings fly off its super-slick surface.  
Full palm design. Velcro® wrist band. Size: S, M, L, or XL. 

Bearpaw Deerskin Glove
Made from thick deerskin. Features 
reinforced fingertips for a quick release  
of the string. Great protection even at  
heavier draw weights. Size: S, M, L, or XL. 

#40442X Deerskin Glove  $35.99

Bear Archery Leather Glove
Handcrafted from 100% full grain leather.  
It's tough and a great price. Velcro® wrist strap. 
Size: medium, large, or x-large. 

#65251X Bear Glove $17.99
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Wyandotte Glove
Angled wrist strap for a comfortable fit. Tanned leather 
and backed with elastic. Single Seam offers a tapered 
stall for secure fit. Double Seam (shown) for durability. 
Size: S, M, L, or XL. 

#40350X Single Seam  $19.99  

#40351X Double Seam  $18.99

Mega Tuff Glove
Features a double-stitched strong Cordura® 
back. Fingertips are a tough synthetic material 
that won't develop a string groove. Elastic wrist 
band with Velcro®. Size: S, M, L, or XL. 

#40421X Mega Tuff Glove  $16.99

Thumb Shooting Glove
Developed by national champions to make it easier 
to master the thumb release. Great for beginners. 
Size: S, M, or L in right or left hand. 

#4037X Thumb Glove  $22.50

Cordovan Traditional Glove
Over-knuckle design with reinforced 
Cordovan tip overlays for max protection 
and slick releases. Buckle wrist strap. 
Adjustable length. Size: S, M, L, or XL. 

#4033X Cordovan Glove  $35.99

Neet Adjustable Field Glove
This innovative, quality suede leather 
archery glove features a unique adjustable 
finger-to-wrist strap, allowing for up to 2" 
of length adjustment. The wrist strap is also 
adjustable, letting you create the perfect 
custom fit for your glove. The Velcro® 
closures and hook and loop fasteners 
ensure a secure fit. Size: M, L, or XL.

#1678X Adjustable Glove  $44.99  

Traditional Style Glove
Over-knuckle design. Made with top grain 
7 oz oiled harness leather for a softer, 
more pliable quality, yet keeping durability. 
Buckle wrist strap. Size: S, M, L, or XL. 

#40352X Traditional Glove  $25.99

Bearpaw Bowhunter Gloves
Keep your hands warm and dry while also getting a 
smooth string release. Proprietary material forms to 
your hands, reinforced tips, and gripping sections on 
the palms. Size: S, M, L, or XL. 

#40441X Bowhunter Gloves (pair)  $35.99

American Leathers Big Shot Gloves
Over-knuckle design with neoprene knuckles for total comfort. Nylon webbing 
overlays and neoprene inserts on the finger stalls for the ultimate protection 
and smooth release while decreasing grooving and abrasion. Velcro® wrist band. 
Comes in Elk hide, premium Buffalo hide, or Crossover (premium buffalo, but the 
fingerstalls have a plastic insert between two layers of leather for added support 
and slick release for even the heaviest weight bows). Size: S, M, L, or XL. 

#6500X Elk  $59.99     #6505X  Buffalo  $69.99     #6518X Crossover  $79.99

Bearpaw Bodnik Speed Glove
Made with water buffalo, designed to stand 
up to the most strenuous rigors of shooting. 
Fingertips are reinforced with X8 textile. 
Velcro® wrist band. Size: S, M, L, or XL. 

#4044X Bodkin Speed  $35.99

Adjustable Length

Elk CrossoverBuffalo
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SHOOTING TABS

Cordovan Tab by E.W. Bateman
Cordovan face, suede leather back. 
Elastic finger band. Split finger has 
spacer. Options: S (split finger only), 
M, L, or XL in right or left hand. 

#5088X Split  $23.99      

#TC3X 3-Under  $21.99

Bateman 3-Under Bubba Tab
Great for string walkers. Aluminum 
backing strip, cordovan face and a suede 
back. No finger spacer. Options: S, M, 
L, or XL in right or left hand. 

#51190X 3-Under  $59.99

Wyandotte Calf Hair Tab
Slick hair facing, rubber middle, and 
leather liner. Includes rubber no-pinch 
finger separator. Options: S, M, L, or XL 
in right or left hand. 

#4045X Calf Hair Tab  $13.99

AAE Cavalier  
Elite Super Leather Tab
Anodized aluminum plate with 
adjustable ledge. Removable shelf 
and finger spacer. Options: S, M, L, 
or XL in right or left hand. 

#8136X Elite Leather Tab  $37.99

Bateman Barebow Cordovan Tab
Engraved overlay aids in string 
walking. Cordovan face, suede back, 
and elastic band. Options: S, M, L, 
or XL in right or left hand. 

#5114X Split  $48.99    

#5116X 3-Under  $48.99

American Bison Tab
Bison leather on the face, and pigskin  
on back. Includes a small, medium, and 
large O-ring. No finger spacer.  
Options: M, L, or XL in right or left hand. 

#44102X Split  $24.99      

#44101X 3-Under  $24.99

Wyandotte Smooth Leather Tab
Smooth, durable dual leather design. 
Rubber finger separator prevents 
nock pinch. Options: S, M, L, or XL 
in right or left hand. 

#4047X Leather Tab  $13.99

Traditions Leathercraft SAM Tab
Two thin layers of genuine cordovan 
for slick releases. Includes a long 
leather strip for use as a wrist strap. 
Options: right or left hand in M or L. 

#611514X SAM Tab  $59.99

NEW Novem Split Finger Tab
Double layered split finger tabs handmade for quality and durability. 
The first layer is high quality leather for extra strength and protection, 
and the second layer is soft suede for providing comfort and 
performance. Options: right or left hand in red, brown, or black. 

#5942X  $10.99

Yost 3-Under Cordovan Leather Tabs
CNC aluminum overlay offers rigid support for stability and 
consistency. Modular construction. The pro is laser engraved 
with hash marks to aid in string walking. Options: S or L. 

#5918X (A) Pro Tab  $49.99     #5919X (B) Predator Tab  $49.99

B.

Safari Tuff “Rod Jenkins” Elite Tab
Barebow archers will appreciate how the shape 
eliminates face interference and allows for higher 
anchors. Perfectly designed for string indexing. 
Slick cordovan face and tight grained calf leather 
backing. Cord-lock attachment. Measurements are 
height of the face. Options: S (2¼"), M (2½"),  
L (2¾"), or XL (3") in right or left hand. 

$5999
#6154X Split Finger #6156X 3-Under 

$5999

A.
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ARMGUARDS

Bison Knife Pocket Armguard
North American bison leather, with an inner 
layer of top-grain cowhide. Inner pocket 
sized to fit a folding knife, ID, or money. 

#609601 (6¾" long)  $49.75

Bearpaw Deer Hook Armguard
Rich chestnut brown leather with dark 
accents. The leather straps and antler 
buttons for extra touch of traditional style. 

#6147 (8" long)  $29.99

Bearpaw Brandy Armguard
Soft, supple leather build that doesn't 
constrict. Hook eyelets and adjustable 
elastic strap attachment.

#6148 (7" long)  $31.99

Deluxe Bone Armguard
Two-layer stitched leather design. Adjustable 
stretch loops and bone buttons. 6¾" long. 

#4008 Bone Buttons  $43.50    

#4007 Metal Buttons  $40.50

Standard Traditional Armguard
Traditional feel and solid protection. 
Extra surface area wraps around the 
arm. Right and left hand.’

#401200 (7¾" long)  $33.50

Traditional Only® Armguard
Single layer 8-10 oz. vegetable 
tanned top-grain leather. Stretch 
cord and hook attachment.  

#6083-1 (7" long)  $36.99

3Rivers Bowman Bison Armguard
Dual layers of high quality of bison leather. 
Sturdy brass buttons with loop stretch cord.

#6149 (7" long)  $33.50

American Bison Leather
Genuine American Bison leather. 
Soft, supple, and strong. Stretch 
cord and hook attachment. 

#6096 (7" long)  $49.75

E.W. Bateman Long Armguard
Extra length for greater coverage. Quality 
top grain cowhide leather conforms to 
your arm. Rubber lacing keeps in place.  

#5338 (9" long)  $23.50

Deluxe Hunter Armguard
The rich leather design and paw print pewter 
buttons give it a sharp look and unique style. 
Stretch cord and button attachment. 

#6139 (7" long)  $40.99

3Rivers Princeton Armguard
Quality dyed leather and dual button and elastic cord closure. Embossed with 3R archers. 
Adjustable to fit teens to adults. Color: blush, lavender, brown, blue, teal, or red. 

#608301X (7½" long) $16.75

Black Widow Tabs
High quality triple layer design. Velcro® fastened finger strap. Split finger 
tabs have spacers. Options: S, M, L, or XL in right or left hand.  

#5327X  Split Super Leather  $15.99   #5331X  3-Under Super Leather  $15.99 

#5329X  Split Calf Hair  $16.99          #5333X  3-Under Calf Hair  $16.99 

#53350X  Split Cordovan  $35.99       #53352X  3-Under Cordovan  $35.99

#5924X  3-Under Hair   $44.99

#5920X  3-Under Leather  $39.99

#5926X  Split Hair  $44.99

#5922X  Split Leather  $39.99

#5932X  Clicker 3-Under Hair  $65.99

#5928X  Clicker 3-Under Leather  $59.99

#5934X  Clicker Split Hair  $65.99

#5930X  Clicker Split Leather  $59.99

NEW CLICKER MODEL Omnivore Tabs
Hand cut, stitched, and dyed. Featuring premium saddle grade 4 oz leather or slick calf 
hair, with or with out a clicker (a thumb operated shot trigger to help with target panic 
while engaging back tension and improving form). No medium in clicker models. 
Options: right or left hand in M (2¾"H x 2¾"W), L (2¾" x 3"), or XL (3" x 3").
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MTM Arrow Case
Made of high density polypropylene. Pad lockable, 
dual snap latch system. Two pre-cut foam arrow 
holders hold 12 arrows (not included). 

#5020 MTM Arrow Case (36" x 7½" x 3") $43.99

MTM Arrow-Plus Case
Made of high density polypropylene. Holds 36 arrows 
(not included), and four compartments for accessories. 
Pad lockable, cross vector latch system.  
#5021 Arrow-Plus (36" x 10½" x 5¼")  $54.99

MTM Traveler Arrow Case
Holds six arrows (not included) up to 34". 
Dual latches and ridged, semi-transparent 
polypropylene plastic. Weighs approx 1 lb 5 oz.

#50210 Traveler (34½" x 4¾" x 2")  $43.99

MTM Ultra Compact Arrow Case
Compact, lightweight case. Holds up to eight arrows 
(not included). Lockable snap-lock latch system. 
Made of high density polypropylene to last. 

#5022 Ultra Compact (33" x 5¾"x 3")  $37.99

OMP Arrow-Guard Arrow Tube
12-arrow holder keeps arrows and fletchings 
safe. Adjustable 25-47" length (3½" width). 
Fits in most bow cases on the market. Black.

#6029 OMP Arrow-Guard Arrow Tube  $18.99

Classic Armguard
Two layer leather design provides protection where 
it counts and still shows off the armguard's classic 
style. Stretch cord and hook attachment.

#6113 Classic (6¾" long)  $31.99

Bohning D-Flector Armguard
Compact, vented design. Made from durable 
polycarbonate. One size fits all. Measures approx 
5½" x 2". Color: ruby, black, or yellow. 

#2906X D-Flector $8.99

Perfect Fit Armguard
Great for all ages and sizes. Quality leather construction, 
elastic straps and hook attachment. Measure 6¾". 
Options: brown, green, or whitetail. 

#6137X Brown $19.99   Green  $21.99

#6137-1 Whitetail  $20.99

Vintage Bear Archery Logo Armguard 
The classic Bear Archery logo on brown 7-8 oz. leather. 
Durable stretch cord and metal hooks ensure a secure fit.

#60860 (7½" long)  $39.99

Easton Arrow Tote
Locking adjustment of 22" to 35" length (3¼" width). 
Adjustable shoulder strap. Holds 12 arrows. Fits inside 
most bow cases. Smoke color.

#5024 Easton Arrow Tote  $25.99

ARROW CASES

Neet Slip-On Armguard
Slip-On compression fit nylon with a strip of 
thick padded Cordura®. Options: red or camo 
in S (6" long), M (7"), L (8½"), or XL (9½"). 

#9055X Neet Slip-On  $17.50

Vintage Armguards
Made from two tone top grain 5-6 oz. leather. 
Aluminum stiffener down the center stops curling and 
offers ultimate protection. Color: of green, black, or 
brown. Long offered in brown only. 

#6085X Standard (7" long)  $39.99

#6131-1 Long (8½" long)  $43.25

ARMGUARDS

Stretch Leather Armguard
Made from a single stamped layer of lightly 
distressed leather. Features stretch cord with 
brass hooks. Measures approx 6½"x 7½". 

#4016 Stretch  $18.50
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3Rivers Bow Rack, Kit
Hold your bows vertically, or buy two for horizontal 
mounting. Pre-drilled for pegs and mounting screws. Needs 
to be stained, sealed, and assembled. Mounting hardware 
included. Hardwood pegs. Kit in 6-bow only, Options: oak 
or clear pine. Finished Rack in oak only, 3-bow or 6-bow.

#8503X Rack Kit 6-Bow, (each) Oak  $31.50   Pine  $23.50

            Finished Rack, (each) 6-Bow  $43.99  3-Bow  $27.99

Bow & Arrow Rack Kit
This attractive unfinished kit will hold up to four 
bows and one dozen arrows. Bows rest on sturdy 
wooden pegs and arrows are held securely in 
place with metal arrow clips. Pre-drilled pine 
components, complete with hardware and 
instructions. Sold bare wood. 

Measures approximately 34" x 23½" x 3½". 
(shown stained and assembled). Pegs are 3/8", 
spaced 8" apart, and stick out 3". Assembly 
required. Bows and arrows not included.

#6304 Bow and Arrow Rack Kit  $65.99

Traditional Bow Rack
Hold bows, quivers, and more. Mounting screws and 
wood screw covers included. The 8-bow model measures 
22"x 33/8"x 9¾", pre-drilled @ 16" on center. The 4-bow 
model is 8"x 9¾". No bows or gear included.  
Comes pre-assembled with a semi-gloss seal.

#8498X Traditional Rack 8-bow  $60.99     4-bow  $40.99

Finished 6-Bow (Oak)

Finished 3-Bow (Oak)

Kit (Pine)

Kit (Oak)

8-Bow Rack

4-Bow Rack

BOW BACKPACKS

BOW & ARROW 
DISPLAYS

Samick Target Archer's Backpack 
Tons of compartments and pockets to hold 
your bow, arrows, and everything else you 
could need for a day at the range. The 
zippered main compartment features a 25" 
removable padded case for your takedown 
bow. The case is secured inside with Velcro®. 
Also includes a 25" arrow tube with draw 
string opening in the pack for easy access. 
Made from durable ripstop polyester. Use the 
padded shoulder straps or the dual handles 
for carrying around. Also has rubber cleats 
on the bottom for standing upright. Overall 
dimensions of approx 27" x 14" x 5".

#5319 Archer's Backpack  $85.99

Easton Club XT Recurve Pack 
Constructed from a high-denier. The 
bottom is reinforced, perfect for sitting 
the pack on the ground between shots. 
Features a large 25" x 14" interior pocket 
and includes a takedown recurve bow case 
big enough to fit up to a 25" riser and long 
limbs. Includes a 26" adjustable length 
arrow tote. There is an additional 19" x 12" 
pocket with 14" x 10" elastic mesh pocket. 
The interior flap also features two 5" x 5" 
zippered mesh pockets, and an 8" x 11" 
zippered mesh pocket. Exterior measures 
approx 26" x 15" x 9". Weighs approx  
5 lbs unpacked. Color: blue, red, or black. 

#16991X Easton Club Pack  $99.99

NEW Oak Bow Rack - 2 Bow Shaker
Quality oak with an attractive stain finish. Hang 
two bows vertically. Or buy a second one to hang 
two bows horizontally. Compact at 12" x 1¾". The 
sturdy pegs extend 4" from wall. Comes assembled, 
mounting hardware included. 

#85032 Shaker  $26.99
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3Rivers Archery Hard Travel Cases
Featuring a durable Cordura® nylon outer casing, padded end caps, soft cloth interiors, and hand 
carrying strap. The hard impact resistant inner shell holds up to serious abuse. The Recurve has a 
removable shoulder strap, a cloth divider for added protection and carry capacity, and dual zippers, 
which allow locking (no lock included). The Longbow has a single zipper and no shoulder strap. 

#5132X  (A) Recurve Travel Case - (59" x 6") or (62" x 6½")  $199.99  

#8422 (B) Longbow Travel Case - (69" x 4")  $99.99 

#5136 (see online) Takedown Recurve Travel Case - (32" x 6")  $179.99

C. 3Rivers Arrow Travel Case 
Same quality features as our recurve travel cases. Foam divider 
holds 12 arrows up to 36" long. 37" x 6" outside dimension. 

#5129 Standard Arrow Travel Case  $159.99

Neet Bow Cases
Features a flap closure with tie cord, and  
reinforced lower end. Options: brown Longbow  
(72" x 3½") or gray/burgundy Recurve (66" x 5¾").

#5416-2 Longbow  $43.99    #5417-2 Recurve  $45.99

Broadhead 
Combat Patch

.30-06 Outdoors 68" Longbow / Recurve Bow Case
Features a single zipper with full length access, rugged nylon construction, reinforced 
stitching and seams, and a 3/8" thick padding. Moisture wicking material. Includes a 
Velcro® backed broadhead Combat Patch and zippered accessory pouch. Approx 66" x 8".

#9664 Longbow/Recurve Case  $49.99

Bearpaw Bow Sleeve
Made from water-resistant nylon with a inner felt lining. Features a 
removable shoulder strap and a 15½" x 6¼"accessories pocket.  
Longbow measures 5½" x (78" or 66") long. Recurve measures 8" x 66".

#69226X Longbow Short (up to 60" bow)  $28.99  LB Standard (up to 72")  $34.99    

#69228 Recurve (up to 60")  $34.99

Bearpaw Recurve Bow Bag 
Made from high quality, thick cotton with 1/2" foam padding. Full length 
access with dual zipper closure. Large external pocket measures 36" x 7½". 
Water-resistant. Forest green with leather trim. Measures approx 65" x 8". 

#69224 Bearpaw Bow Bag  $79.99

Safari Tuff 1-Piece Bow Sock
Constructed with USA made Amerisuede™ material in  
Strata camo. It is soft and quiet. Water resistant finish. 

#6240X Longbow (68" x 4¾")  $39.99    

             Recurve (66" x 6½")  $39.99

3Rivers Bow Sock
Poly/cotton blend stretches to fit  
all longbows and recurves.  
Great for light traveling. 71" x 3¼".

#4051 3R Bow Sock  $16.99

Polar Fleece Bow Sock
Quality fleece in tan color that  
protects from scratches while traveling. 
String tie closure. 78" x 4½".

#KRLS Polar Fleece   $24.99

BOW CASES

BOW SOCKS

A.

B.

C.

Bear Archery Traditional Bow Case
A soft shell exterior with 3/4" of padding of protection. Full length access 
with single zipper closure. Features nylon handles and an ID sleeve. 
Options: longbow (approx 69½" x 5½") or recurve (approx 60" x 7").

#9651X Bear Bow Case  $45.99

NEW Wool Bow Case
Made from a unique woven pattern of 20 oz blanket 
weight wool with nylon for strength and durability. Features 
a fold over flap and leather string tie. Choose longbow 
(approx 63” x 41/2”) or recurve (approx 621/2" x 6")

#40902X  $57.99 
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3Rivers Takedown Bow Case
A compact roll up case with a rugged dark brown shell 
for protecting your takedown bow against bumps and 
scratches. Includes sleeves for riser and each limb, and an 
interior zippered pocket. Measures 30" x 10". 

#1151 Roll-Up Case  $59.99

 Farmington Roll Up Bow Case
Featuring four padded panels that fold to cover and 
protect your takedown bow. Two limb pockets, a riser 
pocket, and a 10" x 5" accessories sleeve. Measures  
27½" x 7" folded up, 27½" x 25¾" fully unfolded. 

#80311 Roll Up Bow Case  $39.99

 NEW Hoyt Recurve Takedown Roll-Up Case
Sturdy nylon construction and dual adjustable snap 
closures. Two soft, felt sleeves for your recurve limbs with 
loops to hold the limb tips in place and a felt riser sleeve. 
Also features an accessories pocket. 27" x 8½".

#1139 Hoyt Takedown Case  $41.99

Safari Tuff  
Takedown Bow Case
Fleece lining and limb sleeves. 
FLOATS on water. Zippered accessory 
pouch. Options: 3-piece Recurve 
(26"x9"), 3-piece Longbow 
(31"x97"), or 2-piece Longbow 
(26"x9"), and Color: Black or Strata 
(3-piece recurve or longbow) camo. 

#6220X Bow Case  $71.99

Neet Recurve Bow and Arrow Case
3/4" of foam padding, full length access with dual zipper closure, and snap 
handles. Large enough to handle most recurves strung or unstrung, and many 
longbows. Accessory pouch can hold the MTM arrow case (#5020, page 40). 
Gray with burgundy accent. Options: 62" or 66" length (13"wide).

#4091X Neet Recurve 62" Case   $145.99    66" Case  $154.99

3Rivers Strung Bow Soft Cases
Features a tough and durable dark brown outer exterior with a padded internal lining for protection against bumps and 
scratches. Fits a strung recurve or longbow. Both models feature an arrow case pocket (fits #5020 MTM arrow case, 
page 40, sold separately), metal D-ring for attaching additional gear, single zipper closure, and are approx 65" x 12".  

A. #1154-65 Case with Attached Bow Quiver  $59.99     B. #1153-65 Case without Attached Bow Quiver  $59.99

Little Ax R2 Recurve Bow Case
Made from reinforced military grade Cordura® fabric. Padded, nylon lined interior with  
dual-access zipper allows for a mounted bow quiver. Additional accessory pocket. Fletching 
cover included. Made for strung/unstrung recurves (including super curves) up to 63". 

#69230 Little Ax R2  $199.99

Safari Tuff Transformer Bow Case
Adjusts for a takedown bow or a strung bow. Includes MILSPEC (military specification) 
hardware, webbing, and edge binding. Features a thick 3/4" padded interior. Measures 
approx 31" (folded) / 60" x 13". Full length access with dual zipper closure, with two 
zippered openings for allowing a mounted bow quiver. 

#80312 Transformer Bow Case  $159.99

Traveler Takedown  
Bow & Arrow Hard Case
A hard composite material 
for protection and weather 
resistance for 3-piece recurves 
(19" riser, and 25" limbs). 
Foam cutouts keep limbs, riser, 
and bolts secure and protected. 
Holds six arrows up to 33".  

#5034 Hard Case  $89.99

STRUNG BOW CASES

TAKEDOWN BOW CASES

A. B.

NEW 3Rivers LITE Strung Recurve/Longbow Case 
Durable shell with internal foam padding. Features a 2/3 access with single  
zipper closure. Fits a strung recurve bow or longbow with an attached bow quiver.  
Accessory pouch and metal D-ring for attaching additional gear.  

A. #1140 LITE Bow Case $179.99     B. #1141 Bow case w/ Arrow Case Pocket $194.99
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Order strings by actual string length, 1" increments - Check with Bowyer before using high performance string material.

BOW STRINGS

B55 Flemish Twist Bow String
Easier on limb tips with more stretch.  
Three-bundle style with 15 strands to be 
rounder, stronger, abrasion resistant, and 
better fit for glue-on arrow nocks. Center 
served with black nylon serving. Strand colors 
are tan and yellow. For bow weights up to 
70#. Options: Recurve in 44", 46", 48",  
50-63", or 65", or Longbow in 55-68".

#1515X B55 Flemish Twist String  $20.99

Traditional B55 
Flemish Twist Bow String 
Featuring 16 strands of quality tan and 
black BCY B55 string material that is 
center served with black nylon serving. 
B55 offers more stretch to be gentler on a 
bow’s tips. Options: longbow (55-64") or 
recurve (48, 50, 52, 54, or 56-64").

#42423X B55 Flemish String  $19.99

Traditional D97  
Flemish Recurve Bow String
Dynaflight (D97) is a high strength, 
extremely durable string material with 
very low creep. Uses 16 strands of 
brown and black D97 with a black 
Nylon center serving.  
Options: longbow (55-64") or 
recurve (48", 50", 52", or 54-64"). 

#42421X D97 Flemish String  $21.99

Timberhawk B55 
Flemish Twist Bow String
Safe to shoot on all bows, and the 
adjustable end loops adapt to any size 
bow tips. Made in 2-bundle style with 
16 strands of black and white. Served 
with black nylon. Options: string length 
of 48", 50", 52", 54", or 56-64".

#4511X B55 String  $20.99

Rogue Spectra 
Flemish Twist Bow String
For bows that can accept low-stretch, 
high performance string material.  
Made with 18 strands of pre-stretched 
Spectra in 2-bundle style in colors black 
and tan. Center served with black .024" 
Halo. Options: Longbow in 54-68", 
 or Recurve in 44-68".

#4245X Rogue Spectra String  $32.99

Timberhawk D97  
Flemish Twist Bow String
Perfect for high performance bows. 
Features adjustable end loops, making 
them adaptable to any size bow tips. 
Made in 2-bundle style with 16 strands 
of black and tan. Served with black 
nylon. Options: length of 48", 50", 
52", 54", or 56-64".

#4510X D97 String  $24.99

BCY X-99 
Flemish Twist Bow String
Constructed from the latest high performance 
material. Featuring no creep, excellent arrow 
speeds, and high abrasion resistance.  
Served with black .024" Halo serving for 
durability and nock fit. Made in 3-bundle style 
with 15 strands of colors orange, black, and 
dark green. Options: Longbow 57-63", or 
Recurve 52-62".

#1522X BCY X-99 String  $37.99

Bearpaw Whisper  
Flemish Twist Bow String
A proprietary blend of different string 
materials, in a 3-bundle style. Using only 
10 strands makes it lightweight, with 
padded endloops for bow tip protection. 
For bows that can handle high 
performance strings. Colors may vary. 
Options: Longbow (55", 57", or 59") or 
Recurve (54", 56", or 58").

#4512X Whisper String  $29.99

Tomahawk Bows® Custom Flemish Twist Bow String
Each one is hand twisted from 15 strands of D97 string material and 
tightly served with BCY .021" PolyGrip serving. Options: black/red or 
black/tan/green in longbow AMO length of 58", 62", 64", or 66".

#3295X Tomahawk Bow® String  $32.99

FLEMISH TWIST STRINGS
Made from several bundles of strands twisted upon themselves. Designed to 
adjust the length by twisting the string tighter as the string stretches. They are 
also rounder and easier to install silencers on than other types of strings.
- It's possible for the area by the string loops to appear to be fraying. This is common and is not 
damaging to the string. To remove the fraying rub your hand on the strands to lay them down. 
The wax in the string will hold the strands down. It is not recommended to trim fraying strands. 
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BCY X-99 Skinny 
Flemish Twist Bow String
Served with black .024" BCY Halo. Uses 
only 12 strands to be lightweight for added 
performance, with the endloops padded to 
15 strands. Made in 3-bundle style of colors 
brown, tan, and red. Options: Longbow  
57-63", or Recurve 52-62".

#1524X Skinny String  $37.99

Fred Bear Takedown D97  
Flemish Twist Bow String
Offical string of the Bear Takedown. 
High performance material in black and 
white and center served with black nylon. 
Options: recurve bow AMO length of 
56", 58", 60", 62", or 64".

#20789X Bear String  $28.99

Hoyt Recurve  
Endless Loop Bow String
An endless loop design made for 
Hoyt's target recurve bows. Black BCY 
string material. The loops and center 
are served with nylon. Options: 66", 
68", or 70" AMO length. 

#25424X Hoyt Recurve String  $27.99

Timber Hitch 
Adjustable Bow String
Made of BCY B55 to use on any bow. 
Built using a single end loop with an 
adjustable timber hitch knot on the other 
end. Offers extra long center serving. In 
a pinch it doubles as a tillering string. 
For bows of finished length of 68-72". 
Perfect for selfbows, English longbows, 
and other extra-long bows.

#6608 Timber Hitch String  $28.99

NEW 3Rivers  
Explorer Flemish Twist Bow String
High quality and high performance string 
that is ideal for your high performance 
recurve bows. Made from 16 strands of 
tan and black D97 string material with 
a nylon center serving. Choose 58" (for 
62" recurves) or 56" (for 60" recurves). 

#42471X Explorer String  $17.50 

3Rivers 8125  
Recurve Endless Loop Bow String
100% SK75 Dyneema® fiber gives 
8125 the highest speed, and increased 
durability. The end loops and center 
serving are reinforced with nylon 
for extra protection and strength. 
Options: brown or fl-green in length 
of 54-68", 2" increments.

#44490X 3Rivers Endless Loop  $27.99

BCY B55 Endless Loop Bow String
Slightly faster than a Flemish twist, and has  
extra protection on loops for increased strength. 
Safe to shoot on all bows, especially older 
models. Served with braided nylon for longevity, 
and center served with bonded nylon for abrasion 
resistance. Available in 14 strands (for bows up  
to 50#), and 16 strands (bows 50#-70#). 
Options: 14 or 16 strands in 42-68". 

#4243X Double Loop String  $14.50

3Rivers Dacron  
Endless Loop Bow String
Sharp looking and built to last. Featuring 
16 strands of the finest, high-quality B55 
Dacron material. The end loops and center 
are served with red nylon for abrasion 
resistance. Options: 54-62" long.

#44491X Dacron Double Loop  $11.99

DAS™ 8125 Flemish Twist String
Made from 15 strands of BCY's 8125 miracle material. Features a .021" Polygrip 
center serving. Options: black/tan/buckskin or kiwi/black. Recurve in bow AMO 
length of 58-68", 2" increments. and Longbow in bow AMO lengths of 60" or 62".
#3299X Recurve  $32.99     #32980X Longbow  $32.99     
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C. Antler Button String Keeper
Made with real bison leather with 
adjustable antler button. 

#409601 Antler Button  $13.75

A. Bison Leather String Keeper
Stylish and functional. Bison leather 
cup and button, with elastic cord. 

#409602 Bison Leather  $12.50

B. Leather String Keeper
Extra long strip for adjusting length.

#425901 Leather  $9.25

A. Otter Fur String Silencers
Thick under-fur and dark guard hairs 
quiet bow strings fast without taking 
away from bow performance. 

#9105 Otter Fur (pair)  $8.50

B. Navajo Wool String Silencers
Ultra-lightweight. Long lasting  
and waterproof. Retain performance 
and dampen vibrations. 

#4404 Navajo Wool (pair)  $21.99

C. Beaver Fur String Silencers
Made from tanned beaver hide. 
Naturally water repellent. Color:  
green, dark green, black, or brown. 

#5107X (pair) Brown $6.50    

          Black / Green  $6.99

L. BowJax  
Speed String Sleeve Silencers
Compact and lightweight at 25  
grains each. Won’t slow down your 
bow like bulkier silencers. 

#3056 Speed Sleeves (pair)  $4.50

N. Silent Ridge String Silencers
High quality rubber won't snag on brush. 
Super easy to install on any bow string. 

#9151 (pair)  $5.50

F. Muskrat Fur String Silencers
Naturally water repellent, and resists 
matting better than other fur silencers. 

#9106 Muskrat Fur (pair)  $6.99

E. Dynapuff String Silencers
Waterproof synthetic material. 
Approx 32 grains per pair.  
Includes thread and instructions. 

#9104 Dynapuff (4-pack)  $12.99

D. Cat Whiskers String Silencers
Lightweight rubber. 100% 
waterproof. Color: bright green, 
brown, black, or dark green. 

#4251X Cat Whiskers (pair)  $3.99

G. Wooly Whispers String Silencers
Light, durable, and water resistant. 
Naturally camouflaged. Colors vary. 

#7839 Wooly Whispers (pair)  $10.75

STRING SILENCERS

STRING KEEPERS

H. BowJax  
Ultra Jax II String Silencers
Long-lasting, surrounds the string  
with dampening material. Your bow 
won't lose velocity. 19 grains each. 

#3050 Ultra Jax II (4-pack)  $8.50

M. BowJax  
String Sleeve Silencers
Won't hamper speed and 
performance. Great on endless 
loop strings. 15 grains. 

#3055 String Sleeves (pair)  $4.50

K. BowJax 
SlipJax String Silencers
Designed to be lighter, stronger, 
and more effective at dampening 
vibrations. 22 grains each. 

#3057 SlipJax (pair)  $4.50

I. Super String Leeches™ 
String Silencers
For absolute performance. Minimal  
to no speed loss. Incorporates a string 
wedge to resist string cutting. 

#3007-1 Leeches (4-pack)  $15.50

A.

B.

C.

D. E. F.

E. Bearpaw  
Leather Tip String Keeper
Secures your string with leather cup 
and button. Adjust with elastic cord.

#409603  $6.99

D. Neet String Keeper
Made from suede leather with elastic cord. 
Metal clip holds string in place.

#4090 Neet String Keeper  $13.99

F. Horse Bow String Keeper
Fits larger tips of Asiatic bows. Leather 
button and cord secure the bow string. 
Cup measures approx 5" x 2".

#409604  $8.75

A. B.

C. D.

E.

F.
G.

H. I. J. K. L. M. N.

J. Pine Ridge  
Wishbone String Silencers
Reduces string vibration and noise. 
Wraps around string. 14 grains each. 
Color: black, red, or clear. 

#3070X Wishbone (pair)  $5.50
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Brass String Nocks
Nock points are NOT included  
with any of our strings. Rolled edges with 
plastic liner. See tools on page 65.  
Size: Small (8-12 strand), Medium (12-16 
strand), or Large (16-18 strand).

#4151X (5-pack)  $2.75    (100)  $34.99

B. OMP Remedy™ Bow Silencers
Reduces string oscillation, noise, and hand 
shock. Increases the string groove length 
for improved accuracy. Adhesive backed. 

#6032-01 Remedy™ (pair)  $19.99

A. Stiktamer Bow Silencers
Keeps brush from slowing you down, and 
kills noise. Made of a hybrid foam rubber 
material. Even works as a cushion when 
hanging bow on a peg. Water resistant. 

#3017 Stiktamer (pair)  $19.99

D. String Groove Pads
Durable hybrid foam rubber reduces string 
slap on a recurve. Zero loss of speed and 
kinetic energy. Easy install and adjustment. 

#3562 Groove Pads (4-pack)  $9.75

E. Brush Buttons
Keeps brush from getting in-between the 
string and bow tips. Even quiets string noise. 
Options: Regular (11/16") or Super (7/8"). 

#4253X Brush Buttons (pair)  $3.50

C. String Groove Silencers
Perfect for dampening string-slap noise 
on recurves. Padding right where the 
bow string meets the recurve limb. 
Adhesive backed, pre-cut calf hair.

#3559 Groove (pair)  $6.75

F. BowJax Slimjax Limb Dampeners
Designed to be used on thin limb recurve and 
longbows. Four flexible arms attach to your 
limbs to absorb excess noise and vibration.

#3052 (pair)  $13.99

G. Mini Limbsavers® Limb Dampeners
No other bow dampener shuts down noise 
and vibration faster or performs better. 
Adhesive backed. 7/8" diameter each.

#3005 Mini Limbsavers® (4-pack)  $14.99

Nitro Button Speed Nocks
Increase overall speed by eliminating 
nock pinch. Slide over string to 
install with included cotter pin.  
One size fits all.

#40984 Nitro Buttons (6-pack)  $5.99

A. Rubber Tip Protector
Durable synthetic rubber that stretches to fit most bow tips. Starts as 7/16" wide. 
Waterproof and thick construction. Color: tan, green, or brown.

#4248X Rubber Tip Protector (each)  $5.99

C. Leather Tip Protector
The classy look of leather, with easy installation and good protection. 

#6210 Longbow (each)  $10.50      #6211 Recurve (each)  $10.50

B. Universal Recurve and Longbow Tip Protector
Soft rubber blend. Fits both recurve and longbow tips. Starts 3/4" wide. 
Waterproof. Conforms to the shape of tip when you apply heat (blow dryer).

#4029 Universal Tip Protector (each)  $6.99

D. Saunders Tip Guard Tip Protector
Polyurethane that will not crack or brittle with age or weather. 7/8" wide tips.

#4370 Plastic Tip Protector (each)  $7.75

BOW SILENCERS

Super Pad Silencer Pad
Use for grips, sight windows, and arrow 
shelves. Durable micro fiber weave. 
Adhesive backed. 3¾" x 9½".  
Color: black, brown, or green. 

#3555X Super Pad (each)  $7.75

Silence-ilator Silent Pads
Made from high tech non-glare 
neoprene foam to dampen noise, 
insulate, and protect your gear. 
Adhesive backed. Measures 3½" x 7". 

#35710  (2-pack)   $7.25

Micro Fleece Bow Silencing Material
Made of sound absorbing properties to help keep your bow quiet as 
you stalk the woods. Even insulates against the cold. True Timber® 
camo to help conceal. Adhesive backed. Measures 3¾" wide.

#35711X  Pad (10¾”) $6.75   Roll (36”) $11.25

TIP PROTECTORS

A. B. C.
D.

A.

B. C.

D.

F.

E.

G.
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AAE Super-Flyte Rest
Great for deep center cut bows. 
Removable side plate, and Teflon® 
coated support arm. Mounts to plunger 
hole. Options: right or left hand.

#8203X Super-Flyte  $32.99

AAE Champion II Magnetic Rest
Uses opposing magnets for very light 
tension and elevation adjustments. 
Constructed of anodized aluminum. 
Use with a plunger. Adhesive backed. 
Options: right or left hand.

#8192X Champion II  $41.99

AAE Free Flyte Micro Rest 
Adjustable to use as a flipper rest or  
fold away rest. Features horizontal  
micro-adjustments. Mounts to plunger hole. 
Includes Teflon® tubing and mounting bolt. 
Options: right or left hand. 

#82041X Free Flyte Micro  $57.99

Springy Arrow Rest
Precision tune your shot! Combine the minimalist contact and proper  
“spring” to absorb any imperfections with your release. See weight chart  
online for help picking the proper Spring Arm. Mount to a plunger hole. 

The (A) Micro-Adjust model includes wrench for fine tuning centershot adjustments. 
Includes a spacer washer. The (B) Original model is a more simplistic design, but 
dependable. Options: Original or Micro-Adjust base and arm weight (10, 15, 20, 25, 
30, or 35 ounce ) in right or left hand.

#35591X Rest (base and arm)   Original  $30.98    Micro-Adjust  $74.98  

#35592X Spring Arm Only (each)  $4.99    Kit (one of each)  $23.99

#35594-01 Additional Spacer Washer  $2.99

Cushion Plunger & Elevated Rest Kit
A simple magnetic elevated rest and torque 
free cushion plunger. Plunger mounts to 
plunger hole. Options: right or left hand. 

#2518X Cushion Plunger  $36.50

Infitec Nexus A1 Plunger
Uses a positive click stop modification. Scale 
and graduated numbers for slight changes 
and precise settings. Machined aluminum.  

#8208-02  Nexus Plunger  $39.99

NEW 3Rivers  
Spartan Flipper Arrow Rest
Simplicity perfected. Made from durable 
nylon filled polymer for years of reliable use. 
Mounts to plunger hole. Right hand only.

#3233 Spartan Flipper Rest  $9.99

Saunders Express Rest™
Folds down when shooting for a 
clean release. Adhesive backed. 
Fits right or left hand.

#8209 Express  $7.50

Wild Turkey Feather Rest
A time-tested tool for  
improving arrow flight and 
accuracy with its natural give. 
Provides smoother arrow flight. 
Adhesive backed leather base. 
Options: right or left hand.

#3562X Feather Rest  $19.99

Brush Rest
The perfect combo of nostalgia and 
function. Adhesive backed for easy 
mounting. Fits right and left hand. 

#3190 Brush Rest  $8.75

Cartel X-Pert Magnetic Arrow Rest
Magnetic arm moves away then returns 
for your next shot. Adhesive backed. 
Options: right or left hand. 

#81932X  X-Pert  $12.99

Magnetic Arrow Rest
Offers vertical adjustment, and a 
magnetic return arm. Adhesive backed. 
Includes shrink tubing. Right hand only. 

#81931 Adjustable  $20.75

AAE Stinger Arrow Rest 
Features a dual bushing and internal spring 
for a “no-play” arrow rest. Mounts to 
plunger hole. Options: right or left hand. 

#82042X Stinger  $29.99

Bear Weatherest 
The flexible, small arm provides 
minimum contact for the best 
arrow flight. Adhesive backed. 
Options: right or left hand.

#3545X Weatherest  $7.75

AAE Super T-300™ Hunter Rest
Stainless steel spine point that  
can be removed to use with a 
plunger. Adhesive backed.  
Options: right or left hand.

#8190X T-300  $14.99

BOW ACCESSORIES
ELEVATED ARROW RESTS & PLUNGERS

A.

B.

NEW Grayling Mag Pro Arrow Rest
Inexpensive and durable. Adhesive 
backed. Options: right or left hand.

#40894X Mag Pro  $4.50
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Bear Archery Rest and Plate
Same rest and plate that comes on 
most Bear recurve bows. Carpet style 
arrow rest paired with smooth leather 
side plate. Adhesive backed.

#3572 Bear Rest and Plate  $8.75

Leather Rest & Plate w/ Spacer
Spacer to create a small radius on the 
shelf and plate for less contact with the 
arrow. Adhesive backed. 13/8" x 11/8". 
Color: black or brown.

#3550X Rest w/Spacer  $4.50

Calf Hair Rest and Plate
One of the most popular arrow rests. 
Clipped calf hair with adhesive back.  
17/8" x 17/8". Incredibly thin at 1/16". 
Options: right or left hand.

#4256X Calf Rest & Plate  $4.99

“1959” Leather Strike Plate
A replica of the original leather strike 
plate found on the Bear Kodiak's of 
the 1959-1960's. Adhesive backed. 
Measures approx 2" x 13/8". 

#5959 Strike Plate  $5.75

Bear Style Side Plate
A blast from the past. Replica of 
Bear Archery side plate. Distressed 
genuine, high quality leather with 
adhesive backed. 1¼" x 7/8".

#3573 Bear Side Plate  $4.75

Rest and Plate Material
A. Beaver -  2" x 2" extra slick hair that is quieter and more durable than  
calf hair. Not adhesive backed. Recommend Barge Cement (page 93). 
#6080 Beaver  $14.75

B.,C. Calf Hair- Same as our popular Calf Hair Rest and Plate (#4256X above right). 
2½" x 2½". Adhesive backed. Color: (B) black or (C) light brown.
#6089X Calf Hair  $11.50

Leather Side Plate and Arrow Rest
Adhesive backed. Plate is 11/8" x 11/8", 
rest is 3" x 1". Black or brown.

A. #5404X Leather Side Plate  $2.99  

B. #5403X Leather Arrow Rest  $2.99

Bear Style Calf Hair  
Side Plate and Arrow Rest
Adhesive backed. Side plate is 1½" x 7/8", 
rest is 3" x 1". Options: right or left hand 
in white or black.

A. #3560X Calf Hair Plate  $5.25  

B. #3561X Calf Hair Rest  $5.75

Rug Side Plate and Rest
Adhesive backed. Plate is 11/8" x 17/8", 
rest is 3" x 1". Black or brown.

A. #4250X Rug Side Plate  $2.99  

B. #4249X Rug Arrow Rest  $2.99

Double Sided Mounting Tape
All-weather, ultra sticky. Perfect for use 
with bow grips, arrow holders, or arrow 
rests and plates that don't come with their 
own adhesive backings. Approx 3½" x 5".

#5963 Double Sided Tape  $5.75

Super Pad Silencer Pads
Use for arrow rest silencing, grips, 
sight windows, and arrow shelves. 
Long lasting, durable micro fiber 
weave. Adhesive backed. 3¾" x 9½". 
Color: black, brown, or green. 

#3555X Super Pad  $7.75

Single Pin  
Screw-On/Tape-On Bow Sight
“Old school” feel. Mounts using 
screws, or with tape (not included). 
Features no-tools easy adjustment. 

#5702 Single Pin Sight  $9.99

Level 1 Bow Sight
Perfect for entry level competitive 
shooters. No-tools adjustment. 
Great for shooting long distances. 
Mounts to ATA accessory holes.

#5703 Level 1 Sight  $17.99

Level 2 Bow Sight
For beginner and intermediate competition 
shooters. No-tools adjustment for elevation 
and windage. Mounts to ATA accessory 
holes. Right hand only. 

#5703-01 Level 2 Sight  $25.99  

Trophy Ridge Mist Pin Sight
Reversible for low and high anchor 
points. Three ultra-bright fiber optic 
pins and bubble level for accuracy. 
Mounts to ATA accessory holes.  

#814205 Mist  $25.99

SHELF & PLATE MATERIAL

BOW SIGHTS

A. A. A.
B.

A. B. C.

B. B.
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Bowmar Nose Buttons 
Touches your nose when at full draw 
giving you a consistent anchor point. 
Leads to improved form and accuracy. 
Includes a small (1/4") and large (3/8") 
button, and two installation strands. 

#40985 Nose Buttons  $17.75

No-More-Glove 2 
Made from a single piece of semi-rigid, 
pliable rubber. The built-in kisser button is 
great for developing consistent draw and 
form. Includes an installation pin. 

#40983 No-More-Glove 2  $7.99

Super Flex Kisser Button
Helps build a consistent anchor 
point. Unique slotted construction 
for quick and easy installation. 
Plastic clamps included.

#40986 Super Flex  $3.99

Soft Kisser Button 
A simple way to develop the proper 
draw. Contacts the corner of your 
mouth or the tip/side of your nose 
when at full draw, creating an anchor 
point to your shot routine.  

#40982 Kisser Button  $8.25

Clickety-Klicker
Helps combat target panic. Adjustable for all draw lengths. Easily muted 
with tape for use while hunting (see blog post online). Adhesive backed.

#4099 Clickety  $17.99

Klickit Drawcheck
Mounts to the upper limb and makes a ‘click’ sound at full draw, signaling  
that you are at the proper draw to make an accurate shot. Instructions included.

#40993 Klickit Drawcheck  $18.99

BOW ACCESSORIES

SHOOTING ANCHORS

DRAW CHECKS

AAE Gold Micro Clicker
Precise in-the-field micro adjustment 
indexes of .005" (.12 mm) per click. 
Adjustable up and down in straight or 
15° off-set. Mounts to ATA accessory 
holes. Mounting screws not included. 
Options: right or left hand.

#35581X Micro Clicker  $55.99

Bohning Anchor Knot
For quick adjustment of your string 
mounted draw check, this serveless 
string attachment saves you time 
and hassle by allowing you to easily 
position to the correct length. 

#40987  $16.99

With 
Mounting 

Bracket

Sideklick Draw Check
Uses a magnet to produce a  
“click” when a metal point is in its 
path. Mounts to plunger hole, use 
adjustable mounting bracket to set 
outside of the sight window. 

#3558 Sideklick  $37.50

SEE VIDEO ONLINE

Cartel Magnetic Clicker 
Always get to full draw. Rides next 
to your arrow and when the arrow 
fully passes the clicker bar the 
magnet pulls the bar until it “clicks” 
with the bow riser. Mounts to ATA 
accessory holes. Right hand only. 

#3557 Magnetic  $20.99 
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Arrow Anchor
Simple to install, adjustable tension, holds 
an arrow firmly, and looks great. Will not 
harm your fletching or shaft. Flip out of 
the way when ready to shoot. Adhesive 
backed. Fits right and left hand.

#7724 Arrow Anchor  $14.75

Aro Holder
Keeps a firm grip on your arrow as you wait 
for the shot of a lifetime. Releases arrow 
when drawing bow. Adhesive backed.  
17/8" long arm. Fits right and left hand. 

#1042 Aro holder  $5.50

Kwik-Lok Arrow Holder
Keeps a snug hold on your arrow as it sits 
on the rest. Releases arrow when drawing 
bow. Adhesive backed. 1½" long arm.  
Fits right and left hand.

#7723 Kwik-Loc  $12.99

Redi Shot Arrow Holder
Plastic mounting bracket and  
rubber holding arm for dependability. 
Adhesive backed. Fits right or left 
hand. Overall 4¼" with arm of 2". 

#1039  Redi Shot  $9.50

B. Adhesive Backed Leather
Make custom bow grips, arrow rests,  
or padding your sight window. Adhesive 
backed. 4½"x 6"x approx 1/8" thick. 
Color: (left) black or (right) brown.

#6097X Adhesive Backed  $18.50

F. Bowmar Grip Tape
Specialized grip pattern that 
reduces lateral and vertical hand 
movement. Adhesive backed. 42" 
x 1¼". Color: black, tan, or white. 

#60981X  Grip Tape  $15.99

G. Wyandotte Leather Bow Saddle
Made from glove leather to be smooth and 
form fitting in grip area. Adhesive backed. 
Approx 3¾"x 27/8". Color: black or tan.

#5048X Bow Saddle  $6.25

D. Suede Bow Wraps
Soft, supple suede leather follows the 
contours of your bow for a comfortable 
grip. Adhesive backed. Approx 1" x 30". 
Color: brown, buckskin, or black.

#6101X Suede Bow Wraps  $18.50

H. Form-A-Grip® Bow Grip Kit
Form the grip precisely to your unique 
hand and fingers. Make an entire grip,  
or build up areas of your existing grip.

#7725 Form-A-Grip® Kit  $41.99

A. Posi-Grip
Covered in small dimples for superior 
traction. Good even in wet conditions. 
4½" long. Made from quality EPDM 
rubber. Color: brown or black.

#7258X Posi-Grip  $18.50

E. Beaver Tail Bow Grip Material
Tanned and treated beaver tail. 
Measures approx 11" x 5".  
Size will vary slightly from tail to tail. 
Color: brown or black.

#61011X Beaver Tail  $47.50

BOW GRIPS

ARROW HOLDERS

A. B. C. D.

C. Leather  
Longbow Grip Material
Medium-brown lightweight  
handle leather. Not adhesive  
backed. Approx 5"x 7".

#6212 Leather Grip Material  $13.50

finished grip sample

E. F. G. H.
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BOW ACCESSORIES

Leather Traditional Bow Holster
Keep your bow close at all times. Made of  
all-weather leather. Adjustable length and 
leg tie for the perfect fit. A belt is required.

#6095 Bow Holster  $32.50

Belt Bowhook 
Made with a sturdy metal body and covered with 
leather. Easy to attach to your belt, up to 2” wide. 
Measures approx 6" x 1½", weighs 2½ oz.

#7660 Bowhook  $18.50

3Rivers Camo Wrist Sling
No bow installation required, attaches to wrist and 
thumb. Allows for a loose grip on a bow without 
worrying about dropping. A looser grip reduces 
torque and twisting for improved accuracy. 

#5316 3Rivers Camo Bow Sling  $4.99

.30-06 Outdoors Boa Wrist Sling
Made from a comfortable, long lasting rubber 
silicon to be lightweight, easily adjustable, quiet, 
and scent free. An ideal choice for bowhunters and 
target shooters who demand precision shooting 
from their equipment. Mounts behind a stabilizer.

#1174 Boa Wrist Sling  $15.99

Limbsaver® S-Coil Stabilizer
Made from proprietary NAVCOM® for maximum noise 
reduction. The 2½" is tapped to work as an extender. 
and weighs 3.1 oz (other sizes weigh 3.58 oz).   
Length: 2½", 3½", or 4½".

#8230X (2½")  $17.99  (3½")  $19.99  (4½")  $21.99

DHP Barebow Finger Sling
Less bulky than a wrist sling. Allows you  
to have a relaxed grip on your bow. Get less 
torque and twisting for improved accuracy. 
Adjustable loops fit all size fingers. 

#531700 Finger Sling  $7.99

BOW SLINGS

BOW STABILIZERS

BOW HOLDERS

.30-06 Outdoors K3 Stabilizer
Extreme vibration dampening and full draw counter 
balance. Made from aluminum. Weighs approx 6 oz. 
Options: carbon fiber black or dirt road camo. 

#82321X K3 Stabilizer  $47.99

Stokerized Riser Dampener Stack Stabilizer
Compact design with 1" of lateral adjustment that allows 
fine tuning for balance and performance. Includes two 2 oz. 
and two 1 oz. weights. Additional weights online (#8251X). 
Color: tactical tan, sniper green, or black. 

#8250X Stokerized Stabilizer  $79.99

Bearpaw Belt Bowhook
Snap clip attaches it to your belt. Great for 
competitive shooting when you need your 
hands free. The metal body holds it shape, 
and the leather covering protects your bow. 

#7659  Bearpaw Bowhook $13.99

MTM Portable Archery Maintenance Box
Designed to be used with guns, but we've found that this is also the ideal setup  
to hold your bow while working on it. The brackets can be used to hold the bow 
in place while setting your nock point, installing string silencers, or making slight 
adjustments to accessories. The storage compartments will hold a myriad of items  
like serving material, string nocks, nocking pliers, string wax, rests, etc. The brackets 
can be stored inside the compartments to create a small flat unit (23¼" x 11" x 3½") 
that can be conveniently put away while taking up little space in your work shop.

#50231 Maintenance Box  $58.99
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Bow Start Up Kit
All the essentials you need to get started. Just add the bow and arrows. Includes an  
arrow rest, five string nocks, bow stringer, bow square, nock pliers, and string silencers.  
Substitutions without notice. Nock pliers and bow square imported, remaining made in the USA. 

#2496 Start Up Kit $49.99

BOW TRAINING

Shot Trainer
Maintain back tension strength and direction through 
the shot. Sizing: Measure the circumference of your 
drawing arm at its widest point. Options: Size 1 (less 
than 12") or Size 2 (greater than 12").

#8128X Shot Trainer  $65.99

Saunders Trap Builder 
The trapezius muscle is vital for good archery form.  
Get yours in shape to improve your shooting. Easy to  
use, adjustable, and compact. Instructions included. 
Options: Standard (10-60#) or Heavy (20-85#). 

#7987X Trap Builder  $49.99

Archer's Fingers Release Trainer
Helps you focus on form and proper release. 
Great for combating target panic. Lets you isolate 
and correct problems. Options: 10 or 20#.

#7992X  Release Trainer  $38.99

C. Limbsaver Longbow Stringer
A must have for any length longbow. The lower limb pocket is  
made of Cordura® for durability, and the non-slip rubber pressure 
pad allows for safe stringing and unstringing. Instructions included. 

#5037 Limbsaver Longbow  $17.50

D. Thunderhorn Superstringer 
One stringer for all your bows! Eliminates twisting limbs on both  
longbows and recurves with the rubber gripper that holds in place for easy 
use. This is the only bow stringer you'll ever need. Instructions included.

#6818 Superstringer  $23.99

B. Hoyt Pro Series Bow Stringer
Hoyt knows all about bows and how to care for them. Designed to be strong 
and dependable with the nylon netting with a non-slip rubber pressure pad. 
Instructions included. Handles all bow lengths.

#50361 Hoyt Stringer  $14.99

E. Limbsaver Recurve Stringer
Designed to prevent twisting a limb on your recurve bows. Uses an extra long lower limb pocket made of Cordura® for durability and a non-slip rubber 
pressure pad for safe stringing and unstringing of your favorite recurve bow. Options: standard, heavy (bows rated 80-100#), or long (bows 66-72").

#5096 Standard  $18.50    #5096-01 Heavy  $21.50    #5096-02 Long  $18.50

A. Pat Norris Deluxe Web Bow Stringer
Sturdy nylon netting with a non-slip rubber pressure pad. The limb 
friction design is easy to use, with a nice wide strap to step on. 
Instructions included. Fits all longbows and recurve bows.

#35590  $19.99

BOW STRINGERS

A. B.

C.

D.
E.

Saunders Power Pull 
With regular use you will strengthen your back, 
draw arm, and chest muscles. All vital to any archer. 
Includes two bands for customizing your workout.  

#7988 Power Pull  $35.99

#7989 Replacement Bands  $15.99

Archer's Shot Saver
Keep in shape by exercising the same muscles you 
use when you draw your bow. Take it with you 
everywhere. Great to keep at home, the office, or 
in your vehicle. Made from quality latex tubing with 
solid aluminum inserts on each end. It's built to last. 
Options: Green (32#), Red (27#), or Black (22#).

#7991X Shot Saver  $28.99
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B. Broner Art Young Style Low-Crown Hat
Style of adventurers in the 20’s and 30’s. Made of 100% felt. Crushable, 
water repellent, and Scottgard™ protected from stains and soils. Leather 
trim with 2½" brim. Unlined with soft cloth sweatband. Sizes: S-XL.

#8071X Art Young Hat  $114.99

A. Broner Fred Bear Style Safari Hat
Favorite style of Fred Bear. Popular with outdoorsmen in the 50's and 
60's. Made of 100% wool felt. It is water repellent and crushable. 
Unlined with soft cloth sweatband. Brim is 2½". Sizes: S-XL. 

#8072X Fred Bear Hat  $114.99

D. Broner Outback Bowhunter Hat
Made from a cotton/polyester blend to mimic the look and 
feel of leather. The 3" fully stitched wired brim protects 
from the sun. Distressed dark brown. Sizes: M-XL.

#7173X Outback Bowhunter Hat  $37.99

QuietWear  
Reversible Radar Hat
Camo to blend into the forest, or 
reverse the hat for bright hunter's 
orange to stand out. Features a 
flexible visor. One size fits most.

#7138 Radar Hat  $20.99 

C. Broner Traditional Archer's Wool Hat
Fedora style, features a flexible 2½" down-turned brim.  
100% heathered wool. Cotton twill sweatband. Sizes: M-XL. 

#80721X Wool Hat  $59.99

ARCHERY GEAR

Traditional Only Legacy Hats
A unique wash that gives it that ”Old 
Favorite” look. The snap back closure fits 
about any size head. Embroidered in the 
USA. Options: brown or blue. 

#8061X Traditional Only Hat  $24.99

Stormy Kromer 
Bear Archery Mackinaw Cap 
26 oz. 100% virgin wool exterior and 100% 
cotton flannel lining. Size: measure around 
head, 71/8 (22¼"), 7¼ (225/8"), 73/8 (23"),  
7½ (23½"), 75/8, or 7¾ (24¼").

#58524X Stormy Kromer Cap  $61.99  

ARCHERY HATS

A.

A.

B.

B.

C.

C.

D.

D.

D.

NEW 3R APPAREL

E. NEW 3Rivers Beanie
#80610  $30.99

NEW 3Rivers Hats
#80612 C) 3R Shield  $27.99 

#80611 D) 3R Mossy Oak $28.99

A. NEW 3Rivers Hoodie
#53899X Sizes: S-3XL.  $39.99 

(+$5 for 2XL and 3XL)

B. NEW 3Rivers Shield T-Shirt
#53900X Sizes: S-3XL.  $14.99  

(+$5 for 2XL and 3XL)

Stormy Kromer Neck Warmer
A great way to stay warm outdoors  
on cold days. Machine washable. 
Options: flannel (gray or red) or wool.

#58522X Flannel Neck Warmer  $25.99

#58523 Wool Neck Warmer  $25.99
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Bear Archery Shield Logo T-Shirt
#54002X Sizes:  M-2XL.  $26.99  

(+$3 for 2XL) 

Bear Archery Traditional Logo T-Shirt
#54000X Sizes:  M-2XL.  $26.99  

(+$3 for 2XL) 

NEW Fred Bear Camo T-Shirt
#53920X Sizes:  M-2XL.  $29.99  

(+$2 for 2XL) 

Bear Archery Tree Line Hoodie
#54003X Sizes:  M-2XL.  $59.99  

(+$2 for 2XL) 

G. Bear Archery Collectible Pin
Modelled after the classic Bear bow 
medallion. Approx 3/4” wide.

#80195  $11.25

A. Bear Archery LED Sign
Classic Bear logo. Bright LED bulbs. 
On/off switch. Measures 23".

#80189  $139.99

B. C. Bear Archery Tin Signs
Sturdy tin sign. Small hole for  
mounting. 11¾" x 12¼". 

#80193 (D) Vintage Sign  $26.99

#80199 (E) Glass Powered Sign  $26.99

D. Bear Archery Posters
Featuring four iconic catalog covers from 1957-1960 each with  
inspirational images of the legendary Fred Bear. All four posters are  
printed on sturdy 100# gloss cover card stock and trimmed to 14" x 11". 

#80198 Bear Posters (4-pack)  $30.99

F. Bear Archery Patches
Sew them to your jacket, pack, 
quiver, or bow case. 3½". 

#80196 (4-pack)  $16.99

BEAR ARCHERY GEAR

Broadhead Key Fob
Stylized broadheads of the 50's and 60's. 
Single piece of green dyed quality leather. 

#60933 Key Chain  $8.75

Archery Rocks Glass
Broadhead embedded in glass, logo  
etched. Handcrafted in the USA. 11 oz. 
Options: Bear Archery or 3Rivers logo. 

#80160  NEW 3Rivers (each)  $21.99

#80188  Bear (each)  $24.99

G.

A.

B.
C. D.

F.E.

E. Bear Archery Belt Buckle
Sturdy corrosion resistant cast zinc.  
3¼" x 2¼". Copper, brass, or silver. 

#80194X  Buckle  $25.99   

#61202X  Belt  $42.99
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The Accuracy Factory
Rick Welch has won 50 US and  
World championships. Covers in great  
detail Welch's shot routine. 60 min. 

#7796 (60 min)  $25.99

Volume 5: Learn tips and techniques for solving any issues you are having 
with your shooting. Hosted by; IBO Champion Rod Jenkins, world & national 
champion Jason Wesbrock, bowhunting expert Randy Cooling, barebow 
master Denny Sturgis Jr., and 3Rivers Archery's Dale Karch. 
 #70361 (60 min)  $29.99

Volume 3: Learn drills and exercises to perfect your shooting form.  
Instruction for all shooting styles. Bonus section on defeating target panic. 
#7035 (120 min)  $25.99

MASTER OF THE BAREBOW DVD SERIES

Modern Traditional
Ty Pelfry, IFAA World champion, NFAA 
National champion, and USA World field 
team member, teaches you string walking, 
bare shaft tuning and more.

#7045 (85 min) $25.99

Dead-On Traditional Triple Feature
By Scott Antczak. Winner of six IBO World 
Championships, and IFAA World Champion. 
Instantly cure target panic, get in shape for 
an elk hunt, and exciting caribou hunting. 

#7543-1 (116 min)  $23.99

ARCHERY DVDS
ARCHERY TRAINING DVDS

Ishi The Last Yahi
Chronicles the traditional Yahi way of 
life. A unique window into the way of life 
practiced by Native Americans before their 
culture was impacted by European settlers. 

#6994 (57 min) $22.99

Byron Ferguson's Barebow 101 Plus
His trick shots have thrilled crowds everywhere. Learn arrow 
making, how to select a bow and how to tune your bow.

#7558 (120 min)  $25.99

Tuning for Extreme Accuracy with Byron Ferguson
Consistently Ranked as one of the world's greatest 
marksmen with a longbow. Learn not only what to do,  
but WHY you need to do it. 

#7563 (43 min) $21.99

 Byron Ferguson's Become The Arrow
A companion DVD to Byron's book (#7875) on page 61. 
Learn Byron's system for pinpoint accuracy, for both target 
shooting and hunting. Includes a bonus bear hunt. 

 #7552-1 (45 min)  $15.99

56  EDUCATIONAL EARN REWARD POINTS ON EVERY PURCHASE!
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The Crooked Hat Chronicles
An amazing 2-DVD set, with highlights from 700+ hours of bowhunting 
adventures that span more than 50 years. Features nearly 4½ hours of 
bowhunting adventures spanning 1964 to 2015. 

#4228-6  $30.99

Out and About by Barry Wensel 2-DVD Set
Barry teaches his proven, revolutionary hunting strategies and techniques for trophy 
whitetails. At 200+ minutes on two DVDs, it's packed with Wensel wisdom. 

#42281  $45.99

The Best of  
Traditional Vision Quest
Double Feature: Reflections. 
More than 80 arrows  
are released at swimming, 
climbing, flying, and  
running trophies.  

#7031-2 (20 min)  $12.99

Easton Bowhunting TV 
with Fred Eichler Season 8
Fall in love with Fred's side 
busting humor and jumping 
up and down from the pure 
excitement he expresses after 
every shot. 13 episodes.

#7549-11 (240 min)  $15.99

Art LaHa's  
“No Land for the Timid”
Some of the most 
unforgettable, intense  
and primal hunting footage 
ever filmed! Explicit kill  
scenes. Not for children.  
Some rifle hunting. 

#7901-1 (105 min)  $35.99

Primitive Instinct Volume 1
BIlly Berger Taking large 
and small game with a 
primitive longbow and stone 
tipped arrows. The ultimate 
bowhunting challenge. 
#3084 (91 min)  $22.99

Stalkers in  
the Backcountry
Join South Cox on an  
amazing five year journey. 
This is about as rough 
and wild as traditional 
bowhunting gets. 

#8082 (137 min) $15.99

Bowhunting Pressured Whitetails 3-DVD Set
By John Eberhart. Nearly six hours of tips, techniques, and tactics! Eberhart  
take you behind the scenes and share the secrets they have used to take over 
thirty record book whitetails in heavily hunted areas. (Volume 1) Preparation, 
(Volume 2) preseason scouting, and (Volume 3) hunting techniques.

#7490-4 Set of 3-DVDs (120 min each)  SAVE 25% $37.99  

#7490-1 Volume 1   #7490-2 Volume 2   #7490-3 Volume 3  $16.99

BOWHUNTING DVDS

Fred Bear Master DVD Collection
24 movies on a 4-disc set! Travel the World with Fred 
Bear and see some of his most famous hunts and exciting 
adventures. Go online for information on each movie. 

#800-20  $30.99

Getting Stickbow Close 5
11 hunts throughout New 
Jersey and Kansas. You'll  
be glued to the screen as  
one of the guys takes down  
a 170" Kansas buck. 

#7370-4 (120 min)  $16.99

Chasing Solitude
 Mike Mitten shares his 
journey into the Alaskan 
wilderness in search of  
one of the largest beasts  
to roam North America,  
the Alaskan bull moose.  

#7037-01 (109 min)  $25.99

3Rivers Adventure 
Series Triple Threat 
Traditional bowhunting  
big game in Africa,  
javelina in Texas, and  
plenty of bowfishing  
know-how and action.  

#8074-3 (110 min)  $16.99
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Working Obsidian 
By D.C. Waldorf. Some of  
the best knapping footage 
ever filmed on the subject.  

#3091-1  (120 min)  $20.99

The Art of Flint Knapping 
Digitally re-mastered  
from the original with never 
before seen footage. Special 
chapter on gun flints.

#3090-1 (110 min)  $20.99

Native Arrows and Points
Thad Beckum Build accurate  
and deadly primitive native 
American arrow with stone  
tools. Also learn about flint 
points, organic points, and more.  

#3085 (118 min)  $22.99

Atlatl Fever
First used by human beings 
more than 30,000 years 
ago. Learn how to make and 
shoot an atlatl using primitive 
Stone Age tools. 

#6974 (120 min)  $16.99

Deerskins into Buckskins 
Make your own buckskins using 
brains, soap, or eggs. In-depth 
teaching of brain tanning 
instruction by Matt Richards. 

#7894 (120 min)  $29.99

ARCHERY DVDS
BOW & ARROW BUILDING DVDS

How to Build a  
Great Bowstring  
Chad Weaver and IBO champ 
Rod Jenkins use 50 years of 
experience to teach you how 
to build Flemish twist strings 
and endless loop strings. 

#7046 (90 min)  $25.99

A Guide to  
Broadhead Sharpening
Gary and Connie Renfro 
show you how to get and 
maintain an extra sharp 
edge on your broadheads.  

#5064 (90 min)  $24.99

Crafting Traditional 
Wood Arrows
Covers grading, sorting, 
finding spine, straightening, 
staining, sealing, cresting, 
and more. 35 min. 

#5060-1 (35 min)  $16.99

Building the Footed Arrow 
By Gary and Connie Renfro. 
Build 2 and 4-dart footed 
shafts, how to nock taper a 
shaft and make your own 
arrow shafting from lumber. 

#5065 (210 min)  $45.99

Billets to Bow
By Glenn St. Charles and son 
Joe. Learn how to build the 
American Yew longbow. Covers 
layout, billet splicing, tillering, 
rawhide backing, and more.  

#5067-1 (64 min) $35.99

Master Bowyer DVD Set
Learn all the bow building secrets of master bowyer Clay 
Hayes in a 3-disc DVD collection with 4 hours of instruction. 
Embark on the journey of building your very own self bow. 

#7939  $35.99

Building the  
Sinew Backed Bow
Mike Yancey, Master of the 
Selfbow, shares the wisdom 
and insights of years of bow 
building experience.  

#3098 (143 min)  $20.99

Rattlestick:  
A Selfbow Tutorial
By Gary S. Davis, Learn how  
to build Osage and white wood 
selfbows. Also Includes snakeskin 
backing demonstration. 

#7041 (150 min)  $27.99

The Fire Hardened  
White Wood Bow DVD 
Experts reintroduce you to 
the old reliable white woods, 
and show you how to make 
authentic fire hardened bows 
in modern times.  
#70411 (60 min)  $30.99
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Barebow! 
Dennis Dunn's 40 year odyssey to track, 
hunt, and harvest all 29 huntable species  
of big game in North America, the Super 
Slam. Breathtaking illustrations, and 
spellbinding in its storytelling. Hardcover. 

#7935 (500 pages)  $57.99

Legends in Archery
By Peter O. Stecher. A ‘Who's Who’ 
of archery legends. Presents the 
techniques and philosophies of 
Saxton Pope, Art Young, Fred Bear, 
Howard Hill, and more. Hardcover. 

#7829 (192 pages)  $31.99

A Traditional Bowhunter's Path
Ron Rohrbaugh Jr. shares his traditional 
bowhunting tales. From eastern whitetails 
to South African safaris. Paperback. 

#6993 (288 pages)  $24.99

Hunting the Hard Way 
The #1 Howard Hill  
book. Hill’s shooting 
techniques. Learn about 
bow, arrow, and broadhead 
making. Paperback. 

#7021 (317 pages)  $29.99

The Traditional  
Bowhunter's Handbook
By T.J. Conrads. Covers the history of 
bowhunting in the United States, info 
on selecting, tuning, and shooting 
traditional bows. Paperback. 

#7015 (363 pages)  $20.99

NEW Surviving Alone  
by Clay Hayes
Clay Hayes, winner of History 
Channel's hit survival show 
Alone. Learn the background  
that uniquely prepared Clay for 
surviving the shores of Chilko 
Lake. Paperback. 

#79381 (165 pages)  $16.99

NEW Traditional Bows  
and Wild Places
By E. Donnall Thomas Jr. Former 
editor of Traditional Bowhunter 
Magazine. Features an in-depth 
account of one man's traditional 
bowhunting journey across the 
world. Paperback. 

#700001 (336 pages)  $23.99

Fred Bear's Field Notes
Relive hunts of Fred Bear. Daily diary entries by Fred during 
his hunts. A bowhunting classic. 100 photos. Paperback. 

#7826 (288 pages)  $29.99

Fred Bear Biography
By Charlie Kroll. Fred’s personal life and trials on 
the job and in the field, 243 photos. Paperback.

#7835 (360 pages)  $29.99  

Bear Catalog CD
All of the Grayling, Bear catalogs from 1948-78 
on one CD. Great for research, bow and quiver 
identification, and pure enjoyment. 

#6071  $49.99

Bear Archery Traditional Bows, A Chronological History
By Jorge L. Coppen. Chronicles the history of Bear traditional 
bows from 1949-2015. Paperback.

#6073 (355 pages)  $30.99

HUNTING BOOKS

ARCHERY BOOKS

Tracking the  
American Black Bear
Teaches you about black 
bear behaviors, interpreting 
signs, and different tracking 
techniques. Paperback. 

#7947 (188 pages)  $20.99

NEW Son of the Longbow 
By Marv Clyncke.  
Chronicles 65+ years of 
traditional adventures.  
Pursuit of game in Colorado, 
Alaska, British Columbia,  
and more. Paperback. 
#5455-3 (352 pages)  $34.99
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The Bent Stick  
By Paul Comstock, a self bow expert, 
describes how to make simple 
and effective self bows from more 
common woods. Paperback. 

#6997 (51 pages)  $23.25

Traditional Bowyer's Handbook
By Clay Hayes. Build your own 
flatbows, longbows, and recurves 
from readily available North 
American woods. Paperback. 

#7938 (159 pages)  $20.99

Making Bamboo Arrows
Kay and Jaap Koppedrayer 
guide you step-by-step 
through the process of making 
bamboo arrows.Paperback. 

#6351 (46 pages)  $17.50

The American Longbow
By Stephen Graf. Get insight into why  
many people find this an enjoyable pastime 
and a huge part of their life. Paperback. 

#7937 (274 pages)  $22.99

Art of Making  
Primitive Bows & Arrows
By D.C. Waldorf. Learn  
how our ancestors did it. 
Covers terminology, tools,  
bow woods, and bow  
designs. Paperback. 

#4063 (52 pages)  $16.99

The Complete Book of 
Tanning Skins  and Furs 
By James Churchill. Making 
tools and equipment,  
and recipes for tanning 
solutions. Hardcover. 

#7861 (197 pages) $22.99

Deerskins Into Buckskins 
By Matt Richards. Everything you 
want to know about tanning 
deerskins. Illustrated Paperback. 

#7886 (160 pages)  $25.99  

Combo Pack- book and DVD   

  (see page 58) #7893  $55.98 $50.38

The Art of  
Flint Knapping 5th Edition
By D.C. Waldorf. Step-by-step 
methods for producing beautiful 
knapped pieces. Companion 
DVD on page 58. Paperback.  

#4066 (80 pages)  $18.99

Wooden Bows
What I Wish I'd Known When I Started 
- Jim Hamm, co-author of the highly 
acclaimed Bowyer's Bible series. Learn from 
Jim's past mistakes and make your very 
own wooden bows. Paperback. 

#40601 (61 pages)  $15.99

ARCHERY BOOKS
BOW & ARROW BUILDING BOOKS

Volume 1- Step-by-step from tree to bow. Great for the beginner. 324 pages. #5366  $30.99

Volume 4- Covers heat-treating bows, the mass principle, character bows, design and performance, laminated wood bows, Ishi’s archery 
tackle, and many other ground-breaking chapters. 330 pages. #7855  $30.99

Volume 2- Covers bending wood, composite bows, string making, ancient European bows, and more. 313 pages. #7854  $30.99

Volume 3- Covers Plains Indian bows, arrows, quivers, Stone Age bows, bow making tools, horn bows, takedown bows, flint arrowheads, 
and more. 351 pages. #7863  $30.99

By J. Hamm. A group effort by top primitive bowyers. Learn everything about becoming an expert bowyer. Paperback. 

THE TRADITIONAL BOWYERS BIBLE VOLUMES 1-4

COMBO PACK - Save $10 when you buy all four. #5366-3  $113.96
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Hit the Mark, 
Selfbow Shooting
By Paul Comstock. Learn  
the skills and techniques 
needed to master shooting  
a selfbow. Paperback.

#6996 (28 pages) $9.25

Bow Accessories
Step-by-step instructions from 
14 experienced archers. Create 
ALL your own gear to match 
your needs and style. Hardcover. 

#7830 (216 pages)  $35.99

Shooting the  
Stickbow 3rd Edition
Delves into topics  
not often considered,  
but critical to accurate 
shooting for experienced 
archers. Paperback.

#7832 (560 pages)  $37.99

The Scouting 
Guide to Tracking
Learn how to track big and 
small animals over all different 
kinds of terrain. Paperback. 

#7946 (168 pages)  $17.75

Tales of Trails 
Learn all about post-shot 
tracking your game, 
including tracking with and 
without a blood. Paperback.

#77921 (255 pages)  $28.99

Orvis Guide to Beginning Fly Fishing 
Seasoned fly fisherman Tom Rosenbauer 
answers the 101 most common questions 
beginners have. Paperback. 

#7943 (195 pages)  $13.75

Traditional Archery 2nd Edition
by Sam Fadala. Features bow and 
arrow selection, tuning, testing, arrow 
construction, shooting techniques, and 
much more! Fully illustrated. Paperback.

#8116 (246 pages)  $25.99

Beginner's Guide to Traditional Archery
By Brian Sorrells. Covers bare-shaft tuning 
and equipment selection. Perfect for 
beginners. Paperback.

#7876 (106 pages)  $15.99

Guide to the Longbow
By Brian Sorrells. Covers everything you 
need to know about selecting, shooting, 
and maintaining a longbow. Paperback. 

#8113 (152 pages)  $18.99

NEW 2nd EDITION Become the Arrow 
By Byron Ferguson. When you become the 
arrow you extend your mental approach to 
accurate shooting. Companion DVD #7552-
1 on page 56. Paperback. 

 #7875 (110 pages)  $16.99

ARCHERY TRAINING BOOKS

MUZZLELOADING DVDS

Black Powder Plainsman
Learn about many historical black  
powder rifles and pistols, as well as  
the cultures that used them. Paperback. 

#7945 (161 pages)  $17.75

Flintlock Fun DVD
An hour of traditional muzzle loading 
adventures. Brian Beckum shows you the 
challenges and rewards of taking game with 
flint, black powder, and a simple round ball. 

#3089-2 (60 min)  $22.99

Real Black Powder DVD
Brian Beckum sets up camp living the 
traditional way and hunting with flintlock 
rifles. He hunts deer the way Americans 
did more than 150 years ago. 60 min. 

#3089-3 (60 min)  $22.99
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The Pocket Guide to Wild Mushrooms
Entries are divided into different groups letting you know 
which mushrooms are edible, which are toxic, and which 
mushrooms have "look-alikes." By Pelle Holmberg and 
Hans Marklund. Paperback.

#7794 (125 pages)  $13.50

Morel Hunting
By John and Theresa Maybrier. Learn when and where 
to find morels. Color photos and full descriptions will 
help you identify the five morel types Learn how to 
clean, preserve, dry, and cook them. Paperback. 

#8115 (116 pages)  $18.99

Edible Mushrooms 
Wild mushrooms can be a delicious treat. But knowing  
the difference between the ones to eat and the ones to 
avoid is vital knowledge. Covers 40 different mushrooms.  
By Barbro Forsberg and Stefan Lindberg. Paperback. 

#7791 (218 pages)  $17.99

SURVIVAL GUIDES

ARCHERY BOOKS

#8101 Volume 1  $27.99   #8102 Volume 2  $27.99   #8103 Volume 3  $27.99    #8104 Volume 4  $27.99

#8105 Complete 4-Book Set  $111.99  $99.99

Wild Plants and Survival Lore - (volume 1) learn which plants can be used as 
food and medicines. Also covers vital Native American skills such as building 
shelters, purifying water, and making traps and snares. 245 pages. 

Fire Making, Story Telling, and Ceremony - (volume 2) discover how to create fire using 
the hand drill, bow drill, and fire-saw methods. Discover which species of trees and dried 
weeds work best for a fire kit. Learn where to find combustible tinder, how to create a 
fail-proof pyre, and how to sustain a fire for several days. 216 pages.

Stalking, Tracking, and Playing Games - (volume 3) teaches you how to stalk animals in the wild 
without being detected. Learn what to wear, posture, and how to de-scent. You'll also learn the 
art of “soft walking,” to avoid the peripheral vision of wary wildlife. 238 pages.

Archery, Projectiles, and Canoeing - (volume 4) teaches you how to make and use such 
time-tested weapons as slings, spears, atlatls, bows & arrows, throwing knives, tomahawks, 
and blowguns. Learn the art of archery, including the clout, lob, and direct shots. 267 pages. 

Secrets of the Forest Book Series
Mark Warren reveals this ancient wisdom in his four volume series of comprehensive books. 

Bushcraft 101 - A Field Guide to the Art of Wilderness Survival 
By renowned survival expert Dave Canterbury. Learn the in's and out's of bushcraft survival. Emphasis on 
the five “C's” of survival. 256 pages. Paperback. #7953-01  $20.99

Advanced Bushcraft - An Expert Field Guide to the Art of Wilderness Survival 
Dave Canterbury expands from his first book to expand your knowledge and skills with more advanced 
techniques. Critical skills such as tracking wildlife, finding medicinal plants, navigating without a compass or 
map, and more. 256 pages. Paperback. #7953-02  $20.99

The Bushcraft Guide to Trapping, Gathering, and Cooking in the Wild 
Covering the essentials of packing, trapping, and preparing food. Filled with accompanying 
illustrations, as well as full color photographs of plants to eat and ones to avoid.  
256 pages. Paperback. #7953-03  $20.99

Bushcraft First Aid - A Field Guide to Wilderness Emergency Care 
Dave Canterbury and Jason Hunt help to prepare you for when injuries happen in the wild. Features a full 
color guide showcasing plants with medicinal qualities. 256 pages. Paperback. #7953-04  $20.99

COMBO PACK - SAVE 20% WHEN YOU BUY ALL FOUR!
#7953-05  Combo (4-pack)  WAS $83.96 NOW $67.17

Bushcraft Survival Books
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HANDY POCKET GUIDES - #9020X (each)  $9.99  
Handy, clear, and concise guides packed with tips and facts. Laminated for durability.

Improvised Trapping 
Pocket Guide - Build traps, 
how to find animals, what 
bait to use, and much more.

Medicinal Plants Pocket 
Guide - Plants for wounds, 
sores, rashes, burns, and 
even to help stop  
bleeding and more.

Trees- More than 140 North 
American species organized 
by family. 

Wilderness Survival 2nd 
Edition- Constructing 
shelters, fire starting, 
signaling, navigation,  
first aid, and more.

Field Dressing Game  
Learn how to field dress fish, 
small mammals, small birds, 
large birds, deer, and more. 

Improvised Hunting 
Weapons Pamphlet 
create improvised tools  
and weapons.

Foraging for Wild Edible 
Foods Pocket Guide - Info 
on edible plants and some of 
their poisonous look-a-likes. 

Edible Wild Plants - Info on 
nuts, seeds, fruits, berries, 
leaves, and more. Includes 
tips on prep and harvesting.

The Night Sky Pocket  
Guide - Features two  
glow-in-the-dark star charts, 
as well as useful information 
on the moon and planets. 

Outdoor Knots - shows you 
how to tie 50+ commonly used 
knots. Perfect for the hunter, 
fisherman, etc. 

Animal Trackers Guides (3-pack)
A key part of bowhunting is knowing the signs and tracks of your prey. This set of 
three guides gives you vital information for identifying the tracks and signs of different 
species. Includes: Animal Skulls & Bones, Animal Tracks, and Animal Tracking.  

#9020-17  $18.99

Ultimate Guide to Home Butchering
Prepare beef, lamb, pork, poultry, and  
wild game. Learn how to field dress, 
process, and prepare. Paperback. 

#7944 (268 pages)  $17.75

The Pocket Guide to Field Dressing, 
Butchering, and Cooking Deer
Learn where to cut, how to gut and  
skin, and how to butcher the meat.  
By Monte and Joan Burch. 

#7934 (85 pages)  $12.50

Wilderness Emergency Care Pocket Guide
Features vital information on the treatment of such common 
injuries as: wounds, heart attacks, sprains, fractures, burns, 
strokes, choking, bug bites, poisonous plants, and heat and 
cold related ailments. Waterproof. 

#9020-19 (18 pages)  $10.99

Basic Navigation for Search and Rescue and Survival Pocket Guide
Learn how to assess your situation, use a compass, use maps, navigate by the moon and 
stars, use a GPS, measure distance, use triangulation techniques, and more. Waterproof. 

#9020-20 (16 pages)  $10.99

Basic First Aid for Non-Medical First Responders and SAR
Featuring clear, detailed instructions, to walk you through such vital emergency situations as: 
animal bites, sprains, fractures, cuts, lightning strikes, asthmatic attacks, and more. Waterproof. 

#9020-21 (18 pages)  $10.99

Essential Knots for Search and Rescue and Survival 
Features step-by-step illustrations for many common knots,  
basic anchors, and improvised seat harnesses. Waterproof. 

#9020-22  (19 pages)  $10.99

Official National Association of Search and Rescue 
(NASAR) Pocket Guides
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BCY Halo Serving
Tightly braided Spectra makes it very durable and great for finger  
shooters. Black only in .014", .019", and .030". For .021" and .024"  
Colors: A) black, B) yellow, C) red, D) green, E) root beer, or F) dark brown. 

#8626X .030" (40 yds)  $29.99    .024" (45 yd)  $30.99   .021" (75 yds)  $31.99                                         

             .019" (75 yd)  $32.99    .014" (125 yds)  $42.99

BCY #62  
Braided Center Serving
Blend of Spectra/Dyneema® with 
polyester. Approx 75 yards a spool 
(.018" is approx 100 yards). Black 
and white braided. Options: 
diameter of .018", .021", or .025".

#8625X Braided  $21.99

BCY DynaFLIGHT 97 String Material
100% SK75 Dyneema®. Very durable with low creep.  
Recommend 14-16 strands for most traditional bows. Approx 837 feet per spool. 
Options: 1 lb in A) black, C) red, E) tan, or H) brown, or 1/8 lb (all colors).

#8623X  D97 (1/8 lb)  $25.99   (1 lb)  $165.99

BCY 8125 String Material
Incredibly durable 92% SK75 Dyneema®. UV, chemical, and abrasion resistant. Smaller 
diameter. Recommend 18-22 strands. Approx 1,025 feet per spool. Colors: A) black,  
B) white, C) red, E) tan, F) orange, G) yellow I) blue, J) fl-yellow, K) fl-orange, or L) fl-green. 

#86241X   BCY 8125 (1/8 lb)  $41.99

BCY B55 String Material
100% Polyester, similar to original Dacron®, but better  
durability with very low stretch. Recommend 12-16 strands. 
Approx 1,100 feet per 1/4 lb spool, approx 4,300 ft per 1# spool.

#8624X (1/4 lb) All Colors  $11.75

(1 lb) Black or White  $26.99  Colors- C, E, F, G, H, I, J, or K  $29.99

A) Black, B) White, C) Red, D) Green, 
E) Tan, F) OD Green, G) Yellow,  
H) Brown, I) Blue, J) Fl Yellow,  
K) Fl Orange, L) Fl Green, M) Gold, 
N) Purple, O) Pink, or P) Kiwi 

B. Spool Attachment for Flemish Twist String Board
Attaches to Flemish twist jig and allows free flowing of string 
material (both sold separately). Assembly required. Includes  
two mounting strips, screws, spool board, and instructions.

#5325-1 String Board Spool Attachment  $20.99

A. Flemish Twist String Board
Build nearly any length Flemish twist string with this handmade 
jig. Simple to use. Directions included. Approx 26" x 3½".

#5325 Flemish Twist String Jig  $28.99

Flemish Twist String Jig Blueprint Kit
Build your own jig at home. Includes detailed instructions, 
blueprints, peg, nails, and Flemish twist string making 
instructions. Builds a jig approx 26" x 3½".

#5325-2 Jig Blueprint  $10.99

BCY 400 Nylon Serving
Nylon is the most common serving material, recognized  
for its durability .020" diameter nylon, approx 100 yard spool.  
Colors: A) black, B) royal blue, C) red, D) green, or E) dark brown. 

#8628X Nylon  $9.50

BCY 652 Spectra String Material
The same material as the original Fast Flight™. Recommend 18-22 
strands. Approx 2,050 feet per spool. Colors: A) black, B) white, 
C) red, D) green, E) tan, F) OD green, G) yellow, or H) Brown. 

#86242X   BCY 652 (1/4 lb)  $41.99

BCY Powergrip Serving
A blend of braided spectra  
and nylon with a smooth resin 
coat. Black only. Options: .014" 
diameter (approx 120 yards)  
or .021" (approx 75 yards). 

#8627X Powergrip  $30.99

STRING MATERIAL

STRING BUILDING

STRING SERVING

A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H.

I. J. K. L. M. N. O. P.

A. B. C. D. E. A. B. C. D. E. F.

A.

B.

BCY  
Nock Point Tying Thread
Make your own thread nock. 
100% high tenacity nylon.  
75 yard spool, .020" diameter. 
Colors: red or black.

#8629X  $10.99
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Aluminum Bow Square
Measures 6-12" for brace height, and up to 
5/8" height for nock point set. Color varies.

#6907 Bow Square  $14.99

NEW 3Rivers Bow Square
Easily clips tight to your string for measuring 
a brace height from 6-12", and up to 5/8" 
height for a nock point set. 

#3230 Bow Square  $11.99

Saunders Nok-Set® Pliers
Self-opening jaws are non-marring and 
thin enough to see alignment on string. 
Installs and removes string nocks.

#4150 Nok-Set Pliers  $16.99

Saunders Forked Horn Bow Square
Gauge swings away while you install your 
nocking point. Marked from 6-12". 

#0428 Bow Square  $15.99

K'netix Nocking Pliers
Extra wide self-opening crimping 
surface sets string nocks. Polymer 
coated handles, steel construction.

#7732 Pro Pliers  $13.99

NEW Nock Setting Pliers 
Smooth, self-opening spring jaws are  
non-marring. Cushioned grip for comfort.

#4550 Nock Pliers  $14.99

STRING TOOLS

D. Tornado Pro Serving Tool
Features adjustable tension. Self centering 
washer and axle system for super smooth 
uniform servings. Serving sold separately. 

#3202 Tornado Pro  $17.99

E. OMP Revolution Serving Jig
‘Snap in’ spool rods. Adjustable tension for smooth thread 
flow. Serving sold separately. Includes two spool rods. 

#32051 Serving Jig  $35.99    

#32052 Quick Change Spool  $13.99

A. Bearpaw Deluxe String Serving Jig
The adjustable tension bar allows for fine 

adjustment of pre-tension. Threading guide on  
the side. Fits all size serving, sold seperately. 

#32053 Bearpaw Jig  $29.99

C. NEW Essential String Serving Jig
Double bar adjustable tension guide. Teflon coated 
for slick and smooth performance. Works with all 
serving diameters, sold sperately.

#3231 Essential Serving Jig  $11.99

B. AAE Pro String Server 
Double-bar tension system. Self-centering 
washers. No-fray thread guide increases 
smoothness. Serving sold separately.

#3205 AAE Pro Server  $24.99

Bohning String Shield
Protects your string from freezing 
and help it remain supple. 

#418601 Shield (1.2 oz)  $13.50

Bohning Tex-Tite String Wax
Natural petroleum wax. Designed  
for synthetic fiber bow strings. 

#4187 Tex-Tite Wax (1 oz)  $5.50

NEW  Seal-Tite® Wax
Silicone-based wax preserves your string 
and helps protect against the elements.

#418602 Seal-Tite® Wax (1 oz)  $6.99

 3Rivers String Makers Wax
Best all-purpose string wax available. Tacky 
and perfect for holding strands together.

#4192 Wax (1 oz)  $6.99

U-V-Killer Bow String Wax
Made from beeswax, eliminates glow from 
ultraviolet brightening dyes used in strings.

#4328 UV-Killer (1.25 oz.)  $8.25

Scorpion Venom Polymeric Wax
Reduce friction between string strands. 
Odor free and waterproofing.

#1170 Scorpion Wax  $12.99

String Snot
Blend of grease, wax, and oil to 
enhance performance and protect. 

1173 Snot (0.9 oz)  $8.50

STRING WAX

BCY X-Wax String Wax
Weatherlock technology, making it 
water repellent and abrasion resistant. 

#8631 BCY X-Wax $11.99

A. B. C. D.

E.

OMP TruCrimp Nocking Pliers
Interfacing teeth for a burr free crimp. 
Nock removal tool. Stainless steel body 
with rubber dipped handles.

#7733 TruCrimp  $20.99

Bow Medic Multi Square
Measures brace height from 6-12".  
Features 3 broadhead wrenches, 3 nock 
aligning wrenches, and a string separator. 

#69071 Bow Medic  $10.99
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D. Grayvn Bows Youth U-Finish Longbow Blank
Entry level for the young bow builder. Same bow as above, but should produce a bow less than 25# @ 26". 
Not recommended for longer draw lengths. Measures approx 65". Options: right or left hand. 

#85910X Youth U-Finish Longbow Blank  $149.99

J. 72" Hickory Bow Kit with Riser Block and Tip Overlays
Only the basic form is roughed out for you. Comes with a hickory belly, hickory backing, riser block,  
tip overlays, and Flemish twist bow string. Just sand, install bow tips, set the final tiller, and add a finish.

#86004 Hickory Bow Kit  $159.99

C. Grayvn Bows U-Finish Classic Hickory Bow Blank
Enjoy the challenge of bow building, but without a lot of the hassles. Solid sapwood hickory. The tillering is 
done, final sanding and finish needed. String grooves and shelf are cut-in. No warranty, do not draw past 28". 
String included. Approx 72". Options: right or left hand in 35-40, 40-45, 45-50, or 50-55# @ 28". 

#85911X U-Finish Classic Hickory Bow Blank  $229.99

I. 72" Unfinished Hickory English Longbow
Pre-tillered, All that's left for you to do is sand, install bow tips, set the final tiller, and add a finish. 
Flemish twist bow string included. Weight: 20-25, 25-30, 30-35, 35-40, 40-45,or 45-50# @ 28".

#86003X English Longbow  $159.99

B. Grayvn Bows Floor-Tillered Hickory Stave
Learn basic bow building. String grooves are cut-in, but final tillering and pull weight is up to you. Hickory 
takes stain and finish very well. Cutting in a shelf is optional. Can be right or left hand. No warranty, and 
string is not included. Should produce a bow in the 40-50# @ 28" range. Options: 72" or 65" length.

#85909X Floor Tiller Hickory Stave  $119.99

H. Roughed out Ipe Bow Floor Tillered Stave
Single piece floor-tillered ipe stave has been roughed out and ready for you to finish shaping, 
sanding, and add backing to your liking. Comes in lengths varying between 68" and 72".

#86006 Rough Ipe Stave  $124.99

A. TimberHawk Bows Accented Laminated Longbow Blank
An excellent intro to building your own longbow. Comes floor-tillered, just need to shape the grip and sight 
window, finish the tips, and apply a finish. Three laminations of tapered action bamboo, American walnut riser 
with maple accents, and black fiberglass. Comes 66" and tillered to weight. It can be cut to 64" which will 
increase weight by 5 pounds. Make right or left hand. Weight: 30, 35, 40, 45, or 50# @ 28".

#1912X Accented Longbow Blank  $319.99

Longbow Riser Blanks
Build a longbow of your own with these beautiful, quality riser blanks. 
Precision cut with paper thin fade-outs. Use cut-outs for tip overlays. Approx 
17"x 1½"x 1½". Options: (A) Osage, (B) Zebra Wood, (C) Green Mountain 
Camo Action Wood, (D) Bubinga, (E) Granadillo, or (F) Bacote.

#4480X Riser Blanks - Osage, Zebra Wood, Green Mtn. Camo  $44.99

Bubinga, Granadillo, Bacote  $47.99

PLEASE NOTE: Sometimes even Master Bowyers miss their target weight. We can help you choose the laminations and the fiberglass for you bow building project, however, we cannot accept responsibility for your project. 

CAUTION: Wood and fiberglass laminations may give splinters and cause injury. Use caution when working with them always wear safety goggles and filtration masks. Gloves recommended. 

BOW BUILDING
BOW BLANKS

A. B. C. D.

F. G. H. I. J.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

F. 72" Unfinished Bamboo Backed Ipe Longbow Blank
Much of the difficult work is already done for you, including gluing the bamboo backing. The shelf has already 
been cut. All that's left for you to do is sand, install bow tips, set the final tiller, and add a finish. Flemish twist 
bow string included. Options: Right or left hand in weights of 30-35, 35-40, 40-45, or 45-50# @ 28".

#86002X Bamboo Backed Ipe Blank  $279.99

G. 72" Tri-Lam Unfinished Hickory Ipe Longbow
The belly and backing are made from quality hickory, while the core is reliable ipe. The blank already 
has a shelf cut in. Just sand, install bow tips, set the final tiller, and add a finish. Flemish twist bow 
string included. Options: Right or left hand in weights of 30-35, 35-40, 40-45, or 45-50# @ 28".

#86001X Tri-Lam Hickory Ipe  $299.99
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NEW 30" SIZE Rawhide Backing
Forms to the natural shape of a wood bow to add strength 
without adding draw weight. Do NOT use hot water.  
Color varies. Choose NEW 30" x 2" or 36" x 2". 

#6121X Rawhide Backing (pair) 36"  $38.99   30"  $37.50 

Precision Ground Tapered Bow Laminations
For making longbows. 1½" x 36", .001" per inch taper. Options: A) Osage, 
B) Red Elm (edge grain), C) Red Elm (flat grain), D) Zebra Wood, or E) Action 
Bamboo in butt thickness .060"-.095", per .005". Sold by the pair. 

#447001X   Osage  $33.99    Red Elm - Flat, or Edge  $29.99      

 Zebra Wood  $33.99    Bamboo - Action  $35.99     

Artificial Snakeskin Backing
72" x 2" cloth strip. Add a coat of finish for real snakeskin 
look. Options: A) Rattlesnake or B) Copperhead.

#7049X Artificial Snakeskins (each)  $35.99

Bamboo Backing Strip
Greatly improves strength. Must be planed 
before use. Measures approx 2"x 68-72".  
13/8-1½" wide for pre-planed board. 

#4432 Bamboo Backing (each)    $59.99  

#8568 Planed Bamboo Backing (each)    $59.99

BOW LAMINATIONS

Exotic Tapered Bow Laminations
Exotic hardwood laminations from around the world. Approx 36"x 1½".  
Butt thickness of .065", taper .001" per inch. Sold by the pair. More woods online.

A. #4500-16 Bird's Eye Maple  $35.99    B. #4500-03 Bacote  $44.99

C. #4500-09 Cocobolo  $57.99             D. #4500-20 Purpleheart  $33.99

E. #4500-14 Leopardwood  $33.99

Gordon's Bo-Tuff® Fiberglass
A great backing material due to its continuous unidirectional laminate.  
72" length. Sanded on one side for a gluing surface, other side is smooth. 
1½" width for longbows and 1¾" for recurves. Options: .040" or .050".

#4475X Clear (each) - 1½"  $38.99     1¾"  $40.99

#4474X Black (each) - 1½"  $24.99     1¾"  $26.99

CLEAR

BLACK

Find sinew backing on page 118

Osage

Hickory

Ipe Wood
Premium Ipe Lumber - Single piece of 68" to 72" wood. (#86007)  $114.99   
Floor Tillered Stave - Lumber roughed out to a stave. (#86005)  $169.99  

Ipe Center Lamination - Extremely strong and compression resistant wood, 
making it ideal on the belly of a longbow, or as the core for a multi-laminate 
bow. 68-72" x 1½" x 1/8". (#44282)  $49.99

Ipe Handle Blank - Add strength and weight to your riser.  
14" x 2" x 3/4" (#44291)  $16.99

Osage Wood
Osage Lumber  - Single piece of 72" x 1½" x  5/8" wood. (#4428)  $75.99

Osage Slats - For building laminated wood bows. Does not follow growth rings 
and a backing of some sort is required. Pieces must be ‘fish tail’ spliced together 
for bow building. 38" x 1½" x 5/8" by pair. (#4428-1)  $49.99

Osage Handle Blank - Add strength and weight to your handle.  
14" x 1½" x 3/4" (#4429)  $11.99

Hickory Wood 
Hickory Slats - For building a laminated bow. Does not follow growth 
rings so a backing material is required. Must be ‘fish tail’ spliced 
together for bow building.  36¼"x 2"x 1" by pair. (#4429-1)  $39.99

Hickory Backing - Add strength and durability. Grain varies.  
68-72" x 1½" x 1/8" (#4431)  $35.99

A.

A.

A.B.

B.
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Stabil-Kore™ Lamination
A lightweight proprietary composite core material. Perfect as a substitute for carbon. Adds 
lateral and torsion rigidity. Sanded on both sides for strong gluing surfaces. 72"x 2"x .015". 

#447702 Stabil-Kore™ (each)  $23.99

NEW Bearpaw Powerglass
No streaks or blemishes. Experience crystal clear 
transparency with top performance and stability. 
One side roughed, other smooth. 72" long. 
Options: 1½" (.040" or 0.50") or 1¾" (.040"). 

#44771X Black 1½" or 1¾" - .040"   $24.99 

#4477X Clear 1½"(.040" & .050") 1¾" (.040")   $24.99

See 328 ft rolls online (#447666X & #447665X)
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Traditional Shaving Bow Horse
Uses leg pressure to securely hold 
bow stave in place while you work. 
24" seat height. Assembly required.

#6300  Bow Horse  $299.99

StavePress
Conforms to the shape of your work piece, 
holds firmly, and will not crush wood 
fibers. Lumber and tools not included.

#6303 StavePress  $159.99

Digital Bow Scale
Weighs bows up to 100#, 
.05 lb increments. Features 
two modes, peak weight and 
holding weight. Measures 
in lbs, oz, and kg. Batteries 
included. Color varies.

#5950 Scale  $26.99

NEW 4KJT Handheld Digital Bow Scale
Weighs bows up to 100#. Place bow string 
in hook and draw the string. Digital display 
gives measurement in grams, kilograms, 
ounces, and pounds.

#0192 Scale  $25.99

K'Netix Newton 
Digital Bow Scale
Weighs bows up to  
220#, and can  
display measurements in 
pounds, kilograms, and 
Newtons. Auto shut-off 
conserves battery life.

#5952 Scale  $40.99 

BOW BUILDING
BOW BUILDING TOOLS

$11380
#6305 Bow Building Tool Kit

Bow Building Tool Kit
Starter kit includes everything you 
need to start building your own bow. 
Includes low-stretch tillering rope, 
3-piece scraper set, Farrier's rasp, 
tillering stick, nock file, and Rattlestick 
bow building DVD by Gary S. Davis.  
Some components are imported.

8" Nock Round File 
5/32" diameter file. Cuts wood, 
fiberglass, and metal. 

#6311 Handle  $5.99    

#6310 Round File 8"  $3.99

Farrier’s 14" Rasp
Aggressive rasp on one side, double cut 
file on the other for controlled stock 
removal. Measures 1¾" wide. 

#6312-1 Farrier’s Rasp  $27.99

Nicholson 10" Rasps
Options: #49 for an aggressive cut,  
or #50 for creating a smoother surface. 

#9949X (each) #49  $85.99   #50  $99.99                

                (Set)  $185.98  $179.99

Pine Hollow Scraper
Tempered stainless steel 11/8" x 10¼". 
No angle set-up or burnishing required.

#63012 Scraper  $34.99

Burnishing Tool
Put a perfect edge on your scrapers. 
Works for all size and shape scrapers.

#5616 Burnishing Tool  $25.99

Wood Scrapers
Made of high-carbon steel, approx 
.04 mm thick. Includes gooseneck, 
flat, and curved scrapers.

#5980 Scraper Set (3-Piece)  $24.50

Tillering Boot
Heavy duty leather and rope.  
For checking the bend of your 
limbs before cutting string grooves.

#6118  Tillering Boot  $23.99

B-50 Tillering Cord
76" long, 18 strands thick.  
Nylon served upper loop.  
Bottom tied in bowyer's knot. 

#424676 B-50 Cord  $20.99

Fast Flight Plus® Tillering Rope
Top loop served with braided  
Fast Flight® serving, bottom  
tied in bowyer's knot. 

#8496-1 Tillering Rope  $20.99

Tillering Board
Made of quality pine. Measures 35".  
Top notch is approx 3"x 1½" and 28  
side-notches at 1" intervals cut to 1/2". 

#8499 Tillering Board  $20.99

A. Forged 6" Draw Knife
Forged high-carbon steel and wood  
handles. Leather sheath included. 

#5981 Forged Draw Knife  $129.99

B. NEW Forged 9" Draw Knife
Forged steel blade with 
comfortable, solid wooden handles. 
It is perfect for shaping staves.

#59810 Draw Knife  $85.99

C. Stanley Spoke Shave
Cast iron body with double set screw 
adjustment for complete control of cutting 
depth and angle. Steel 21⁄8" blade.

#6306 Spoke Shave  $55.99

A.
B.

C.
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Wolf Paw ILF Tiller Bezel Set
Allows you to install limb bolts 
on your ILF riser. Includes a pair 
of bolts, set screws, and bevels. 

#53394-02 Bezel Set  $29.50

Bearpaw Takedown Bow Assembly Set
For 3-piece bows. Includes two of each, 
riser inserts, limb inserts, limb bolts,  
and alignment pins. 

#53391 Assembly Set  $14.50

Wolf Paw  
Dovetail Shoe Set
Made of strong and 
reliable 6061-T6 
aluminum. Includes 
dovetail shoes  
and mounting screws. 

#53394-01  (pair)  $21.50

Bearpaw 
Plunger Bushing
Industry standard 
5/16"-24 insert for 
adding a plunger 
hole to your bow. 

#53393 (each)   $6.99

NEW DAS™  
ILF Limb Bushings
Convert your limbs to 
ILF and add a touch 
of style with these 
black screw heads. 
Same bushings used 
in DAS™ ILF limbs. 

#8182 (2-pack)  $19.99

BOW SEALERS & FINISH

BOW BUILDING ACCESSORIES

Takedown Bow Sleeves
Classic ‘D’ brass sleeve slides into  
steel handle. Small: 4" x 11⁄8",  
mild steel handle. Large: 4" x 1¾", 
stainless steel handle. 

#4461X (Small) $51.99   (Large) $53.99  

#4459 MT-13 Bow Sleeve Glue $25.99

Horn Bow Nocks
Pre-drilled, ready to be glued 
on. Require a finish sanding and 
seal. Top tip measures approx 3", 
bottom tip approx 2½" long.

#6356 (pair)  $45.99

Phenolic Tip Overlays
Reinforces a bow to accept high 
performance strings, such as fast 
flight. Two 1/8" black and two 1/16" 
red. All cut to approx 2" x 1".

#4481 (pair)  $7.50

Brass Bear Bow Medallion
Replica of the same medallion found 
in thousands of vintage Bear bows. 
Use 13/16" drill bit. Not adhesive 
backed. Options: brass or copper.  

#3566X Bear Medallion  $12.99

Thunderbird Sealer
Fast drying like lacquer with the durability 
of polyurethane. Use for sealing both bows 
and arrows. Dries to the touch in 5-10 
minutes. Options: gloss or satin. 

#6651X Sealer (quart)  $29.99

#6651-03 Thinner (quart)  $24.99

Tru-Oil® Finish
Natural wood oil finish 
protects and enhances 
the woods beauty. 
Durable gloss finish. 
Easy to apply by hand. 

#5688 (3 oz)  $11.50

Pine Hollow 
Bow Sealer
Made natural 
ingredients. Gives  
your bow a nice, 
natural looking finish. 

#7249 (6 oz)  $12.75

Wolf Paw Tiller Bolt Inserts
For building takedown bows,  
standard or ILF style. Options: flanged  
or threaded mount. 5/16"-18 size. 

A) #53394-03 Flanged (pair)  $15.50

B) #53394-04 Threaded (pair)  $9.99

A

B

NEW Wolf Paw Takedown  
Limb Bezel Washer Set
Lay flat against the limbs allowing 
for even distribution of the weight. 
Use with standard 5/16" limb bolts. 

#53394-05 (2-pack)  $13.99 
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Front Stabilizer Insert
Industry standard 
5/16"-24 insert. Allows 
attachment of bow 
accessories like stabilizers 
and bowfishing reels. Use 
29/64" drill bit.

#5341 (each)  $4.15

ATA Accessory  
(AMO Sight) Inserts
Two inserts with two 
sets of 10#-24 screws. 
Use 1/4" drill bit.

#5340 (pair)  $7.99

Bear Riser  
Quiver Inserts
Two 1/4"-20 inserts. 
Standard size for 
riser mounted bow 
quivers. Use 5/16" 
drill bit. 

#5342   $11.50

Bearpaw  
ATA Accessory  
(AMO Sight) 
Bushings
Made of steel.  
Use 10#-24 thread 
screws (not included). 
Approx 1/2" long. 

#53392 (pair)  $9.50

No-Tools Limb Bolts
Wide 1" head with industry 
standard 5/16"-18 shank 
and thread. Measured from 
end of bolt to top of bezel. 
Options: 1½" or 2" long.

#868456X (pair) 1½"  $9.99

2"  $12.99
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TRUEFLIGHT FEATHERS

18-FEATHER COMBO PACK - Combine and save. Pick 6 barred feathers of one color and 12 solid feathers of another single color in 
a combo pack, enough to 3-fletch six arrows. Options: PARABOLIC - 3111X Or SHIELD - 3110X In 4", 5" or 5½", Left or right wing.  

4" Combo Pack  $27.49     5" Combo Pack  $30.00     5½" (shield only) Combo Pack  $30.98

TrueFlight 4" Flu Flu Feathers
Great for aerial target shooting or bird hunting. Slows arrow 
after approx 30-40 yards. Options: left or right wing in 
black, white, yellow, red, blue, orange, fl-lime, or pink.

#14L1X (12)  $13.50    (100)  $73.99

Barred Colors Left to Right: Gray, Red, Orange, Yellow, FL-Lime, Green, Blue, Purple, Pink, Traditional, Autumn Brown. 

Solid Colors Left to Right: Black, Red, Orange, Yellow, Fl-Lime, Green, Blue, Purple, Pink, Gray, White, Bronze Brown, and Autumn Brown. 

ARROW FLETCHINGS

TrueFlight Kyudo Feathers
Designed for traditional Japanese archery. Perfect for primitive arrows as quill sticks out 
roughly 1/4" on ends allowing easy tying of the fletching down. Measures 6¾" x 5/8". 
Options: white (left/right wing), gray (LW only), or trad barred (LW only).

#05L1X Solid (12)  $18.50    (100)  $104.99     Barred (12)  $22.50    (100)  $139.99

TrueFlight Shield Mini-Barred Feathers
Twice as many bars compared to standard barred  
TrueFlight feathers. Options: right or left wing.

#01L1X Mini-Barred Shield 5" (6-pack)  $14.50     

               (12)  $25.99    (50)  $79.99     (100)  $159.98

            Mini-Barred Shield 4" (12)  $24.99    (100)  $149.98

SHIELD CUT PARABOLIC CUT FULL LENGTH

TrueFlight FULL LENGTH - Left or Right Wing  
#10L1X Solid Full Length (12)  $13.99    (100)  $75.99

          Barred Full Length (6-pack)  $14.50    (12)  $25.99    (50)  $79.99    (100)  $159.98

TrueFlight PARABOLIC Cut
Solid Colors – Left or Right Wing

#13L1X Solid 5" (12)  $15.50    (100)  $83.99 

Solid 4" (12)  $13.50    (100)  $72.99

Barred Colors – Left or Right Wing

#13L1X Barred 5" (6-pack)  $14.50    (12)  $25.99    (50)  $79.99    (100)  $159.98 

Barred 4" (6-pack)  $13.99    (12)  $24.99    (50)  $74.99    (100)  $149.98

TrueFlight SHIELD Cut
Solid Colors – Left or Right Wing

#15L1X Solid 3" (12)    $8.75    (100)  $46.99  
            Solid 4" (12)    $13.50    (100)  $72.99 
            Solid 5" (12)   $15.50    (100)  $83.99 
            Solid 5½" (12)  $15.99    (100)  $86.99

Barred Colors – Left or Right Wing

#15L1X Barred 3" (6)  $9.75    (12)  $17.50    (50)  $52.99    (100)  $105.98 
            Barred 4" (6)  $13.99    (12)  $24.99    (50)  $74.99    (100)  $149.98 
            Barred 5" (6)  $14.50    (12)  $25.99    (50)  $79.99    (100)  $159.98 
            Barred 5½" (6)  $14.99    (12)  $26.99    (50)  $82.99    (100)  $165.98

TrueFlight 2" Shield Cut Feathers
Smaller fletchings offer better accuracy.  
Options: right or left wing in A) white,  
B) trad barred, C) chartreuse, D) red, or E) yellow. 

#50L1X Solid (12)  $7.50    (100)  $40.99      

             Trad Barred (12)  $15.99    (100)  $93.98

CA
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Spliced TrueFlight Full Length Feathers
Quality Truflight® Spliced feathers approx 7½". Colors: A) Lime/White/Black,  
B) Red/Black/White, C) White/Black/Red, D) Lime/Black/White,  
E) White/Black/Lime, and F) Black/White/Lime. Options: right or left wing. 

#39L1X Solid  (6-pack)  $17.99

A

B

C

D

E

F
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Gateway Hann-Bun Kuro Shield Cut Feathers
Options: 4" or 5" length, left or right wing, in A) denim, 
B) lemon/lime, C) red, D) tangerine, E) white, or F) yellow. 

#45L1X  Hann-Bun (dozen) 4"  $13.99      5"  $16.50

Gateway Tre Barred Feathers
Options: shield cut (4"or 5") or full length (11" X 1¼" uncut), left or right wing, in A) tre red,  
B) tre orange, C) tre purple, D) tre yellow, E) tre bark, F) tre blue, G) tre brown, or H) tre green. 

#44L1X Shield Cut (dozen) 4"  $10.99     5"  $12.99    #43L1X Full Length (dozen)  $11.99     (100)  $75.99

Gateway Tre Barred 2" Rayzr Cut Feathers
Just 1/2" tall and 1.2 grains each. Options: left or right wing, 
in A) tre bark, B) tre brown, C) tre red, or D) tre yellow. 

#47R1X  Rayzr (dozen) $9.50    (50-pack) $25.50

Gateway Shield Cut Solid Color Feathers
Options: 4" or 5" length, left or right wing, in A) yellow, B) denim,  
C) chartreuse, D) brown, E) green, F) purple, G) red, H) tangerine, or I) white. 

#49L1X  Shield Cut 4" (dozen)  $10.50     (50-pack)  $27.99

                               5" (dozen)  $12.99     (50-pack)  $35.99

B

CA

D

Natural Wild Turkey Feathers
Sturdier and more water resistant than farm-raised turkey feathers. 
Untreated in order to retain their natural oils. Primary are stronger and 
longer feathers. Secondary are shorter. Options: left or right wing.

#21LX Full Length (dozen) Primary  $31.99    Secondary  $22.99

#21L3X Shield cut (dozen) Primary (4")  $23.99    (5")    $24.99

                                     Secondary (4")  $18.50    (5")    $19.50

Bearpaw Natural Barred Feathers
These are primary flight feathers from farm-raised turkeys. Being non-dyed they not only 
look great, but they retain more of their natural oils, making them water resistant. Supplies 
limited. Options: left or right wing in shield cut (4" or 5") or full length (varies 6½-8½").

#37L1X Full Length (dozen)  $21.99    (50)  $79.99    (100)  $139.99

#37L2X Shield Cut (dozen)  $17.99     (50)  $59.99    (100)  $99.99

AAE Trad Vanes
AAE's proprietary Plastifletch material, can be shot off  
the shelf and have the same flight characteristics as feather fletchings. 
Shoot in all weather conditions. Fletch with AAE Max Bond Adhesive 
(#44606, page 92). Options: A) sunset gold, B) white, C) fl-yellow,  
D) bright green, E) orange, F) hot pink, G) blue, H) black, or I) red. 
Sizes of 3", 4", or 5" (actual size is 1/4" less). 

#8890X Trad Vanes (12-pack)  $6.99   (50-pack)  $22.99 B
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Gateway Batwing Cut Feathers
Right wing only. Options: 3½" or 4½" length, in A) white, B) fl-yellow,  
C) red, D) denim, E) pink, F) black, G) chartreuse, H) yellow, or I) tangerine. 

#46R1X  Batwing Feathers  2" (dozen)  $8.50    (50-pack)  $22.99  

                                         3½" (dozen)  $9.99    (50-pack)  $26.50  

                                         4½" (dozen)  $10.99    (50-pack)  $31.50

Wild Fletching Feather Dye
Turn feathers from turkeys you’ve hunted to make vibrant fletchings 
for your next arrows. Easy to use and very potent (will stain hands and 
surfaces). Each bottle will dye approx 1 lb. of material (~150 raw feathers). 
Colors: A) red, B) orange, C) yellow, D) chartreuse, E) neon green, F) lime, 
G) green, H) blue, I) bright purple, or J) hot pink.

#50851X  Feather Dye (each)  $6.99 B CA E FD H I JG

GATEWAY FEATHERS

NATURAL FEATHERS
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FLETCHING JIGS

Vador Uni-Fletcher 
Molded plastic construction. 3-fletch, 4-fletch, and offset 
adjustment. Fits all sizes of arrow nocks. Clamp and indexer 
included. Options: right wing, left wing, or straight clamp. 

#40890X Uni-Fletcher  $35.99

Avalon Hexagon Multi Fletching Jig 
Fletch six arrows at a time. Includes six straight  
spring clamps. Will fletch right or left offset 
with up to three degrees of adjustment.

#415700 Multi Fletching Jig  $119.99

Arizona E-Z Fletch Pro
Fletches three feathers or vanes (up to 5" in length) 
at a time. Straight is a 1º right offset, LW and RW 
are 8º offsets. Fletches shafts 5/16" up to 26/64" 
diameter. Options: left wing, right wing, or straight.

#3990X Pro Fletcher  $59.99

Bitzenburger Dial-O-Fletch
Precision die cast body with clamp. Built to last a lifetime! Graduated  
scale for accurate feather spacing. 3-fletch at 120°, or 4-fletch at 90°, or 
75° x 105°. Complete control on fletching offset (degree is limited only by 
size of shaft). Clamp, indexer, and full instructions included. Different clamp 
requires matching indexer. Options: left wing, right wing, or straight.

#4168X Dial-O-Fletch Complete Fletcher  $99.99  

#4169X Replacement Clamp  $38.99    #4170X Replacement Indexer  $23.99  

See All Replacement Parts Online

feathers not included

Bearpaw Deluxe Fletching Jig 
Adjustable for micro diameter up to 23/64" 
arrow shafts. Fletch 3, 4, or 6-fletch. 
Options: left wing, right wing, or straight. 

#53871X  Bearpaw Jig  $69.99 

#53872X Replacement Clamp  $12.99

NEW 4-Fletch Reciever AAE Fletch III Jig
Straight 3-fletch with 1° right offset. Works with all 
diameter shafts. Complete with clamp and jig. Breaks down 
top take anywhere. All of this for an unbelievably low price! 

#4079 Fletch III Jig  $31.99

NEW #40791 Nock Receiver 4-Fletch (4 x 90°)  $13.99

Bohning Pro-Class Fletching Jig
3-fletch at 120° or 4-fletch at 90°. Complete with clamp 
and indexer. Options: left wing, right wing, or straight.

#4081X Pro-Class Jig  $44.99  

#4082X Replacement Clamp  $14.50

Grayling Fletching Jig
Constructed from glass-filled nylon.  
Nock receiver fits all sizes of nocks. Fletch any  
length of fletching on any size or type of arrow.  
Options: left wing, right wing, or straight clamp.

#40891X  Jig  $36.99   #40892X Replace Clamp  $12.50

Arizona E-Z Fletch Mini Max Fletcher
Fletch smaller fletchings (up to 3¼") on your carbon and 
aluminum arrow shafts. Options: left or right wing.

#3990-04X Mini Max Jig  $59.99  

BPE Pro Fletcher
Wide range of fletching options. 3-fletch: 120°,  
4-fletch: 90°, 75° x 105°, or 60° x 120°, 5-fletch: 72°,  
or 6-fletch: 60°. Adjusts to work with all diameter shafts. 
Options: left wing, right wing, or straight.

#4083X Pro Fletcher  $59.99  #4086X Replace Clamp  $15.99
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Ozark Water “Poof”
Protects feathers against moisture. 
Quick drying, lasts all season. Does not 
add weight. Treats roughly 40 feathers. 
Brush included. Non-toxic. 10 ml.

#5069 Water Poof  $15.99

Bohning Fletch Dri Waterproofing
Easy to apply and has no scent.  
Treats 100+ arrows. Adds no stiffness 
to fletching. Includes application bag.

#5086 (9 gram)  $13.99

Saunders Feather Stripper
Removes feathers and cap wraps  
from aluminum and carbon arrows. 
Dual steel blade and pre-set angle.

#4374 Feather Stripper  $19.99  

#4375 Spare Blades (3-pack)  $16.99

Allen Company Fletch Remover
Removes fletchings and glue easily, 
so you can re-fletch to make nearly 
new arrows. Not for wood arrows. 
Includes two replacement blades. 

#4336 Fletch Remover  $13.99

3Rivers Little Chopper Feather Die Cutter
Chop your own feathers into one of the profiles you select below.  
High quality construction that will last for years of use. Requires a full  
length pre-ground feather and a rubber mallet. Call our tech line to ask  
about custom made choppers. Banana chops both left and right wing 
feathers. Options: Shield (3", 4", 5", 5½"), Parabolic (3", 4", 5", 5½"), 
Traditional (5"), Pope & Young (5"), Banana (5½" high arc, 5¾" low-profile), 
Swift (5½"), or T-Hawk (5½") in left or right wing. 

#4398X  Little Chopper (each)  $49.99

Banana

Shield

Parabolic

Swift

T-HawkPope & Young

Traditional

FEATHER TOOLS

Jig Release Tape
Mount on your fletching clamp to 
prevent glue from sticking. Two 6½" 
Teflon® laminated strips per package.

#4181 Jig Release Tape (pair)  $5.50

NEW Bohning Jig Release Tape
Keep your fletching jig clamps  
free of glue and adhesive build-up. 
Three 5½"peel-and-stick strips.

#418604 Bohning Tape (3-pack)  $5.25

NEW AAE Bitz Knob Fletch Indexer
Upgrade your Bitzenburger jig for more 
fletching options. Options: 3 & 4 knob  
for fletching 120°, 90°, and 75° x 105° or  
4 & 5 knob for fletching 60°, 72°, and 90°. 

#417007X Bitz Knob  $29.99

Feather Profiles for Young Burner
Bend feather burner ribbons. Includes  
3" Shield, 3" Parabolic, 4" Shield,  
4" Parabolic, 5" Shield, 5" Parabolic, 5½" 
Shield, 5½" Parabolic, 5¾" Banana high arc. 

#4174 Profiles  $19.99
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SALE Bearpaw Shark Feather Cutter
100% German engineering and craftsmanship. The highest quality  
wood and steel are used in its construction. Features a foam-lined blade 
to protect the feather even as it cuts the perfect profile. The built-in ruler 
allows for precise measurements. Options: shield, parabolic, and banana 
profile, in right wing or left wing, and in sizes of 3", 4", or 5" long. 

#4499X Shark Feather Cutter  $59.99  $49.99
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Heavyweight (Brass) Inserts
Increase FOC weight to your arrow for tighter groups and deeper penetration on 
game. Options: 5/16" (50 or 100 grains, specify .246" or .244" ID), Axis/Barebow 
(100 gr or 75/50 Break-off), Arrow Dynamics (100 gr), Gamegetter II (100 gr), .231 
(45 gr, fits a .231" inside diameter, tapers to a 5/16" point), Easton HP break-off 
(75-50 gr), Easton Break-Off .244 (75-50 gr), or Gold Tip (aluminum 50 or brass 
100 gr, threaded to accept Gold Tip screw-in weights #6693X).

#0255X Brass Inserts 5/16"- 50 grains  $15.99   100 grains (dozen)  $17.99

 Arrow Dynamics, Axis/Barebow, Gamegetter II - 100 grains (dozen)  $23.99

#0262  .231 - 45 grains (dozen)  $23.99

#6692-04X Gold Tip (dozen) - 50 grains $18.99 or 100 grains $20.99

#6759-3 Easton HP Break-off - 75-50 grains (dozen)  $26.99

#67593 Easton .244 Break-off - 75-50 grains (dozen)  $30.99

#6757-1 Axis HIT 75-50 grains (dozen, includes tool & chamfer stone)  $27.99

Axis 
75-50 gr

Axis/Barebow 
100 gr

5/16"
Arrow Dynamics 
GameGetter II

.231

Gold Tip 
100 gr

Gold Tip 
50 gr

HP 75-50 gr

ARROW INSERTS & ADAPTERS 

Aluminum Inserts
Available in most aluminum shaft sizes and 
all carbon shaft sizes we offer. Some work 
with insert weight systems. Find insert 
weights and sizes by calling or going online.

#InsertDX  (dozen)  $9.99  (100)  $45.99

Easton .244 Inserts
The etched side allows for a superior 
glue hold. Tapped to accept insert 
weight systems. Fit .244" inside 
diameter. Weigh 13 grains. 

#67594X (12)  $9.99   (100)  $57.99

Easton 6.5 MM CB RPS Inserts
The orange anodized finish reduces 
corrosion. Tapped on the backend to 
accept insert weights. Weigh 26 grains 
and fit a .246" inside diameter.

#67592X (12) $9.99  (100) $45.99

NEW Black Eagle Brass Inserts
Weigh 100 grains and tapped to accept 
insert weights (#681205X below).  
Fit .2445" inside diameter. 

681203-02 (dozen)  $21.99

Easton Axis HIT Insert Kit
Dozen aluminum or brass break-off  
(75-50 grains) HIT inserts with insert  
tool, chamfer stone, and epoxy. 

#6756 Kit $18.99   #6757 Inserts & Tool  $15.99

#6757-1 Brass 75-50 Kit (no epoxy)  $27.99

Black Eagle F.O.C.O.S. Outserts 
Consists of three parts: a stainless steel outsert,  
an aluminum retention post, and a 3/32" allen head 
retention screw. Weigh 100 grains. Options: Black 
Eagle arrow model and spine; Instinct or X-Impact.

#681207X Instinct (6-pack)  $25.99    

#681217X  X-Impact (6-pack)  $25.99     

Black Eagle Screw-In Brass Insert Weights
For tuning FOC. Designed to be stackable.  
Vintage for arrows with an inside diameter of .2445"  
or more, and FOCOS for .166" ID. Vintage in 30, 50,  
or 75 grains. FOCOS in 10, 20, or 30 grains. 

#681205X Vintage Insert Weights (dozen)  $16.99  

#681206 Vintage Weight Install Tool  $15.50

#681208X FOCOS Insert Weights (dozen)  $16.99  

#681209 FOCOS Weight Install Tool  $14.99

Install Tool
Gold Tip F.A.C.T. Weight System
Use with inside diameter of .246", .204", or .166".  
Nock Adapters fit 5/16" diameter (.246" ID) shafting  
with Gold Tip nocks, Easton Super/S nocks, or Bohning 
Signature nocks. Weigh approx 20 grains. 

#6693X Weights .246" (dozen) 10, 20, or 50 grains  $14.99     

#6696X Weights .204" (dozen) 10 or 20 grains  $18.99    

             Weights .166" (dozen) 10 or 20 grains  $25.99 

#6692-02 Nock Adapters (dozen)  $16.99 

#6692-03X Adjustment Wrench (.204"/.246" or .116")  $12.99

NEW Victory Diameter Back Weights
Add weight for your Victory arrows. Tapped in the back 
to allow you to stack any combination of weights for 
experimenting with FOC and fine tuning your arrows. 
Made from stainless steel. Options: .204" or .245" inside 
diameter in 10, 20, or 50 grains.

#681711X Diameter .204" (dozen)  $9.99

#681712X Diameter .245" (dozen)  $9.99

#681713 Install Wrench Tool  $13.99

WEIGHT SYSTEMS

Ethics Adjustable Outserts 
The absolute peak of reinforcement for your .204" ID carbon arrows. 
Consists of post and sleeve, stainless steel or aluminum (varies per weight). 
Options: arrow OD of .262", .267", .272", .276", .281", or .287". Weight 
ranges of 55-85, 85-115, 90-120, 95-185, 125-215, and 130-220 grains.

#49151X (3-pack)  $20.99   (6-pack)  $32.99   (12-pack)  $52.99

Easton ST 6 MM RPS Inserts
For Easton 6 MM (H) diameter 
arrows, or any .231" ID. Use with 
9/32" points. Weigh 18 grains. 

#6745 (dozen)  $9.99

Gold Tip Accu-Lite Inserts
Made from the finest materials with 
a focus on precision for tack driving 
accuracy. Fit all 5/16" Gold Tip and 
Easton shafts. Compatible with Gold  
Tip weight system. Weigh 11.4 grains. 

#6692-01 Accu-Lite  (dozen)  $12.99

Easton 5MM Half Out Inserts 
Use with .204" ID. Tapers out to a 
5/16" diameter, adding ½" to the 
length of an arrow. Options: material 
and size of #1 or #2. Dozen pack.

#67591X Aluminum (25 grains) $27.99  

                       Steel (75 grains)  $32.99

Thread-In Weight Adapters
Screw in-between your point and insert. 
Adds 1/2" to arrow length, 5/16" in 
diameter. Made of aluminum (25 gr) or 
steel. Options: 25, 50, 75, or NEW 100 
grains or test kit (2 of each).

#42270X (6-pack)  $8.99   (test kit)  $11.99
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Gold Tip Nock Bushings
Protects from nock end impacts,  
and centers a .166" nock for 
accuracy. The .246" fits arrows with 
.246" ID (like GT Traditional), and 
weighs 12 grains. The .204" fits 
arrows with .204" ID, and weighs 
7.4 grains.  Options: For .204" large 
(400/340 spine) or small (600/500).

#6691X  .204" (dozen)  $16.99 

#6691-01  .246" (dozen) $16.99

TopHat® Woodscrew Point Adapters
Add screw-in points to your wood arrows. 
No taper required, screw-on to shaft with 
no glue needed. Made of aluminum for low 
weight and corrosion-resistance. Weigh 40 
grains. Options: 5/16" or 11/32".  

#0932X  (each) $2.25   (6-pack) $9.99

Brass Glue-In/Glue-On  
Broadhead Adapters
Solid brass ferrule for added strength  
and increase your FOC weight. Solid  
brass 11/32" ferrule. Weigh 100 grains. 
Options: shaft diameter of 5/16" or 9/32". 

#4930X Adapter (6-pack)  $17.99

Steel Broadhead Adapters
Perfect for increasing FOC weight for harder 
hitting, more accurate arrows. Solid steel 
with a 11/32" ferrule to mount any glue-on 
broadhead. Options: 75, 100, or 125 grains.

#4226X (6-pack)  $9.99  (100)  $89.99

#4226-3 Test Kit (3 of each)  $11.99

Aluminum Broadhead Adapters
Use glue-on broadheads on carbon  
or aluminum arrows. Short adapters are best 
used for 4-blade broadheads with bleeder 
blades. Options: point OD and Short or 
Long. Short: 11/32" (32 gr) or 5/16" (31 gr). 
Long: 5/16" (32 gr) or 11/32" (34 gr).

#4196X  (6-pack) $7.99   (100) $75.99

FOC = Front-of-Center     OD = Outside Diameter     ID = Inside Diameter

Point / Broadhead  
Rubber Washers
Use with any screw-in point or 
broadhead. Installs between point  
and insert to prevent points from 
loosening and rattling. 

#6698X  (dozen)  $4.75  (100)  $24.99

Glue-In/Glue-On Broadhead Adapters
Use glue-on points on carbon and aluminum 
arrows. Stronger than the regular screw-in 
system commonly used. Weigh 26 grains. 
Options: Aluminum (2216), Carbon Legacy 
(.2445"), or Arrow Dynamics. 

#BA-X (6-pack)  $7.99   (100)  $85.99

Easton Broadhead Adapter Rings
Designed to provided a smooth transition 
between Easton carbon shafts and 11/32" 
broadheads. Also gives you a wider and 
more secure base for improved shaft to 
broadhead connection strength. Sizing chart 
online. Weigh approx two grains each.

#6758X Easton BAR (dozen)  $18.99

3Rivers  
Premium Woodscrew Point Adapters
Open your wood arrows up to the  
world of screw-in points. Weigh 50  
grains each, 1½" long. Requires a 5° 
point taper on shaft. Precision CnC 
machined 11/32"diameter only.

#4364X (each) $3.75    (6-pack) $15.99    

              (100) $189.99

TopHat®  
Wood Arrow Nock Adapters
Use push-in nocks on your wood 
arrows, no taper needed. Use 
with .244" nocks. Fine tune your 
arrow with your nocks. Made of 
aluminum for low weight and  
corrosion-resistance. Weigh 15 
grains. Options: 5/16" or 11/32". 

#0925X  (6-pack)  $6.50

Nock Adapters
Use with glue-on nocks for carbon 
arrows. Adds durability and centers the 
nock on the shaft. 5/16" fit shafts with 
a .244" to .246" inside diameter. Use 
5/16" nocks. 12 grains. Arrow Dynamics 
Fit all older model Arrow Dynamics 
shafts. Use 1/4" nocks. 8 grains.

#0149X 5/16" (12) $11.99  (100) $59.99

#CS90-1 Arrow Dynamics (dozen)   $9.99

UNI Bushings
Precision alignment of nocks for 
improved accuracy and strength. Allows 
use of  a .166" nock in carbon shaft 
models and  a .246" nock (.204" nock 
for 1816 and 1916 sizes) in aluminum 
shaft models. Specify shaft make, model, 
and size when ordering. Weigh 5 grains.

#0150X G-UNI - Carbon (dozen)  $10.99

S or X-UNI - Aluminum (dozen)  $15.50

3Rivers Weight Tubes
Add weight to your arrow without 
affecting arrow spine. Options: 
weight of 3, 5, or 8 grains per inch in OD of 5/16"  
(ID of .2445-.246") or 9/32" (ID of .204").

#6731X  Weight Tubes (dozen)  $16.50

Brass Weight Washers
Mount behind points or nocks. Weigh 5 grains 
each. Recommend no more than three weights 
per grouping. Options: 9/32", 5/16", or 11/32".

#5208X  (dozen)  $6.75  (100)  $32.99

Woodyweights®

Add FOC weight to wood arrows.  
Fit 11/32" and 23/64". Mount on point taper.  
Options: 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, or 200 grains.

#4945X Woodyweights® (6-pack)  $15.99

Test kits available online.

NOCK ADAPTERS

POINT ADAPTERS

REINFORCEMENT

Nock Collars
Keeps push-in nocks from popping out on hard impacts and 
protects carbon arrows from nock end hits. Weigh approx 5 grains. 
Only offered in sizes A, B, C, or D in chart (right).

#4921X Nock Collars (dozen)  $15.99

Carbon Collars
Aluminum footings to protect carbon arrows from shattering on hard impacts. 
Mount between arrow shaft and insert. Weigh approx 5 grains. Made for 5/16" 
or 9/32" outside diameter (OD) shafting. Offered in all sizes shown in chart (left). 

#4920X Carbon Collars (dozen)  $15.99

Collar 
Size

Collar 
ID

A .275"
B .293"
C .300"
D .305"
E .260"
F .271"
G .273"

Collar 
Size

Collar 
ID

H .277"
I .344"
J .352"
K .370"
L .287"
M .384"
N .313"
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 3Rivers Screw-In Field Points
Our machined steel points are extremely durable and made with precision in mind to help with accurate arrow flight. Designed to fit all carbon and aluminum arrows. 
Stamped with diameter and grain weight for easy identification. The 9/32" (125-150 grains) are bullet nose design, while others are standard concave tip design.  
The 200 grains and up feature a chamfered back that tapers down to a 5/16" diameter. See chart (below left) for available diameters and weights.

A & B - #CF511X Screw-in Standard Weights (dozen)  $8.99   (100)  $50.99    

C - #CF581X Screw-in Heavy Weights 200 gr Only (dozen)  $10.99    (100)  $61.99    225 grains and up (dozen)  $11.99   (100)  $67.99

D.  3Rivers Tapered Glue-On Field Points
Machined steel with a standard 5° tapered ferrule to mount on wood shafting or screw-in broadhead adapters. Extremely durable, and they pull easier out of 
targets with their concave shape. Stamped with diameter and grain weight for easy identification. See chart (below right) for available diameters and weights.

#F221X Glue-on Field Points 5/16",11/32", or 23/64"  (dozen)  $10.99    (100)  $61.99    #F061X Field Points 1/4" (dozen)  $9.99    (100)  $49.99

GLUE-ON POINTS
60gr 70gr 100gr 125gr 145gr 160gr 190gr

1/4" X

5/16" X X X

11/32" X X X X X

23/64" X X X X

SCREW-IN POINTS
Screw-In 100gr 125gr 145/150gr 175gr 200gr 225gr 250gr 300gr

9/32" B A A B

5/16" B B B B C C C C

21/64" B B B B * * * *

11/32" B B B B * * * *

* Converta Point (C) that fits 5/16" and larger shafting

Bullet Nose Brass Points
Quality solid brass. Screw-on points screw onto the 5º point 
taper of a wood shaft. 125 grains only. Options: Glue-on 
or Screw-on in 5/16" (glue-on only), 11/32", or 23/64".

#GB11-X (6-pack)  $19.99     (100)  $189.99

#GBT Mounting Tool (not shown)  $39.99

NEW  Black Nickel Glue-On Field Points
These stylish points are great for gap and point-on aiming 
methods, as they are easier to see than standard "black 
oxide" points. 5/16” diameter with 5° tapered ferrule. 
Choose 100 or 125 grains. 

#FE5-100X  (dozen) $9.99  (100)  $55.99

Youth Parallel Glue-On Points
5/16" Requires a tenon taper. Approximately 
20 grains. Options: 1/4" or 5/16".

#1400X   (dozen)  $3.50    (100)  $17.99

Chubby Bunny Glue-On Points
Bullet nose tip and midsection ‘bump’ for easy pulling 
from targets and no target burn. 11/32", 125 grains.

#5782-01 Glue-on (dozen)  $19.50

5/16" Screw-in Field Point Test Kit
Two of each: 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, and 250 grains.

#CF5-T  $12.99

5/16" Screw-in Heavyweights Field Point Test Kit
Two of each: 200, 225, 250, and 300 grains.

#CF516-T   $14.99

11/32" Screw-in Field Point Test Kit
One of each: 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200 grains.

#CF-T  $6.99

11/32" Glue-on Field Point Test Kit
Two of each: 100, 125, 145, 160, and 190 grains.

#F11-T   $12.99

23/64" Glue-on Field Point Test Kit
Three of each: 125, 145, 160, and 190 grains.

#F23-T   $12.99

ARROW FEILD POINTS

5/16"
11/32"

A. B.
C.

D.

3Rivers Glue-In Target Points
Precision alignment and more gluing surface.  
Fits arrows with a .2445" to .246" inside 
diameter (5/16" outside diameter). 125 grains.

#715-1 Glue-In Points (6-pack)  $6.99

NEW Whistling Points
Made from brass with aluminum ferrules.  
Options: screw-in (145 gr) or 5/16" glue-on (120 gr). 

#63304X (each)  $4.25

FIELD POINT SELECTOR
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TopHat® Screw-On Brass Field Points
Classic 3D enter targets more aggressively, offer less 
resistance in-flight, and prevent rebound on a target's 
surface. The Bullet Nose are easier to remove from targets 
due to the convex shape. Both models are wider in diameter 
than the arrow for easier removal from targets. Screw-on, 
no taper needed. Options: 5/16" in 70, 100, or 125 grains, 
or 11/32" in 80 (bullet only), 100, or 125 grains. 

#0933X Classic 3D Brass (6-pack)  $12.99

#0934X Bullet Nose Brass (6-pack)  $12.99

TopHat® Thread Cutting Tool
Prepares wood arrows for TopHat® points. Even works on 
heavier spines and hardwoods. Recommended to use in 
conjunction with the TopHat® Assembly Tool (right). Made 
from stainless steel. Options: 5/16" or 11/32". 

#0927X Thread Cutting Tool (each)  $4.50

TopHat® Assembly Tool
The perfect way to install and remove  
screw-on points. Measures 5½" x 1½". You can feel 
when the cone of the arrowhead stays fixed and 
centered on the shaft.

#0926-2 Assembly Tool  $37.99

TopHat® 3D Screw-In Points
Precision machined stainless steel. O-ring to prevent  
from rattling loose. The Convex shape is wider to be 
gentler on targets and easier to pull out. The Apex shape 
penetrates deeper to avoid bounce-outs. Options: 9/32" 
or 5/16" diameter in Convex weights of 85, 105, 125, or 
145 (5/16" only) grains, or Apex in weights of 85 (9/32" 
only), 100, 125, 150 (5/16" only), 175 (5/16" only), or 
(5/16" only): 200, 225, or 250 grains. 

#0942X TopHat® 3D Screw-in (6-pack)  $15.99

Apex

Convex

Please note: It is recommended that you use the TopHat® Thread Cutting Tool, TopHat® Shaft Shaper, and TopHat® Assembly Tool to use with these points. The TopHat® Shaft 
Shaper is for compressing down an oversized shaft so the finish will not be marred when installing points, and to allow the points to go on easier. The TopHat® Thread Cutting Tool 
is for starting a thread onto the shaft to make it easier to install screw-on points. The TopHat® Assembly Tool is for gripping the point, the Thread Cutting Tool, or the Shaft Shaper 
without marring them for easy tightening and removal of TopHat® points.

TopHat® Shaft Shaper Tool
Compresses a wood shaft to receive TopHat® points. Use 
with TopHat® Assembly Tool (right) or an electric drill  
(neither included). Made from stainless steel. Includes base 
and two size attachments of 5/16" and 11/32". 

#0926-3 Shaft Shaper  $20.99

Replica Medieval Bodkins
Short bodkins historically were mass produced for 
target practice while the long bodkins were used 
for piercing through armor in battles. Functional 
and rugged look. 11/32" diameter. 

#4912 Short 125 grains (3-pack)  $14.99  

#4913 Long 190 grains (3-pack)  $15.99

3Rivers Round Medieval Bodkins
These round points will give your medieval arrows a 
great look and durability for your next renaissance 
faire. 11/32" diameter, weigh 145 grains. 

#716-1 Round Bodkins (6-pack)  $15.99

Ace Classic Points
Styled after points used in medieval times. Rugged 
and classic look. 11/32" diameter. Requires a 5° point 
taper to mount on. 125 grains. 

#4923 Ace Classic Points (6-pack)  $16.50

Bullet

Classic

MEDIEVAL POINTS - SEE PAGE 131 FOR MORE MEDIEVAL GEAR 

TOPHAT® POINTS

Tip JAM Thread Bond
Keeps screw-in points and broadheads from 
vibrating loose. Non-permanent bond.

#1172 (.35 oz stick)  $7.99

Arrow-Fix Screw-In Arrow Tips
The 5º tapered design. Works as a broadhead adapter. 
5/16" diameter. Options: 100, 125, or 145 grains. 

#0960X  (6-pack)  $19.99

TopHat® Field Repair Point
Extra-long points that screw-on to the blunt end 
of a broken arrow, making the arrow approx 
1/2" longer. Made from aluminum and designed 
for improved flight and accuracy. 125 grains. 
Measures 23/8" long. 

#0930X  (each)  $3.50     (3-pack)  $7.99

Arrow-Fix Break-Off Glue-in Points
Pair with the Arrow-Fix Drill Guide (page 97) for your 
5/16" wood arrows. Weighing 125 grains with a 25 grain 
break-off. 5º tapered works as a broadhead adapter.  

#0953-01 (6-pack)  $19.99
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Gold Tip GT Series Nocks
Features an indexer and recessed 
groove. Fit arrows with a .246" inside 
diameter, like the Gold Tip Traditional. 
11.5 grains. Colors:, black, ruby, 
yellow, fl-orange, fl-green, or white.

#6694X (dozen)  $13.99

Gold Tip Accu-Tough Nocks
Fit smaller .204" inside diameter arrows, 
like the Gold Tip Traditional Classic. Weigh 
12 grains. Colors: black, ruby, fl-orange, 
yellow, fl-green, blue, pink, or white.

#6682X (dozen)  $13.99

Easton 3D Super Nocks™ / 6.5 MM
Fit .246" inside diameter. 13 grains.  
Solid colors: white or black. Translucent 
colors: smoke, red, orange, lemon-lime, 
green, blue, purple, pink, or crystal.

#67553X (dozen)  $13.99

Easton X Nocks™ / 5 MM
Fit .204" inside diameter. 9 grains. 
Red, fl-orange, fl-yellow, fl-green, 
smoke, black, bone, or white. 

#6755X (dozen)  $13.99

Easton MicroLite™  
G Nocks / 4 MM
Fit .166" inside diameter.  
6 grains. Deep red, red,  
orange, green, blue, or white. 

#6754X (dozen)  $13.99

Bohning H.E. Nocks
Double lock throat, recessed indexer. 
Fit arrows with a .231" inside diameter 
(same as Easton 6 MM). 10 grains. 
Colors: apricot, kiwi, or electric blue.

#0180X (dozen)  $9.99

Bohning A Nocks
Indexer and recessed groove for perfect 
string fit. For arrows with a .204" inside 
diameter (same as Easton 4 MM). 7 grains. 
Colors: neon orange, apricot, neon yellow, 
neon green, kiwi, or white.

#01801X (dozen)  $8.99

Bohning Smooth Release Nocks
Fit .246" inside diameter. Single click 
design. Weigh 7 grains. White, black, red, 
neon green, neon orange, or neon yellow. 

#0156X (12-pack)  $8.99         

            (100-pack)  $31.99

Bohning Signature Nocks
Features an indexer and recessed 
groove for perfect string fit. They fit 
5/16" outside diameter arrows (.2445" 
and .246" inside diameter). 12 grains. 
Colors: black, neon orange, fl-orange, 
fl-green, rose, white, or electric blue.

#0145X (dozen) $8.99   (100) $31.99

Easton H Nocks™ / 6 MM
Fit .231" inside diameter. 9 grains. 
Translucent colors: fl-orange, 
yellow, or fl-green. Solid colors: 
blue, pink, or white. 

#6751X (dozen)  $13.99

Easton  
MicroLite™ Nocks / 6.5 MM
Fit .246" inside diameter. 
8 grains. Solid white, or 
translucent colors: smoke, red, 
blaze, fl-yellow, or emerald.

#67552X (dozen)  $13.99

ARROW NOCKS
PRESS-IN NOCKS

G. H. I.

A. B. C.

F.D. E.

Black Eagle R Nocks
Fit arrows with a .204" inside 
diameter, like the Black Eagle 
Rampage. 9 grains. Translucent 
colors. Colors: (A) smoke,  
(B) orange, (C) yellow, 
(D) green, (F) blue, or (I) clear.

#681200X (dozen)  $14.99

Black Eagle Standard Nocks
Fit arrows with a .2445" inside diameter. 
12 grains. Translucent colors. Colors: (A) 
smoke, (B) orange, (C) yellow, (D) green, 
(F) blue, (G) purple, (H) pink, or (I) clear.

#681202X (dozen)  $14.99

Black Eagle M Nocks
Made of 100% Polycarbonate. Fit 
arrows with a .165" inside diameter, 
like the Black Eagle Instinct. 8 grains. 
Translucent colors. Colors: (A) smoke,  
(B) orange, (C) yellow, (D) green,  
(E) red, (F) blue or (I) clear.

#681201X (dozen)  $14.99
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Bohning Classic Index Nocks
Offers just enough pinch and the indexer (not on 1/4") is the perfect size for arrow 
alignment without looking. Innovative, Precise, and Consistent. These glue-on nocks have it 
all. Options: black, brown, red, orange, fl-orange, yellow, fl-green, navy blue, purple, rose, 
pearl, or white in 5/16" (11 grains), 11/32" (14 grains), or 1/4" (6 grains, white only).

#0135X Classic Nocks (dozen)  $4.99    (100)  $24.99

AAE Plastinocks
Features a double snap design for a positive string fit. Angled throat and longer 
ears. Options: diameter of 1/4" (6 grains), 9/32" (6 grains), 5/16" (11 grains), or 
11/32" (14 grains), and color of black, fl-green, fl-orange, red, or white. 

#01741X (12-pack)  $4.50     (100-pack)  $17.99

NEW Bohning T Nocks
Sleek body and no index for clean releases  
when shooting. Choose apricot, lime, rose, white,  
or yellow in 1/4" (6 grains), 9/32" (8 grains),  
5/16" (14 grains), or 11/32" (15 grains).

#01931X (dozen)  $4.99  (100)  $24.99

Easton Universal Nock Tool
For removing all nock sizes. Includes a threaded 
shank for removing broken press-in nocks.

#0148-01 Nock Tool  $11.25

Burt Coyote  
Lumenok® Lighted Nocks
30% brighter light than its competitors.  
No magnets, glue, or any moving parts  
to activate. The Lithium battery has a  
five year shelf life, and will stay lit for  
40 hours. Options: nock model of  
Signature (26 grain), GT (28 grain),  
H (24 grain), or X (22 grain). 

#6720X Lumenok® HD (3-pack)  $31.99

#6724 Replacement Batteries (2-pack)  $6.25

Vermil Arrow Nocks
Made from a durable modern polycarbonate plastic, yet they are accurately modeled after the historic nocks used in ancient Asian and 
Eastern horse archery. The Y Nock is the more slender design with a flared opening and surprising durability. The V Nock features a wider 
mouth opening and shorter groove, for swifter nocking of an arrow. The U Nock is inspired by the traditional Turkish nock and features a 
slope interior designs for easy, hassle-free nocking. The M Nock is inspired by the arrows used during the Qing Dynasty in China. The press-in 
models fit arrows with an inside diameter of .246", to fit most standard size carbon arrows. Options: press-in or glue-on and model.

#63415X Vermil Nocks (6-pack) Press-in (V, Y, M, or U)    Glue-on (V in 11/32" or 5/16")  $6.75

YV UM

Lumenok® F.A.S.T. Squaring Tool
Squares arrow and cleans nonconductive 
material from the end of an arrow. 

#46152  F.A.S.T.  $47.99

GLUE-ON NOCKS

LIGHTED NOCKS

NOCK TOOLS

Double Take GloryNock Lighted Nocks
Weigh 20 grains. Easy to turn off with  
no tools needed. Options: red, blue, or green 
(FIT only), in your arrow's inside diameter of:  
X (.204"), S (.244" ID), GT (.246" ID),  
H (.233"), or FIT (X model with all bushings). 

#0175X (3-pack) X, S, GT $27.99   

                                FIT $32.99

World Class Archer Lighted Nocks
Features high visibility LED lights. Activates 
upon release of your arrow from the bow 
string. Simply press the switch to deactivate. 
Fits .244" and .246" inside diameter.  
Colors: red, green, or tropical  
(alternates red, green, white). 

#0190X (3-pack)  $25.99

SEE VIDEO ONLINE

Nockturnal FIT  
Universal Lighted Nocks
Use by itself for X (.204" inside 
diameter), or using the included 
bushings, it fits GT (.246"), S (.2445"), 
and H (.231") arrow shafts as well. 
20 hour battery life. Weigh 25 grains. 
Colors: blue, or Strobing red/green. 

#6729X (3-pack) Blue $41.99

(2-pack) Strobing $31.99

#6728 Install/Turn-off Tool  $9.99

Arrow-Fix Glue-On Hardwood Nocks
Give your wood arrows a complete traditional look and feel. 
Combines fine German craftsmanship and sturdy all-natural hard 
woods. A great alternative to self nocks. Mount to a standard 11° 
taper. Color and grain patterns will vary. Options: 5/16" or 11/32". 

#5589X Hardwood Nocks (dozen)  $17.99
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CARBON ARROW SHAFTS

.165" & .166" Inside Diameter Shafts

MICRO DIAMETER SHAFTS - 9 / 32 "  outsid e d ia meter  or  less

Spine Point GPI Length Outsert Nock Collar
600 5/16" 7.9 34" 100 gr M B
500 5/16" 8.8 34" 100 gr M C
400 5/16" 9.4 34" 100 gr M C
350 5/16" 10.6 34" 100 gr M D

Straightness ±.005"     Weight ±1 gr

Black Eagle Instinct® Traditional Carbon Shafts
Micro-diameter (.165" inside diameter) for cutting edge performance. Every 6-pack is spine matched ±.010" and weight 
matched to ±1 grain. Included stainless steel outserts increase FOC weight, and add 3/4" to the overall length of the shaft. 

#6810X Instinct® Traditional (6-pack)  $59.50 (dozen)  $113.99         #681204X Replacement Outserts - (dozen)  $31.99

#67901-01 Instinct® Bare Shaft Test Kit (one of each: 600, 500, 400, and 350)  $35.99

Gold Tip Kinetic Pierce™ Carbon Shafts
Features an ultra-micro diameter (.166" inside diameter) to maximize penetration. The insert tapers out to a 5/16" 
diameter. Get pinpoint accuracy as they sit close to center on your bow, and wind drift has a minimized impact. The 
point end is reinforced with ballistic collars (23 grains, add 1" to overall length) for incredible durability on hard impacts.  

#67093X Kinetic Pierce™ Carbon Shafting (dozen)   $129.99      250 spine  $135.99

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
500 5/16" 6.6 30¼" 20 gr GTO --
400 5/16" 7.6 32" 20 gr GTO --
340 5/16" 8.3 32" 20 gr GTO --
300 5/16" 9.1 32" 20 gr GTO --
250 5/16" 9.8 32" 20 gr GTO --

Straightness ±.006"     Weight ±2 gr

Easton 4 MM Axis Full Metal Jacket™ Carbon Shafts
Featuring a 4 MM ultra-micro diameter (.166" inside diameter) for unmatched knockdown power. The Precision 7075 alloy jacket 
bonded to a carbon core provides minimal friction. Use with included half-out inserts for increased FOC. Nocks installed. 

#67421X Full Metal Jacket™ 4 MM Carbon Shafting (dozen)  $219.99

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
400 5/16" 9.8 31½" 50 gr G --
340 5/16" 11 32" 50 gr G --
300 5/16" 11.7 32½" 50 gr G --
250 5/16" 12.3 33" 50 gr G --

Straightness ±.003"

ADDITIONAL C OM P ON EN TS -  See pages 74-79

• 6696X - Gold Tip 
Insert Weights - .166"

• 6754X - Easton G Nocks 
• 681201X - Black Eagle M Nocks 
• 0156X - Bohning Smooth Release Nocks

• 681204X - 681218X 
Black Eagle Outserts 

• 67591-05 - Easton 4 MM 
Half Out Titanium (online)

• 681207X - 681217X 
Black Eagle F.O.C.O.S.

• 6725X - Nockturnal - G

NEW Victory VAP TKO Sport Carbon Shafts
Features Victory's most advanced carbon engineering, with a .166" inside diameter. The high modulus 100% carbon fiber construction means 
durability and long life. High FOC balance and dramatically reduced down range crosswind deflection. The advanced 3K carbon weave provides 
less torque and faster recovery in flight for better accuracy and shot to shot consistency. ICE nano ceramic coating is the slickest coating available. 

#68311X TKO Sport Carbon Shafting (12-pack)  $174.99

Spine Point GPI Length Outsert Nock Collar
400 5/16" 7.9 31" 50 gr IP4 --
350 5/16" 8.7 31" 50 gr IP4 --
300 5/16" 9.5 31" 50 gr IP4 --
235 5/16" 11.1 31" 50 gr IP4 --

Straightness ±.006"     Weight ±0.5 gr

Black Eagle X-Impact Carbon Shafts
.165" ID nano-diameter. Made from 100% high-mod carbon, an extremely light material, which allows for more FOC  
(front of center) weight. They sit closer to center on your bow for easier tuning, and wind drift has little impact during flight.  
Included black anodized 7075 T6 aluminum alloy outserts add 1" to the overall length of the shaft. 

#681400X (6-pack) Spines 500, 400, 350, 300  $97.50   250 spine $99.99     200 spine $102.50        #681218X Replacement Outserts - (dozen)  $23.99 

Spine Point GPI Length Outsert Nock Collar
500 5/16" 5.8 32" 48 gr M --
400 9/32" 6.7 32" 46 gr M --
350 5/16" 7.4 32" 44 gr M --
300 5/16" 8.1 32" 40 gr M --
250 5/16" 9.5 32" 42 gr M --
200 5/16" 11 32" 40 gr M --

Straightness ±.001"     Weight ±1 gr

NEW Victory VAP SS Gamer Carbon Shafts
A .166" inside diameter with a 90° carbon fiber weave infused with layers of stainless steel. Pairing high FOC and a light and fast design  
for sledge-hammer momentum that plows through anything in its path. The advanced 3K carbon weave offers less torque and faster recovery 
in-flight for better accuracy and shot to shot consistency. ICE nano ceramic coating is the slickest coating available. 

#68301X SS Gamer Carbon Shafting (12-pack)  $234.99

Spine Point GPI Length Outsert Nock Collar
400 5/16" 8.6 31" 50 gr IP4 --
350 5/16" 8.8 31" 50 gr IP4 --
300 5/16" 9.9 31" 50 gr IP4 --
250 5/16" 10.8 31" 50 gr IP4 --

Straightness ±.003"     Weight ±0.5 gr
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.204" Inside Diameter Shafts

Ballistic Collar

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
600 9/32" 9.0 32" 72 gr Accu-Tough --
500 9/32" 9.8 32" 74 gr Accu-Tough --
400 9/32" 11.4 32" 78 gr Accu-Tough --
340 9/32" 12.1 32" 80 gr Accu-Tough --

Straightness Trad ±.006" / Trad XT ±.003" Weight ±2 gr

Gold Tip Traditional Classic Carbon Shafts
Features a .204" inside diameter. Incredible strength from the ballistic collars (included with XT, use 5/16" point).  
Stainless steel inserts up the FOC weight and accept Gold tip weights. 100% carbon construction for consistency.

#67102X Traditional Classic Carbon Shafting (6-pack)  $62.50     (dozen)  $119.99

#67101X Traditional Classic XT Carbon Shafting (includes Ballistic Collars, 6-pack)  $69.99     (dozen)  $134.99

#6790-21 Traditional Classic .006" Bare Shaft Test Kit (one of each: 600, 500, 400, and 340)  $37.99

Spine Point GPI Length Outsert Nock Collar
650 5/16" 10.1 31¼" 80 gr A --
550 5/16" 10.5 31¼" 80 gr A --
450 5/16" 10.7 31¼" 80 gr A --

Straightness Sport ±.006"/Gamer ±.003" Weight ±1 gr

Limited Supply Victory Carbon Trad Carbon Shafts
Small-diameter carbon core with woven linen fiber outer layer for the look and feel of natural wood. The ICE nano ceramic coating is 
the slickest arrow coating available. The SHOK® outsert is 303 stainless steel, and adds 1/2" to length. Every 6-pack is spine aligned and 
weight matched to ±1 grain for consistent shooting. Inside diameter of .204". Nocks installed and stainless steel outserts included. 

#681501X Sport (6-pack)  $67.50    (dozen)  $129.99      Gamer (6-pack)  $79.99    (dozen)  $154.99 

#67901-03 Sport Bare Shaft Test Kit (one of each: 650, 550, 450)  $35.99 

Easton 5 MM Axis Full Metal Jacket™ Carbon Shafts
Heavier weight and micro 5 MM diameter (.204" inside diameter) for bone-crushing power.  
Precision 7075 alloy jacket bonded to a carbon core. HIT inserts included. Nocks installed.  

#6742X  Full Metal Jacket™ Carbon Shafting (6-pack)  $87.99     (dozen)  $170.99

FMJ Dangerous Game Carbon Shafting (6-pack)  $107.99     (dozen)  $215.99

#6790-71 FMJ Bare Shaft Diamond Camo - Test Kit A (one of each: 500, 400, and 340)  $43.99

#6790-72 FMJ Bare Shaft Diamond Camo - Test Kit B (one of each: 400, 340, and 300)  $43.99

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
500 9/32" 9.1 31" 16 gr X E
400 9/32" 10.2 31½" 16 gr X F
340 9/32" 11.3 32" 16 gr X F
300 9/32" 12 32½" 16 gr X G

BOTH: Straightness ±.002"

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
400 17/64" 7 32¼" 50 gr R --
350 9/32" 8.2 32¼" 50 gr R E
300 9/32" 8.7 32¼" 50 gr R --
250 9/32" 10.7 32¼" 50 gr R A
150 9/32" 16 32¼" 75 gr R --

Straightness ±.003"     Weight ±1 gr

Black Eagle Rampage Carbon Shafts 
Squeeze every ounce of performance out of your arrows. The micro diameter (.204" inside diameter) means thick  
100% carbon walls for deeper penetration and less wind drift. Nocks installed, half-out inserts included (except 150 spine). 

#681300X  Rampage Shafts 300, 350, or 400 spine (6-pack)  $67.99   (12-pack)  $130.99

                250 spine (6-pack)  $69.99   (12-pack)  $134.99     150 spine (6-pack)  $99.99   (12-pack)  $196.99

#681210X  Renegade Half-Outs (12-pack) Stainless Steel 250-400 spines  $23.99   Platinum 150 spine  $50.99

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar

700 5/16" 6.9" 31½" 25 gr (size #1) X E
600 5/16" 7.9" 32½" 25 gr (size #1) X E
500 5/16" 8.9" 32¾" 25 gr (size #1) X F
400 5/16" 9.8" 32¾" 25 gr (size #2) X --
340 5/16" 10.3" 33" 25 gr (size #2) X A
300 5/16" 11.5" 33¼" 25 gr (size #2) X --
260 5/16" 12.3" 34" 25 gr (size #2) X --

Straightness ±.006"  Weight ±1 gr

Traditional Only® Barebow Carbon Shafts
3Rivers Archery has partnered with Traditional Vision Quest and Easton Archery to produce a Traditional Only® arrow 
with a .204" inside diameter. Features a solid white no-glare PhotoFusion™ finish that will not wear down or chip off 
with heavy use. The high visibility is great for shot placement and easy arrow retrieval. The white finish makes this a 
particularly good arrow for “gap” shooters, allowing for better focus on the end of the shaft when at full draw.  
White Easton X nocks installed, and half-out inserts included (compatible with HIT inserts). 

#67480X Barebow Carbon Shafts  (6-pack)  $72.99    (12-pack)  $135.99

#67482X Barebow Bare Shaft Test Kit A (one each: 700,600,500), Kit B (500,400,340), Kit C (340,300,260)  $30.99

.204"  INSIDE D I AM ETER C OMPONENTS -  See pages 74-79

• 6691X - Gold Tip Accu Bushing

• 4930X - Brass Glue-in 
Broadhead Adapters - 9/32"

• 6731X - 3R Weight Tubes - 9/32"

• 6696X - Gold Tip Insert Weights - .204"

• 6681X - Gold Tip Ballistic Collars
(Traditional Classic & XT only - online)

• 0175X - GloryNock - X
• 6720X - Lumenok - X
• 6729X - Nockturnal FIT

• 0939-02 - TopHat® Insert/Outserts 
• 6680X - GT Accu Tough Inserts

(both online)
• 67591X - Easton Half Out Inserts

• 0255X - Brass Inserts - Axis
• 6757-1 - Axis Break-off Inserts
• 681701X - RIP SHOK Inserts (online) • 49151X - Ethics Outsert

• 6755X - Easton X Nocks
• 6682X - GT Accu Tough Nocks
• 01801X - Bohning A Nocks
• 681200X - Black Eagle R Nocks

NEW Easton Carbon Legacy™ - 5MM Fred Eichler Edition Carbon Shafts
The latest collaboration between legendary hunter Fred Eichler and Easton. See page 117.

NEW Victory RIP TKO Gamer Carbon Shafts
Designed to be the perfect combination of penetration, speed, and durability. The small (.204" ID) diameter and high modulus 100% carbon 
fiber reduces wind drift while increasing penetration. MaxxKe™ technology pumps up the kinetic energy for harder hitting shots and quicker 
recovery in flight. The ICE nano ceramic coating is the slickest arrow coating available. Nocks installed, SHOK® inserts included. 

#68321X RIP TKO Gamer Carbon Shafting (12-pack)  $189.99

Spine Point GPI Length Outsert Nock Collar
400 5/16" 9.0 31" 50 gr IP5 --
350 5/16" 8.7 31" 50 gr IP5 --
300 5/16" 8.8 31" 50 gr IP5 --
250 5/16" 8.9 31" 50 gr IP5 --

Straightness ±.003"     Weight ±0.5 gr

Full Metal Jacket™ - Dangerous Game
250 9/32" 17.7 32½" 75-50 gr X --
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Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
700 5/16" 7.1 34" 13 gr Super B
600 5/16" 7.5 34" 13 gr Super B
500 5/16" 8.3 34" 13 gr Super C
400 5/16" 9.3 34" 13 gr Super C
340 5/16" 10.1 34" 13 gr Super D

Straightness ±.005"

Easton Carbon Legacy™ Carbon Shafts
Constructed of high-quality carbon fiber, it pays tribute to the history of archery by combining the realistic 
traditional wood-grain look with a high-visibility white-dipped cap. Offers the finest vintage aesthetic in a highly 
effective hunting carbon arrow. Inside diameter of .244". Nocks installed, inserts included.

#677350X Carbon Legacy Shafting (6-pack)  $51.99  (dozen)  $98.99

Black Eagle Vintage® Carbon Shafts
100% carbon with high quality wood grain finish. The Duracoat finish allows for easy re-fletching and cresting.  
Every 6-pack is spine matched ±.010" and weight matched to ±1 grain for consistent shooting. The straightness is checked on the full 
length of the extra long 34" shaft. Inside diameter of .2445". Installed with Black Eagle Standard nocks and aluminum inserts included. 

#6811X Vintage® Shafting (6-pack)  $53.50  (dozen)  $102.99          #681203-01 Replacement Inserts - (dozen)  $12.99

#67901-02 Vintage® Bare Shaft Test Kit (one of each spine)  $32.99

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
600 5/16" 7.9 34" 14 gr BES B
500 5/16" 8.5 34" 14 gr BES C
400 5/16" 9.2 34" 14 gr BES C
350 5/16" 9.8 34" 14 gr BES D

Straightness ±.005"     Weight ±1 gr

.24 4"  INSIDE D I AM ETER C OMPONENTS  -  See pages 74-79

• 6731X - 3R Weight Tubes - 5/16"
• 0149X - Nock Adapters - 5/16"

• 6692-02 - Gold Tip Nock Adapters

• 6696X - Gold Tip Insert Weights - .246" 
• 681205X - Black Eagle Insert Weights

• 715-1 - 3R Glue-in Target Points

• 0255X - Brass Inserts - 5/16" 
• 6692-04X - Gold Tip Brass Inserts

• 4930X - Brass Glue-in BH Adapters - 5/16"

• 0150X - UNI Bushings - G 
• 6691-01 GT Nock Bushing

• 681202X - BE Standard Nocks
• 0145X - Signature Nocks 
• 63415X - Vermil Nocks

• 6793X - Easton CB Points  
(see online) • 0175X - GloryNock - S / FIT

• 6720X - Lumenok - Signature
• 6729X - Nockturnal FIT
• 0190X - World Class

CARBON ARROW SHAFTS

.244" Inside Diameter Shafts

STANDARD DIAMETER SHAFTS - 5/ 16 "  outsid e d ia meter

(including Traditional Only® 600 spine)ADDITIONAL I TEM S -  See pages 74-79

• 0150X - UNI Bushings - 
Trad Only 600

• 6745 - Easton ST RPS Inserts
• 0175X - GloryNock - FIT/H
• 6720X - Lumenok - H
• 6729X - Nockturnal FIT
• 0165X - Nockout - H

• 6759-3 - Easton HP Break-off Inserts 
• 0262 - Brass Inserts - .231

• 6751X - Easton H Nocks
• 0180X - Bohning H.E. Nocks

Limited Supply Easton 6 MM Full Metal Jacket™ Carbon Shafts
Reduced-diameter 6 MM (.231" inside diameter) carbon core with precision 7075 metal alloy jacket for added 
penetration. Easy target removal finish in two-tone Destroyer Gray. Red nocks installed, inserts included.

#6745X Full Metal Jacket™  6 MM Carbon Shafting (6-pack)  $62.99     (dozen)  $120.99

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
470 9/32" 8.8 31" 18 gr H --
390 9/32" 9.7 31½" 18 gr H --
320 9/32" 10.6 32" 18 gr H --

Straightness ±.003"

.231" Inside Diameter Shafts

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
600 9/32" 5.8 30½" 18 gr H --
500 9/32" 6.7 30½" 18 gr H G
400 9/32" 7.2 31" 18 gr H A
340 5/16" 7.8 31½" 18 gr H --
300 5/16" 8.8 32" 18 gr H L
250 5/16" 9.5 32½" 18 gr H --

Straightness ±.003"

NEW Easton Sonic 6.0 Carbon Shafts
Built for speed, accuracy, and high-performance! Super lighter weight for a wider range of options, from light, high speed setups, 
to high FOC and high momentum arrows. Made using Easton's seamless Acu-Carbon process. That means 100% spine and weight 
consistency from shaft-to-shaft. The H nocks (color varies by spine) installed, ST inserts included. Inside diameter of .231". 

#67720-06X Sonic 6.0 Carbon Shafting (6-pack)  $62.99

Limited Supply Easton Freedom 76 Carbon Shafts 
These quality, patriotic carbon shafts are part of Easton's popular low profile H diameter series. You'll enjoy 10% more kinetic 
energy density than arrows of conventional diameters. Easton ST (6 MM) RPS Inserts included. A clear 3½" wrap is installed for 
easy fletching and refletching. Features a .231" inside diameter. White nocks installed, inserts included. 

#67506-1X  Freedom 76 Carbon Shafts (12-pack)  $99.99 $59.99

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
330 9/32" 8.7 31¾" 18 gr H --

Straightness ±.003"

Limited Supply Easton T64 FMJ Tapered Carbon Shafts 
Tapers from a 6 MM (.231" ID) diameter at the point end to a 4 MM (.166") micro-diameter at the nock end. 
Producing up to an additional 30% FOC weight without adding point weight. Straightened to the highest 
industry specs. Includes ST inserts and nocks. 

#67422X  T64 FMJ Tapered Carbon Shafting (6-pack)  $159.99

Model (Spine) Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar

7.9 (.310") 9/32" 13.3 avg/16.3 point/11.3 nock 32" 18 gr Deep 6 G --

9.5 (.375") 9/32" 12.2 avg/14.0 point/11.2 nock 30" 18 gr Deep 6 G --

Straightness ±3 milliradians
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Gold Tip Traditional Carbon Shafts
For those that like the look of wood, but need the strength of carbon. The best of both worlds! 100% Smart 
Carbon construction with a wood grain finish that traditional bowhunters cannot resist. Heavier weight for 
deeper penetration on big game. Nocks installed, inserts included. Inside diameter of .246".

A. #67092X Traditional Carbon Shafting (6-pack)  $54.99     (dozen)  $99.99

B. #67091X Traditional XT Carbon Shafting  (6-pack)  $62.50     (dozen)  $114.99

#6790-2 Traditional Bare Shaft Test Kit .006" Straightness (one of each: 600, 500, 400, 340)  $30.99

A

B

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
600 (1535) 5/16" 7.8 30" 11.4 gr Gold Tip C
500 (3555) 5/16" 8.6 32" 11.4 gr Gold Tip C
400 (5575) 5/16" 9.3 32" 11.4 gr Gold Tip N
340 (7595) 5/16" 10.5 32" 11.4 gr Gold Tip --
Straightness Trad ±.006" - Trad XT ±.003" Weight ±2 gr

Gold Tip Warrior Carbon Shafts
Gold Tip strength and accuracy. Designed to be sturdy, simple, and priced to fit any budget. Made with 
100% carbon construction with a matte black finish. Offered in a large selection of spines so you can find 
the perfect fit for your style of shooting. Inside diameter of .246". Nocks installed, inserts included. 

#6708X Warrior Carbon Shafting (6-pack)  $39.99     (dozen)  $69.99

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
700 5/16" 5.4 30½" 11.4 gr GT --
600 5/16" 5.7 30½" 11.4 gr GT B
500 5/16" 7.4 30½" 11.4 gr GT C
400 5/16" 8.2 32" 11.4 gr GT C
340 5/16" 8.9 32" 11.4 gr GT D

Straightness N/A     Weight N/A

Easton Traditional Only® Carbon Shafts - 3Rivers Archery Exclusive!
Designed by our traditional archery experts for traditional archers. Consistent spine and weight for improved accuracy with  
high-strength seamless ICS C2 carbon. The no-glare PhotoFusion™ wood grain finish provides stunning looks and smooth, quiet  
draws. White nocks installed, inserts included. Custom made inserts are tapped for use with insert weights. When the shot of a  
lifetime is on the line, trust Traditional Only® to deliver. Spines 300-500 have an inside diameter of .246", and 600 spine is .231".

#6779X Traditional Only® Carbon Shafting (6-pack)  $69.99     (dozen)  $129.99

#6780X Traditional Only® Test Kit (one of each listed spine)

            Kit A (600, 500, 400)  $30.99      Kit B (400, 340, 300)  $30.99      Kit C (all spines)  $43.99  

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
600 5/16" 7.0 30¾" 11 gr H A
500 5/16" 8.0 31½" 14 gr Super B
400 5/16" 9.1 311/4" 14 gr Super C
340 5/16" 10.0 32½" 14 gr Super D
300 5/16" 10.1 33" 14 gr Super D

Straightness ±.003"     Weight ±2 gr

.246"  INSIDE  D I AM ETER C OMPONENTS  -  See pages 74-79 (excluding Traditional Only® 600 spine) see .231" for components

• 6731X - 3R Weight Tubes - 5/16"

• 6692-02 - Gold Tip Nock Adapters• 6696X - Gold Tip Insert Weights - .246" 
• 681205X - Black Eagle Insert Weights

• 715-1 - 3R Glue-in Target Points

• 0255X - Brass Inserts - 5/16" 
• 6692-04X - Gold Tip Brass Inserts

• 4930X - Brass Glue-in BH Adapters - 5/16"
• 0150X - UNI Bushings - G 
• 6691-01 - GT Nock Bushings

• 6793X - Easton CB Points (online)
• 0175X - GloryNock - GT / FIT
• 6720X - Lumenok - Signature
• 6729X - Nockturnal FIT
• 0190X - World Class

• 67552X - Easton MicroLite Nocks
• 67553X - Easton Super Nocks
• 6694X - Gold Tip Nocks
• 0145X - Signature Nocks
• 63415X - Vermil Nocks

.246" Inside Diameter Shafts

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
500 5/16" 7.3 31½" 21 gr S L
400 5/16" 8.4 31¼" 21 gr S B
340 5/16" 9.3 32½" 21 gr S C
300 5/16" 9.5 32¼" 21 gr S C
250 5/16" 10.0 32½" 21 gr S D

Straightness ±.006"

Easton 6.5 MM™ Bowhunter Carbon Shafts
Made to the highest level of accuracy with proprietary Acu-Carbon™ uniform spine process. Features a non-glare, smooth 
black matte finish. Inside diameter of .246". Microlite™ S nocks installed (colors vary), aluminum inserts included. 

#67730X  Bowhunter 6.5 MM™ Carbon Shafting (6-pack)  $37.99     (dozen)  $65.99

NEW Gold Tip Hunter Carbon Shafts
Versatility meets performance. A high performance mid-weight arrow that possesses both speed and penetration, 
ready for any situation. Made from Gold Tip's Smart Carbon® technology, it features unmatched straightness retention 
and durability. Nocks installed, inserts included. Inside diameter of .246".

#67050X Hunter Carbon Shafting (6-pack)  $39.99     (dozen)  $75.99

Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock Collar
500 5/16" 7.3 30" 12 gr Gold Tip --
400 5/16" 8.2 32" 12 gr Gold Tip B
340 5/16" 8.9 32" 12 gr Gold Tip C
300 5/16" 9.3 32" 12 gr Gold Tip D

Straightness ±.006" Weight ±2 gr
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Easton XX75 Camo Hunter® Aluminum Shafts
A classic camo style with precision and strength, in a long list of available spines. Super strong 96,000 psi 7075-T9 alloy 
with hard-anodized 4-tone camo and easy draw finish. UNI bushings and nocks installed, inserts included. 

#6769X Camo Hunter® Aluminum Shafts (dozen)  $89.99

Easton XX75 Gamegetter® II Aluminum Shafts
The blending of strength, flexibility, and affordability in the most popular spines. Made of super strong 96,000 psi  
7075-T9 alloy with hard-anodized black finish. Uses super UNI Bushing for indexable, high-precision nock alignment  
and protection from nock end impacts. Super nocks and composite UNI bushings installed, inserts included.

#6776X Gamegetter® II Aluminum Shafts (dozen)  $61.99    #6790-5  Bare Shaft Test Kit (one of each spine)  $20.99

• 67552X - Easton MicroLite Nocks
• 67553X - Easton Super Nocks
• 6694X - Gold Tip Nocks
• 0145X - Signature Nocks

• 0150X - S-UNI Bushings
• 0155X - X-UNI Bushing 

• BA-X - Easton Glue-in BH Adapters• 0255X - Brass Inserts - GameGetter II
• 0175X - GloryNock - GT / FIT
• 6720X - Lumenok - Signature
• 6729X - Nockturnal FIT

ADDITIONAL C OM P ON EN TS -  See pages 74-79

ALUMINUM ARROW SHAFTS

Model Point GPI Length Insert Nock
500 (2016) 5/16" 10.6 32" 23 gr Super
400 (2117) 21/64" 12.0 313/8" 29 gr Super
340 (2315) 11/32" 11.7 32¼" 42 gr Super

Straightness ±.003"     Weight ±1¼%

Model Point GPI Length Insert Nock
2016 5/16" 10.6 32" 20 gr F Nock
1916 5/16" 10.0 31" 16 gr F Nock
1816 9/32" 9.3 30" 12 gr F Nock
1716 9/32" 9.0 29" 10gr F Nock

Straightness ±.005"     Weight ±2%

Model Spine Point GPI Length Insert Nock
1916 623 9/32" 10.0 31" 15 gr X
2016 531 5/16" 10.6 32" 23 gr Super
2018 464 5/16" 12.3 303/8" 22 gr Super
2114 510 21/64" 9.9 311/8" 25 gr Super
2117 407 5/16" 12.0 313/8" 29 gr Super
2213 458 11/32" 9.8 313/8" 34 gr Super
2215 419 11/32" 10.7 31½" 34 gr Super
2216 376 11/32" 12.0 31¾" 34 gr Super
2219 337 11/32" 13.8 32" 31 gr Super
2317 297 11/32" 13.3 321/8" 42 gr Super
2413 365 11/32" 10.4 321/8" 40 gr Super

Straightness ±.002"     Weight ±1%

NEW Easton XX75 Jazz™ Aluminum Shafts
Made from a sturdy 7075 aerospace aluminum alloy coated with a hard-anodized finish. These tough shafts are ready to take 
on any challenge, whether you're an experienced shooter or a beginner. Includes inserts and white Bohning F nocks.  

#68060X  Jazz™ Aluminum Shafts (6-pack) $33.99

• 0255X - Brass Inserts  
- Arrow Dynamics

• BA-X - Easton Glue-in BH Adapters 
           - Arrow Dynamics

• 6691X - Gold Tip Accu Bushing

• 0180X - Bohning A Nocks
• 6755X - Easton X Nocks
• 6682X - GT Accu Tough Nocks

• 0175X - GloryNock - X
• 6720X - Lumenok - X
• 6729X - Nockturnal FIT

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS -  See pages 74-79 (excluding Stinger) see online for components

Arrow Dynamics Carbon Shafts 
Redesigned to accept today's most popular nocks (same inserts though). Featuring a parallel-to-taper design for 
easier tuning, faster shot recovery, less wind drag, and great FOC (front of center) weight. One of the most realistic 
woodgrain finishes with a non-glare durable finish that won't wear off. 

Hammer Head Woodgrain - The first 11" of the point end are twice as thick for incredible  
FOC weight and extra durabilty. Nock end is a .204" inside diameter. 

#68073X (6-pack)  $79.99    (12-pack)  $149.99

Nitro-X - Same classic design, but nock end is a .204" inside diameter.  

#68071X Woodgrain (6-pack)  $74.99  (12-pack) $139.99  #68072X Black (6-pack)  $64.99  (12-pack)  $119.99

Stinger - Ultra micro nock end (.165" inside diameter) for Extreme FOC weight.  
Uses a Bohning F or Easton G nock. Point end is .246" inside diameter for first 13". 

#67871X Woodgrain (6-pack)  $67.50   (12-pack)  $124.99     

#67872X Black (6-pack)  $59.99    (12-pack)  $109.99        

#6790-63 Black Test Kit (one of each spine)  $23.99

Stinger Point Weight@32" Length Insert Nock Collar
500 5/16" 310 gr 32½" 17 gr F / G E
400 5/16" 330 gr 32½" 17 gr F / G C
330 5/16" 358 gr 32½" 17 gr F / G N

Straightness ±.003"     Weight N/A

Hammer Head Point Weight@32" Length Insert Nock Collar
HH Lite 35-55# 11/32" 385 gr 32" 26 gr A K

HH 55-70# 11/32" 390 gr 32" 26 gr A K
Straightness ±.003"     Weight ±7 gr

Nitro-X Point Weight@32" Length Insert Nock Collar
Trad XLite 25-45# 11/32" 280 gr 32" 26 gr A I
Trad Lite 35-55# 11/32" 307 gr 32" 26 gr A I

Trad 55-70# 11/32" 355 gr 32" 26 gr A J
Straightness ±.003"     Weight ±7 gr 

ARROW DYNAMICS TAPERED SHAFTS 
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3Rivers Pre-Finished Wood Shafting
Walnut stained and sealed with Gasket Lacquer. Made from Port Orford cedar. Nock end is 
precision tapered. Stock length of 31". Outside diameter and spines: 5/16" 30-35# or 
35-40#. 11/32" 40-45# to 60-65#. 23/64" 65-70# to 80-85#.

#4074X Pre-Finished Shafting (dozen)  $65.99

A. 3Rivers Port Orford Cedar 
Hand spined and sorted for consistency. Moderate weight and easy to hand straighten. Smooth burnished  
finish. From the Western US coast. See online for availability of additional heavier weight spines, limited quantity. 
Outside diameter and spines: 5/16" 30-35# to 40-45#. 11/32" 40-45# to 65-70#. 23/64" 45-50# to 80-85#.

#1112X Port Orford Cedar Shafting 30# spine to 65# spine (dozen)  $50.99    (100)  $379.99

See online for heavier spines.

B. 3Rivers Weight Matched Tapered Port Orford Cedar
Same great POC as above, but with a 10" taper to 5/16" on the nock end for faster shot recovery. Weight 
matched to 20 grain groups. They are spined before they are tapered. See online for additional spines. 
Outside diameter and spines: 11/32" 40-45# to 65-70#. 23/64" 50-55# to 60-65#.

#0442X Weight Matched Tapered Cedar (dozen)  $65.99

D. 3Rivers Ash
Known for its straight prominent grain lines and Extreme Durability. Ash makes excellent arrows. 
A moderate to heavy mass weight white wood that stains easily. Use heat to straighten. Weight 
matched to 20 grain groups. Outside diameter and spines: 11/32" 40-45# to 70-75#. 

#8051X Ash Shafting (dozen)  $51.99

C. 3Rivers Western Larch (Tamarack)
Very easy to work with, readily hand straightens, and accepts stains and sealers well. The grain is tight and 
straight, it is an extremely durable softwood with a heavy mass weight and looks that are similar to Douglas 
Fir. Weight matched to 20 grain groups. Outside diameter and spines: 11/32" 40-45# to 70-75#. 

#07311X Western Larch Shafting (dozen)  $50.99

E. Select Bamboo Shafting
Spine-matched 33" natural bamboo shafting that come ready to work on, just check for straightness. 
Bamboo gives you the natural look of wood in a shaft that's as strong as carbon.  
Spines: 35-40# to 60-65#. 

#63303X Bamboo Shafts (6-pack)  $32.99

A. 3Rivers Weight Matched Parallel Port Orford Cedar
Same POC shafts as above, but they are grouped in 20 grain groups for greater consistency.  
Outside diameter and spines: 11/32" 40-45# to 60-65# (see online for heavier). 23/64" 60-65# to 75-80#.

#1213X Weight Matched 11/32" (dozen)  $59.99     #1313X Weight Matched 23/64" (dozen)  $59.99 70-75# and up $64.99

Hardwood Foot Blanks
Ready to glue into pre-cut arrow  
shafts. Approx 8" x 1/2" x 1/2"  
with 4" wing cuts. Options: A) Osage 
or B) Purple Heart.

#4438X   4-Wing (dozen) $16.75

#4436X   2-Wing (dozen) $16.75

#4435-1X Blanks (no wing cuts, dz) $10.50

3Rivers  
4-Point Arrow Footing Jig
For prepping shafts to take a 
4-wing foot blank (right). Requires 
a drill press or router (not included). 
Instructions and router bit included.  

#5598 Footing Jig  $94.99

Bearpaw Self Nock Jig
Cut precise self nock and reinforcement 
slot on wood arrows. Cuts 1" for the 
reinforcement, and 1/2" for the nock.  
The width of the guides are 1/8".  
Fits 5/16", 11/32", and 23/64" shafts. 

#5635 Self Nock Jig  $79.99

WOOD ARROW SHAFTS

A.

A.

B.

B.

C.

E.

D.

SEE VIDEO ONLINE

NEW Selfnock Cutter
Make authentic primitive and medieval 
style arrows. The saw groove ensures 
that the nock groove is always centered 
on the shaft. Fits up to 3/8" diameter.

#5597X Selfnock  $45.99   With File $64.99
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How To Find The Right Spine For You
Our Spine Selection Charts are a great starting point, BUT they are only  

a reference point, not guaranteed to be an EXACT match for your bow.  

Test kits are highly recommended.

 STEP 3: Arrow Selection Chart
Once you have your Arrow Length and Actual Bow Peak Weight, you are ready to select your correct arrow spine. Find your bow type and bow weight along with the 

point weight you plan to use. Most common is 125 grains. Now move across the chart until you find your arrow length. Note: The 1/2" marks over lap on the chart, 

if you are on two different spines we highly recommend getting a test kit first. Remember, these are only recommendations, the final decision is up to you.

STEP 2:  Determining Actual Peak Bow Weight
This is measured at your draw length, not by what the bow has written on it. The reason is a bow will be roughly 2-3# different for every inch +/- the rated draw length. Even if you draw at 

your bow's rated draw (normally 28") the industry standard allows a bow manufacturer to be ±2# from rated bow weight and still mark/sell at the rated weight. So your marked 45# @ 28" 

bow could actually be 47# @ 28". Using an accurate scale, see page 68, draw the string until you hit your draw length and hold. Observe the weight on the scale. Repeat as you see fit.

STEP 1: Find your Arrow Length and Draw Length.
The Correct Arrow Length is best determined by drawing back an extra-long arrow (draw check 

arrow below) to full draw and having someone mark the arrow right in front of the handle. Measure 

the arrow from the mark to the valley (deepest part) of the nock groove. This is your DRAW Length. 

For ARROW length we recommend adding 1 or 2 inches to this measurement so your broadhead 

will not bump the bow shelf. For target archery this is not as important, but be sure to leave enough 

arrow so it does not come off the inside of the bow shelf.

NEED HELP? START HERE

Custom Fletched Arrows 
Don't settle for pre-fletched arrows, show off your own “style” without paying hundreds 

of dollars on tools and supplies! Use our online Arrow Builder tool to help you create your very 

own custom arrows. As you select items, the intuitive Arrow Builder will only show you what will work 

with your selections, so make your selections WORRY FREE! Our fletchers have years of experience 

building all varieties of arrows from 3-fletch to 6-fletch with all different styles and combinations you 

can think of. Let us build a 6-pack or dozen for you today! Within two week's time we will have your 

custom made arrows shipped out from our warehouse and on their way to your quiver!

Go to 3RiversArchery.com/arrow-builder.html and start building your next set of dream arrows.

Standard Fletch Your Shafts 
You pick the shafting, we do the work. We offer standard fletching on any 

of our carbon or aluminum shafting on pages 80-84 that we do not offer 

pre-fletched on pages 24-27. You pick the arrow shafting and our experienced 

fletchers will 3-fletch them with 5" shield cut left wing TrueFlight feathers. The 

cock feather will be traditional barred and your choice of white, yellow, red, or 

fluorescent lime hen feathers. Fletched on a clear cap wrap. No substitutions. 

Allow 4-7 additional business days for order processing.

Ask for Standard Fletching When Ordering Shafting    

(6-pack)  $49.99     (dozen)  $79.99

Easton Draw Length Indicator Shaft
An easy, convenient way to check your draw length on your own bow. Clear markings show you the exact 

measurement in inches. Measures draw lengths up to 34". Not for shooting.

#6769 Draw Check Shaft (each)  $11.99

Arrow Services

Finding Your Arrow Length 

Belly of bow (face side)
Back of bow  
(far side)

Mark arrow here

Draw Length1" clearance
(minimum)

Valley 
of nock 
groove

Installing Carbon Point OR Nock Collars 
#MTCX   Point Collars (6-pack)  $3.50   (dozen)  $6.50   

Point collars service is free when getting inserts installed.
#MTCNX   Nock Collars (6-pack)  $7.00   (dozen)  $10.00

Installing Weight Tubes
#MTWX  (6 tubes)  $4.00   (12 tubes)  $7.00

Install Points and Inserts
#MTP-6X   Field Points (6-pack)  $5.50   (dozen)  $9.50  

#MTB-6X   Broadheads (6-pack)  $14.00   (dozen)  $17.00  

#MTO-6X  Other Points (6-pack)  $14.00   (dozen)  $17.00  

#MTI-6X    Point Inserts (6-pack)  $5.00   (dozen)  $9.50

(Broadheads, points, and inserts are sold separately)

Cut & Taper - Wood, Carbon, Aluminum
We can cut to length and taper the point end of wood arrows. 
Specify length, by measuring from the valley of nock to back of point. 
For wood arrows, max length is stock length minus one inch.

#CUT6X   Wood  (6-pack)  $3.50   (dozen)  $6.50

We can cut your aluminum and carbon shafts to length. Specify 
length, measured from the valley of the nock to the back of point.

#CUTX   Carbon or Aluminum  (6-pack)  $3.50   (dozen)  $6.50

(As viewed by shooter from nock end)

“Catch Lip”

Left Wing

“Catch Lip”

Right Wing

What Wing Feather to Shoot?
It is an old belief that Right hand (RH) shooters must shoot Left wing (LW) so the arrow spins  

away from the riser. This is not the case. An arrow only starts spinning once it is several feet in front 

of the bow, so feel free to shoot Left or Right wing

What Feather Profile?

This is also a personal choice. The bigger and longer the feather is, the more surface area for wind to drag on. 

This not only stabilizes your arrow in flight, but slows it down. The most popular is 5" shield. The difference is 

small, but some believe parabolic to be quieter as it has slightly less surface area compared to shield cut.

Please Note: Any service requested may delay shipment Items with services applied are non-refundable. 
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RECURVE/CENTER SHOT LONGBOW
Finger Release

ACTUAL PEAK BOW WEIGHT - Lbs. Wood Arrow Length
 
 

LONGBOW / SELF BOW
Finger Release

ACTUAL PEAK BOW WEIGHT - Lbs.

Point Weight Point Weight

100
(grains)

125
(grains)

145
(grains)

160
(grains)

190
(grains)

22½

23"
23½

23½ 

24"
24½

24½ 

25"
25½

25½ 

26"
26½

26½

27"
27½

27½

28"
28½

28½

29"
29½

29½

30"
30½

30½

31"
31½

31½

32"
32½

100
(grains)

125
(grains)

145
(grains)

160
(grains)

190
(grains)

31-35 26-30 21-25 16-20 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50
36-40 31-35 26-30 21-25 16-20 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 41-45 36-40 31-35 26-30

41-45 36-40 31-35 26-30 21-25 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 46-50 41-45 36-40 31-35 26-30
46-50 41-45 36-40 31-35 26-30 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 51-55 46-50 41-45 36-40 31-35
51-55 46-50 41-45 36-40 31-35 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 56-60 51-55 46-50 41-45 36-40
56-60 51-55 46-50 41-45 36-40 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 61-65 56-60 51-55 46-50 41-45
61-65 56-60 51-55 46-50 41-45 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80 66-70 61-65 56-60 51-55 46-50
66-70 61-65 56-60 51-55 46-50 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85 71-75 66-70 61-65 56-60 51-55
71-75 66-70 61-65 56-60 51-55 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85 85-90 76-80 71-75 66-70 61-65 56-60

76-80 71-75 66-70 61-65 56-60 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85 85-90 90-95 81-85 76-80 71-75 66-70 61-65

81-85 76-80 71-75 66-70 61-65 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85 85-90 90-95 95-100 86-90 81-85 76-80 71-75 66-70

86-90 81-85 76-80 71-75 65-70 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85 85-90 90-95 95-100 100+ 91-95 86-90 81-85 76-80 71-75

Spine Charts: +5 for high performance bow strings

-- SEE Test Kits listed with arrows/shafting descriptions --

RECURVE /CENTER SHOT LONGBOW
Finger Release

ACTUAL PEAK BOW WEIGHT - Lbs.
Carbon Arrow Length

 
Sizing refers to Easton spines

LONGBOW / SELF BOW
Finger Release

ACTUAL PEAK BOW WEIGHT - Lbs.

Point Weight Point Weight

100
(grains)

125
(grains)

150
(grains)

175
(grains)

200
(grains)

22½

23"
23½

23½ 

24"
24½

24½ 

25"
25½

25½ 

26"
26½

26½

27"
27½

27½

28"
28½

28½

29"
29½

29½

30"
30½

30½

31"
31½

31½

32"
32½

100
(grains)

125
(grains)

150
(grains)

175
(grains)

200
(grains)

700 700 700 600 600 600 500 500 38-43 35-40 32-37 29-34 26-31

 700 700 700 600 600 600 500 500 500 44-49 41-46 38-43 35-40 32-37

32-36 29-33 26-30 23-27 20-24 700 700 700 600 600 600 500 500 500 400 50-55 47-52 44-49 41-46 38-43

37-41 34-38 31-35 28-32 25-29 700 700 600 600 600 500 500 500 400 400 56-61 53-58 50-55 47-52 44-49

42-46 39-43 36-40 33-37 30-34 700 600 600 600 500 500 500 400 400 400 62-67 59-64 56-61 53-58 50-55

47-51 44-48 41-45 38-42 35-39 600 600 600 500 500 500 400 400 400 340 68-73 65-70 62-67 59-64 56-61

52-56 49-53 46-50 43-47 40-44 600 600 500 500 500 400 400 400 340 340 74-79 71-76 68-73 65-69 62-67

57-61 54-58 51-55 48-52 45-49 600 500 500 500 400 400 400 340 340 300 80-85 77-82 74-79 70-75 68-73

62-66 59-63 56-60 53-57 50-54 500 500 500 400 400 400 340 340 300 300 86-91 83-88 80-85 76-81 74-79

67-71 64-69 61-65 58-62 55-59 500 500 400 400 400 340 340 300 300 300 92-97 89-94 86-91 82-87 80-85

72-76 70-75 66-70 63-67 60-64 500 400 400 400 340 340 300 300 300 300 98-103 95-100 92-97 88-93 86-91

77-81 76-81 71-75 68-72 65-69 400 400 400 340 340 300 300 300 300 300 104-109 101-106 98-103 94-99 92-97
82-86 82-87 76-80 73-77 70-74 400 400 340 340 300 300 300 300 300 300 110-115 107-112 104-109 100-105 98-103
87-91 88-93 81-85 78-82 75-79 400 340 340 300 300 300 300 300 300 116-121 113-118 110-115 106-111 104-109

RECURVE/CENTER SHOT LONGBOW
Finger Release

ACTUAL PEAK BOW WEIGHT - Lbs. Aluminum Arrow Length
 
 

LONGBOW / SELF BOW
Finger Release

ACTUAL PEAK BOW WEIGHT - Lbs.

Point Weight Point Weight

100
(grains)

125
(grains)

145
(grains)

160
(grains)

190
(grains)

22½

23"
23½

23½ 

24"
24½

24½ 

25"
25½

25½ 

26"
26½

26½

27"
27½

27½

28"
28½

28½

29"
29½

29½

30"
30½

30½

31"
31½

31½

32"
32½

100
(grains)

125
(grains)

145
(grains)

160
(grains)

190
(grains)

31-35 26-30 21-25 16-20 A A B C-D C-D
36-40 31-35 26-30 21-25 16-20 A A B C-D C-D E 41-45 36-40 31-35 26-30

41-45 36-40 31-35 26-30 21-25 A A B C-D C-D E E-F 46-50 41-45 36-40 31-35 26-30
46-50 41-45 36-40 31-35 26-30 A A B C-D C-D E E-F E-H 51-55 46-50 41-45 36-40 31-35
51-55 46-50 41-45 36-40 31-35 A A B C-D C-D E E-F E-H H-I 56-60 51-55 46-50 41-45 36-40
56-60 51-55 46-50 41-45 36-40 A A B C-D C-D E E-F E-H H-I G-I 61-65 56-60 51-55 46-50 41-45
61-65 56-60 51-55 46-50 41-45 A B C-D C-D E E-F E-H H-I G-I J-L-O 66-70 61-65 56-60 51-55 46-50
66-70 61-65 56-60 51-55 46-50 B C-D C-D E E-F E-H H-I G-I J-L-O K-L-O 71-75 66-70 61-65 56-60 51-55
71-75 66-70 61-65 56-60 51-55 C-D C-D E E-F E-H H-I G-I J-L-O K-L-O M 76-80 71-75 66-70 61-65 56-60

76-80 71-75 66-70 61-65 56-60 C-D E E-F E-H H-I G-I J-L-O K-L-O M N 81-85 76-80 71-75 66-70 61-65

81-85 76-80 71-75 66-70 61-65 E E-F E-H H-I G-I J-L-O K-L-O M N N 86-90 81-85 76-80 71-75 66-70

86-90 81-85 76-80 71-75 65-70 E-F E-H H-I G-I J-L-O K-L-O M N N N 91-95 86-90 81-85 76-80 71-75

1716 = A 1816 = B 1916 = C 2013 = D 2016 = E 2018 = F 2117 = G 2213 = H 2215 = I 2216 = J 2219 = K 2314 = L 2315 = M 2317 = N 2413 = O

 Using these charts or calling our tech line can help you pick a spine, however, the final choice is yours. No refunds on arrows that 
have been cut or “don't fly right.” Follow the directions on left page on how to use below spine charts. 

SPINE SELECTION CHARTS
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3Rivers Alcohol Based Stains
Penetrates shafting, and creates deep beautiful hues.  
Colors may vary. Recommend 24 hour dry time before 
sealing over. Colors: A) charcoal gray, B) black walnut,  
C) southern pecan, D) harvest gold, or E) Mohave red.

#StainAX Alcohol Based (pint)  $16.99

Bohning Fletch-Lac Sealer
Produces a hard, chip-resistant finish. Recommended for wood shafts. Blue clear will not yellow with 
age. Super coat creates a harder finish coat. ONLY use Fletch-Tite Platinum (page 92) when fletching. 
Cannot be used with gasket systems. Free Dip method only. Options: clear or blue clear.

#4108X Clear/Blue Clear (pint)  $25.99    (quart)  $41.99     Super Coat (pint)  $27.99    (quart)  $45.99

True North Water Based Stains
Super bright and vibrate colors. Very low odor. Soap and 
water clean up. Fast 4 hour dry time. Colors: A) orange, 
B) purple, C) pink, D) green, E) blue, F) gray, G) yellow, 
H) black mahogany, I) honey, or J) rosewood.  
Not shown: light walnut and osage.

#7240X True North Stain (4 oz)  $16.50

Bohning Crest-Lac  
Waterborne Dipping Paints and Sealer
Formulated using the latest technology to dry  
to an extremely glossy, durable, and thin finish.  
Will not separate as quickly as other waterborne 
paints. Offers the best flow for flawless dips.  
Non-flammable and non-hazardous, with a very  
faint odor. Clean-up with soapy water. Free Dip 
method only. Colors: A) black, B) blue, C) green,  
D) orange, E) red, F) yellow, or  G) white. Clear  
gloss sealer has great fletching adhesion. 

#41011X Paints (quart) $59.99   

              Sealer (quart) $43.99

Bohning SSR Shaft Cleaner
Degreases and removes oil, dirt, and debris from your 
shafts. Not for wood shafts. Options: teaspoon packet 
(1 use) or a 2.65 ounce bottle (approx 12 uses).

#41140X (packet) $6.99    (bottle) $15.99  

Fiebing's Water-Based Stains
Water based formula. Deep penetrating and 100%  
non-flammable. May ship overseas and air mail. 24 hour 
dry time. Colors: A) tan, B) medium brown, C) yellow,  
D) red, E) green, F) dark brown, G) blue, or H) black.

#6420X Water-Based Stain (4 oz)  $8.25

ARROW SEALERS & STAINS

3Rivers Water-Based Clear Gloss Sealer
Quality “high solids,” exterior grade, water-based  
acrylic sealer. Fast drying with minimal odor. May ship air 
(internationally too). Free Dip method only. Clear gloss.

#7250-1 Clear (pint) $29.99

True North 
Waterborne Crown Dipping Paints
100% waterborne high-gloss enamel exterior  
grade paint/sealer. Low odor and no VOC (volatile 
organic compounds). Cleans up with soap and water. 
Dries in approx one hour. Colors: A) black, B) blue,  
C) orange, D) red, E) green, F) ivory, G) white, H) yellow,  
I) pink, J) purple, K) vintage green, or L) vintage blue.

#7231X Dipping Paint (pint)  $40.99

True North Arrow Finish
Durable and works best with the Free Dip method.  
Pre-thinned. Options: gloss or satin.

#7238X Sealer (pint)  $42.99     (quart)  $65.99

A. B. C. D.

E. F. G.

A. B. C. D. E. F. G.

A. B. C. D. E. A. B. C. D. G.F.E. H. A. B. C. D. G. J.F. I.E. H.

A.

I.

B.

J.

C.

K.

D.

H.

L.

E. F. G.

Bohning Fletch-Lac Finishes
High gloss and bright pigment finish for all shafting. ONLY use Fletch-Tite Platinum  
(page 92) to fletch on. Colors: A) black, B) blue, C) green, D) orange, E) red, F) yellow, or G) white.

#4104X Finishes (pint)  $30.99       (quart)  $53.99      #4116X Thinner (pint)  $77.99       (quart)  $41.99
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3Rivers Gasket Lacquer
Use with gasket systems (see below), no 
thinner required. Dries in seconds. Have three 
coats applied on a dozen shafts in about 20 
minutes. Low fumes and no mess! See our 
online demo video. We recommend fletching 
with Nitrocellulose, Duco cement, or Bohning 
Fletching Tape. Clear only.

#6000 (Quart)  $29.99

A. Big Dipper / Little Dipper
Molded of sturdy, easy to clean plastic in a space  
saving design. Makes it quick and easy to paint or 
sealer your arrows. The 3" wide upper chamber for 
easy viewing and filling. Can be used with the Free 
Dip method or pair with the Speed Coat Cap (#6200) 
below. Includes a screw-on lid. The Big Dipper measures 
35" overall for full length coverage. Uses 1¾ pints to 
fill. Little Dipper is 14" overall. Takes 1½ pints to fill.

#5110X Big or Little Dipper (each)  $18.99

#5110-1 Extra Lid (each)  $1.99

B. Arrow Dipping Rack Kit
Solid pine build. Holds up to six Big/Little Dippers. 
All parts are pre-cut, pre-drilled, and rough sanded. 
Instructions included. Dip tubes and shafts sold 
separately. Options: with (shown) or without metal 
arrow clips (for holding arrows once dipped).

#8504X with clips  $58.74   without  $47.99

C. Table Top Dipping Rack
Save space by mounting to a work bench with 
clamps (not included). Made from pine. Features 
a drying rack attachment you can mount metal 
clips for drying dipped arrows. Holds up to three 
dip tubes (sold separately). Pre-cut, pre-drilled, and 
rough sanded. Instructions Included. Options: with 
(shown) or without metal arrow clips. 

#8509X with clips  $31.74   without  $20.99

D. Speed Coat Dipper Cap Kit
Mounts to the top of your big or little dipper  
(sold separately). Reduces fumes and saves on dry  
time by removing excess Gasket Lacquer when you  
seal your arrows. Dip a dozen shafts in less than an 
hour. Includes one cap and two gaskets. 

#6200 Speed Coat Dipper Cap Kit  $13.99  

#6201 Extra Gasket (each)  $7.50

Arrow Dipping Plugs 
Soft vinyl plugs specially sized and tapered to fit carbon and 
aluminum shafting. Used to plug the end of your shafts while 
dipping to keep paint out. Reusable. Micro for small diameters 
(9/32" and less), and Max for larger diameters (5/16" and up). 

#4127 Micro (dozen) $7.75    #4128 Max (dozen) $7.75

Eco-Dipper
Attaches directly to a can of paint or sealer, saving  
time and space! Easy and fast clean up. Great for the 
beginner arrow builder and those with little work space. 
See instructional video online. Use with Gasket Lacquer.

#6199 Eco-Dipper  $30.99  #6199-1 Gasket ONLY  $1.99

Thunderbird Sealer
Combines the fast drying  
characteristics of lacquer with the durability 
of polyurethane. Flexible to expand and 
contract without cracking. Works great for 
sealing both bows and arrows. Dries to the 
touch in 5-10 minutes. Recommend spraying 
on (use thinner). Options: gloss or satin. 

#6651X Gloss or Satin (quart)  $29.99

#6651-03 Thinner (quart)  $24.99

ARROW DIPPING TOOLS

Big Dipper

Little Dipper

A.

Dip Tubes and shafts not included

In Use

C.

D.

Dip Tubes not included

B.
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True North Arrow Cresting Kit
Just add a cresting machine and you're ready to go! Includes two 7" cresting brushes (1/4" and hairline), drying 
rack, 1 oz jar of clear gloss finish, and 1 oz jars of cresting paints. All paints and the finish are 100% waterborne 
high-gloss enamel exterior grade. Options: STANDARD kit (with colors: black, white, red, yellow, feather blue, 
feather green, orange, and silver), VINTAGE (with vintage colors: gray, light yellow, sunset, light green, ivory, 
black cherry, light blue, and (non-vintage) metallic silver), or BASIC (black, white, and metallic silver).

#7241X Standard or Vintage Kit (eight colors)  $79.99     #7242 Basic Kit (three colors)  $58.50

Hairline Cresting Brush
Securely set in seamless nickel plated ferrule, and double 
crimped onto a 6" polished wooden handle. Use with any 
oil, acrylic, or watercolor paint. Made of carefully selected 
100% pure red sable bristles for flexibility and spring to 
return to its original shape. Approx 21/32" long bristles.

#33636 Hairline Brush  $12.99

MACK Cresting Brushes
The B) 1/8", C) 1/4", and D) 1/2" are a blend of pony 
and goat hair (strong, but also soft) with aluminum 
ferrules and varnished handles. The A) hairline is fine  
red sable with seamless nickel ferrule on a black handle.

#4123X  A. $10.99   B. $6.75   C. $7.75   D. $10.75

SpinRite Crester
The most versatile crester available anywhere. Even novice arrow builders can crest  
arrows with fine, straight lines. Fully adjustable arrow stop, support rollers, idler arm,  
and motor arm for pin-point precision and tuning. Even helps with removing wobble 
from not-so-straight shafts. Features dual arrow capture, 9½" working area, and 
moveable pattern guide. Options: USA or European power cord plug.

#8005X SpinRite - European plug  $259.99     USA plug  $259.99

SpinRite Battery Adapter
Operates your SpineRite Crester for up to  
16 hours on just four AA batteries (not included). 

#80051 Battery Adapter  $16.75

Cresting Drying Rack
Made from solid pine. They hold 12 arrows 
of any diameter. Arrows not included. 
Measures approx 11½" x 5/8" x 3/4".

#8505 Drying Rack (pair)  $5.25

A

B

C

D

ARROW CRESTING

True North Waterborne Cresting Paints
100% waterborne high-gloss enamel exterior grade  
paint/sealer. Cleans up with soap and water. Thin with 
water. Dries in approx one hour. Colors: A) black, B) white, 
C) yellow, D) feather blue, E) feather green, F) red, G) pink, 
H) purple, I) dark blue, J) tan, K) silver, L) gold, M) lime,  
N) orange, O) metallic red, P) metallic blue, Q) metallic 
green, R) metallic purple, S) vintage light green, T) vintage 
black cherry, U) vintage sunset, V) orange, W) vintage gray, 
or X) vintage OD green. Cresting Sealer (gloss or satin). 
#7230X True North Paints (1 oz)  $14.50

Bohning Crest-Lac Cresting Paint
An acrylic waterborne paint that dries to a thin, yet 
hard, glossy finish. Non-flammable and non-hazardous, 
with a very faint odor. Clean-up with soapy water. 
Can be applied over multiple finishes. Apply clear over 
colors to protect from smudging and smearing, dries  
to a thin, glossy finish. Colors:  A) black, B) blue,  
C) metallic gold, D) hot pink, E) magenta, F) neon 
green, G) neon orange, H) neon yellow, I) orange,  
J) purple, K) red, L) silver (nonmetallic), M) teal,  
N) white, O) yellow, P) green, Q) neon red, or clear. 

#4101X Crest-Lac (1 oz)  $11.50

Bohning Fletch-Lac Cresting Paint
Specially formulated to give better coverage 
than dipping lacquers when cresting. Dries to a 
hard, chip resistant, brilliant finish. Use only with 
Fletch-Lac products. Colors:  A) black, B) blue, 
C) yellow, D) green, E) saturn yellow, F) red,  
G) orange, H) silver, I) gold, J) white. 

#4100X Fletch-Lac (1 oz)  $11.99

CRESTING PAINTS

CRESTING SUPPLIES

A.

K.

B.

L.

C. D. E.

M. N. O.

F.

P.

U.

G.

Q.

V.

H. I. J.

R. S. T.

W. X.

A.

K.

B.

L.

C. D. E.

M. N. O.

F.

P.

G.

Q.

H. I. J.

A. B. C.

J.

E. F.D.

I.G. H.
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3Rivers Arrow Cap Wraps
Use on carbon, aluminum, or wood shafts up to 23/64" in diameter. Quick and easy to install. Allows ease of re-fletching arrows. Recommend fletching with Fletch-Tite 
Platinum, NOT Duco. Clear (not shown) shows natural beauty of shaft underneath. Measure 7" long x 15/8" wide. Colors: (listed in-order) white, red, fl-orange, orange, 
yellow, fl-yellow, green, blue, purple, hot pink, black, reflective white, reflective yellow, tiger white, tiger fl-orange, tiger fl-yellow, tiger hot pink, or clear (not shown). 

#7979X Arrow Cap Wraps (dozen) Solid, Clear, and Florescent Colors  $15.25      Tiger Striped and Reflective  $17.25

Reflective

    Fur Tracer Arrow Enhancers
Thin strips of adhesive backed synthetic fur. Wrap behind feathers for a bright 
visual reference of your point of impact. Colors: hot pink, fl-lime, white, or orange.

#9108X Fur Tracers (dozen)  $5.50

Clear 9" Arrow Wraps
Longer length to protect a crown dip and cresting from chipping or smearing 
when shooting. Great surface to fletch on. Fits shafts up to 23/64" diameter. 

#7983 Clear 9" Wraps (dozen)  $13.25

3Rivers Crested Arrow Wraps
Have stunning, expertly crested arrows in minutes. Same make and size as our arrow 
wraps above. Options: (listed in-order) lime, yellow, red, orange, gold, black, or silver. 

#79791X Crested Arrow Wraps (dozen)  $17.25

Reflective Arrow Locator Tape
Helps with finding lost arrows. Cut into strips and wrap just 
behind your fletching. Measures 5½" x 1" each. Adhesive backed.

#7976 (pair)  $7.25

Vintage Bear Archery Arrow Wraps
A 3Rivers Archery exclusive. Recreate the look of vintage bear arrows, also 
make it easier to fletch or re-fletch your arrows Measure 7" long x 15/8" wide. 

#7977X Bear Wraps (dozen)  $17.25

Bohning Fred Bear Camo Arrow Wraps
Designed with the famous Fred Bear camo pattern, specially formulated to 
improve fletching adhesion. Measure 7" long. Fits up to 26/64" diameter arrow.  

#7984 (13-pack)  $23.99

ARROW WRAPS

SEE VIDEO ONLINE
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.30-06 Outdoors  
Fletch Weld 
• Perfect for carbon & aluminum.  
• Use with vanes or feathers.  
• Temp rated at -65°F to +280°F,  
   and water resistant. 
• 15 second bonding time.  
Options: 1 oz. or 0.5 oz.  
#44602X (0.5 oz) $14.99  
                (1 oz) $16.99

Byron Ferguson 
Fletch & Insert Glue
• Engineered to fill in gaps 
   making your fletchings    
   and inserts very secure.  
• Resists shock and impact.  
• Fletch 4-6 dozen arrows.  
• Sets in 60 seconds. 

#6697 (1/2 oz)  $11.50

Flex-Bond Adhesive
• Strong flexible bond.  
• For aluminum and carbon shafts.  
• Reliable in the harshest of weather.  
• 7-10 minute drying time. 

#5985 (3/4 oz)  $9.99

            SEE OUR FLETCHING GLUE / ARROW FINISH COMPATIBILITY CHART ONLINE

Fletch-Tite Platinum
• Flexible and durable bond that  
   increases over time. 
• 5 min set, full cure in 48 hours.

#5053X (3/4 oz)  $6.50   Pint  $23.99

Arrow Mate Cement
• Dries fast and clear.  
• Strong and flexible.  
• Unmatched durability.  
• 10 minute dry time.

#4372X (1 oz) $7.50   Pint $42.99

Duco Cement
• Dries crystal clear. 
• Resists clogging or drying out. 
• 5 min set, full bond in 16 hours.

#4184 (1 oz)  $5.50

AAE Max Bond 
Vane Adhesive
• Recommended for  
   AAE Trad Vanes (page 71). 
• Highly viscous. 
• Easy to work with. 
• Easy to use Applicator  
   tip built into the cap. 
• Cures within 5 minutes.

#44606 (0.7 fl oz) $16.99

NEW G-Lock Blu-Glu 
Fletching Adhesive
• Blue color, easy to see.  
• Dries clear. 
• Solid yet flexible bond. 
• Dries in seconds.

#44607 (0.68 fl oz) $12.99

GLUES & ADHESIVES

INSERT GLUE

FLETCHING GLUE

AAE 2-Part Epoxy
• Retains elasticity, yet holds like iron. 
• Slow setting and 24 hour cure time. 
• Recommended for inserts only.

#8139 (1 oz total)  $10.99

A.

B. C. D.

E.

D. Bohning Insert Iron
• High impact and shock resistant. 
• Heat reversible bond. 
• Tenacious holding power. 
• 24 hour cure, full bond in 72 hours.

#4455 (1 oz)  $15.99

E. Easton QuickBond
• Max strength and impact resistant.  
• Cures in 15-30 minutes. 

#6783X (1/2 oz) $14.50

A. Bohning Ferr-L-Tite Cool Flex
• Specially formulated with  
   carbon arrow inserts in mind.  
• Relatively low melting temp.

#4191-01 (225 grains)  $5.99

C. Beyond Bond
• For inserts, nocks, and fletchings.  
• Extra thick so won't run. 
• Approx 1-3 minutes dry time.

#5785 (1/2 oz)  $10.99

B. Insert Weld
• Military grade high-viscosity. 
• Shock resistant.  
• Stays bonded in extreme       
   conditions of -65°F to +280°F.  
• Goes on black, stays black.  
• Maximum 90 second bond time.  
• Recommended for inserts only. 

#4460 (1 oz)  $23.99
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Nitrocellulose  
Adhesive Glue
• Use with Gasket  
   Lacquer arrow finish.  
• 5-10 min dry time.  
• Low odor.  

#5999X (2 oz)  $7.99

             (pint)  $31.99    

             (quart)  $49.99

Bohning Ferr-L-Tite
• Instant cure. 
• Heat to use, higher  
   melting point compared  
   to other point glues. 
• High tensile strength. 
• For glue-on points.

#4191 (190 grains)  $5.99

Kimshaw  
Quick-Stick
• Instant cure. 
• Works in all  
   climates.  
• Heat to use. 
• For glue-on points.

#5492 (900 gr)  $11.50

Bohning Fletching Tape 
No need to fuss with messy glue. Roll the Bohning 
fletch tape onto your clamped feather, peel the 
backing off, and press the feather onto the shaft 
and it's done. Approx 3/32" wide by 60 feet long.

#5384 Fletching Tape Roll  $13.25

Bearpaw Feather Fletching Tape
A double-sided tape that holds strong and 
leaves no mess (like glues). Enough to do at 
least  three dozen 3-fletched 5" fletches. You'll 
never go back to glue as it's so fast and easy to 
use. Sticks to all shafts, sealers, and wraps. 

#53841 Tape (60' roll)  $8.99

Hot Melt
• Low melting point. 
• Heat to use. 
• Better elasticity than other     
   point glues in cold climates.  
• Instant cure. 
• For glue-on points.

#5491 (380 grains)  $3.50

Goat Tuff Impact Glue
A quick drying rubberized adhesive that produces a superior bond. Use to 
bond inserts, broadheads, and points. Weatherproof and long lasting.

#6061 Impact Glue (0.5 oz)  $15.99

Goat Tuff High Performance Glue and B. Stand
Thicker to make it easier to work with. Great for fletching, as well as installing 
nocks and inserts. Bonds within 60 seconds. Bond of over 4,000 psi. It's 
weatherproof and impact resistant. Stand sold separately.

#6060 HP Glue (0.5 oz)  $13.99    #6066 Glue Stand  $14.75

#6062 Debonder  (1 oz)  $12.99     #6063 Accelerator (2 oz)  $15.99

#6065 Replacement Tips and Caps (2-pack)  $6.50

FLETCHING TAPE

BOW ADHESIVES

GOAT TUFF GLUE

Alcohol Burner
• For melting point glues.  
• Keeps hands free. 
• Fill with denatured alcohol  
  (not included). 
• 3.5 oz capacity.

#5376 Burner  $12.99  

#5377 Spare wick  $4.25

Glue Bottle 
With Metal Tips
• Bottle and two  
   long-lasting metal tips.  
• Small bead of glue  
   perfect for fletchings.

#6950 With Tips  $12.99  

#4189 NO Tips  $3.25  

#6951 ONLY Tips (2-pack) $10.99

Point Brush
• Stop losing your points!  
• Cleans interior of your points  
   and broadheads to bare metal 
   for superior glue bond. 
• Prepping points means less lost points.

#4131 Point Brush  $8.75

ADHESIVE TOOLS

Titebond Liquid Hide Glue
Easy to apply. Water cleanup. For sinew 
backing bows. All hide glue is water soluble.

#5614 Glue (8 oz)  $14.50

Titebond III Wood Glue
Waterproof wood glue. Ideal for hickory 
backing, sinew, and rawhide backing.

#5615 (8 oz)  $14.50

Smooth-On EA-40 2-Part Epoxy
It's easy to mix, easy to use and 
it's used by nearly every bowyer in 
the USA. For gluing up a fiberglass 
laminated bow, wood-to-wood,  
or wood-to-bamboo.

#4458 Smooth-On  $85.99

Barge Cement
An excellent adhesive for all leather 
work including attaching leather grips 
and arrow rests to bows. Can also be 
used as a fletching cement.

#4188 (2 oz)  $8.25

MT-13 Takedown Bow Sleeve Glue
This is the epoxy to use for any wood-to-metal 
project. Perfect for the takedown sleeves we offer.

#4459 (5 oz)  $25.99
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Ace Spin-Spine Tester
Measures on ATA's 26" centers or Easton's 28" centers to test any arrow of carbon, 
aluminum, or wood. Measures arrow shaft spine from 25 to 200#, and deflection  
from 0.150" to 1.00". Features a large, easy-to-read scale and ball bearing bushings  
for checking shaft straightness and point/nock alignment. Includes a 2 lb weight,  
1.94 lb weight, and instructions. Dependable steel, brass, and aluminum construction.

#5900-1 Ace Spin-Spine Tester (arrow not included)  $349.99

Bearpaw Arrow Analyzer Spine Tester
Spine tester, grain scale, and straightness checker all in one! Connect it to your computer 
or laptop (via USB) to use with free downloadable software for detailed readout of the 
static spine, weight, and straightness tolerance of parallel arrows. Digital display for 
using on its own as well. Use with wood, aluminum, and carbon arrows up to 23/64" 
diameter and at least 26¼" in length. Measures in 1 grain increments from approx 16 
grains up to 1,541 grains. Can be used for weighing points as well. For measuring static 
spine, it displays AMO spine and ASTM spine. Includes padded carrying case. 

#5632 Arrow Analyzer (arrow not included)  $259.99

Ace Spine-Master Spine Tester
Mounts to the wall. Weighs wood arrows on 26" centers, from 30# to 100#. Steel and 
brass construction. 1/2 lb weight (sold separately) allows the weighing of 15# to 30# 
wood shafting. 1 lb 3 oz weight converts for measuring carbon and aluminum deflection. 

#5899 Spine-Master Spine Tester (arrow not included)  $159.99

#5898 Weight 1/2#  (for 15-30# spines)  $15.99

#5898-01 Carbon/Aluminum Weight  $30.99

Saunders Best Shot Paper Tune
Paper tune your arrows for precision 
and accuracy. Shoot through the 
included wax paper to see how your 
arrow tears the paper. This ingenious 
design breaks down for easy storage in 
the tube. Mount to a tripod or use the 
included base to stand on its own. 

#42772 Best Shot  $69.99

Paper Tune-IT Tuning System
Paper tune your bow and arrows. 
Highlights arrow rest and nocking 
point adjustments for getting pin-point 
accuracy faster. Frame, 10 sheets of 
tuning paper, and instructions included.

#4277 Tuning System  $17.99

#4277-01 Refill (20-pack)  $11.99

ProChrono Digital Chronograph
Velocity measurements from 25 – 7,000 fps 
with an accuracy of 1%. Review of high, low, 
average, extreme spread, standard deviation, 
and number of shots. Select up to nine 
separate strings with up to 99 shots per string. 
Allows you to delete a shot from a string. 
Requires one 9 volt battery (not included).

#3080  Chronograph  $174.99  

#3081 Light Kit (optional)  $79.99

ProChrono DLX™ Chronograph
Connect wirelessly to a Bluetooth mobile 
device using the free app. Measures the 
velocity of any projectile from 20 to 9,999 
fps with an accuracy of .5% or better. Select 
up to 9 different strings with up to 99 shots 
for each. Review the high, low, and average of 
your shots. Analyze extreme speed, standard 
deviation, and individual shots. Shown with 
Light kit (#3081, left) installed.  

#3083 ProChrono DLX™  $199.99

SPINE TESTERS

ARROW TOOLS
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Professional Arrow-2000 Digital Scale
Max capacity of 2,000 grains. Backlit LCD display, tare function, and 
auto calibration. Includes arrow holder, calibration weight, and two AAA 
batteries. Measures in grains only. Manufacturer lifetime limited warranty. 

#5969 Superior Balance Arrow Scale  $31.50

3Rivers Digital Pocket Grain Scale
Measures in grains, ounces, penny weight, and grams. Maximum capacity 
of 8,488 grains. Backlit LCD display, tare function, and auto calibration.  
Ten year warranty. Scale, weight, and shaft holder sold separately.

A. #5962 Grain Scale  $21.99    B. #5962-1 Calibration Weight  $11.99

C. #5948 Shaft Holder  $8.75

Arrow Inspector
Check your arrows for straightness along with broadhead 
and nock alignment. Steel axles and precision cut aluminum 
wheels, allowing you to detect minute bends in the arrow 
shaft. Breaks down for easy storage. Arrow not included.

#5620-01 Arrow Inspector  $39.99

Arrow Squaring Tool
Use to even off your arrow cuts so they have a flush surface. 
Includes three interchangeable mandrel diameters of 
.166", .204", and .244" (to match with your shaft's inside 
diameter). Works with common a power drill (not included). 

#67350 Arrow Squaring Tool  $24.99

AAE Aluminum Arrow Straightener
Make bent or damaged aluminum arrow shafts good  
as new. Made from rugged anodized aluminum, features 
adjustable precision bearings, allowing you to straighten 
every part of the arrow shaft, including the tip. 

#59020 AAE Arrow Straightener  $269.99

Cartel Aluminum Arrow Straightener
Allows you to restore many of those aluminum arrows  
that would otherwise be unusable. Adjust the screw, place 
the shaft on the middle rest, then gently apply pressure to 
straighten the arrow. Fits any size aluminum arrow.

#5902 Arrow Straightener  $29.99

G5 Outdoors Arrow Squaring Device
Allows for precision squaring and finishing of the ends  
of your aluminum and carbon arrow shafts after being  
cut to length. Ensuring your arrows spin perfectly for  
more accuracy. Arrow not included.

#4613 Squaring Device  $51.99   #46130 Replace Pads $9.99

A.

B.

C.

B. Bohning Scratch-Free Arrow Dividers
Soft molded plastic keeps arrows separate and 
protects fletchings. Won't mar arrow finish. Holds 
12 arrows from 9/32" to 27/64" diameter.  

#5388-2 Plastic Dividers (5½" x 21/16", pair)  $1.50

A. 3Rivers Cardboard Arrow Boxes
Self locking boxes approx 36¼"x 6¾"x 2¾".  
Foam and plastic (below) dividers sold separately.

#5382 Arrow boxes (24-pack)  $65.99

#5383 Foam Dividers (6½" x 23/8", pair)  $2.50

A.

B.Foam

Plastic Arrow Clips
Perfect for securing and displaying your 
arrows. Fit most standard diameter wood, 
aluminum, and carbon arrow shafts. 

#42331 (12-pack)  $4.99

Metal Arrow Clips
Tough spring metal holds arrows in  
place as they dry or for display.

#4234X  (dozen)  $9.99   (100)  $69.99

Ace Roll-R-Straight
One of the most ‘shaft friendly’ arrow straightening 
tools on the market. Works on all wood shafts up to 
3/8". Straightens by compressing wood fibers on the 
high side. Will not scuff the finish on sealed arrows.

#5901 Ace Roll-R-Straight  $48.99
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Aluminum Shaft Cutter
Handy small tube cutter, perfect for 
precision cutting of aluminum arrow 
shafts. Recommended to pair with 
#5602 Shaft Deburring Tool (below).

#5612 Cutter  $18.99

Weston Precise Cut Arrow Saw
Designed to easily cut wood, carbon, and aluminum arrow shafts quickly and accurately. 
Fixed measuring scale ensures accurately cut arrows every time. Includes anti-slip rubber feet, 
ball bearing spin tester, replacement blade, and a 1 amp 120 volt/60 Hz motor. Features an 
8,000 RPM motor and a dust collector with adapters to fit most shop/home vacuums. 

#5628 Weston Arrow Saw Deluxe  $229.99

#5629 Replacement 3" Blade (1/2" mounting hole)  $15.50

#84971 Replacement 36" Tape Measure  $15.99

Deluxe
Ball Bearing Spin Tester

Japanese Flush Cut Saw
Triple-edge teeth on the 6½" high 
carbon steel blade. Trim wood  
arrows, or to cut out a sight window.

#56341 Flush Cut Saw  $19.99

Insert Tool
Holds inserts securely while glue is applied and aids 
in installation of inserts. Also helps in removal of 
inserts from damaged shafts. 

#5601 Insert Tool  $14.99

Decut Minicut Arrow Saw
Designed to cut both aluminum and carbon arrow shafts. The adjustable  
slider with ruler allows you to precisely measure and cut arrows from 9" to 
36". The blade guard ensures safety. Measures approx 12½" x 5½" when 
disassembled for storage and will easily fit under your work bench, in a 
closet, or on your shelf. Features a cutting speed of 6,000 RPM. Comes with 
a replacement blade, extension arm, instructions, and US plug adapter.

#5640 Arrow Saw  $199.99       #5640-1 Replacement 3½" Blade $16.75

T-Handle Arrow Prep Tool
Roughs up the inside of a carbon shaft for a  
superior glue hold. Fits all regular sized .246-.247"  
ID carbon shafts (5/16" OD). Replaceable brush.

#6953 Prep Tool  $13.99

Point Insert Thread Repair Tool
Works on all 8-32 threads (industry standard) to 
clean and re-tap clogged or worn insert threads.  

#5609 Thread Repair Tool  $24.99

Aluminum Shaft Deburring Tool
Removes burrs left in aluminum shafting after being 
cut to length. Allowing a flush mount of an insert. 

#5602 Shaft Tool  $20.99

Carbon Prep Tool
Scores the inside of carbon shafts for a superior 
gluing surface. Tapered design fits most 5/16" 
carbon shafts. Hex head will fit on hand held drills.

#6952 Carbon Prep Tool  $17.75

BPE Aluminum Deburring Tool
Features a 1/8" thick triangular carbide blade. 
Re-index dull edge for long lasting performance. 

#56021 Tool  $16.50 

#56021-01 Replacement Blade (each)  $12.50

ARROW TOOLS
ARROW SAWS

SHAFT & INSERT TOOLS

Arrow Shaft Plane
Make your own wood arrow shafting. Made by master bowyer John Strunk. Reduces 3/8" 
squares to arrow shafts of either 23/64" or 11/32". Includes easy to follow instructions.

#5600 Arrow Shaft Plane  $149.99

NEW Carbon Express Power Arrow Cut-Off Saw w/ Dust Collector
This quality device gives you precise cuts on carbon and aluminum shafts. Features 
a heavy duty 120V motor with 10,000 rpm rotating micro-blade. The dust collector 
attachment helps you eliminate dust from your work area and protect your lungs 
from harmful wood, carbon, and aluminum particles. Features a measuring scale  
to ensure accurate and consistent cuts to a variety of lengths.

#5621 Carbon Express Arrow Saw  $199.99
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Traditional Only® Taper Tool
Small, convenient size to pack anywhere, perfect for year round arrow building, 
or quick fixes in the field. Cuts precise 11º nock and 5º point tapers. Color may 
vary. Recommended for softwood shafts. Options: 5/16", 11/32", or 23/64". 

#4080X (each)  $7.99     (kit)  $16.99

Taper Block
Use with a disc sander. Made from  
long-lasting laminated hardwood.  
The ‘V groove’ fits all shaft diameters.  
Pre-set angles of 5º for points and 11º  
for nocks. Measures 5¾" x ¾". 

#8044 Taper Block  $17.99

3Rivers Tru-Center V2 Taper Tool
Machined from aircraft grade aluminum. Comes with shaft guides (color coded) 
in diameters of 5/16", 11/32", and 23/64". Cuts 11º nock and 5º point tapers. 
Spare guides in above sizes and 1/4". See replacement parts online.

#5375 Tru-Center V2 Taper Tool  $43.99       

3Rivers Compression Block
Tapered holes compress a wood shaft. 
Turns shafts from 23/64" to 11/32", or 
11/32" to 5/16". Heat the block, chuck 
up the shaft in a drill, and spin it through. 

#5599 Compression Block  $27.99

Arrow-Fix Drill Guide
Drill precise holes in your wood and bamboo arrows to 
accept tang points, tang nocks, or weight rods (56031X). 
Use with a power drill (not included). Includes a 4.0 mm,  
3" long drill bit. Options: 5/16" or 11/32" diameter. 

#0952X Drill Guide  $34.99

ARROW TAPER TOOLS

3Rivers Internal FOC Weight Jig
Add weight and strength to your wood arrows 
with the included 9/64" x 3" drill bit. Does 11/32" 
and 23/64" arrows. Instructions included. 

#56030 Jig  $32.99  

#5603-3 Extra Long 6" Drill Bit  $16.99

Metal Weight Rods
Increase the weight on the front or back end of your  
wood arrows. Copper is 10 gauge (9/64") x 7" and roughly 
19 grains per inch (gpi). The Tungsten is 3/32" x 7" and 
roughly 33 GPI. Lead is 1/8" x 24". and roughly 35 GPI. 

#56031X Rods (each) Copper or Lead  $5.50   Tungsten  $6.50

Copper

Tungsten

Lead

SEE VIDEO ONLINE

NEW Bearpaw Taper Tool
Inexpensive and reliable. Allows you to 
make 5° point and 11° nock tapers your 
wooden arrow shafts. Made with a sturdy 
plastic body, and replaceable metal blades. 
Options: 5/16" or 11/32".  

#40760X Taper Tool  $6.99

NEW Arrow-Fix High Speed Taper Tool
Attaches to a drill to taper larger quantities 
of wood arrows. Constructed from 
aluminum alloy. Body and sockets sold 
separate, one of each required to use. 
Options: Nock (11°) or Point (5°) body. 
Socket sizes of 5/16", 11/32", or 23/64".

#5595X Body -Nock  $75.99   Point  $77.50

Socket -5/16", 11/32", or 23/64"  $22.99

Arrow-Fix Repair & Taper Tool
Repairs broken 11/32" wood arrows.  
Also a taper tool for 5/16", 11/32", and  
23/64". Constructed from aluminum alloy. 

#5591-01 Arrow-Fix  $199.99 

Centering Sockets - 

#5592-01 5/16" $21.99   #5592-02  23/64" $21.99 

#5593-01  Replacement Blade  $7.50

Repair Joint 
Cross Section

Reparrow Arrow Repair Footing
Fix broken wood arrows quick  
and easy. Measures 37/8" long and 
mounts to a standard 5° point taper. 
Color and grain patterns will vary.  
Options: 5/16" or 11/32". 

#44380X (6-pack)  $16.50
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Woodsman® Original Series
Made from durable copper brazed 4140 plate steel. Featuring the 3:1 ratio concept (three times as 
long as it is wide), straight edge blades, and Teflon® coating for unmatched devastating penetration. 
Pass-thrus on deer sized game are the norm, not the exception! Tempered to 43C Rockwell for easy 
sharpening and holds a razor sharp edge. Solid 11/8" cutting diameter, with .044" thick blades. Built 
on the best 11/32" ferrule on the market. Grains: 125 (25/8" long) or 100 (23/8" long).

#4225X Original Series Glue-on (6-pack)  $65.99

Woodsman® Blood Groove Series
Given the name by the unique look of the cut-in of each blade that keeps its non-vented profile, 
while still being able to reduced weight to be available in the extremely popular 125 grains weight. 
Machined the same as our ELITE series to deliver all the strength, precision, and penetration you 
expect from a Woodsman® broadhead. Solid 11/8" cutting diameter and 1¾" in length.

#4225-11 Screw-In 125 grains (3-pack)  $85.99

SEE VIDEO ONLINE

Woodsman® ELITE 
Stainless Steel Series
We've given the Woodsman Elite an upgrade.  
Our newest model features the same machined one-piece design as 
our standard Elites, but in 416 series stainless steel. You'll experience 
the same tough, bone-busting performance all Woodsman broadheads 
provide, with the added benefit of rust-resistant dependability and less 
maintenance. Stainless steel is more forgiving than carbon steel, making 
these broadheads easier to sharpen to a hunting sharp edge. All grain 
models have a 11/8" cutting diameter. The 125 grains is 13/4" long, the 150 
grains 17/8" long, the 175 grains 23/8" long, and the 200 grain 25/16" long. 
The 125 grain model is vented, while the heavier models are non-vented. 

$7599
#42251X Elite Stainless Steel (3-pack)

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
Proudly Made in the USA

Woodsman® ELITE Series
Machined from a solid piece of tool-grade carbon steel for unsurpassed strength. Features True Spin™ accuracy for 
perfect arrow flight, a pyramid tip for increased strength, excellent edge retention with 50 Rockwell hardness, and 
advanced Pure Teflon® coating paired with straight edge blades for DEEP Penetration. Comes hunting sharp right from 
the pack. Solid 11/8" cutting diameter (125 grains screw-in are a 1" cut). Length for 100 and 125 grains screw-in are 
17/8", other weights are 23/8"-25/8" depending upon weight. Screw-in ferrule is 5/16", glue-on is 11/32". The 175 and 200 
grains are non-vented. Screw-in weights are 125, 150, 175, or 200 grains. Glue-on weight of 125 grains.

#4225-01 Elite Glue-on 125 grains (3-pack)  $69.99  #4225-3X Elite Screw-in (3-pack)  $69.99
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Velox™ Photon
The 1¼" cutting diameter leaves massive 
wounds. The ferrule locking system ensures 
the blades are secure and stable. Measures 
1½" long. Ferrule is 5/16". 125 grains. 

#15996-125 Velox™ Photon (3-pack)  $18.99

Velox™ Optimus
Made from hardened steel and  
aircraft-grade aluminum. Features a  
swept wing design that improves flight. 
13/16" cutting diameter. Measures 1½"  
long. Ferrule is 5/16". 125 grains.

#15994-125 Velox™ Optimus (3-pack)  $16.99

G5 Montec
Patented metal injection molded 
stainless steel construction. Ferrule base 
is 5/16" diameter. 100% spin tested 
to ±0.002" straightness. Diamond cut, 
razor sharp. 1½"x 11/8". 125 grains.

#4605 Screw-in (3-pack)  $44.99

3-BLADE BROADHEADS

3-BLADE BROADHEAD SELECTOR

Grain Weight 100 gr 125 gr 150 gr 160-190 gr 200-250 gr

Glue-on Woodsman Penetrator 
Woodsman VPA VPA

Screw-in

Hades
Havalon HV

Hellrazor
M3

Striker V2
Thunderhead

ELITE / Stainless Steel
Hades

Havalon HV
Hellrazor
Hurricane

M3
Montec

Muzzy One
Optimus
Photon

Striker V2
Thunderhead

ELITE / SS
Hades

Hurricane

ELITE / 
Stainless 

Steel

ELITE / 
Stainless 

Steel

Wasp Havalon HV
Compact aerospace grade aluminum 
5/16" ferrule. The .035" stainless steel 
blades feature a 13/16" cut. Measures 
1¼" long. Includes six replacement 
blades. Grains: 100 or 125.

#5804X Screw-in (3-pack)  $49.99

G5 Striker V2
100% steel tough, with a machined  
steel 5/16" ferrule and ultra sharp Lutz 
blades. 1¼" cut. Measures 1" long. 
Grains: 100 or 125.

#46051X Screw-in (3-pack)  $44.99

#46052 Replace Blades (9-pack)  $19.99

VPA Traditional 
Machined from tool grade steel with  
no vents for silent arrow flight. 50  
Rockwell hardness. 2¼" x 11/8" cut.  
Grains: 160, 190, or 250. 

#4616X Glue-on (3-pack)  $69.99

Del-Ma Penetrator
Also known as the MA-3. Look just like the 
original Bodkins of the 50's. Convex edge 
with more steel up front for strength. Made 
of high-grade carbon steel. 2¼"x 11/8" cut. 
130 grains. Lifetime warranty.

#4953 Glue-on (6-pack)  $45.99

Muzzy One
Single piece of premium stainless steel. 
Hybrid chisel/cut-on-contact tip. Blades are 
.046" ensuring accuracy. 1¼" cut, 5/16" 
ferrule and 11/8" long. 125 grains.

#0236 Screw-in (3-pack)  $51.99

NEW Montec M3 
Made from a solid one piece 420 
stainless steel. Ventless blades are 
deadly quiet, easy to re-sharpen, and 
hold a hunting sharp edge. 100 grains 
is 1" x 11/16". 125 grains 11/4" x 11/8". 

#46055X (3-pack)  $49.99  

OzCut Hurricane Single Bevel
Offset blade design. The aggressive tanto 
tip splits bone. Measures 11/8” cutting 
diameter, 3/4" long, and the 30° bevels 
are hunting sharp. Grains: 125 or 150.
#57951X Screw-in (3-pack)  $49.99

NEW OzCut Elite
The aggressive tanto tip splits bone,  
while the rear cutting blades create 
devastating wound channels. Measures  
11/8” cutting diameter, 1" long, and  
pre-sharpened. Grains: 125 or 150.

#57953X Screw-in (3-pack)  $45.99

NAP Thunderhead
Patented micro grooved slimline®  
11/32" ferrule. Diamize™ sharpening 
creates the sharpest straight blades.  
13/16" cut. Includes wrench. Assembly 
required. Grains: 100 or 125 grains.

#6011X Screw-in (5-pack)  $49.99  

#60115X Extra Blades (18-pack) $23.99

NAP Hellrazor
One piece straight edge stainless steel 
construction. Photon blade bonding 
process laser welds for ultimate strength 
and consistency. 11/8" cut, 5/16" ferrule 
base. Grains: 100 or 125.

#6056X Screw-in (3-pack)  $45.99

NEW Grim Reaper Hades
Features a v-notched trocar steel tip 
and .035" thick MAXX Edge SS blades, 
sharpended on the back so they can cut 
in both directions. 13/16" cutting diameter. 
Grains: 100, 125, or 150.

#57960X (3-pack)  $45.99
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Zwickey Eskimo
One of the best selling broadheads of all time and for a good reason, it gets the job done. 
Its convex blade shape has traveled the world taking big game wherever it went. 2½"x 11/8".

#421920 Glue-on 125 grains (3-pack)  $21.50  #4219-1 Screw-in 160 grains (3-pack)  $23.50

Zwickey Eskilite
The ‘Little Brother’ to the Eskimo (above). With a 5/16" ferrule it is the perfect match  
for carbon arrows and lighter spined wood arrows. Convex edge. 2¼"x 11/16".

#422120 Glue-on 110 grains (3-pack)  $21.50  #4221-1 Screw-in 135 grains (3-pack)  $23.50

Zwickey Delta
The widest cut of any Zwickey head makes it hard-hitting and leaves large blood trails. Straight edge. 29/16"x 13/8".

#421720 Glue-on 135 grains (3-pack)  $23.50  #4217-0 Screw-in 170 grains (3-pack)  $27.50

Zwickey No Mercy
Featuring a long and narrow design that creates the best penetration on any size game. Proven effective 
on Cape and Asiatic buffalo. Straight edge. 2½"x 13/16". Options: Single (left or right) or Double bevel.

#4217X  Glue-on 130 grains (3-pack)  $24.50  #4217-4X Screw-in 165 grains (3-pack)  $27.50

Zwickey Cliff
Cliff Zwickey's barbed classic from 1939. Barbed broadheads are 
not legal for hunting in all states, check local game laws. Convex edge. 2½"x 11/8".

#421701-01 Glue-On 140 grains (3-pack)  $33.99  #421701-02 Screw-In 175 grains (3-pack)  $35.99

Zwickey Broadheads are made with a special high-carbon steel construction that allows you to get the edges 
‘hair popping’ sharp. The triple-thick tip is specially heat treated to resist curling allowing it to easily blow 
through bone. 11/32" ferrule. Non-vented for silent arrow flight.

2-BLADE BROADHEADS
ZWICKEY BROADHEADS

Eclipse
The thickest broadhead in the industry. 
Triple-layer tip. Heat treated to 48-51 
Rockwell. Teflon® coated. Unconditional 
lifetime guarantee. Convex edge. 23/8" 
length. Grains: 125 (13⁄16") or 145 (15⁄16").

#5777X Glue-on (6-pack)  $79.99

Stone Age Broadhead
Hand crafted, wrapped with real sinew. 
1-11/8" width. Great for replica arrows, 
strong enough for bowhunting. Hunting 
sharp right from the package. Check local 
game laws, not legal for hunting in all 
states. Grains: 125 or 150 (±5 grains).

#6611 Screw-In (each)   $30.99

Grain Weight 100-120 gr 125-135 gr 140-155 gr 160-165 gr 170-190 gr 200-275 gr

Glue-on Eskilite

Ace Standard*
Bruin
Delta

Eclipse
Eskimo

No Mercy

Bruin
Cliff

Eclipse
Razorhead

Ace Standard* 
Caiman

Ace Super*
Bruin

Ace Super*
Blitz
Bruin

Caiman

Screw-in German Jager
Northern*

Eskilite
EVO*

German Jager
Northern*
Steel Force
Stone Age
Ozcut Elite

Bruin
German Jager

Northern*
Ozcut Elite

Eskimo
No Mercy

Bruin
Cliff
Delta

German Jager
Northern*
PhatHead
Razorhead
Steel Force

Bruin
German Jager

Northern*
Razorhead

2-BLADE BROADHEAD SELECTOR

Steel Force 2-Blade
Featuring Steel Force quality at a low 
3Rivers price! Measures 2½" x 11/8", 
with a 11/32" ferrule. Grains: 115 
(aluminum ferrule) or 175 (steel ferrule). 

#5772X Screw-in (3-pack)  $25.99

Grizzly Bruin
Double-bevel design with straight edge. 
Tanto tip. Triple laminated 1075 steel, 
hardened to 52 Rockwell. Measures approx 
2¾" x 1". Grains: 125 (glue-on only), or 
150, 175, or 200 grains. 

#42076X Screw-in (3-pack)  $47.99  

#42075X Glue-on (3-pack)  $37.99

* see online
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Ozcut Elite 
One piece carbon steel designed to fly like 
a field point and cut like a scalpel. The 
aggressive tanto tip plows through muscle 
and bone. Features a 11/8" cutting width. 
Grains: 125 or 150.

#57952X Screw-in (3-pack)  $45.99 

A. MTM Broadhead Box
Holds up to 16 assembled broadheads. The max overall  
length a broadhead can be is 2¾". Broadheads not included. 

#5019 Broadhead Box  $9.99

B. Easton Stay-Sharp™ Broadhead Case  SEE VIDEO ONLINE

Uses rubber fingers to hold broadheads by their ferrule.  
Made from ABS plastic to be tough and impact resistant.  
Stores up to six broadheads in the compact size of approx 5"x 4". 

#5011 Easton Stay-Sharp™ Broadhead Case  $29.99

BROADHEAD STORAGE

A.

B.

C.

Blitz
Made in Germany from 440B ‘surgical’ 
stainless steel with a 58 Rockwell. Features 
a 35° bevel convex edge, plus a 70° razor 
sharp trailing edge. Measures 25/16" x 13/16", 
11/32" ferrule, and weighs 225 grains.

#0966 Glue-on (3-pack)  $135.99

German Jager
440C stainless steel hardened to Rockwell C 54-56. Cutting width of 
11/8". The 5/16" ferrule is constructed from 7076 T6 Aircraft grade 
aluminum. Designed for ideal flight characteristics, as well as deep 
and deadly penetration. Grains: 100, 125, 145, 175, or 200. 

#44045X Screw-in (3-pack)  $39.99

$5199
#57731X Double Bevel

$5199
#57732X Single Bevel

NEW Traditional Only® Caiman
A fierce predator ready to strike unsuspecting game! Featuring a Slipcoat™ non-stick 
coating that provides protection, as well as corrosion and rust resistance. 11/16" cutting 
width. Blade thickness of .075". Options: Double bevel, right wing bevel, or left wing 
bevel models in 160, 200, or 275 grains. Sold by the 3-pack.

NEW Bear RazorHead VWS
The legendary broadheads first introduced back 
in 1956. Featuring multiple weight adapters for 
changing weight for screw-in. The broadhead is a 
150 grains glue-on, but pair with one of the three 
different screw-in adapters to make it a 175, 200, 
or 250 grains. Also includes three 150 grains field 
tips. Choose single or double bevel.

#52821X RazorHead (3-pack)  $69.99

C. NEW G5 Vault Broadhead Case
Reinforced aluminum housing. Lightweight yet tough. 
Foam padded interior. 4½" x 3½". #50181  $14.99 
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4-BLADE BROADHEADS
DIRT NAP BROADHEADS

Dirt Nap D.R.T.
D.R.T. stands for “Dead Right There.” Teflon® coated for penetration and resistance. Convex edge, .051" thick, 420J2 stainless steel main blade. 5/16" 
ferrule is 7075 aircraft grade aluminum (stainless steel on HD model). The modular weight system allows you to remove 25 grains from the head. Lifetime 
guarantee. 19/16"x 13/16" (5/8" removable bleeder, 8 grains). Grains: 125/100 (in black, green, or red) or HD series 175/150 (black only).

#5280X Screw-in 125/100 grains (3-pack)  $45.99   HD Screw-in 175/150 grains (3-pack)  $49.99

150/175 
grains HD

100/125 
grains

Modular  
Weight 
System

SIK F4
Stainless steel design. Laser-welded 1/2" 
bleeders. Featuring a convex edge with a 
razor-honed 27° blade angle. 5/16" ferrule. 
Measures approx 13/16"x 15/16". 100 grains. 

#52820 Screw-in (3-pack)  $39.99

Steel Force PhatHead
Industries thickest main blade. Removable 
bleeders. Grains: 145 (steel ferrule,1" 
cutting width) or 125 grains (aluminum 
ferrule and vented, 11/8" cutting width).

#5790X Screw-in (3-pack)  $47.99

Palmer Extreme Cut
Straight edge, Tanto tip .040" thick 
stainless steel main blades. Aircraft 
aluminum 5/16" ferrule. Measures 
approx 2½"x 1½", 1" removable  
20 grains bleeder. 160 grains. 

#5806 Screw-in (3-pack)  $39.99

Wasp SharpShooter
Stainless steel Blade-Locking system.  
Solid 1" cutting diameter with removable 
bleeders (12 grains). 100 or 150 grains.

#5803X Screw-in (3-pack)  $44.99

#5803-02 Replacement Blades (3-pack)  $27.99

G5 Striker X
100% steel tough, with a  
machined steel 5/16" ferrule and  
ultra sharp Lutz blades. 1¼" cut.  
Measures 1" long. 125 grains.

#46053-125 Screw-in (3-pack)  $44.99

NEW Steel Force 4-Blade
Razor sharp, knife grade steel with a 
straight edge. 11/8" cutting width. Grains: 
130 (alum ferrule) or 200 (steel ferrule). 

#5772-03X (3-pack)  $27.99

NEW Steel Force Hellfire Broadhead 
Long and lean design. With bleeders twice 
as thick as standard. 11/8" cutting width. 
Grains: 160 or 225.

#57730X (3-pack)  $27.99

NEW Tooth of the Arrow S-Series
Low profile, chisel point design.  
Features black oxide plating over heat 
treated steel. 13/16" cutting diameter. 
Grains: 100, 125, 150, or 175. 

#5268X (3-pack)  $55.99

Dirt Nap Titan
All steel construction, the 5/16" ferrule is 1045 medium carbon 
steel, and the .051" thick blade is 420J2 stainless steel. 13/16"x 
113/16" (5/8" removable bleeder, 8 grains). 225/200 grains only.

#5284 (3-pack)  $59.99

Dirt Nap  
D.R.T. Single Bevel 4-Blade
Same D.R.T build, but with a right wing 
single bevel. Grains: 125/100 or 175/150.

#5283X (3-pack) 125/100  $45.99     

                         175/150  $49.99

Dirt Nap ‘Shred Head' Turkey Broadhead
Features a 113/16" cutting surface, (13/16" wide main blade and 5/8" 
non-removable bleeder blade) .051" blade thickness. 125 grains 
with removable 25 grains modular weight system. Teflon® coated. 

#5281-01 125/100 grains (3-pack)  $45.99
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Single Bevel Broadheads

Grain 
Weight

100-120 gr 125-135 gr 140-155 gr 160-165 gr 170-190 gr 200-250 gr 275-300

Glue-on Grizzly
No Mercy (pg 100) Grizzly Caiman  

(pg 101) Grizzly Kodiak 
Caiman

Caiman  
(pg 101)

Screw-in DRT Single Bevel
Helix

DRT Single Bevel
Helix

Hurricane (pg 99)
Steel Force Single 

Bevel

DRT Single Bevel
Grizzly
Helix

Hurricane (pg 99)

No Mercy  
(pg 100)

DRT Single Bevel
Grizzly

Steel Force Single 
Bevel

Grizzly
Helix

Traditional
SharpShooter

Traditional 
Series

4-Blade Broadheads

Grain Weight 100-120 gr 125-135 gr 140-155 gr 160-165 gr 170-190 gr 200-225 gr

Glue-on Eskilite Delta
Eskimo

Screw-in

Dirt Nap DRT
DRT Single Bevel

Shred Head
Sik F4

S-Series
SharpShooter

Dirt Nap DRT
DRT Single Bevel 

Eskilite
G5 Striker
PhatHead

Shred Head
Steel Force

S-Series

Dirt Nap HD
DRT Single Bevel

PhatHead
S-Series

SharpShooter

Eskimo 
Palmer
Hellfire
S-Series

Delta
Dirt Nap HD

DRT Single Bevel 
S-Series

DN Titan
Steel Force

Hellfire
SharpShooter 

SINGLE BEVEL BROADHEADS
GRIZZLY BROADHEADS

ZWICKEY BROADHEADS

A. Eskilite
5/16" diameter. Convex main edge. 2¼"x 11/16".

#422220 Glue-on 110 grains (3-pack)  $22.50  

#4222-1 Screw-in 135 grains (3-pack)  $26.50

B. Eskimo
Convex main edge. 2½"x 11/8".

#422020 Glue-on 125 grains (3-pack)  $22.50  

#4220-1 Screw-in 160 grains (3-pack)  $26.50

Zwickey Broadheads 
Created with special high-carbon steel construction to allow you to get the edges ‘hair popping’ sharp and the triple-thick tip is specially 
heat treated for resisting curling and ensuring it blows right through bone. 11/32" ferrule. Non-vented for silent arrow flight.

C. Delta
Straight edge. 29/16"x 13/8". 

#421820 Glue-on 135 grains (3-pack)  $25.50  

#4218-1 Screw-in 170 grains (3-pack)  $30.50

Steel Force Traditional Series
Features amazing penetration with  
true 3:1 ratio. Measures 3"x 1", steel 
11/32" ferrule on 300 grains, and 
aluminum ferrule on 225 grains.  
Grains: left or right bevel in 225 or 300.

#5788X Screw-in (3-pack)  $45.99

NEW Wasp SharpShooter Single Bevel
Featuring a 13/4" long right wing  
single bevel 0.046" thick main blade.  
11/8" cutting diameter. 0.027" thick 
removable bleeder blades. The blades  
are replaceable with the cut-on-contact 
Blade-Locking system. 200 grains.

#5803-00 Screw-in (3-pack)  $54.99

Steel Force Single Bevel
Straight edge with .050" thick blade. 
Aluminum 11/32" ferrule on 125 and steel 
on the 175 grain. Measures 23/16"x 1". 
Grains: left or right bevel in 175 or 125.

#5776-01X Screw-in (3-pack)  $45.99

B. Kodiak Broadhead
Formally known as “Grizzly El Grande.” It features the same build as the Grizzly, but with 
a larger size of  31/8"x 13/16". Long and lean design with tanto tip and 25° single bevel edge. 
Options: left or right bevel in 200 or 225 grains.

#4212X Glue-on (3-pack)  $43.99

A. Grizzly Broadhead
Straight edge, Tanto tip, designed for deep penetration. The combo of a long and lean design 
with 25° single bevel edge causes the broadhead to twist, creating an “S” wound as it passes 
through tissue. Made of two layers of 1075 steel spot welded and copper brazed. 52 Rockwell 
for strength and edge retention. 2¾"x 11/8". Options: left or right bevel in glue-on (125, 155, 
or 185 grains) or screw-in (150, 175, or 200 grains). 

#4207X Glue-on (3-pack)  $39.99     #42072X Screw-in (3-pack)  $47.99

A.

A.

B.

B.
C.

BROADHEAD SELECTOR

Strickland Helix
Features an offset sharpening process 
forcing rotation in-flight. Stainless steel 
main blade. Anodized 2024 aluminum 
ferrule (stainless steel on 200 grains). Right 
wing only. Grains: 100, 125, 150, or 200.

#5270X (3-pack) 100,125,150 gr $69.99     

                                         200 gr $85.99
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SMALL GAME HEADS
A. Zwickey Judo
Won't disappear under grass, or stick into trees. Spring arms are 1" diameter 
and stop arrow loss by grabbing on to anything they hit. Glue-on 11/32" 
(135 grains) or 5/16" (120 grains). Screw-in 100 or 125 grains. 

#4200X Glue-on (2-pack)  $12.50  #4204X Screw-in (2-pack)  $11.99

B. Zwickey Kondor
Big brother to the Judo (above), with a 2" wingspan. 

#4203 Screw-in 105 grains (each)  $9.75  

#4201 Glue-on 145 grains (each)  $9.75

C. Zwickey Scorpios
Grabs onto game animals (great for turkeys) and limits penetration. Weigh 20 grains.  
Not for use on wood arrows. Options: 19/64", 20/64", or 22/64". 

#4205X Scorpios (2-pack)  $8.99

Cold Steel Cheap Shot
‘Grip-n-Rip’ serrated edge. Made 
from a space age polymer to be 
tough. 3" x 1¼". Check local game 
laws before using. 125 grains. 

#6566-01 Cheap Shot (6-pack)  $7.99

Cold Steel Cheap Shot Buzzsaw
Made from sturdy space age polymer.  
It features a 1" long 3-blade tip for  
piercing game. Measures approx 3¼"  
long overall. 125 grains.

#6567-01 Buzzsaw (6-pack)  $12.50

Titan Thrasher Small Game Head
Solid one-piece steel head, with a 
point on the end and four points for a 
powerful knock-out punch. 100 grains. 

#5807 Thrasher (3-pack)  $18.99

Ninja Small Game Point
Solid blunt hits with devastating impact, 
while the spring arms prevent the arrow 
from being lost. 100 grains. 

#5808 Ninja Point (3-pack)  $13.50

Flat Nosed Steel Blunts
Feature small chamfer to prevent skipping. 
Screw-in are 5/16" (100, 125 gr) or 11/32" 
(125 gr). Glue-on in 5/16" (100 gr), 11/32" 
125, 145 gr), or 23/64" (125, 145 gr).

#CB511X Screw-in  (12)  $12.99  (100)  $54.99

#B211X Glue-on  (12)  $8.99  (100)  $50.99

The Hammer™ Small Game Blunt
Fluted design with scalped cutting  
edges and recessed ballistic point. 
Options: screw-in in 125, 145, 175,  
or 200 grains, or glue-on in 125. 

#4910X Screw-in (3-pack)  $18.99

#4911X Glue-on (3-pack)  $18.99

Forge Converta Blunt
Turns your 5/16" field point into a  
deadly small game point. Get ‘field 
point’ accuracy and lethal performance. 
Weighs 75 grains. Point not included.

#4914-1 Forge (3-pack)  $9.25

Bearpaw Slip Over Rubber Blunts
No point taper needed. Devastating on 
small game. Options: 5/16" (110 gr ±10 
grains) or 11/32" (160 grains).

#3185X (dozen)  $16.50

3Rivers Bunny Busters
Devastating on small game and nearly indestructible.  
This point is a top choice of bowhunters everywhere. Uses 
blunt force trauma to quickly dispatch small game like 
squirrels, rabbits, and game birds. With unique ‘half-taper’ 
design allows use on tapered or non-tapered shafts. No glue 
needed. Weigh 120 grains with 3/4" diameter at widest 
point. Options: 9/32", 5/16", 11/32", or 23/64".

#H511X (3-pack)  $10.99    (dozen)  $30.99

23/64"

9/32"

5/16"

11/32"

Snaro Screw-in Bird Point
Tangles up bird's wings. Flat nose blunt 
delivers killing shock. Options: wingspan 
of 3" (250 grains), or 6" (300 grains). 

#5800X Screw-in (each)  $17.99

Ace Hex Blunts
Hard hitting blunts that quickly kill small 
game. Options: screw-in or glue-on in 
weights of 125, 145, 175, or 200 grains.

#4924X Screw-in (6-pack)  $16.50

#4925X Glue-on (6-pack)  $16.50

3Rivers Tiger Claw Blunt 
The flat nose packs a heavyweight  
punch. 7/8" diameter claws. 11/32" 
tapered ferrule. 145 grains.  

5407 Tiger Claw (each)  $4.25  

5408 Spare Claw (each)  $1.99

A.

B.

C.

NEW G5 Small Game Head 
Shocks and rips small game. 1" diameter. 
Stainless steel one piece construction. 
Grains: 100 or 125.

#5810X (3-pack)  $28.99  

NEW VIP Turkey Guillotine 
Patented Flexcut™ Technology, 
automatically adjusting the blade width for 
deeper penetration. Includes field point for 
practice. Grains: 175 grains or 150.

#5811X Screw-in (each)  $25.99

The Veteran Small Game Head
Solid machined stainless steel with a  
sharp penetrating point is accurate  
and devastating on game. 5/16".  
Grains: 100, 125, or 175.

 #5809X (3-pack)  $21.99
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KNIVES

Frontier Fixed Blade Belt Knife
Wood handle and stainless steel blade with  
unique Spanish notch feature. Embossed 
leather sheath. Blade Length: 41/2".

#MS1071 Frontier  $29.99

Muzzleloading Patch Knife
Quality wood handle and stainless steel  
blade. Unique spanish notch feature. 
Embossed leather sheath. Blade Length: 3".

#MS1070 Patch Knife   $21.99

Buck 102 Woodsman Pro Hunting Knife
Full tang construction, Micarta handle, and 
S35VN steel blade. Blade length: 3¾". 

#65791 Woodsman Pro  $137.99

Byron Ferguson Signature Knife
54-55 Rockwell Stainless steel blade. 
Cocobolo handle. Blade length: 41/3". 

#6529 Wildsteer  $99.99

Buck Toothpick Pocket Knife
Woodgrain and nickel silver construction.  
420J2 stainless steel. Blade length: 2¼". 

#65794 Toothpick  $22.99

Buck Knives Vanguard 192 Hunting Knife
420HC steel blade, Heritage Walnut DymaLux® 
handle, and drop point top. Blade length: 4". 

#6576-01  $109.99

Buck Selkirk Survival Knife
Drop point blade, Micarta handle, 420HC steel, 
and firestarter/whistle tool. Blade Length: 45/8".

#65795  Selkirk  $79.99

Replica Fred Bear Bowhunter Knife & File Kit
A faithful reproduction. Includes a Stanley file, Norton 
sharpening stone, P-51 style can opener, handmade 
leather sheath, and an authentic Western Knife.

#3578 Bowhunter Knife Kit  $449.99

Buck Compadre Series 

Camp Knife- Featuring a drop point design, blade guard, and jimping on the  
thumb ramp for added safety without sacrificing maneuverability. Blade measures 
4½", 9½" overall. Weighs approx 9.6 oz with sheath, 7.2 oz without. 

Froe- A powerful cutting tool, its uses are many, its limits are few. With the  
heavy-duty, durable blade, you'll be hard pressed to find any task this amazing  
tool isn't up to tackling. Weighs only 2 lbs with sheath, 1.5 lbs without.  
The blade measures 10", 16½" overall.  

#6577 Camp Knife  $119.99   #6579 Froe  $169.99 Camp Knife

Froe

Mollyjogger Scrimshaw Bone-Handled Knife Kit
During the 1700's and 1800's sailors often spent their free 
time carving designs and artwork into whale teeth and 
bones using tools such as sail needles or nails. You'll have 
everything you need to replicate this time-honored art form 
to create a personalized knife. Each Kit includes; A bone 
handled pocket knife, steel scribe, honing stone, tracing 
tool, 1/2 dram India Ink, steel wool, ink applicators, transfer 
paper, step-by-step instructions, and sample graphics.

#5305X Scrimshaw Knife Kit  $50.99
SEE VIDEO ONLINE

Buck Knives 110 Slim Pro Folding
S30V stainless steel blade.  
G10 handle. Blade length: 33/4".

#65792X Green or Black  $109.99
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SHARPENING TOOLS

Work Sharp Knife and Tool Sharpener
This professional grade power sharpener features an adjustable angle guide with settings 
between 20° and 25°. You'll create precise bevels on your broadheads and knives. You can adjust 
the speed between high and low for more control or more power as required. The flexible belts 
are available in a variety of fine and coarse grits to adapt to your specific sharpening needs. Put 
a razor sharp edge on any blade: broadheads, knives, scissors, axes, lawn mower blades, garden 
shears, and more. Includes two coarse belts, two medium belts, and two fine belts.

Work Sharp Pocket Knife Sharpener
Compact and lightweight with a medium 320 grit 
diamond plate that is great for broadheads and 
knives. Also includes a ceramic hone for getting that 
razor sharp finish. Features a 20° angle guide, while 
the ceramic hone features a 25° angle guide.

#53011 Pocket Sharpener  $17.25

Work Sharp Guided Field Sharpener
Features five surfaces for a full range of sharpening 
and honing options. Includes a coarse 220 grit 
diamond plate, a fine 600 grit diamond plate, a 3 
position (coarse, fine, fish hook) ceramic rod, a small 
diameter fine grit ceramic rod, and a leather strop.

#53012 Field Sharpener  $31.99

Work Sharp Guided Sharpening System™
Features an innovative Pivot-Response® mechanism  
that follows the curve of your knife blade, or broadhead, 
as you sharpen. Includes a 320 coarse grit diamond plate, 
a 600 fine grit diamond plate, a pair of 17° / 20° angle 
guides, and a field hone.

#53013 Sharpening System™ $59.99

Grobet USA® Broadhead Flat Files
Great for putting a clean edge on broadheads and knives. Heat treated to 
exacting standards for top performance and a long life. Single cut tooth pattern 
for a smooth finish. Bastard coarseness is excellent for deburring, sharpening, and 
shaping. Handle and cleaning card sold separately. Options: 6", 8", or 12".

#6314X  File (each) (6")  $9.99    (8")  $11.99    (12")  $16.99

#6317 File Handle  $5.50  #6318 File Cleaning Card  $11.50

Cleaning 
CardHandle

3Rivers  
Sharpening Lubricant
Lubricates and cleans 
sharpening stones 
and hones to make 
sharpening fast and easy. 

#6133 (2 oz)  $10.99

3Rivers Broadhead Holder
Solid aluminum, fits standard size  
screw-in adapter. Includes screw-in  
cap to keep the threads clean and safe.

#8057 Broadhead Holder  $7.25

MTM Broadhead Wrench and Nock Tool
Holds all sizes of broadheads. Also  
features four different sized nock slots  
for twisting push-in nocks. 

#1044 MTM Wrench  $3.99

NEW G5 Torkee Broadhead Wrench
Ensure your broadheads are tightened to 
6 to 7 inch pounds of torque. Fits 2-blade, 
3-blade, and 4-blade broadheads. 

#10440 Torkee Wrench  $8.99

White Gold Stropping Compound
The fastest cutting honing compound you'll 
ever use. Makes a sharp broadhead, REALLY 
sharp. Turns every edge into a mirror finish. 
Apply to your leather when stropping.

#4232 White Gold (~1/3 lb)  $10.50

$9999
#53014 Work Sharp Sharpener

True North 
Rust Inhibitor
Keep your broadheads 
and knives sharp and 
ready. Made from 
beeswax and silicone. 

#7234 (1 oz)  $13.99
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3Rivers 3-Blade CC Sharpener 
Precise 30° carbide blades and a hardened ceramic honing surface bonded to 
its anodized aluminum handle. V-groove for sharpening hooks and needles. 

#8063 3Rivers 3-Blade CC Sharpener  $44.99

3Rivers 2-Blade CC Sharpener 
Same as above, but with precise 20° carbide blades. 3" x 3/4".

#8064 3Rivers 2-Blade CC Sharpener  $25.99

broadhead & arrow not included

JewelStik® Stubby
1,000 grit diamond hone with full sized shielded handle. Curved surface is 
especially effective on curved edges (both concave and convex), knives, and 
3-blade broadheads like the Woodsman®. Overall length of 10½", hone is 5".

#7252 JewelStik® Stubby  $17.99

Montec Diamond Sharpener
Millions of diamond cutting surfaces permanently bonded in a stainless steel alloy. One side 
of the sharpener is 600 grit, the other is 1,200 grit. Use without oil or water. Perfect for all 
3-blade broadheads, including the Woodsman®. Includes carrying case. Measures 2" x 3¼".

#4607 Montec Diamond Stone  $45.99

Diamond Sharpening Stones
Mount to a wood block, or use by 
themselves as flat bench stones. The 9½" 
long allows you to get long, steady strokes. 
Options: 400, 600, or 800 grit. 

#7280X Long Stone (each)  $22.99

JewelStik® Diamond Bench Stone
Sharpen broadheads, knives, and 
any straight edge. Made with 100% 
diamonds. Hand grip on back. Options: 
medium (600) or fine (1,800) grit.

#7270X Bench Stone  $27.99

JewelStik® Dual Diamond Bench Stone
One side features fine 1,200 grit, and the other side is medium 600 grit.  
Each stone measures 6" x 2", 100% diamonds. Overall 13½". Hand grip on back. 

#7269 Dual Bench Stone  $49.99

Buck Knives Edgetek 
Dual Flat Pocket Stone
100% diamond coated on both sides, 
with medium 750 grit on one side and 
coarse 350 grit on the other. Easily 
carried in your pack or pocket. 4" x 1¼".

#7282 Pocket Stone  $22.99

Leather Strop 6" x 2"
Take off the metal burr left by files 
and hones for a shaving sharp edge. 
Mounted on sturdy wood. Now 
features a handle for better control. 

#6607 Wood Mounted  $16.75

#6138 Adhesive Backed  $10.75

AccuSharp  
Broadhead Sharpener/Wrench
Diamond honed tungsten carbide blades on 
one side, two ceramic honing rods on the 
other. Includes three broadhead wrenches. 

#53010 AccuSharp  $15.99

K'Netix MV² Broadhead Sharpener
Broadhead sharpener, wrench and nock 
tool all in one. Comfortable over-molded 
grip, and compact (4¾" x 1½").

#53015 K'Netix MV²  $11.99

KME Self-Aligning Broadhead Sharpener
Features a jig that glides on a roller base while the rotating clamp. Two sets of clamp 
jaws handle any fixed 2-blade broadhead or any replacement blade or bleeder. Heavy 
duty construction with aluminum frame and jaws. Kit includes 3 oz bottle of honing 
oil, fine/coarse Norton sharpening stone (1" x 2" x 6"), and hard case.

#7257-1 KME Broadhead Sharpener Kit  $129.99  

#7257 KME Self-Aligning Broadhead Jig ONLY  $69.99
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A. North Mountain Gear Hybrid Ghillie Suit
An advanced combination of 3D string and fabric. The snap button front and elastic 
cuffs makes it easy to put on and take off. The drawstring hood is attached, but can be 
slid behind your head without being in the way. Includes a hooded jacket, pants, and a 
camouflage carry bag. The pants feature an elastic waist and band with draw string closure, 
elastic cuffs, and two pockets. Options: green (shown) or brown in M/L or XL/XXL.

#71073X Hybrid Suit  $99.99 

B. North Mountain Gear Leafy Suit
The artificial full-cut leaves are double-stitched to the suit. Both the jacket and pants feature 
large zippered pockets. The pants feature knee length leg zippers. Elastic waist features a 
drawstring, and the elastic ankles ensure compatibility with boots and other bulky footwear. 
The jacket has a full front zipper, elastic cuffs, and elastic waist. The attached hood has 
adjustable drawstrings. Options: green (shown) or brown in Large, X-Large, and XX-Large. 

#71075X Leafy Suit  $94.99    #71080X Leafy Jacket Only  $55.99

Ghillie Netting Blanket
Cover yourself as you wait for that 
big buck, or wrap it around your tree 
stand. The possibilities are endless. 
Includes four attached looped cords. 
Options: medium (6 ft x 4½ ft) or 
large (12 ft x 9 ft) in green or brown.

#71078X Medium  $49.99     

                  Large  $169.99

CAMOUFLAGE

North Mountain 
Synthetic Ghillie Suit Yarn
Make your own ghillie suit or replace 
strands on existing ghillie gear. Fire 
retardant, waterproof, and rot proof. Half 
the weight of conventional jute thread. 
Pre-cut to 18" and includes 2 lbs of yarn. 

#71071 Ghillie yarn (bundle)  $17.99

GHILLIE SUITS

A. B.
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QuietWear 
Reversible 3D Grassy Camo
3D Grassy camo that fits snugly, 
is soft, quiet, and warm. Versatile 
style. One size fits most.

A. #7132 One Hole Facemask $17.75 

B. #7133 Beanie  $13.75 

C. #7134 Neck Warmer  $15.75

QuietWear  
3-in-1 Spandex Facemask
Wear as a full facemask, half mask, 
or neck warmer. Moisture wicking 
and scent control technology. Made 
of 94% polyester and 6% spandex. 

#7136 QuietWear 3-in-1  $16.75

with eyes cut

QuietWear 3D Camo Fingerless Gloves
Keeps your hands warm while keeping 
your fingers free. Microbial scent control. 
Made from a blend of premium acrylic yarn, 
polyester, and spandex. One size fits most.

#7137 Fingerless Gloves (pair)  $15.75

3D Camouflage Full Cover Leafy Hat
Maximum concealment while staying 
breathable. Adjustable via Velcro®,  
One size fits most. Color: brown 
(shown) or green.

#71072X Camo Hat  $26.99 

Camouflage Smart Phone 
Compatible Hunting Gloves
The tips of the index fingers and 
thumbs are treated to work with 
touchscreens. Made from water 
resistant material. One size fits most. 

#71077 Camo Gloves (pair)  $15.50

TOUCH SCREEN 
COMPATIBLE

Vanish™ Camo Balaclava Facemask
Mesh panels over the mouth and nose. 
Provides full range of peripheral vision. 
Articulated hood turns into neck gaiter. 
Realtree Edge™ camo.

#71361 Vanish™ Balaclava  $24.50

Vanish™ Camo Spandex Gloves
Snug spandex fit. Silicone dot grips on the 
palm with touch screen friendly fingertips 
on thumb and index. The long cuffs keep 
debris out of your gloves.

#9315 Spandex Gloves (pair)  $17.99

Camo Tape
Made from non-glare cloth fabric. Goes on easy, holds 
tight, yet removes easily. Perfect for bowhunters to 
camouflage their bows, quivers, treestands, camera 
mounts, and 100's of other items.

#4057 Tape (2" x 10')  $9.50

Allen Protective Camo Wrap
Designed to conceal and protect your gear. Also 
improves your grip. Conforms to most shapes, and 
adheres to itself. Reusable and hand washable. 
Contains natural rubber latex. Realtree Xtra. 

#5904-01 (2" x 15')  $18.50

Camo Form Heavy-Duty Fabric Wrap
Conforms to any shape, providing a custom fit 
by stretching and adhering to itself. Provides traction 
for easier gripping and handling. Reusable. Digital 
woodland camo. 2" x 12' roll. 

#6860 Camo Wrap  $16.99

Camo Limb Huggers Bow Sleeves
Made from quality lycra. Blend in with the woods 
and stop sun glare. Keeping you concealed from 
alert game. Measures approx 32" x 1", but the 
will stretch to fit most traditional bow limbs.

#4466 Limb Huggers  $15.99

Limbsations Bow Limb Decals
Vinyl with a high quality matte finish for durability and 
weather/water resistance. Measure 30" long, with a 2" 
to 1" wide taper. The air release liner allows for a wrinkle 
and bubble free application. Fred Bear camo pattern.

#7975 (pair)  $33.99

Spando-Flage Allusion® Headnet
Conforms to your face. Custom cut your 
own eye holes. Ravel-proof. Machine 
washable and won't shrink. Ventilated to 
be comfortable on warm days.

#7130 Allusion® Headnet  $20.99

BOW CAMO

MASKS & GLOVES

A.

B.

C.
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Nylon Quick Release Buckle
Use with nylon webbing without need 
of sewing. Allows for quick release of 
any gear you have wrapped up.

#5309 Buckle (each)  $3.50

1" Nylon Webbing
For use with quick release buckles. Approx 
10 foot roll. Use to strap gear or even 
treestands securely to your pack. Black.

#5310 Webbing  $7.99

Nylon Stretch Cord & Hooks
Variety of uses. Cord is approx 1/8" 
thick x 10 feet. Pair with nylon hooks 
to make mini-bungee cords. 

#5312 Cord  $6.50  

#5311 Hooks (pair)  $4.50

Pull-Up Camo Rope
Camo nylon rope with plastic hook 
attached. Perfect to use for lifting your 
bow or gear up into the tree safely.

#5313 Pull-up Rope (25 feet)  $4.99  

#5315 Rope Only (50 feet )  $7.99

NEW Tree Stand Bow Holder
Mount to your treestand to keep your 
bow close at hand. Rubber coated to 
protect your bow and dampen noise.

#5240 Bow Holder  $25.99

NEW Turkey Foot Gear Hanger
Three gear hooks made from sturdy 
steel, and coated with soft rubber to 
protect your gear. Weigh 4 oz each. 

#7651 Turkey Foot (2-pack)  $8.99

Silent Bow Hanger
Sturdy steel hanger. Rubber coated for 
protection and silence. Holding area 
measures 2¼". NOT a tree step.

#7654 Bow Hanger (each)  $2.99

Folding Screw Hanger
Patented EZ-Turn screw effortlessly  
drills its own hole into the tree. Folds  
out for hanging your bow or pack.  
Approx 2¼" folded. NOT a tree step.

#7655 Folding Screw  $14.75

.30-06 Outdoors Huntin' Hanger
Tool-free installation. 15-25 lbs weight 
capacity. Rubber padded hook and two 
accessories hooks. Large extends to 
21¾", small to 13½".

#76542X (Large)  $15.99   (Small)  $13.99

.30-06 Outdoors  
Tree Hugger Gear Belt
Four adjustable hooks. Adjustable  
strap with easy release buckle.  
Fits trees up to 20" in diameter.

#99043 Gear Belt  $13.50

BLIND & TREESTAND ACCESSORIES

3Rivers Hunting Seat
#8065  $11.50

Vanish™ Molded Foam Cushion
#80653 (4" thick)  $48.99

.30-06 Outdoors Folding Hand Saw
The heavy-duty steel blade folds  
down to 9" and locks into handle  
for storage and transport.

#99041 Folding Saw $15.99

Native Comfort Chair 360
The 360° swivel seat for full range of motion. The 300 
pound weight capacity and steel frame construction 

ensures comfort and safety. The mud feet stops will keep you from sinking into mud, 
sand, or loose dirt. Folds down for easy travel and storage. Includes shoulder strap.

#7784 Native Chair  $129.99

NEW KarryLite Stool
Made from durable materials and  
has a 300 pounds capacity. Features 
three powder coated aluminum legs. 
Includes a shoulder strap for easy 
transport. Packs down to approx  
22" x 3", two pounds.

#77742  $15.99

.30-06 Outdoors Fixed Hand Saw
The heavy-duty steel 10½" blade 
handles brush and limbs. Includes 
scabbard with belt hook.

#99040 Hand Saw $18.99
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HME™ Heavy-Duty Ratchet Shears
Cuts up to 1" thick branches with 3-stage 
ratcheting tool-steel blade. Teflon® coated to 
reduce friction and resist rusting. Color may vary.

#9904 Ratchet Shears  $14.99

3-pack.30-06 Outdoors Gear Guard  
Combination Cable Lock
Secure your treestand to the tree. 
Made of a heavy-duty, weather-
resistant, and rubber coated steel 
cable. Measures 6 feet long.

#24682 Cable Lock  $18.99

NEW Wild Game Gambrel Kit
Hang game securely. Includes a powder-coated steel 
gambrel, two pulleys, and a 35 ft hoist rope. 600 lb rating.

#99030  $24.99

NEW Half Rack Snack Pack
Made from a "whisper quiet" 
blend of soft materials,  
Perfect way to carry your  
favorite snack while you're  
in the stand or blind. The 
drawstring closure is also 
extremely quiet. Reusable and 
machine washable. 9" x 6½".

#9239 Snack Pack  $6.99

No Trespassing Signs
Printed on card stock.  
Durable and weather resistant.  
Easy to read bold, black letters.  
Options: 8½" x 11" (25-pack)  
or 8½" x 5½" (50-pack)

#69020X  Signs  $8.99

Sno-Seal
Made from all-natural 
beeswax paste to protect 
your leather from rain, snow, 
sun, and salt. Note: May 
darken or discolor suede.

#4326 (8 oz)  $8.75

Revivex® Instant  
Water Repellent Spray
Creates a water repellent surface on 
your clothing, footwear, and other 
gear. Spray it on, let it dry, and you're 
ready to take on the outdoors. 

#6857 (5 oz)  $12.50

Ambush 
Hunting Soap
Neutralizes body acids 
and odors for all-day 
protection. Unscented 
baking soda based soap. 
Measures 3" x 2" .

#7293 Soap  $3.99

Ben's Insect Repellent
Uses permethrin to repel and 
kill insects. The long-lasting 
formula bonds to fabric and 
lasts up to six weeks, even 
through several wash cycles.

#6563 (24 fl. oz.)  $17.99

QuikClot®  
Advanced Clotting Gauze
Treated with an all-natural mineral 
called “kaolin,” which helps with 
your body's natural clotting process. 

#6552-02 (3" x 24")  $16.99

Wool Wind Whisper
Durable, effective, and water resistant. Attach 
to bow string, bow tip, or quiver and you will 
always know the instant the wind changes 
without unnecessary movement.

#7843 Wind Whisper  $4.50

Wind Detector Floating Fibers
Scent free fibers contained in 1½" dispenser with 
handy key chain. Detects the slightest breeze.

#7294 Floating Fibers  $7.50

Smoke in a Bottle
Determine wind direction. Choose from three styles;  
Smoke in a Bottle - all around use, Breeze Squeeze - finer nozzle 
for a higher spray, or Low Light - early morning or late evening use. 
Use caddy to always keep close at hand (sold separately).

#7290X Bottle (1.5 oz)  $7.99  #7292 Caddy  $5.50

Trail Camera Tree Mounts
Easily mounts to trees with a 
tapered screw. Perfect for setting up 
multiple trail cameras throughout 
your favorite hunting spots. 

#24702 (3-pack)  $15.25

Caddy in use

NEW Minimalist Deer Drag
This deer drag is lightweight and easy to 
carry in your pocket or pack. Despite its 
compact size it's rated up to 350 pounds, 
strong enough to drag the biggest buck 
out of the woods and made with high 
visibility hunter's orange. 

#8423  $12.50
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Pyro Putty Mega Inferno Kit
The latest innovation in fire starting gear. Features 
a ferro rod/cylinder, multi-tool knife/striker, and two 
0.5 ounce cans of Pyro Putty (Summer and a Winter). 
The Putty can be stored inside the ferro rod and easily 
carried in your pocket or pack.

#65833 Mega Inferno Kit  $49.99

Pyro Putty Dual Arc Plasma Waterproof Lighter
Waterproof, windproof, and does not require flint 
or lighter fluid. Simply charge it using a USB charger 
(included) and it's good for up to 300 lights. 

#65832 Dual Arch Plasma Lighter  $32.99

A. Fire Strip Roll - A thick, fibrous, wax-infused paper.  
Simply tear off a small strip and light. 3" x 1" container.

#65838 (55' roll)  $11.99

B. Ultimate Fire Tinder - These highly flammable micro-fibers 
are weatherproof, waterproof, and wind resistant. Non-toxic and 
environmentally safe. No fumes and no odor. 

#65837 (3 oz)  $11.99

C. Fire Plugs - Cotton plugs infused with a proprietary wax  
solution. Up to a 5 minute burn time per plug. 

#65839 (50-pack)  $11.99

Pyro Putty - Winter Blend
This specially formulated putty ignites easily, and 
stays lit. A small nickel sized piece will burn for 8 
to 10 minutes in high wind conditions. A full 2 oz. 
tin has more than 7 hours of burn time. Usable in 
temperatures of -20°F to 70°F. 

#65831 Pyro Putty  $18.99

MEGA INFERNO KIT:

1 Putty Holder
(Ferro Rod)

2 cans of Pyro Putty
(Winter / Summer)

1 Multi-Tool
(Knife / Striker)

OUTDOOR GEAR
CAMPFIRE GEAR

Magnesium Fire Starter
Features flint, a striker  
knife, and a 3" magnesium 
block. Simply shave off some 
magnesium, and scrape the 
knife across the flint  
to create a spark.

#65835  $5.75

Wilderness Solutions 
Ferro-Light Fire Starter
Simply strike the steel scraper 
blade against the ferro rod. 
The body unscrews, revealing 
a hollow compartment where 
you can store tinder. 

#65801  $21.99

Hudson Bay Tobacco Box Fire Kit
Metal tobacco box with built-in magnifying glass 
includes; char cloth, double C striker, flint, and 
four strands of jute thread. Measures approx  
4½" x 3" x 3/4", weighs 6 ounces. 

#65810  $59.99

GEAR AID  
Fire Strand 550 Paracord
Works great as rope,  
but cut it and the seven  
inner strands unravel to  
reveal the wax-coated fire 
strand. Use as tinder, fishing 
line, thread, or more.  
Includes plastic carabiner.

#53151 (50 feet)  $14.50

Waterproof & Windproof Storm Matches
Drop them in water or mud and they will still light 
up and burn for up to 12 seconds. Water-resistance 
aluminum canister. Includes 20 matches and 3 strikers.  
The canister lid can also be used as a striker.

#65840 Storm Matches $15.99

plugs

stick

tinder

A.

D.

C.B.

D. Fast Fire Stick - Use a knife to cut off a small piece.  
The fibers inside ignite quickly and easily.

#65836 (6" x 1")  $10.50

roll
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A. HybridLight NAV Headlamp
Switch between white, red, and green LED Lights. Can be carried on the adjustable 
headband or hat clip and can swivel up to 180°. Up to 5 hours of light and a brightness of 
75 lumens. Charge using the included USB cord. Small and compact at just 3¼" and 1 oz.

#1035 NAV Headlamp  $31.99

B. HybridLight Journey Solar Flashlight
Charge with the solar panel or with micro USB port. The 300 Lumen holds a 
charge for up to 50 hours. The larger Journey 600 Lumen holds a charge for 
up to 25 hours. They can also be used to charge your smartphone. 

#1032X Solar Flashlight (300 Lumen)  $31.99    (600 Lumen)  $49.99
SEE VIDEO ONLINE

Ez-Sleeve Guard
Keep long sleeves, coats, or jackets 
from interfering with your perfect 
shot. Made form a stretchable 
blend of polyester, spandex, and 
cashmere. One size fits most.

#90571 Ez-Sleeve Guard  $7.99 

Bearpaw Winter Archery Gloves
Made from fleece with reinforced 
cow leather on the palms and 
fingertips, with elastic brand sewn 
inside the wrist Size: M, L, or XL. 

#44223X (pair) $39.99  

Wrist-Rocket Wing Slingshot
The unique fold-down design will have you take it everywhere. The ergonomically design allows for a 
floating grip that is easy on your hands, and has a hidden ammo storage compartment. The flat bands 
are easily adjustable and allows for use with a fiber optic sight (sold separately). Weighs approx 4 oz. 
Includes slingshot, bands, and full instructions. Use with .44 cal. Ammo only. 

#9945 Wrist-Rocket  $65.99  #9946 Replacement Flat Bands  $10.99

#9947 Fiber Optic Sight  $24.99Fiber Optic Sight Fold-down design

FLASHLIGHTS

Bright Trail L.E.D. Cap Light
Don't be caught in the dark. This flashlight clips to any standard 
hat bill (sold separately), letting you have a useful light source and 
hands free movement. Featuring an adjustable head that allows 
you to position the light beam just right. Perfect for tracking 
blood trails, searching for lost arrows, or focusing on the trail 
ahead. Three different settings: 3-on, 5-on, and strobe. 

#99042 Cap Light  $9.99

Ni-Glo® Gear Marker
Just the thing to help you locate your gear in low 
light or dark conditions. The key ring attachment 
allows you to attach it to keys, pack, or zipper. 
The Strontium Oxide material inside will glow  
for up to 10 hours on a full charge.

#1036 Ni-Glo® Marker  $7.99    

Dryguy Force Dry DX Boot and Glove Dryer
Dries boots, shoes, gloves, and other clothing in  
about an hour. Uses gentle forced air and 105°F heat to 
remove moisture and prevent the growth of bacteria and 
fungus. Won't shrink, warp, or harm delicate items. Dry 
up to four garments at once. Extremely quiet. Features 
heat/no heat option. Two removable extension tubes for 
larger boots, socks, and garments.

#4329 Boot Dryer  $85.99

WINTER GEAR

CHARGE ANY 
PHONE

SOLAR 
CHARGED

C. HybridLight Puc Expandable Lantern
Charge using the solar panel or use the micro USB port. Can also be used to 
charge your mobile devices. Compresses down for carrying in a pack or pocket. 
The compact mode works as a flashlight or beacon with a 260 foot beam with 
high, low, and strobe settings. Holds a charge up to 40 hours.

#1034 Puc Lantern  $31.99

SLINGSHOT & AMMO

Clod-Poppers™ Slingshot Ammo
Get extra “pop” from your slingshot. Fly as true as steel 
ammo, but burst on impact in a cloud of dust. Fun and 
biodegradable. Colors vary. Measure .44 caliber. 

#99471 Clod-Poppers™ 200 count  $8.99    1,800 count $31.99

Saunders Steel Slingshot Ammo
Quality, tournament grade, and precision ground ammo to 
match with your flat band slingshot. Measure .44 caliber. 

#99472 Steel  (approx 150 count) $21.99

A.

B.

C.
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AFTER THE HUNT

Weston Vacuum Sealer with Roll Cutter & Storage
Preserve food longer. Comes with six 1 quart bags, four  
1 gallon bags, and one 11" x 20 foot roll for custom sizes.

$15999
#65402X Black or Camo

Iron Buck  
Antler Wall 
Mount
Made from  
rugged polished 
steel. It's easy to 
install. Measures 
12" x 6½". 

#8417  $29.99

The Hang Up  
Ero Bracket
All metal, tool-less 
adjustment. 60° 
of vertical and 40° 
horizontal micro-
angle adjustment.

#84154  $25.99 

$19999
#65403

Weston Electric Meat Grinder and Sausage Stuffer
1 horse power 750 watt motor (120 volt, 60 HZ). Medium or 
coarse grinds. Forward and reverse options. Sturdy aluminum body.

Euro Hanger
Simple and clean 
look. Mounts 
directly to a wall 
stud. Includes 
two 2" screws.

#8419  $10.99

Turkey Beard Hanger
Friction fit, no glue or tools needed. Sturdy 
plastic. Measures 1½" x 1" in diameter.

#84155  $6.99

The Change Up  
DIY Antler 
Mounting Kit
360° ball rotation. 
Change width, 
angle, location, 
or even swap out 
your antlers.

#84156  $43.99 

TROPHY MOUNTS

Turkey Tail Mounting Kit 
#84153  $27.99

Turkey Tail Plaque 
#629503  $23.99

Arrowhead Plaque 
#629502  $28.99

Antler Mounting Kit 
#84152  $26.99

Antler Sculpt Repair Kit
Use the 2-part epoxy to patch and repair 
antlers, horns, teeth, claws, tusks, and more. 

#7295 Antler Sculpt Kit  $42.99

A. Allen Company Backcountry® Meat Bags
Great for keeping dirt and debris off your valuable 
meat. Wicks moisture to discourage bacteria.  
100% washable. Drawstring closures. 4-pack.

#9238X (28" X 50")  $64.99  (20" X 30")  $47.99

B. Koola Buck Anti-Microbial Game Bags
Reduces bacteria and other harmful organisms 
up to 8 TIMES more than standard game bags. 
Options: deer (L), elk (XL), or moose (XXL).

#6527X (4-pack)  

Deer  $29.99  Elk  $33.99  Moose  $37.99

B.

A.

ProX Trophy Tripod™
Attach your phone to the 360° 
rotating adjustable clamp. Includes 
Bluetooth® remote. Works with any 
iOS/Android compatible standard size 
phone. It's lightweight and portable, 
folding down into an easy-to-carry 
size. One year limited warranty. 
Phone not included. 

#8007 Tripod $18.99

Skullhook 
Adjustable  
Wall Bracket
Powder-coated steel 
swing arm. Fits most 
skulls. Extends 6" 
from the wall.

#84151  $28.50

NEW  
Strut-N-Skull 
Mount
Mount your deer 
skull and turkey 
tail. Made from 
steel with a matte 
black powder 
coat finish.

#84157  $49.99
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North Mountain Gear Binocular Harness
4-way adjustable strap system keeps your binos close 
at hand, yet not in the way. Weighs less than 5 oz. 

#71079 Bino Harness  $20.99

Elevation Dual Bino Harness
Position your binos out of the way. Three wearable  
options: chest harness, dual optics harness, or cross harness. 

#6036 Bino Harness  $25.99

Terrain Mesa Deluxe Bino Case
Magnetic closure and whisper quiet fabric. Also features 
 a back harness for comfort and accessory pockets.

#9311 Bino Case  $75.99

HUNTING PACKS

BINOCULAR HARNESSES

Bowhunter Bag
Quality 5 ounce oil tanned 
leather construction. Main 
pocket 6 1/4" x 5 1/4" x 1 3/4".  
Belt loop on back. 

#3579 Bowhunter  $124.99

3Rivers Hunting Haversack
Cordura® coated with a durable water repellent. 
Large main compartment with Internal drawstring 
pouch and zippered pocket on outside. Bedroll and 
MOLLE straps for additional gear. #69221  $59.99

Deluxe Brown  
Leather Shooting Possibles Bag
Made from quality 3 to 4 ounce  
leather. Main pocket 7" x 9" x 5".  
Five accessory pockets inside.

#MS1061 Deluxe Bag  $129.99

Rifleman Brown Leather Possibles Bag
Made from quality 4-5 ounce leather.  
Large main pocket 6" x 8½" x 2½".  
Two accessory pockets.

#MS1060 Rifleman Bag  $59.99

Woodsman Leather Possible Bag
Made from quality 5-6 oz soft tanned 
cowhide. The beaver tail style closure.  
7½" x 8" x 3" main compartment.

#611511 Woodsman Bag  $169.99

Shocker™ Cut-N-Run Turkey Pack
Wear on your waist, chest, hip, or on back. 
Magnetic front flap. Plenty of accessory 
pockets on the inside and outside. 

#9318 Turkey Pack  $47.99

SEE VIDEO ONLINE

Possibles Bag Kit
Comes with the basic components you 
need to craft a quality leather possibles 
bag. Full instructions and patterns provided.

#MS1062 Possibles Kit  $55.99

Osage River Drake Hydration Pack
Features a 2 liter hydration bladder, a  
17" x 8" main compartment, two accessory 
pockets at the top  and front. The front of 
the pack features a bungee system. Bottom 
compartment with waterproof rain cover.

#9316 Hydration Pack  $39.99  

North Platte Heritage Deluxe Pack
Genuine 100% cotton canvas, mesh 
back panel and padded shoulder straps. 
Reinforced waterproof bottom. Main 
compartment (19" x 10" x 9") with 
multiple accessory pockets. Hydration 
compatible (bladder not included).

#9312 Deluxe Pack  $99.99

Rock Canyon External Pack Frame
Lightweight, yet heavy-duty, 
aluminum frame. Adjusts from 33" to 
38"allowing increased load capacity. 
Bottom folding shelf. Exterior lashing 
points to secure heavy loads.

#9314 External Pack Frame  $189.99

North Platte Heritage Duffle Bag
Made from durable 100% cotton canvas 
exterior. Features a roomy 20"x 12" x 14" 
main compartment. Three zippered interior 
pockets. Carry using built in handles or the 
detachable mesh padded shoulder strap.

#9317 Duffle Bag  $84.99

Trapper Possibles Bag
Based on bags carried by early American 
mountaineers. Made from 3 ounce split 
leather. Single pouch measures 6" x 7½". 

#MS1063 Trapper Bag  $29.99
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NEW Fred Eichler Signature Series Riser
A legend of yesterday meets a legend of today. Fred Bear  

joins with Fred Eichler to create the new Eichler Signature Riser 

from Bear Archery. Bear has designed this aluminum takedown 

riser at 17", giving it just the right size between their popular  

A and B Mag Handles. Features Bear's patented latch system,  

making it compatible with Bear's #1, #2, and #3 limbs, giving  

you options for a 58", 60", or 62" bow.

The customizable "low," "medium," and "high" shelf radius gives 

you the flexibility to customize and precision tune your bow to 

your needs and desires. The riser features a slim, low-wrist grip that 

helps bring the overall riser weight down. The riser also includes  

an adjustable side plate to adjust your center-shot, quiver holes, 

and front and back stabilizer holes. Options: left or right hand  

in Buckskin, Hunter Green, or Fred Bear Camo. 

#2761X Eichler Signature Riser  $629.99

FRED EICHLER GEAR
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Eichler Arrow Cap Wraps
7" long, fit 5/16" and less carbon or aluminum shafts. 
Recommend Fletch-tite Platinum when fletching.

#7980-1 Eichler Arrow Wraps (dozen)  $14.99

Eichler Arm Bands
Heavy-duty, dark gold rubber bands. Classic camo pattern 
with Fred's signature. Perfectly sized to fit on Fred's quiver 
hood, but stretchy to fit on different sized arms. 

#6222 Fred Eichler Camo Bands (4-pack)  $4.99

Eichler Signature Leather Armguard
Made with a single layer of 8-10 ounce vegetable tanned 
top-grain leather, offering superb protection while still being 
lightweight. Boldly stamped with Fred Eichler's signature 
and silhouette logo, it features a unique stretch cord and 
gunmetal black 2-hook attachment to hold securely and 
easy-on/off. The perfect fit without being bulky. 

#6082 Signature Armguard (7" long)  $38.99

Eichler Buffalo Leather Armguard
The American bison, or buffalo, is a quality leather that 
compares to cowhide in strength and elasticity, but offers 
a unique and appealing grain. Features a laminated 
stitched edge construction for a sturdy, yet flexible 
design. Elastic stretch cord and hook attachment system. 
Stamped with a buffalo skull and Fred's signature.

#6082-1 Buffalo Armguard (8½" long)  $51.99

Eichler Cordovan Shooting Tab
The same design Fred has had custom made for  
himself for the past 20+ years. Made from thin cordovan 
leather for smooth, quick releases, while the rubber back 
improves durability. Topped with a leather overlay for 
increased strength, and stamped with Fred's signature.  
No spacer for superb feel. Very thin at the finger tips. 
Size:  M, L, or XL in right or left hand. 

#5078X Split  $30.99  #5075X 3-Under  $28.99

Eichler Traditional Only® Flu Flu Carbon Arrows
Shoot game birds, aerial targets, or even go stump shooting with your buddies without worrying so much about breaking 
or loosing your arrows. With the Easton high-strength seamless ICS C2 carbon and the 4-fletched 4" Flu Flu cut feathers 
to slow them down the durability is through the roof! You will be hard pressed to lose them too with Fred's custom arrow 
wrap and BRIGHT colors of fl-lime and pink. White Easton nocks installed, inserts included.  
Straightness: ±.003", Recommended field point: 5/16". Spine: 600, 500, 400, 340/, or 300.

#67473X  Fred Eichler Flu Flus (3-pack)  $59.99

NEW Easton Carbon Legacy™ 5MM - Fred Eichler Edition
Easton gave their powerful Carbon Legacy arrows a smaller .204" Micro X diameter for increased kinetic energy and deeper penetration. 
Three-fletched with 4" left wing shield cut feathers. The cock feather is traditional barred, while the hen feathers are either  
red, yellow, or white, with all hen feathers the same color per pack. White X nocks installed, HIT inserts (16 grains) included. 
Straightness: ±.003" Recommended field point: 9/32". Length: 34".  Spine: 700, 600, 500, 400, or 340.
#677353X Fletched Arrows (6-pack)  $89.99    #677352X Bare Shafts (6-pack)  $69.99    (12-pack)  $134.99
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Pine Resin Hafting Glue
Natural materials ideal for binding 
materials, such as metal, bone, or 
stone to wood arrows. Replaces or 
substitutes for traditional pine pitch. 

#6973 (Two 0.65 oz Blocks)  $8.75

Natural Pine Pitch
For hafting arrow points, knife blades, 
and spear points. Can also be used as a 
waterproofing agent. Approx 1.3 oz.

#4300 Pine Pitch  $12.25

Leather Needles
Sharp, self cutting needles.  
No need to pre-punch holes. 

#8021 Straight 64 MM (6-pack)  $4.25 

#8020 Curved 80 MM (6-pack)  $4.25

Pure 16# Silk
Wrap fletching and reinforcing  
self nocks. Size E (.47 mm diameter).  
Colors: black, red, dark green, or yellow.

#4330X (22 yard)  $13.50

Artificial Sinew
Pre-waxed. Use the 75# or 100# for 
stitching quivers and crafts, wrapping on 
fletchings and primitive points, and even 
making bow strings. The 50# is good for 
crafts, sewing, dream catchers, etc.

#4318 Sinew 100# (1/4 lb)  $13.99

#4315  Sinew 75# (1/4 lb)  $13.99

#4320 Sinew 50# (1/4 lb)  $12.99

Leather Lacing Fid
Nice, sturdy metal point for gently  
working with the leather to stretch  
and enlarge holes for easier lacing.

#15522  $16.99

Leather Rotary Punch Tool
Ideal for creating eyelets, rivets,  
and notches. Hole sizes of 5/64",  
3/32", 1/8", 9/64", 5/32", and 11/64".

#15519 Rotary Punch  $16.50   

Leathercraft Shears
Carbon steel blades cut through leather up 
to 8 oz. The handle is slightly textured.

#15521 Shears  $17.99

Leather Mini-Punch Set
Includes six round punch tubes (2.0 MM 
up to 4.8 MM), handle, and wrench.

#15520 Mini-Punch Set  $17.99

NEW Rawhide Leather Remnants
Scraps of rawhide, use for your leather 
working projects. Individual peice sizes vary.

#6121-50 (16 oz bundle)  $13.99

Leather Lace Maker
Create strands of lace in various  
lengths and widths. Instructions  
included. Includes a 4" x 6" starter  
piece of leather. Tool measures 6".

#15523 Lace Maker  $18.99

Leather Lacing Needle
Works with 1/8" leather lace.  
Thread your lace into the end and 
use to guide it. Solid brass 2¼" long.

#15524  Leather Needle  $7.99

PRIMITIVE ARCHERY

LEATHER WORKING TOOLS

NATURAL MATERIALS

Natural Sinew 
A. Water Buffalo Backstrap - 1 oz. #63384-1  $15.99  
B. Water Buffalo Leg Fiber - 0.5 oz. #63385-1  $9.99 
C. Water Buffalo Leg Tendon - 12" each #63386-1  $4.75 
D. Leg Sinew - 6-8" each #4311  $6.25  
E. Moose Leg #4213X  Sm (each) $10.25   Med (2 pieces) $15.75   Lg  (each) $17.25 
F.  Back Sinew - 12" each  #4354  $8.99  G. Processed Sinew #5987  $17.99

A.

B.

C.

E.

D.

F.

G.

Gut Hafting Material
For “period” hafting and cordage. 
Dries amber clear for an old, 
primitive look. Approx 20 foot roll.

#4306 Gut Hafting  $11.75

Natural Horn
A. Water Buffalo Horn (pair) 28" to 32" #63380  $79.99  
B. Raw Cow Horn - 6-8" (each) #6358  $16.50 
C. Round Water Buffalo Horn - 1½" x 3/4" (each) #63383  $9.50 

D. Black Horn Scale - 3" x 1" x 1/8" (each) #6339-01  $9.99 
E. Raw Water Buffalo Horn Tips (each) #63381X 

2½-4" $4.75   4-6" $9.99   10-12" $16.99   12"+ $22.99    

C.

A.

B. D.

E.

Leather Lace
Handy for craft projects such as lacing 
quivers, straps for armguards, and more. 

#6122 (36" Long)  $3.50

118  HUNTING ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE - CHECK WEBSITE FOR CURRENT PRICING�
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ATLATL KITS

C. Stone Arrowhead Replicas
For crafts, jewelry, or making replica arrows. Colors vary. Not for hunting.  
Options: small (approx 1¼" x 3/4") or large (approx 1" x 1½").

#4442X (each)  $5.25

A, B. Primitive Points
Suitable for hunting or replica arrows. Not legal for hunting in all states,  
check local game laws. Approx 2" x 11/8". Color and style will vary. Approx 125 grains.

#429901 A. Stone Point (each)  $28.99  #429902 B. Obsidian Point (each)  $28.99

A. Story in Stone Poster
Illustrated by Valerie Waldorf.  
Full size drawings in brilliant blue ink. 
Heavy ivory colored stock. 35" x 23".

#3088  $14.75

B. Ancient Flint Poster
By Valerie Waldorf. Displays flaking 
from around the world and from many 
different cultures and time periods. 
Measures 24" x 18". 

#3100  $12.75

Stevens Steel Trade Points
Great for replica arrow building or 
target shooting. Made from steel. 
Blade approx 2" x 11⁄8", 125 grains.

#6644 Trade Points (6-pack)  $8.99

Primitive Buffalo Horn Arrow Nocks
Roughed shaped to be sanded  
for sizing and finish. Approx  
11⁄8" x 5/16". Colors will vary.

#63387 (3-pack)  $4.99

NEW Steel Trade Point Blanks 
Create your own trade points. Made from 
.048" non-hardened spring steel and 
measure approx 3" x 1, roughly 165 grains.

#6642 (6-pack)  $9.99

Traditional Wood Atlatl Thrower Kits
Build your own atlatl thrower. Each kit includes a wooden shaft, spur, sandpaper, and instructions. The A) Catatonk Hunter Atlatl 
allows for “speed loading” without taking your eyes off your target. The B) Kanakadea Atlatl The “Y” design allows control the 
dart without using your fingers. The C) Nanticoke Atlatl features a knuckled grip allows for better control. 

#6972X (A) Catatonk Hunter Kit  $54.99    (B) Kanakades  $42.99    (C) Nanicoke Kit  $42.99

D. Atlatl Ash Dart - Made from the finest ash lumber. Measure approx 72" and have a recessed nock end.  
Options: Shaft Only or Dart Kit (includes three full length feathers, sinew, bullet nose steel point, and instructions, shown assembled). 

#6971X Atlatl Dart - Shaft Only (3-pack)  $49.99    With Dart Kit (3-pack)  $69.99      #6965X Point ONLY (each)  $6.99  (6-pack)  $25.99

E. Bamboo Atlatl Dart Shaft - Bamboo dried and cut to measure from 69" to 72" long. 

#6768-03 Bamboo Dart Shaft (3-pack)  $49.99

Flint Knapping Kit
For percussion and pressure flaking. Includes 2 lbs of 
mixed spalls, copper tipped flaker, metal knapping billet, 
abrading stone, rubber knee pad, and instructions.

#4303-1 Flint Knapping Kit  $51.99  

#4303-2 Book & Kit Combo SAVE $10  $60.98

(Book #4066 page 58)

Obsidian
Natural clear black.  
Some with highlights. 
Arrow point size spalls.

#4309 (1 lb)  $9.75

Arrowhead Necklaces 
Hand-knapped, no two exactly alike. 
Hand-twisted artificial sinew cord. 

Small: arrowhead approx 1" x 1¼", 
20" cord with metal clasps. 

Large: arrowhead approx 1¾" x 1½", 
22" cord with bone clasps.

#4348X Small $27.99  

            Large  $45.99

Large Small

FLINT KNAPPING

Primitive Obsidian Knife
Deer antler and obsidian stone. 
Tied with artificial sinew. Use as a 
knife or display. Colors vary. 

#6612 Knife Only  $79.99  

#6612-01 Stand  $20.99

A.

A.

A.

B.

B.

B.

C.

C.

D.

E.
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St. Louis Hawken .50 Caliber Percussion Rifle Kit
A replica of the famous rifle manufactured by the Hawken Brothers in the 1820s. It 

was the ‘go-to’ muzzleloading rifle for plainsmen of the early frontier days. Featuring 
a hooked breech 28" octagonal barrel with a 1:48" twist and fixed BB sights. Weighs 

approx 7 lbs. Includes easy-to-follow instructions, quality parts, and hours of fun.

#MK-1002P-50  $459.99

Finished Kit Example 

Finished Kit Example 

Trapper .50 Caliber Pistol Kit
Every pioneer carried a pistol as an essential piece of gear. 

Featuring a hooked breech 9¾" octagonal barrel with a 1:20" 
twist and fixed blade sights. Weighs approx 2 lbs 14 oz. Includes 

easy-to-follow instructions, quality parts, and hours of fun.  

#MK-1004X  Flintlock  $399.99    Percussion  $359.99    

Finished Kit Example Finished Kit Example 

Kentucky .50 Caliber Percussion Pistol Kit
A vital piece of equipment for American pioneers and explorers in the 

early 19th Century. Featuring a fixed tang 10" octagonal barrel with a 
1:20" twist and fixed blade sights. Weighs approx 2 lbs 6 oz. Includes 

easy-to-follow instructions, quality parts, and hours of fun. 

#MK-1005P-50  $259.99    

Kentucky .50 Caliber Percussion Rifle Kit
An absolute classic that will shoot great, and be a heirloom piece once you have it built. 
Featuring a fixed tang 33½" octagonal barrel with a 1:66" twist and fixed blade sights. 

Weighs approx 7 lbs. Includes easy-to-follow instructions, quality parts, and hours of fun. 

#MK-1001P-50  $389.99

Cannot  sh ip  internat ional ly .  Check  loca l  l aws  before  o rder ing .  
K i t s  that  have  been a l te red  f rom the i r  o r ig ina l  cond i t ion  cannot  be  re turned.  (ONCE you s ta r t  work ing  on  i t ,  i t ' s  yours )

Mountain .50 Caliber Rifle Kit
The classic black powder rifle used by early American explorers and fur 

trappers. The longer barrel makes this muzzleloader ideal for long distance 
shooting. Features a 32" octagonal barrel, 1:48" twist, and unfinished 

hardwood stock. Weighs approx 8 lbs 4 oz. Detailed instructions included. 

#MK-1007X  Flintlock  $599.99    Percussion  $549.99  

Finished Kit Example 

Finished Kit Example 

Frontier .50 Caliber Rifle Kit
Muzzleloaders are an iconic part of American history. Be part of that history by crafting 

one of your very own. A great build for those wanting a classic look. Featuring a 
hooked breech 28" Octagonal barrel with a 1:48" twist and fixed blade sights. Weighs 

approx 7 lbs. Includes easy-to-follow instructions, quality parts, and hours of fun.  

#MK-1003X  Flintlock  $499.99     Percussion  $429.99

MUZZLELOADING

MUZZLELOADER KITS

Finished Kit Example 

NEW Crockett Muzzleloading Rifle Kit
Davy Crockett is as much a part of muzzleloading history as black powder itself. 

This kit lets you recreate Crockett's famous "Old Betsy" .32 caliber rifle. Features 
hardwood stock, brass furniture, octagonal barrel, 1 in 48" twist, double set trigger, 

and fixed/blade sights. Assembled rifle weighs 6 lbs. Overall length is 49"
#MK-1006P-32  $539.99     

120  HUNTING ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE - CHECK WEBSITE FOR CURRENT PRICING�
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Cleaning Jag  
#MS-1015 

$4.99

Stainless Steel  
#11 Nipples, 2-pack 

#MS-1010 
$9.50

Brass Filling Funnel 
#MS-1026 

$25.50

Traditions™ Pillow 
Ticking Patches 

#MS-1016 
$11.50 (100 pack)

Supreme Agate Flint
#MS-1000 

$15.99 (2-pack)

Round Handle Bullet Starter 
#MS-1007 

$9.50

 Liquid Blue for Steel 
#MS-1002 

$13.99

Ratcheting Nipple Wrench 
#MS-1031 

$24.99

Bore Light 
#MS-1024 

$15.50

SEE  ALL  MUZZLELOADING GEAR  ONL INE

C. Wool and Leather Soft Gun Case
Quality wool with sturdy machine stitched seams. Features a  
deer leather boot base, entrance trim, fringe, and a middle insert 
(with an embossed design). Measures 48" long with a 6" opening.  

#MS1052  $59.99

B. Wool Soft Gun Case
Made from genuine wool and features flower ribbon trim with leather 
fringe on the end for an added touch of frontier flair. The machine 
stitched seams ensure durability. 48" long with a 6" opening.  

#MS1051  $32.99

.44 Black Powder  
Revolver Loading Stand
Pre-loading your .44 caliber black 
powder revolver saves you valuable 
time. Made from sturdy metal  
and wood components. 

#MS-1029 Loading Stand  $35.99

19th Century Range Finder
Based on the technology used over a century 
ago, lets you accurately find the yardage for 
targets and game. Ideal for traditionalists, 
reenactors, and collectors. Made of solid 
brass with 50 to 800 yard markings. 

#65811 Range Finder  $25.99  
SEE VIDEO ONLINE

A. Fringed Leather Soft Gun Case
Quality leather with machine stitched seams. The fringe adds 
decoration and recalls the style of pioneer ancestors. The end 
closure folds over the gun butt and is secured by a lace wrap. 
Measures 48" long with a 6" opening. 

#MS1050  $79.99  

MUZZLELOADER CASES

MUZZLELOADER ACCESSORIES

.50 Cal Rifle Lead  
Round Balls
#MS-1003X 

$9.50 (20 pack)

$22.99 (100 pack)

Magnum Fast Loader
#MS-1025 

$12.50

Authentic  
Powder Horn 

#MS-1011 
$30.99

Adjustable  
Powder Measure 

#MS-1006
$13.99

Traditions™ Patch 
Puller/Worm 

#MS-1012
$6.99

Traditions™ Hunter Flask 
and Powder Measure 

#MS-1019 
$31.99

A.

B.

C.
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Mokelumne Longbow
Perfect for young traditional shooters. 
Made with the same quality and care 
as any adult custom bow, but scaled 
down to fit comfortably in smaller 
hands. Features different lengths and 
weights for all size of archers. Walnut 
riser and nock overlays. Limbs are maple 
surrounded with black fiberglass.  
Laced leather grip, leather rest, and 
Flemish twist string included.  
Options: right or left hand in 36" (9# @ 
16"), 48" (15# @ 20"), 54" (20# @ 22"),  
56" (25# @ 24"), or 58" (25# @ 26").

#2423X Mokelumne 36"  $109.99 

   48"  $119.99   54" or 56"  $129.99  

   58"  $149.99

YOUTH BOWS

Black Monarch Junior  
Takedown Recurve
Designed to be sturdy, dependable, and 
accurate. Cut-past center with a radiused 
shelf. Elevated rest installed. No-tools 
takedown limb system. 54" and 62" 
models have a front stabilizer bushing. 
All models have ATA accessory, and 
plunger bushings. String has nocking point 
installed. Options: right or left hand from 
below lengths and weights. 

#2618X   

48" (12, 16, or 20# @ 28") $174.99

54" (15, 20, or 25# @ 28") $174.99

62" (25 or 29# @ 28") $184.99

NEW Little Hawk  
36" Longbow
Features quality action  
wood in the riser, with wood 
core and black fiberglass 
limbs. The radiused arrow 
shelf is cut-to center. Calf 
hair rest and leather plate 
included. Dacron string 
features finger savers 
installed. 10# @ 16". 
Options: Left or right hand.

#816819X  $159.99

NEW 48" MODEL Traditional Only® 
Cairn Junior Takedown Recurve
Just the bow to guide your young archer 
down the path of traditional archery. 
Made from quality woods and materials 
with added attention to the “fit and 
finish” for a sleek and curvy design.  
The no-tools takedown system is ideal 
for beginners. Constructed in a laminate 
design for added durability and unique 
grain pattern look. Includes an elevated 
rest (not installed). Features front 
stabilizer, plunger, and ATA accessory 
bushings. Limbs are a maple core with 
black fiberglass and reinforced limb 
tips. Includes a Dacron string, high 
performance compatible. Sized for ages 
10+. Options: right or left hand in 
lengths of 48" (10, 15, or 20#) @ 26"  
or 54" (15, 20, or 25#) @ 26".

#868454X Cairn Junior  $174.99 

Pilgrim Squirt 34" Longbow
Handcrafted for ages 4-6. Riser is  
solid Bacote (Pink/Purple are Action 
Wood). Cut-to center, radiused shelf. 
Limbs are Birdseye maple core and 
clear fiberglass. Antler tips. Rest and 
nock point installed. 11-14# @ 16".  
Options: right or left hand.  

#2240X Bacote Squirt 34"  $199.99 

#2240-PX Pink Squirt 34"  $199.99 

#2240-2PX Purple Squirt 34"  $199.99

Pilgrim 48" Longbow
Ages 6-12. Riser is solid Bacote  
(Pink/Purple are Action Wood).  
Cut-to center, radiused shelf. Limbs 
are Birdseye maple around a bamboo 
core, with clear fiberglass. Antler tips. 
Rest and nock point installed. 20-22# 
@ 24". Options: right or left hand.  

#2240X Bacote Pilgrim 48"  $299.99 

#2240-PX Pink Pilgrim 48"  $299.99 

#2240-2PX Purple Pilgrim 48"  $299.99

NEW Badger 48" Longbow
Constructed of elegant and decorative 
Dymondwood® and white hardwoods. 
The comfortable grip is just right for 
young archers. The limbs feature a 
wood core surrounded by fiberglass. 
The tips are reinforced with Mycarta to 
be compatible with high performance 
bow strings. Calf hair rest is installed. 
Comes with a Dacron bow string 
with nock set. Options: right or left 
hand in weights of 20 or 25# @ 24". 
Recommended for ages 6 to 11.

#24001X Badger  $159.99
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Crusader 54" Longbow
A great starter bow for young archers  
(6-12). Made from a solid piece of glassflex 
for a durable bow that will last for years of 
shooting, so it can easily be handed down to 
future generations. Molded poly handle grip 
and arrow shelf allows for right and left hand 
shooting. String included. 15# @ 24".

#2376-03 Crusader  $49.99

Titan 60" Recurve
As your young adults (10-18) grow, so should their 
bow. An old classic that is still used by summer camps 
all across the country. Solid 1-piece glassflex can take 
abuse, and will last for years of shooting. Molded 
poly handle grip and arrow shelf allows for right and 
left hand shooting. String included. 29# @ 28".

#2375 Titan  $69.99

PVC Bows
Constructed of sturdy PVC, but shaped and stained to look like a true authentic wooden bow. 
The comfortable foam grip is wrapped in artificial leather for a great feel in hand and an authentic 
look. The grip also acts as an ambidextrous arrow rest, making it suitable for right and left hand 
archers. Great for kids, Renaissance faires, reenactments, LARP, and archer cosplay. At a low 
poundage,10-15# @ approx 24", these bows are fun to shoot and appropriate for all ages. 

A. Grizzly Bear 48" Horse Bow  

Stained a dark brown to look just like an authentic horse bow of ages past. 

#85917 Grizzly Bear PVC Bow  $74.99

B. Firefly 48" Recurve Bow 
Finished with a beautiful tan stain. An excellent bow to take on any fantastic quest! 
#85918 Firefly PVC Bow  $74.99

Help a child in your life discover the exciting world of archery with these fun, charming, and quality bow sets. The Bow measures approx 38" to fit most kids ages 6 years and up. 
Featuring a foam grip that allows right and left hand shooting. The Arrows allow for a roughly 21" draw and are padded for added safety. They feature a self nock and no fletching 
for ease of use. The sturdy nylon Back Quiver is approx 19" deep, and features an adjustable shoulder strap. Offered as a kit with or without the quiver, each kit includes two arrows. 
For Bow: A) flame, B) pink camo, C) peacock, D) camo, E) flower, F) galaxy, or G) unicorn. Quiver/Arrows: H) Flame, I) Pink, J) Peacock, K) Galaxy, or L) Camo. 

#2454X Bow Set  $39.99    #24540X Bow Set with Quiver  $59.99     #24541X Padded Arrow (each)  $6.99    #24542X Back Quiver  $19.99

TWO BROS BOWSTWO BROS BOWSTWO BROS BOWS
Y O U T H  A R C H E R Y  G E A R

A. B. C. D. E. F. G.

H.

I.
J.

K.

L.

A. B.

SEE VIDEO ONLINE
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A. 3Rivers Youth Bow Kit
For ages 7 - 17. Kit includes takedown 
recurve bow with elevated rest, string, 
three 28" feather fletched arrows, 
tournament style hip quiver, bow stringer, 
armguard, shooting tab, 25" x 25" paper 
target, and case. Case style and arrow 
color may vary. Some imported items. 
Options: right or left hand in 48" AMO 
(20# @ 26")  or 54" AMO (25# @ 26").

#2450X   $249.99

B. Easton Beginner Archery Set
For ages 10 - 17. Composite 52" 
recurve, 20# @ 26" weight. Dual shelf 
allows for right or left hand shooting. 
Kit includes armguard, hip quiver 
with belt clip, arrow rest, sight pin, 
string with finger savers, and three 
28" aluminum vane fletched arrows. 
Options: camo, black or pink quiver.

#2462X Black or Pink Set  $139.99  

            Camo Set  $149.99  

#1117X Arrows (6-pack)  $48.99

C. PSE Pro Max Takedown Recurve Kit
For ages 10 - 17. The riser is 
Dymondwood® with an arrow rest 
installed. Features front stabilizer and ATA 
accessory bushings. Maple core limbs with 
no-tools attachment system. Kit includes 
a single pin sight, armguard, stringer, hip 
quiver, string with finger savers, and three 
28" carbon arrows with feather fletchings. 
Right hand only. Options: 54" length 
20#, or 62" length 25#. 

#2614X PSE Pro Max  $189.99

D, E. Lil John Youth Bow Sets
For ages 3 to 6. Features a 36" youth 
longbow, or 29" recurve, made from 
makore, maple, and black fiberglass. 10# 
@ 16" draw weight. Kits include three 
26" fiberglass arrows with 2½" plastic 
vanes and metal glue-on bullet points 
installed, belt quiver with belt, bow string, 
armguard, and bow case. Right hand only.

#24003 D) Recurve  $139.99 

#24004 E) Longbow  $139.99

YOUTH BOW KITS

F. Child's Archery Set
For ages 3 - 4. Get the little ones involved with this 
‘safety first’ set. Includes 34" fiberglass bow, and four 
12" vane fletched arrows with rubber suction cups. 

#2378 Child’s Archery Set  $35.99

#2378-01 Extra Arrows (3-pack)  $7.99

G. Lil' Indian Set
For ages 7 - 10. Includes: 54" glassflex 15# @ 24" 
longbow, three 28" feather fletched arrows, belt 
quiver, armguard, paper target, and tab. Components 
are subject to change. Bow is imported. 

#2377 Lil’ Indian Set  $69.99

H. Lil' Joey Takedown Bow Set
For ages 5 - 8. The 40" fiberglass bow can be taken 
apart and stored in the tube carrying case. Includes three 
22" fiberglass arrows (with no fletchings), an armguard, 
and a target face. Finger savers installed. 

#23790 Lil' Joey Bow  $54.99

C. D.
E.

F. G.
H.

A.

B.
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J. Cunningham Stealth Youth Side Quiver
Genuine water buffalo hide. Adjustable shoulder strap with metal 
hardware. Holds 12 arrows. Fits right and left hand shooters. 

#510103 Stealth  $64.99

F. Rambler Back Quiver
Brown leatherette build measuring 17" deep. Features an arrow separator and the 
zippered accessory pouch. Easily holds 12 arrows. Options: right or left hand. 

#5081X Rambler  $95.99

G. Big Rattler Back Quiver
Beautiful brown vinyl quiver with external pocket. Adjustable leather strap. 
Holds 12 arrows. 16" deep. Fits right and left hand shooters.

#3253 Big Rattler  $65.99

A. Wyandotte Belt Quiver
Black leatherette build. Belt loop attachment. Belt required to wear.  
Holds six arrows comfortably. 16" deep. Fits right and left hand shooters.

#4270 Youth Belt  $15.99

C. Cub Belt Quiver
Leatherette build. Features belt clip. Holds six arrows.  
13" deep. Fits right and left hand shooters.

#5410 Cub Belt  $18.99      #5419 Replacement Belt Hook  $2.75

I. Wyandotte Back Quiver
Black leatherette construction with adjustable strap. Easily holds 
12 arrows. 17" deep. Fits right and left hand shooters.

#4269 Wyandotte  $22.99

B. Mohican II Hip Quiver
Two-toned brown vinyl with belt hook. Holds six arrows.  
17" deep. Fits right and left hand shooters.

#3250 Mohican II  $24.50      #5419 Replacement Belt Hook  $2.75

D. “Mini” Traditional Archer Leather Back Quiver
Made of quality leather. Features a brass buckle and accent antler button. 
Measures 17" deep and holds 12 arrows. Fits right and left hand.

#6108 Mini TA  $79.99

E. Little Big Back Quiver
Quality leather construction with rolled top, and antler button 
accent. Adjustable leather strap. Holds 12 arrows comfortably. 
17" deep. Fits right and left hand shooters.

#6134 Little Big  $69.99

H. Little Rattler Back Quiver
Two-toned brown vinyl build. Adjustable strap. 14" deep. 
Holds 12 arrows. Fits right and left hand shooters.

#3252 Little Rattler  $45.99

YOUTH QUIVERS

A. B. C. D. E.

F. G. H. I. J.
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Fleetwood 28" Fiberglass Arrows
The best answer of price, performance, and strength. They can withstand punishment from errant shots and still fly true shot after shot. 
3-fletched with 3" shield cut feathers (colors may vary), and cut to 28" with 100 grains field points installed. For bows less than 40#. 

#6824-01 Fleetwood Fiberglass Arrows (6-pack)  $41.99

Gold Tip 28" Lightning Carbon Arrows
Build your young archer's confidence (and accuracy) with high quality, durable carbon arrows. For bows up to 45#. Covered in a black matte finish. 
Fletched with three 4" shield cut left wing white feathers. Measure 28" with Gold Tip nocks and 50 grains glue-in field points installed. 

#1119-1 Lightning (6-pack)  $45.99

PSE Razorback Youth Carbon Arrows
Perfect for young archers ready to graduate to carbon arrows. Fletched with three 2¼" shield cut feathers. 80 grains glue-in  
NIBB arrow points and nocks installed. Straightness ±.006", weight tolerance of ±1 gr. Spine: 1200 (25", 3.53 gpi) or 1000 (28", 4.31 gpi). 

#6789X Razorback Arrows (6-pack)  $49.99    #6789-03 Replacement Points 80 grains (dozen)  $14.99

3Rivers 28" Premium Youth Arrows
Constructed of quality 5/16" Port Orford cedar crested and lacquer sealed. Fletched with three 4" shield cut left wing feathers.  
Mounted with 70 grains field points (for better penetration) and translucent green Bohning Classic nocks. Perfect for bows 20-35#. Measure 28" long.

#4295-01 Premium 28" Youth Arrows (6-pack)  $39.99

Red Hawk Premium Youth Arrows
These quality 5/16" Port Orford cedar arrows are hand spined and weight matched. Finished with hand painted cresting, red classic 
nocks, and 3-fletched with 4" left wing shield cut feathers, two white and a red barred. Measure 28½" from valley of nock to end of the 
shaft. No points included, see page 76 for points and page 86 for arrow services. Spine: 20-25, 25-30, or 30-35#. 

#42960X Red Hawk Youth Arrows (6-pack)  $87.99

YOUTH ARROWS
WOOD ARROWS

CARBON ARROWS

Easton 4MM Vector™ Carbon Arrows
An ultra-micro diameter (.166" ID) 100% carbon fiber arrow engineered with the same high-performance processes used in advanced 
tournament arrows, but for the beginner on a budget. Come ready to shoot with 70 grain 4 MM zinc points and N nocks installed. 
Fletched with three 2" shield cut feathers (colors vary). Straightness checked and weight matched.

#1123X Vector™ Arrows (6-pack)  $51.99    #6789-03 Replacement Points 80 grains (dozen)  $14.99

Spine GPI Length
600 7.6 30"
800 6.2 29½"

1000 5.4 29"
1200 5.1 28½"
1400 4.2 28"

3Rivers Wood Youth Arrows
5/16" wood shafting, for bows up to 35#. Fletched with three 2¼" turkey feathers. White nock, and target points 
installed. Colors vary. Options: 24", 26", or 28". Pink are pink and purple fletchings with purple nocks and 28" only.

#4292X Youth Wood Arrows (6-pack)  $19.99         #4292-3 Pink 28" Wood Arrows (6-pack)  $19.99
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ARMGUARDS

YOUTH GEAR

Kids Diamond Armguard
Genuine leather featuring a classic 
arrowhead design. Attaches with a 
single elastic strap and metal hook. 

#6135 (4" x 6")  $10.99

Youth Arrow Armguard
Genuine leather. Elastic straps and metal 
hooks. Size: regular (3¾"x 5") for ages 
5-7, or long (4" x 6") for ages 8-12.

#6129X Brown - Regular  $11.50

                        - Long  $13.75

#6129-2 Pink - Long  $15.75

Easton Flex Armguard
Made from a flexible molded 
composite material, and features 
elastic arm bands with adjustable 
cord locks. Vented for extra. 

#2901 (1½" x 5½")  $10.99

Neet Leather Youth Glove
Smooth leather tips, elastic back. 
Velcro® wrist attachment. Size: small 
(ages 8-10) or regular (10+).

#5412X Neet Glove  $18.99

Cub Tab 
Ages 3-6. Designed for 
small hands. Calf hair facing 
with a suede leather back. 
Right hand only.

#5337 Cub Tab  $10.50

Kids Leather Tab
Ages 6-12. Trim to fit. 
Options: right or left hand.

#6136X Kids Tab  $5.25

B. Pine Ridge Finger Saver
Shoot without using a tab or 
glove. Perfect for beginner 
shooters and bowfishing. 
Colors: black, pink, or red. 

#3071X Finger Saver  $6.99

A. No-Glov Finger Saver
Soft rubber finger grips. No need 
for a glove or tab. Great for 
children or beginner archers.

#5402 No-Glov  $5.99

Youth Leather Armguard
Leather and brass hooks. Easy-on/off 
for a young archer with dual metal 
hooks and single elastic band.  

#4011 (4"W x 5"L)  $15.50

GLOVES & TABS

Easton NASP Genesis™ V2 Aluminum Arrows
Only arrow approved by NASP for tournament use. Made of XX75 aluminum shaft in 1820. UNI bushing, N-nock, and points installed. 
Fletched with three 3" vanes. Vane and nock colors vary. Measure 30" long. Colors: teal, black, green, or purple.

#4290-1X Genesis V2 (6-pack)  $41.99    (dozen)  $79.99

Youth Crossover Arrow Award
Can be used for many different ceremonies in their life. Fletched with two yellow and a blue 5" shield cut turkey feathers on a walnut stained wood shaft.  
Full length or cut to 26" (back of point to valley of nock) and mounted with a brass point. Shown with striping set installed, sold separately. Not for shooting.

#5345 Full Length 32" No point (each)  $7.25      #5345-1 Cut 26" with point (each)  $9.50

Award Striping Set
Colored adhesive wraps for decorating the crossover arrow (sold separately). No need to use messy paints to crest.  
Includes three sample ceremonies, 50 colored wraps, and instructions. Shown installed on crossover arrow, sold separately.

#7982 Award Striping Set  $12.99

ALUMINUM ARROWS

AWARD ARROWS

American Leathers Little Shot Combo
Long lasting, soft deer tanned cowhide leather set. Armguard uses elastic straps for easy-on/off. 
Fits right and left hand shooters. Options: set by age: 8-12 or 5-7 years old.

#6520X Little Shot Combo  $39.99

A. B.
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A. 3Rivers Bowfishing Recurve Bow Kit
Includes a 62" recurve, AMS Retriever® Pro reel, roller 
arrow rest, No-Glov finger savers, and fish arrow with 
point. Options: right or left hand in 35-50# @ 28".

#8951X Bowfishing Kit  $339.99

B. AMS 58" Water Moc™ Bowfishing Bow Kit
Magnesium riser with non-slip grip. Kit includes the AMS 
Retriever® TNT reel, AMS Tidal Wave® rest, a fiberglass arrow 
with safety slide and Chaos® point installed, and 25 yards of high 
visibility 200# braided Dacron line. Right hand 45# @ 28" only. 

#5571 KIT  $349.99   #5570 Recurve ONLY  $179.99

C. Cajun Fish Stick Recurve Bowfishing Kit
Featuring the 56" Fish Stick 45# @ 28" takedown recurve. An 
aluminum 20" riser with composite limbs. Tapped with ATA 
accessory, plunger, and stabilizer holes. Kryptek camo. Includes a 
drum reel with 50 feet of 80# line, a roller arrow rest, finger savers, 
and a fiberglass fish arrow with a Piranha point. Right hand only. 

#9042-45 Fish Stick Bowfishing Kit  $174.99

Grayling Bowfishing Line 
50 feet of sturdy 88# line that will 
stand up to the toughest fish.

#40896 Grayling Line  $4.99

Muzzy 200# Bowfishing Line
Low diameter, high strength, and 
zero stretch braided lime green line.

#55570 Muzzy Line (100 ft)  $18.99

D. PSE Kingfisher™ Bowfishing Kit
60" takedown recurve in DK'D camo, screw-on reel with 22 yards 
of 60# line, 31" solid fiberglass fish arrow with point, and a Chaser 
arrow rest. Right hand only. Weight: 35-50# @ 28". 

#9045X Kingfisher™ Kit  $199.99

Muzzy Tac Rail Line Puller
Wrap your line for added leverage, 
and to stop hurting your hands.  
Solid machined aluminum. 

#55571 Line Puller  $25.99

BOWFISHING
BOWFISHING KITS

BOWFISHING ACCESSORIES

3Rivers Bowfishing Kits - Extreme / Beginner
Grab your bow and you're ready! Both kits included a  
fish arrow (with point and safety slide installed) and a 
bowfishing DVD. Options: Extreme kit (AMS Retriever™  
Pro reel, RH or LH), or Beginners kit (5" screw-on reel).

#7601X Extreme  $159.99       #3028 Beginner  $59.99

A. B. C. D.

BCY Braided Bowfishing Line
Ultra-strong 100% braided  
HMPE line. 200# test strength.  
Measures 50 feet per roll. 

#4268-2 BCY Line  $9.75
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C. Muzzy Bowfishing Bottle Reel
Drag free shooting for smooth, unhindered 
shots. No need to push buttons or releases 
before shooting. Includes 25 yards of 150# line. 
Mounts to ATA accessory holes. Right hand only.

#55572 Muzzy Reel  $79.99

B. AMS Retreiver TNT Bowfishing Reel
Solid brass gear system featuring a 4.3:1 ratio and 
extra-long handle. Includes a bottle with 35 yards of 
350# braided Dacron line, mounting clamp, 1-arrow 
quiver, trigger guard, AMS Safety Slide® kit, additional 
mounting plate, and mounting screws. Mounts to ATA 
accessory holes. Options: right or left hand. 

#55506X AMS TNT Reel  $159.99

Traditional  
Gadget Adapter
No drilling your bow to 
mount items that require a 
5/16" stabilizer hole.  
Easy-on/off rubber straps.

#5045 Adapter  $22.99

AMS Traditional Mount
Mount items that take ATA  
accessory or front stabilizer 
bushings. Uses easy-on/off 
rubber straps.

 #5548 Trad Mount  $49.99

RPM M1 SS Spincast Reel
Boasting fast gear ratio at 3.5:1. Features 
stainless steel reel shoe, dual pick-up pins, 
super-fast gears, lube ports in the reel 
hood, larger line guide, large handle bolt, 
and built-in anti-reverse lever. Mounts to a 
reel seat. Pre-spooled with 150 feet of 150# 
Monkey Wire. Convertible to left hand. 

#160901-01 RPM M1 Reel  $71.99

RPM M1-X Trigger Reel
No buttons to push, or tension bars  
to hold. Just pull the trigger and reel in 
the line. It's always in free spool mode,  
so there's no need to worry about the  
pick-up pins engaging prematurely.  
Pre-spooled with 150 feet of #200 
Monkey Wire. Convertible to left hand. 
Mounts to a reel seat (sold separately). 

#160901-02 RPM M1-X Reel  $89.99

Cajun Spin Doctor Reel
Designed to handle the rigors of 
bowfishing. Featuring dual pickup pins 
with full metal assembly for faster reeling. 
The longer hood and hole offers better 
line feeding. Pre-spooled with 150# line. 
Mounts to a reel seat. Right hand only. 

#3047 Spin Doctor  $65.99

RPM Vise Reel Seat
Features a threaded front accessory 
port and integrated line puller. Twin 
hex nut and friction ring locks it in. 

#1610 RPM Vise Reel Seat  $47.99

Fin-Finder Reel Seat
Features solid 6061 aluminum  
and stainless steel construction. 
Mounts to front stabilizer hole. 

#3046 Fin-Finder Reel Seat  $25.99

Fin-Finder  
SideWinder™ Bowfishing Reel
Featuring a one-of-a-kind quick crank 
retrieval system. Mounts to front stabilizer 
bushing. Includes 80 feet of high visibility 
orange line. Shoot right or left hand.

#30350 SideWinder™ Reel  $42.50

BOWFISHING REELS

A. B. C.

A. AMS Retriever® Pro Reel
Corrosion resistant construction. Includes 25 yards of 
200# braided Dacron line and two AMS safety slides. 
Built-in quiver secures one arrow. Mounts to ATA 
accessory holes. Options: right or left hand.

#55504X AMS Pro Reel  $129.99

SEE VIDEO ONLINE

Cajun Brush Fire Bowfishing Rest
A full containment arrow rest. 
Adjustable frame with etched 
alignment marks.  

#3048 Brush Fire Rest  $35.99

NEW Fin-Finder Delta Bowfishing Rest
Glass-filled nylon, with a reliable 6061-T6 
aluminum spinner. The frictionless spinner 
ensures smooth and accurate shots. 

#3049 Delta Rest $33.99
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BOWFISHING ARROWS

AMS Safety Slides
Fit 5/16" fish shafts. Includes safety slide, shock pad, 
bushing, screw, and fl-orange nock. Colors: orange, 
green, royal blue, aqua blue, red, or yellow.  

#5549X  Orange (5-pack)  $25.99   All Colors (2-pack)  $15.50

AMS Fiberglass Bowfishing Arrow
Short, narrow barbs that pivot to hold on tight. Twist tip to release. 
5/16" diameter, 31½". Chaos® FX point, safety slide, and nock installed. 

#1025 White Fiberglass Fish Arrow  $28.99      #3022-1 Replacement Cyclone Tips (2-pack)  $17.99

AMS Lava Crux Carbon Core Bowfishing Arrow
Carbon core with fiberglass wrapped exterior, extra stiff 200 spine, stainless steel Chaos® FX point, and 
twist-release tip. Also installed with AMS safety slide and nock. 5/16" diameter, 32" long. 

#1023 Lava Crux™ Fish Arrow  $39.99       #3022-1 Replacement Cyclone Tips (2-pack)  $17.99

RPM Feather Weight Bowfishing Shaft
Lightweight hollow gray fiberglass (plugged at nock end). Spines .415", 
32" long, 5/16" diameter, and weighs approx 650 grains.  

#1600 Feather Weight Fish Shaft  $8.50

Cajun Piranha XT Bowfishing Arrow
Durable jackhammer tip and sturdy barbs that reverse for removal. Shaft is solid red 5/16" fiberglass 
with Cajun safety slide and nock installed. Approx 31" long, and approx 1,600 grains.

#30223  Piranha XT Arrow  $15.99

Cajun Sting-A-Ree Tournament Bowfishing Arrow
5/16" fiberglass shaft infused with carbon for strength and stability. Topped with a Sting-A-Ree bowfishing 
point. Reversible point. Cajun safety slide and nock installed. Approx 31" long and 1,800 grains.

#30221  Sting-A-Ree Arrow  $25.99

3-Barb Grapple Point
Streamlined design for deep penetration.  
Tip unscrews to release. 5/16" diameter. 

#3011 Grapple Point  $20.99  

#3021 Replacement Tips (2-pack)  $15.50

Fin-Finder Big-Head Pro Point
Fixed, twist to reverse barbs. Replaceable tip.  
5/16" diameter, and roughly 420 grains.

#1011 Big-Head Pro Point  $13.99

#3022-1 AMS Cyclone Tips (2-pack)  $17.99

Arrow Dynamics Carbon Bowfishing Shaft
Heavy 32 GPI shaft. Extra stiff .150" spine, measures 32", 5/16" diameter and weighs 1,025 grains. 
Nock end is hollow. Options: with Signature nock and AMS safety slide installed (shown) or bare shaft. 

#1599-01 Shaft with Nock & Safety Slide  $17.99     #1599 Carbon Fish Shaft ONLY  $12.99

Innerloc Constrictor™ Arrow Slides
Keeps your line in front of the bow so it won't get 
tangled or caught. Options: 11/32" or 5/16".

#1008X (5-pack)  $22.99

NEW Fin-Finder Bowfishing Arrow Slides
fit standard 5/16" fish shafts. Includes blue arrow slides, 
arrow stops, arrow stop o-rings, and screws.

#1598-1 (5-pack)  $20.99

Cajun Piranha XT Bowfishing Point
Barbs reverse with untwisting tip. 11/8" wide. 
5/16" ferrule. Weighs approx 300 grains. 

#30224  $11.99

Cajun Sting-A-Ree Tournament Bowfishing Point
Reversible point. Barbs offer 2½" of holding power. 
5/16" ferrule. Weighs approx 550 grains. 

#30225  $15.99

Cajun 4-Barb Stinger Bowfishing Point
Barbs are spaced 11/8" apart, and hold great on soft 
flesh fish. 5/16" ferrule. Weighs 475 grains. 

#30226  $15.99

NEW 3Rivers Shark Tooth Stainless Steel Fish Point
Two fixed barbs, features a quick release point. Fits 
standard 5/16" bowfishing arrows. Weighs 325 grains. 

#3232  $9.99
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Robin Hood Bracer with Embroidery
Made from quality leather. Available in left arm 
only. Options: brown/gold or black/silver in 
Men's (9½") or Men's Long (11").

#8541X Men's  $89.99 

Robin Hood Bracer
Arm bracer and bow glove in one. Real leather with 
speed lace closure. Order for the arm you hold the bow 
with. Options: right or left arm in Men's (9½"), Men's 
Long (11"), Ladies/Children's (8¾"), or Ladies/Children's 
Long (9½"). Color: black or brown.

#8540X  Bracer  $65.99  +$2 for Long

Yeoman Archer's Bracer 
The leather is top quality, durable, and flexible.  
Easy on/off and adjustable width to fit comfortably. 
Size: Sm/Med (8" long) or Lg/XL (9½").

#8543X Yeoman Bracer  $55.99

C. Medieval Battle Quiver
Made from duct canvas 
and cotton rope. Holds 24 
arrows. 40" overall with 
adjustable strap. 

#6609  $114.99

B. Hawkwood Belt Pouch
Leather construction. Great 
for faires and historical 
events. Brass clasp closure. 

#8530  $55.75

A. Hawkwood  
Medieval Back Quiver
Leather construction with an 
embroidered Celtic design. 
Holds 12 arrows. 22" deep. 
Fits right and left hand. 

#8526-01  $159.99

3Rivers Hawkwood Medieval Arrows - Made using charcoal gray stained and gasket lacquer sealed Port Orford cedar shafts. Black Classic nocks and round 
bodkins (#716-1, page 77) installed. Fletched with three 4½" medieval cut left wing feathers - one gray, two white. Measure 30" long. Spine: 20-35# or 35-50#. 

#8316X Hawkwood Arrows (6-pack)  $63.99

Ash War Bow Arrow Kit - Shaft measures approx 40" x 1/2" diameter, and has a 5° point taper for mounting a point. Must heat straighten, seal, and self nock. 
The arrow kit includes three full length feathers, sinew, a 300 grains point, and instructions. Shown here with kit installed. 

#6970X War Bow Arrow - Shaft ONLY (3-pack)  $19.99        With Kit (3-pack)  $38.99

B. Pewter Thumb Ring
Measure your thumb with calipers. 
Size: 15-23 cm, or 26 cm. 

#6379X  $15.99

A. Manchu Thumb Ring
A 3/16" thick cylindrical form. See video 
online for how to use and proper sizing.

#63413X  $32.99

MEDIEVAL ARCHERY

Medieval Leather Finger Tab
Quality leather die-pressed in an 
authentic historical Medieval design.  
Options: left or right hand in M, or L.

#9500X Medieval Tab  $7.75

Hawkwood Bowglove
Shoot off-the-knuckle. Order for the hand 
you hold the bow in and M, L, or XL.

#4002X Bowglove  $17.50

Thumb Release Glove
A great alternative to the thumb ring. 
Options: left or right hand in S, M, or L.

#4037X Thumb Release  $22.50

Bearpaw Bowglove
For english longbows and selfbows. Order for  
the hand you hold the bow in and S, M, L, or XL.  

#4001X Bowglove  $21.99

A.
B. C.

SEE MEDIEVAL POINTS ON PAGE 77

 
Hawkwood  
Bow Sling
Carry your bow  
hands free in style.  
Fits all bows. 

#9093  $85.99

A.

B.

See all thumb rings online.
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Dinks Foam Targets
The perfect, and affordable, way to set up a shooting range.  
Each one is hand-painted to look like your favorite woodland 
creature. Great for kids and family archery activities. They're 
durable, measure approx 2½" thick, and are self-sealing.

#9083X (each)  

Regular Apple - $12.99

1/2 Groundhog, Facing Frog, Big Frog, Chipmunk - $15.50   

Stumping Square (black or red), Large Apple - $17.50

Bat, Crow, Grouse - $19.99 

Skunk, Squirrel, Running Rabbit, Sitting Rabbit,  

Full Groundhog - $24.99

Opossum, Javelina, Beaver, Raccoon - $29.50

ARCHERY TARGETS

TARGETS

TARGET BACKSTOPS

OnCore Self-Healing Target Faces
Get more bang for your buck as these can take 
1,000's of shots. They are flat and can easily roll up 
for storage and shipping. Inexpensive and long-lasting, 
they're great for bowhunting practice, or just plain ol' 
backyard fun. Something for everyone!

#9082X OnCore Targets

Bottles, 6-pack (4"W x 11"H each)  $22.50

Triceratops (32"W x 19"H)  $36.99

Deer Vitals (21"W x 14½"H)  $24.99

Deer Feeding (48"W x 30"H)  $42.99

Bearpaw Dura Backstop Netting
Optimized with the highest quality materials, weave pattern, and mesh structure to stop 
all size arrows. Saving them from getting lost. While can not guarantee 100% protection 
against pass thru's, it will significantly improve arrow retention. For use with bows up to 
50#. Includes plastic hooks, PVC coated steel cable, and instructions. Small and medium 
include a carrying bag. Size: small (10' x 10'), medium (10' x 20'), or large (10' x 30'). 

#42871X  Small $219.99    Medium  $299.99    Large  $449.99

”The Shield” Backstop 
Great for indoor and outdoor shooting. Use behind your targets to keep arrows from 
hitting walls indoors, or flying into the woods or grass outdoors. Stops all arrows  
(any diameter) with field tips up to 370 feet per second speed. Size: 3' x 4' or 4' x 6'.

#6924X (3' x 4')  $189.99    (4' x 6')  $299.99

”The Shield” Rack
A metal frame that holds the 4' x 6' Shield Backstop (above, sold separately) and 
holds it in place to create an indoor or outdoor archery shooting area wherever you 
are. Assembly required, wrenches not included. Measures approx 72"x 53"x 24", 
weighs 25 lbs. Shipping box is approx 72½" x 6¼" x 6¼".

#6925 Shield Rack  $199.99

4' x 6' shown with rack 
(sold separately)

Shown in use. 
Target and 
arrows not 
included

Color may vary
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*Shipping to lower 48 USA only

Delta McKenzie Targets
More than 60 targets to choose from! Select from a wide range of high 
quality, durable targets that will stand up to arrow after arrow.

SEE ALL DELTA TARGETS ONLINE

No Oversized Shipping!

BIGshot Targets
Affordable, durable, and real. The Real Wild line of 3D targets are stunning in their realism and quality.  
Perfect for archery clubs, 3D shoots, or backyard practice. Great selection of unique targets to choose from.

SEE ALL BIGSHOT TARGETS ONLINE

Rinehart Targets
Made of the highest quality, all-weather proof, solid self-healing foam. 
— They last the longest, look the best, and are made by shooters for shooters!

SEE MORE RINEHART TARGETS ONLINE

Real Wild 3D  
Skunk Target

#100-825SK 

Real Wild 3D  
Den Bear Target

#100-400XBX 

Pro Hunter Raccoon and 
Groundhog Combo Pack

#100-900CR 

Real Wild 3D VR  
Alert Deer Target

#100-100A 

*Shipping to lower 48 USA only

Free Standard Shipping!

Pyramid Target
#10825 

Apple
#10824

Tom Turkey
#6919-02 

Broadhead Buck 
#6919-03

NASP Archery Target
#6920-01 

Morrell Yellow Jacket Bag Target
Featuring 54 layers, weatherproof 
cover, carry handle, and hanging tabs.  

#6917 Target (23" x 25")  $99.99  

#6917-1 Cover Only $25.50

12" Knock-Out Aerial Target
The center knocks out for added 
enjoyment. Colors may vary.

#4297 Knock-Out Center  $15.99

NEW Bow-NaFide Aerial Targets
Quality durable foam. 93/4 diameter. 
Options: 1/2" or 2" thick. 

#69251-10X Aerial Target  $21.99 

U-Fill-It Bag Target
UV resistant polyester mesh. Velcro® seal 
top for easy filling. Sold unstuffed. 

#7846 U-Fill-It (32" x 34")  $33.99
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Photo Realistic NiceTargets™
The vital outlines gradually disappear from sight as you move away, giving the 
shooter a realistic shot at an unmarked animal. Each is near life-sized and made of 
weather resistant recyclable plastic. Options: A) Rabbit (11¼"x 14¼"), B) Broadside 
Buck (28"x 40"), C) Quartering Away Buck (40"x 28"), or D) Turkey (20"x 22½").

#9080X (each) ¼ Buck or Broadside Buck  4.50   Turkey  $2.25    Rabbit  $1.75

Pheasant (14" x 22")

Small Game Paper Targets
Add some excitement to your shooting routine.  
Bright images with clearly marked vitals. Sturdier than other paper targets. 
Heavy paper with coating for better durability to take a lot of shots.

#6903 Rabbit  $2.50     #6905 Woodchuck  $2.50

#6901 Fox  $2.50       #6904 Grouse  $2.50   #6900 Raccoon  $2.50 

#6902 Pheasant  $2.50    #6899 Variety Pack (one each)  SAVE 50% $15.00 $7.50

Grouse (11" x 14")

Fox (14" x 22")

Wolf

Mountain Goat

Cougar

Ram
Antelope

Woodchuck 
(11" x 14")

Raccoon (14" x 22")

Rabbit (11" x 14")

Indoor Spot Paper Targets
Options: NFAA official size 5-spot, or Vegas 
official size 3-spot. 17" heavyweight paper.

#6926X  (5-pack)  $4.75  (50-pack)  $33.99

Bullseye Paper Targets
These official target faces are perfect for competition or just practicing. Four-color 
bullseye circle targets printed on heavy paper stock to last longer. FITA face of  
10 rings in four colors. Options: 60 cm (25" x 25") or 80 cm (34" x 34").

#7842X  60 cm (each)  $1.99   (10-pack)  $10.50  

#78420X 80 cm  (each)  $3.50  (10-pack) $20.99

Black Bear

Grizzly

Elk

Caribou

Big Game Paper Targets
Made from sturdy, heavy paper stock. Feature standard 
scoring rings and are approved for IFAA events. 

Group A (black bear, grizzly, elk, or caribou) 40" x 28". 

Group B (cougar, wolf, ram, mt. goat, or antelope)  
28½" x 22½". Turkey and goose measures 14" x 22½". 

#69001X (each)  

Goose, Turkey  $2.50      

Antelope, Cougar, Mt. Goat, Ram, or Wolf  $2.75

Black Bear, Caribou, Elk, or Grizzly  $3.50   

#69000 Group A  $11.25    #69021 Group B $10.99

NEW Bow-NaFide Archery Target Faces
Lightweight, durable, and versatile. Made using a quality high 
definition paper face with sturdy 1/4" thick foam backing.

#69251X  A. Bullseye, B. Five Spot, C. Dart Board (24" x 24")  $40.99     

                D. Whitetail, E. Bear (24" x 30")  $47.99 

                F. Moose, G. Elk (36" x 48")  $67.99

                H. Bullseye (36" x 36")  $59.99

Waterproof Tear Resistant Targets
Durable, tear resistant, and completely waterproof. Options: Official World Archery 
target face in 40 cm (17" x 17"), 60 cm (25" x 25"), or NASP 80 cm (34" x 34").

#78421X (each) NASP (80 cm)  $5.50    World Archery (40 cm)  $1.75    (60 cm)  $3.25

ARCHERY TARGETS
TARGET FACES

A.
B.

C.

D.

A. H.

B. C.

D. E.

F. G.

GooseTurkey
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Morrell Polypropylene Target Faces
They stand up to thousands of shots. Grommets in each 
corner for easy hanging. They are 100% waterproof 
and made from long-lasting polypropylene. 80 cm 
measures 34" x 34", while animals are 41"x 34" 
(turkey is 42" x 28"). Options: A) 80 cm Target Face,  
B) Hog, C) Coyote, D) Antelope, E) Whitetail,  
F) Mountain Lion, G) Bear, or H) Turkeys. 

#6913X Animal Targets  $15.50  

#6912 Target 80 cm Face  $15.50

DuraMesh Target Faces
Made from self-healing heavy-duty Ultraflex vinyl. They're weatherproof and won't fade in the sunlight. Options: A) black bear 
(40"x 48"), B) whitetail deer broadside right (25"x 32"), C) whitetail deer broadside left (40"x 48"), D) mule deer (40"x 48"),  
E) elk (40"x 48"), F) moose (25"x 32"), G) turkey (32"x 25"), H) billiards (23"x 25"), or I) dart board (23"x 25"). 

#69161X DuraMesh (each)  

Turkey, Whitetail Broadside Right, Moose, Dart Board, or Billiards $18.75 

Whitetail Broadside Left, Mule Deer, Elk, or Black Bear   $26.99

Bear Archery  
Ground Quiver
The perfect way to keep 
your arrows handy while 
target shooting. You 
can carry it with you 
anywhere. 

#56250  $14.99

Target Face Pins
Use to attach target faces to your 
backstop. Plastic. Color may vary. 

#6906 Target Pins (4-pack)  $3.75

TARGET ACCESSORIES

Flex Pull Arrow Puller
Convenient size fits in palm.  
Colors: black or fl-orange.

#6023X Flex Pull Arrow Puller  $10.99

Saunders Point-Puller
Easily and safely remove stuck points. 
Works on field points and broadheads.

#1045  Point Puller  $10.99

FlexFoam 3D Target Repair Kit
Creates approx 460 in3 of foam. 1 lb bottle of 
Part A, and two 0.9 pound bottles of Part B.

 #3261 Repair Kit  $55.99

Bohning  
Shooter Stool
Features two metal 
arrow tubes, a cooler, a 
zippered mesh pocket, 
and adjustable padded 
backpack straps. 

#7783  $139.99

Arrow Puller
Grabs any diameter arrow.  
Colors: gray or olive green. 

#2467X Molded Arrow Puller  $12.99

Scorpion Venom 
Arrow Release Fluid
Remove arrows from 
targets in a snap. Odor free 
and waterproofing. Apply 
to field tip only.

#1171 (1 oz)  $13.25

HME 3D Target Stand
Adjustable, from 19-29", fits all brands of targets.  
Raised legs increase stability on uneven surfaces. 

#6937  $39.99

A.

A.

B.

B.

C.

C.

D.

D.

E.

E.

F.

F.

G.

G. H.

H. I.

HME Bag 
Target Stand
Holds up your 
targets. Raised  
legs for uneven 
surfaces. Adjustable 
to fit 30" targets. 

#6936-02  $54.99
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